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BEING THE REAL REBEL... 
"Everyone wants to 'Rebel' over something at one time or another, this is a natural instinct with 
Your RealAwareniss to Break Free from all the Restrictions, YU, The RealU, has collected from 
lifetimes of being unaware. This IS Your NUNowniss to BE Free! The NUSound, The NU~U, 
replaces all the old Reptilian words of the Fake Gods of Man! The OM, AUM, HU, Amen, Omen 
and so many others are Physical/Astral TapLining to the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS). The 
NU~U IS The RealConnection for The Real Rebels of THE ALLIS. Real Rebels do not protest 
what is taking place on this planet with the KEK Systems. Real Rebels learn to See Beyond this 
world into The Real UNUverses and See themselves as a FreeBeing of RealLight! Real Rebels 
are very creative with whatever is taking place with all the Deception of The Deceptors. Real 
Rebels always Take The Risk and present Singing The NU~U to this Lost World of HUman 
Reptilian Farming. READ MY NUBOOK NOW! 

WWE KNOW WHAT WWE ARE DOING... 
"WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators Supporting The ALLNatural Environment that 
Supports US! WWE provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no one else! WWE know 
what WWE are Doing! It is understandable that most people do not know what WWE are doing, 
as ALL of US who are Sharing Our RealExperiences with Life have come from many different 
avenues to get Here & Now. NaturIS Our RealSource and is always demonstrating what Makes 
Sense as each of us survive on this planet. Trying to outsmart The TruReality of The Natural 
Environment, as many KEK Systems are doing, is not working and never will, but most people 
are still asleep to What IS Natural & Real Now. WWE are The NUWakeUp for Everyone. BE a 
Real RiskTaker with US Now! 

THE NUSOUND THE NU~U… 
“The NUSound, The NU~U, is a Real WakeUp for YU, The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, 
to Become MoreAware and Free YourSelf from all the Restrictions you have made for 
yourself and the ones you have Agreed to with this world. The NU~U Sound is The 
RealConnection with The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Simply Sing The NU~U like this 
for about 5 to 15 minutes… “NU~U~U~U… NU~U~U~U… NU~U~U~U… and so on, 
and then Watch Your DreamVisions and learn to remember Your Dreams. In Your 
Dreams, which is the first part of The RealSide LifeIS, The Real UNUversal Guides will 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation for you to eventually have RealFreedom & 
RealTruth! 

REAL RISKTAKERS OF THE ALLIS... 
"There are many RiskTakers on this earth who know they have to be creative to survive. 
Creation is a huge challenger for all of us, and the biggest challenge is Not Knowing 
there is more to Life than just the earth and Creation and to WakeUp to this. This earth 
has its benefits with The ALLNatural Environment that supports us, but with the 
enormous Kontrol of the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who have been here the 
longest, the survival rate of people is vanishing rapidly. Taking Risks to survive here is 
one thing, but it all soon disappears as one gets older and feeble and unable to care for 
themselves. All the so-called 'thrills' are gone and all that is left are memories like those 
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of pastlives that most people cannot remember. So the routine of rebirth continues for 
those who Do Not Become The Real RiskTakers to See Beyond this world and Cause & 
Effect Creation. Seeking thrills here is one thing and Becoming MoreAware & 
SelfSufficient is a much better position to stand in. From the personal view and mind of 
most people, they cannot See what lies beyond this world and all the unlimited 
possibilities that already exist, so their imagination and attention is moreso focused on 
that they see in front of them, which they do not always consider will soon vanish and 
becoming nothing. The Real RiskTaker, one who has been guided and educated with 
The RealKnowledge of The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, they will step forward and 
take on The RealAdventure of Life and expose themselves to whatever it takes for The 
TruReality LifeIS to be known and understood. Very few people will do this, because 
most people are too afraid for themselves and the so-called 'social' position they 'Think' 
is more important than their RealAwareniss and RealFreedom. The masses 'pretend' 
there is some kind of freedom here, but there is None! The Political and Religious 
Kontrollers will drown people in 'pretty words' to convince the unaware that the so-called 
freedom they are wanting will soon take place and that they are to hold onto their 'hope' 
for this event to happen, which it never will, because it never has! Duane The Great 
Writer is providing what no one else has The RealCourage to do... The NUWay Out of 
Cause & Effect Creation Now! 

ASK PUTIN on FACEBOOK... 
"Each one of us have our own way to WakeUp here.  President Putin is on his 
adventure, as we all are.   There is so much more that is taking place that is Not Seen 
on the surface of Creation here and what the Kontrolling Governments are not telling 
the unaware masses.   Putin has bravely stepped out in the public with many 
controversial statements where many other politicians are afraid to expose their own 
deceptive tactics.  WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators and WWE are 'Here For 
Everyone!'  It is time to WakeUp & Recognize The ALLNatural Environment Supporting 
ALL of US!  WWE Recognize Sincere & Brave People!  

ASK JESUS ON FACEBOOK... 
"HELLO! I am Jesus from the other Levels of Life! I have always been Here & Now with 
You, but most people cannot See Me, because they are Trapped & TapLined with 
politics, religion, spiritual paths and teachings and chasing the Funny Munny that The 
Deceptors have created you 'Think' is so valuable! I am with Duane&Eva, as DuaneIS 
THE NUMAN NOW! It is Duane's time to Share The NUPresentation with Rebazar 
Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides. Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and Let Life 
Show YU, The RealU, in Your DreamVisions... 'What IS Real Now!' 
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ASK THE FEARED GOD ON FACEBOOK... 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER INTERVIEWS THE KALAUM LORD GOD of THE 
EARTH WORLDS VOODOO RELIGIONS... 

"This is an Amazing Adventure I have to tell... One night Rebazar and Paul came into 
my room while I was ready to go to sleep... "Stay Awake with US, Duane! We are going 
on a NUAdventure with you to the Mental Realm and the Lord God, Kalaum! You have 
been there many times and this will be something fun for you." Said Rebazar, as him 
and Paul went up into my ceiling and I could feel them pulling me along. We were soon 
above my house and flying upward into the vast and dark nightly sky. I could sense the 
suspense of what was about to take place. I knew the Kalaum God did not really like 
what I was doing on the earth with The RealGuides, but in his own way he was fine with 
me, because he had an unlimited number of dumbed down unaware souls as his slaves 
for more ongoing lifetimes. We first went thru the Astral Realm and flying above the the 
palace of the Astral God, who just happened to see us from the ground. He shook his 
fist at us, as Paul laughed and we continued upward. We soon entered the Causal 
Realm and flying above the huge scenery. The fake god of this realm, Brahman, was 
outside speaking with a bunch of his worshiping followers when he saw us... "Come 
down here and pray with us!" He said, as we waved and kept flying higher. 

"I could feel the tension mounting as we were leaving the borders of the Causal Realm 
and into the Mental Realm of the Fierce and Bothersome Kalaum God! The 
predominate noise of the OM was everywhere, as we entered this Forbidden Heaven of 
Man. I began to laugh within myself, as I have been here many times before to hear the 
Noise of God. We flew across the huge vastness of the Mental Realm, until we came to 
the Giant Castle of the DevilGod Kalaum! I could feel the hate he was emanating as we 
approached. All of us landed on the front steps of the Kalaum Castle, as the guards 
looked at us funny. They let us pass, as we walked into the huge hallway entrance and 
soon to the main auditorium of The Lord God Himself. Most blind worshipers of Kalaum 
do not know that he had to fight his way into his position to proclaim himself the 
KingGod. I sensed his presence as we entered the giant area where in the distance in 
front of us was the huge Throne of God. There were giant curtains behind his throne 
that went miles into the sky. As I looked closer, I could See him looking at us from a 
small slit in the curtain. Rebazar looked at me and nodded with a smile, as he and Paul 
saw the Kalaum God being silly. He then came out and walked majestically to His 
Throne. We stopped and waited for a moment, then walk slowly towards him. He was a 
large figure, as Kalaum can take any form he likes, but he has already did so many 
different forms when I was here before, so I figured he was not going to try and fool me 
anymore. He watched us closely as we moved to him. Kalaum is the Reptilian DevilGod 
unaware people worship. 

"Come to me Children of The Light. You are welcome here in my humble place of 
worship! Rebazar and Paul, you know me well. I see you brought THE NUMAN. He is a 
lot of trouble for me! He is too much of a RiskTaker! I like HarOld, because he is so 
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stupid and easy to get along with. HA HA HA...Kroney Joanny has drugged and beaten 
Harry into a silly boring fool! SHE has done well and I will reward HER well!" Said the 
Kalaum God, as he smiled with delight! "You are fooling yourself again, Kalaum Grog! 
Duane and The NUWorldWide Educators will be taking over the planet earth with The 
NUNowniss of THE ALLIS! Everything Phoney Joanny has done is being exposed very 
rapidly and people are Waking Up to The NUSound, The NU~U!" Said Rebazar firmly. 

"WAAAAH... WAAAAH... WAAAAH!" Cried Kalaum, as tears like a flood came pouring 
from his eyes and all over the floor. "I Hate ALL of YOU! You are destroying all that I 
have worked for! I Hate to admit that what you are doing is Nice, and that... NU~U IS 
RIGHT ON!" Said God! 

"WAKEUP WITH US or STAY LOST HERE! READ THE NUBOOK! 

THE ENDLESS ISNIS LIFEIS for DUMMIES... 
"Each one of us have lived in Creation for millions of lifetimes in so many different body 
forms and most people are still 'thinking' this is the only reality there is.  This One-
Dimensional 'Place in Life' has its benefit, but not entirely until YU, The RealU Wakes 
Up Completely and Recognize 'What IS Real Now!  As long as you are still 'only' 
thinking that you are human, then you will stay lost here with the unaware and the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule this planet.  There are so many stages and 
steps to go thru to Completely WakeUp to where YU, The RealU, actually Stands 
Completely Aware that YU are a FreeBeing of RealLight in The Real UNUverses 
beyond all of Cause & Effect Creation!  With the Six Levels of Creation there are the 
Authoritarians on the RoundWorlds, the Many Heavens of Man, the Angels & Saviors 
and the Gods of Man, who profess to have created Creation.  This is where YOU are at 
Now!  Do you like your experience so far, especially being on this Purposely Poisoned 
Prison Planet?   You can do so much better than what the Deceptive political, religious, 
spiritual, educational and scientific systems are doing  that keep you One-
Dimentionalized here!    Beyond the Restrictions & Limitations of Creation, there IS The 
Real UNUverses of The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  Starting on The Seventh 
LifeLevel, YU, The RealU, IS a FreeBeing pf RealLight and brighter than any sun in the 
skies! 

 PAUL TWITCHELL IS THE REALCONNECTION... 
"Paul Twitchell & The Real UNUversal Guides IS The RealConnection with The 
SoundLight ALLAliveniss of THE ALLIS.  The RealGuides have played many 'roles' to 
get the attention of those still asleep in Cause & Effect Creation.  In the past, they have 
created many different paths and teachings with many labels as masters and gurus, 
saints and saviors, or whatever!  They referred to the Gods of Man, as somewhere to 
start from for those unaware of The Real UNUverses.  The Old Days of 'pretty words & 
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wisdom' are gone and exist only as a 'reference' and nothing more.  Those who still 
Emotionally Kling (EK) to the ideas of spiritual paths, souls, saviors, masters and gods, 
are infected by the Reptilian Kalaum Lord God of all politics and religion on this earth!   
The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) own the earth, and they have a Designed Mind 
Kontrolling Matrix all thru Cause & Effect Creation!   Those who worship and pray to 
gods are being Astrally TapLined and held here for more lifetimes of even worse 
conditions than Now!   Duane The Great Writer IS THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW!  
The Real UNUversal Guides, Rebazar Tarzs, Paul Twitchell, Gopal Das, Fubbi Quantz, 
Yauble Sacabi, Towart Managi, Kata Daki, and the endless multitude of others, stand 
with DuaneIS THE NUMAN NOW!  The old idea of the 'Rod of Power' is gone, and 
those who use this idea are deceiving others.  The RealGuides Do Not recognize other 
'light workers' as these people are relating to the Astral Realm and the Gods of Man. 

"The many teachings relating to 'seeing the light' and galactic 'this and that' are 
physical/astral ideas from the minds of the inventors.  Most of them are 'fronts' created 
by the RATS to seduce people into 'Thinking' they will be saved by the Reptilian God 
Kalaum!    The Whole of LifeIS moreso than anything in Creation.  The 'spiritual' 
gatherings and things like Christ Consciousness and many other labeled ideas, are 
nothing more than TapLining Parties for the RATS to feast upon those who are 
expressing their Astral Love Sensations.  There is Love, which is mainly Astral Emotions 
and Feelings (the RATS Love Emotional Love and Stress). Then there IS RealLUV, 
which is like the Sun Shining upon ALL!.  RealLUV IS Your RealAwareniss, as YU, The 
RealU, learns to Recognize RealLUV with The RealConnection to The Real UNUverses 
of RealFreedom!  You can stay here as long as you want with only your Emotional Love, 
or you can Take The Risk by Singing The NUSound, NU~U, and Let Life Show YU 
'What IS Real Now!'   You are always deciding Your Life!  The old words of HU, OM, 
AUM, Amen and others attract the RATS and they Love to hear them.  It is always Your 
Choice to WakeUp Now or Stay Lost here! 

THE REALCONNECTION BEYOND CREATION... 
"Very few people really know what is Beyond Creation, as very few people know what 
they are doing in Creation and how it all came about.   Most people just live their life 
here and chase what is presented to them from the Kontrolling Systems into more 
unconscious lifetimes of even worse situations than Now.   WWE as Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators, WWE have The RealConnection to The LifeLevels of The Real 
UNUverses of RealFreedom.  Many people in Creation 'Think' they have a direct line to 
Reality, but for the most part, they are contacting the Astral Light and the angels and 
saints in the Astral Realm where Your Astral Body is, as this is the Emotional/Sensation 
Body.  You have four other bodies beside just the Physical Body that YU, The RealU, is 
operating.  The Real UNUversal Guides are from The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  
The RealGuides have The RealConnection with The SoundLight ALLAliveniss of THE 
ALLIS. 
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"The Deceptors, the Authoritarians of the earth, the KEK Systems (Kontrolling Earthly 
Korporations), the political, religious, spiritual, educational and scientific system 
inventions, along with the invented Gods of Man, are all part of the distorted inventions 
for HUman Farming on this planet and so many others.  You are in Their Designed 
Matrix and You do not know this!  You keep Agreeing to whatever they create and tell 
You to do, and so You will be returning in deformed bodies into future lifetimes, because 
this is a Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet, and this is how the Authorities like this 
place!   There is a Lot More that You are Not Seeing, and WWE can show You how to 
Escape Cause & Effect Creation into Real UNUverses of Purity & RealFreedom!   To do 
so, YU, The RealU, must Be The Real RiskTaker and do what You have never done 
before!   Are You ready for this, or are You going to keep 'pretending' there is a life for 
You on this 'Place in Life' called earth?   WWE are The NUWay Out of Boring 
Reincarnation and Old Karma from the Gods of Man, but You must decide for yourself 
to Take The Risk!  Have Fun Deciding!   

DUANEIS REPLACING PAUL TWITCHELL... 
"Duane The Great Writer was asked by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides to 
Replace Paul Twitchell in The TruSense with what is taking place with The 
NUPresentation as THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW. The old days of lip-service 
masters and gurus is gone, and the two caretaker/janitors (Darwin & HarOld) who came 
after Paul to 'Do Something Wonderful' for this world, decided that their personal life 
was far more important and have become self-absorbed Korporation Kronees! Very few 
people have The RealCourage to See Past the created 'fronts' here, and so they will 
stay Trapped & TapLined by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) and the old masters 
and gurus of days gone by. The old masters are now the Korporation Kings of their 
empires and bought off by the One World Order (OWO). SHE, Joanny Klump, owner 
and Dictator of the EEKonkon Kontrolling Korporation (KKK) in Minnesota, USA, 
decides everything HarOld says on stage (watch his notes) and SHE edits all Harry's 
wisdumb books. I was with Paul in the early days, and I am revealing a lot more as to 
what really took place. I am into The Real Adventure LifeIS, and not the Kreated 
Deceptions of the political, religious, spiritual, educational and scientific systems. There 
is something with this life for everyone, so Have Fun Deciding! 

PAUL TWITCHELL and PLAGIARISM... 
"Paul Twitchell was a writer and he did Plagiarize some of what he presented to this 
world.  How do I know this for sure?  I was There!  Hello, I am Duane The Great Writer, 
and I am providing 'The Greatest WakeUp of RealAwareniss' this world has ever Seen!   
I will give a brief history of Paul's Plagiarism, and I also suggest for You to read on 
Facebook in the group, 'What Really Happened to Paul Twitchell.' (also at the end of 
this page).  Paul knew he only had so much time here, and when he was writing his 
books, he did not have the modern computer and typewriters  we do Now.  Paul still IS 
The RealGuide with The Real UNUversal Guides, and what he did while he was here, 
because he had The Real Rod of Power, he had The RealConnection with The 
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TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. This IS The Real Essence of what he IS still doing on The 
RealSide.  Paul started off with Astral Projection and the 'god' ideas, as these were the 
baby steps he knew people had to go thru to get to The NUNowniss of THE ALLIS.  
Darwin and Harold, who were given an opportunity to 'Do Something Real' for the 
existing members of Eck, did not have The RealAwareniss Paul does, and so they have 
not!  Darwin and Harold stole Paul's Title and soon became Emotional Masters of 
Deception.  Whatever Paul did then, his only 'intent' IS to show people how to 
Recognize The TruReality, THE ALLIS.  At the time I could See this, and there were a 
few others as I was with him, and I describe some of My RealSide Experiences with 
Rebazar & Paul in NUBook Three, 'The Real Far Country.'    

"Respectfully, it is so that what a person creates is theirs, as Life ITSelf, like the Sun 
Shining, is not at all concerned.  But actually, everything we do comes from Life ITSelf, 
and do we really own it?  The Literalized People have made themselves and their 
'business worlds' supposedly Bigger than Life ITSelf, and this is why this planet is in a 
Huge Demise with all the over-educated destroying The ALLNatural Environment that 
Supports ALL of US.  Those who look to the Deceptive Gods of Man, will 'Think' that 
their invented gods from the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) will in some way care 
about Plagiarism, but they do not!  The Gods of Man do have many attitudes, as they 
are the DevilGods who manage the Astral & Mental Realms in Creation, but they do not 
care about anything YOU are doing here, because they like YOU to Deceive YourSelf, 
as this keeps YOU their slave for more lifetimes of supporting Their Deceptions!  Most 
people do not Recognize who they worship and pray to.  YOU can WakeUp in Their 
Designed Matrix, and WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators will show YOU, The 
NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation!   

"Paul & I were guided and taught for lifetimes with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides.  Paul was to come first and set the foundation, then I would come in 
when things were ready, and moreso than just what he created, as there is a Huge 
Adventure Now that has not been told yet, and that is what I will do!  For most Literally 
Educated people, they have the burden of their indoctrinated Literalized Mind to See & 
Get Past.  Very few can See Beyond their own creations in time and space, and 
especially step aside from their Emotional Attachments to them and 'Let Life Show 
You... 'What IS Real Now!'   When HarOld decided to marry the Mistress of the Reptilian 
Kalaum God (The Lord God) and 'SHE' became Mrs. Joanny Klump, everything really 
changed with The Real Opportunity, The RealGuides had given HarOld.  What most 
people do not know is, The Real UNUversal Guides already had Seen from The Real 
UNUverses what Darwin and HarOld would basically do, as they were not mature 
enough to handle themselves, and so they became the Self-Absorbed masters.  What 
they have done is actually a Benefit as a 'Comparison' and part of the overall WakeUp 
and Real Opportunity for those who can See 'What IS Real Now!'   And for those who 
cannot, they will once again return in deformed bodies, no matter what they 'Think' 
about the so-called 'spiritual' path they belong to and their fake masters.  Paul IS Guilty, 
overall of one thing... He started The RealConnection with THE ALLIS (THE ISNESS he 
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referred to in his books) on this earth for everyone!    I, Duane The Great Writer, IS THE 
NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW.   I am providing The NUNowniss of THE ALLIS, and The 
TruCompletion of what Rebazar & Paul started in 1965.  Only The Real RiskTakers will 
See 'What IS Real Now' and everyone else will 'Think' they know something with their 
Literalized Minds!   Very few will Recognize THE ALLIS NOW!       

WHAT REALLY HAPPENED to PAUL TWITCHELL... 
“Since the day Duane arrived on earth, he has been guided to do what he is Now doing 
today, The NUPresentation.  Duane, or DU from THE ALLIS, was sent here to create his 
Five Bodies, and then to boldly present what no one else can, Recognizing & 
PerSeeving THE ALLIS. Paul was to come here first, as this was already decided in The 
Real UNUverses by The NUGiudes & The UNSeen TruReality LifeIS.  What has 
become known as Creation, and all the vast complexity to it, has become a huge mess 
with so much Distortion & Deception.   THE ALLIS, can always SEE The 
TruCompleteniss of ITSelf, where the people who have been conditioned to a One-
Dimensional Matrix cannot see past their Literalized Minds and Emotional TapLinings. 
Creation is a 'Place in Life' that THE ALLIS, decided as a 'simulation' for YU, The RealU, 
to WakeUp and begin to compare 'what is not real!'   You need to See ALL Sides to Free 
YourSelf! 

“The Duane Body needed time to get used to the environment that was Now existing on 
the earth, as he was an Indian in his previous life with Rebazar Tarzs & The RealGuides 
getting ready for this lifetime on this Poisoned Planet!   In 1965, Paul Twitchell received 
The Real Rod of Power (THE ISNIS of THE ALLIS in Creation).   Paul was to stay 
approximately five years, until October 22, 1970, but Duane needed more time to get 
into the membership and start his position with what Paul created as Eckankar, Ancient 
Science of Soul Travel, ASOST. Duane entered the membership around December 
1970, and Paul stayed on earth until he knew Duane was secure.  Paul purposely left in 
September 1971, during a seminar.  Paul was to leave to make way for 'The Greatest 
Adventure & WakeUp' this world has ever seen! 

“Darwin Gross was setup as the first 'caretaker' for the Corporation of Eck.  He would be 
recognized as the 'master' of Ek, and that was it.  He decided to take on Paul's Title as 
The Living EK Master, Mahanta, and was told by The RealGuides very specifically not 
to use what Paul created for himself, but he didn't listen, because Darwin did not have 
The RealAwareniss, Paul does.   As time went on, Darwin became very popular and 
self-absorbed with himself to the point of abusive control and embezzlement.   Harold 
Klemp was asked to be the next 'caretaker' and to replace Darwin, which Darwin did not 
like at all and put up a lot of fuss, as there soon became lawsuits and a separation of 
the two.  Darwin then started ATOM in Oregon, and where he had secretly build his 
house with membership funds.  Harold was also told to be just the 'master' and maintain 
the Corporation, as 'The Real UNUversal Guide' would someday appear as the time 
was right for the earth people to know.   Harold was a bit humble at first, then SHE 
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showed up, Joanny Kroney, who was sent by the Reptilian Lord God to seduce Harold 
and take Kontrol of HER Korporation!   HarOld let HER in to takeover and SHE started 
TapLining the MemberShrimps into a Dumbed Down Worshiping and PrayPaying 
unawareness, along with drugging Harry!  

“Darwin & HarOld have never fully realized they were given a Real Opportunity, and at 
the same time 'setup' to do what The Real UNUversal Guides already knew what they 
would do, and that is end the term of the HU word and also infect what has become the 
Krone Kontrolling Korporation (KKK).   Like the OM, AUM, Amen and other old ancient 
words, the HU had become outdated and infected with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) in the Five PsycRealms of Creation. Paul created the 'foundation' with terms like 
Ek and other references, as he and The RealGuides knew his creations would run their 
course into The TruReality of The NUSound, The NU~U, which had always been in The 
Heart of THE ALLIS, and hidden for eons until NOW!   At the time of Paul's Ek creation, 
the earth people were not at all ready for what he and Rebazar referred to as THE 
ISNESS, so Paul started off as the BabySitter, then Darwin & HarOld did the same, as 
they were given a lot of RealSide Experiences to WakeUp and expand upon what Paul 
created, but they did not have The RealAwareniss to do so, not even close, so they both 
became self-absorbed icons and kept the members stupid.  The RealGuides were more 
than ready for this, as it became Duane's time on August 3, 2001, to receive The Real 
Rod of Power from Rebazar & Paul, right before the American Government Planned 
Disaster of 911.  The RealGuides saw all this!  From Paul's time with receiving The Real 
Rod of Power, then with Darwin & HarOld as the 'caretakers' who never had The Real 
Awareniss to See or Recognize The Real Rod of Power, then to Duane in 2001, this has 
all been Seen & Recognized at to what would take place as a Huge Comparison to 
'What IS Real Now' for those who can Recognize IT!    Duane The Great Writer, has 
defined The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, like never before, but there are still so many 
unaware people lost with the old 'religious and spiritual' ideas! 

“The NUNowniss of THE ALLIS IS ALWAYS NOW!   The days of the old masters and 
their 'pretty words' is gone, and has no more value or life to them.  THE ALLIS and The 
Real UNUversal Guides, Recognize THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW!   THE ISNIS 
LIFEIS NOW, far surpasses what Paul first created here, and for those still Emotionally 
TapLined (ET) and clinging to what he was and did, they are holding on to a 'ghost' and 
nothing more, just like the Fake Gods of Man, who were originally invented by the 
RATS.   This NUAdventure is one of many for YU, The RealU, to WakeUp and 
Recognize what YU never have before, but YU must always Be Ready to Step Into The 
Real & Endless Unknown, THE ALLIS, IS!   First, YU Sing The NU~U to start getting 
Your RealSide Experiences, then YU want to See how YU can Be Creative and Stand 
with The RealGuides, as they present The NUSound, The NU~U, to this Purposely 
Poisoned Prison Planet! 
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PAUL TWITCHELL PLAGIARIZED... 
"It is very true that Paul did Plagiarize, because he showed me many times what he was 
doing and why.  Paul wanted to get as much written material out as possible, because 
he knew he would only be here so long. I had many meetings with Paul and Rebazar, 
as they showed me what Paul was doing and how it was working to wake people up on 
The RealSide first.   Paul gave me many hints as to how to present what i would be 
writing to the world.  He Purposely Plagiarized to get the attention of certain people who 
would react to what he did.  Paul's focus was on The Real Intent to get people to 
WakeUp to The TruReality, THE ALLIS, which he first disguised with the god idea and 
then the 'sugmad' idea.  I was there with Paul when Rebazar was dictating Paul's two 
books, 'The Far Country & Dialogues with The Master.'   I later wrote, 'The Real Far 
Country' where I share My RealSide Experiences when I was there in the back ground.  
I was not to tell about any of this until it was my time with The Real Rod of Power in 
2001.  I have had huge struggles to get here with what I know.  Mainly, Reptilian Joanny 
and fake master HarOld have tried to keep me away, as HarOld did not have the 
courage to announce me in 2001, so he had a car accident that still did not wake him 
up!  It does not matter to me what Paul did with his presentation, as Paul & Rebazar & 
The RealGuides are always with me.  Whatever 'ideas & attitudes' are created in 
Creation have nothing to do with Recognizing THE ALLIS, except as a comparison to 
See 'what is not real!'   This is all part of a WorldWide WakeUp for Everyone, but only 
The Real RiskTakers with The RealGuides & THE ALLIS, will See 'What IS Real Now!' 

THE CREATION of ENTERTAINMENT... 
"Almost each of us like some form of Modern Entertainment, such as the movies, 
singers, sports and so much more.  Back in the Cowboy and Indian Days, there was 
very little Entertainment for people, as life was more about surviving with The 
ALLNatural Environment that Supports US.  As we have come from then to now, it is 
more than obvious that most people want to be constantly Entertained in some way.  It 
more than makes sense that we each want a huge variety to our life, as many new ways 
of Entertainment are being created all the time.  As an example, most people are 
unaware of how Walt Disney and many others were funded to create different forms of 
Entertainment as 'Distractions' for the unaware masses. There is a whole lot more to 
Entertainment to day than may realize.   The News Media is another example of 
Kontrolled Entertainment, that most people 'Think' is so important and real, but is 
actually very edited with a lot of Misinformation and Deception.   Each person can make 
their own choices, but the end result will be the same, and that is, until You WakeUp 
Completely with what is taking place here and with The Whole of Life, then You will be 
the Unknowing Effect of everything around You, including YourSelf!    Of course, You will 
not completely understand what I am presenting here at this time, because it takes a lot 
of Study and RealExperiences, that becomes a lifetime of exploring and discovery, and 
actually many lifetimes! 
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"The Professional Kontrolling Deceptors Rule the Earth!   They want absolute Kontrol of 
everything and everyone, as The Deceptors created the HUman Farming on this planet.    
As people are more interested in being 'fans' and what is 'popular' as something more 
important than RealSurvival and The ALLNatural Environment, they will be Kompletely 
Kontrolled by The Deceptors, who also created the political, religious, spiritual, 
educational and scientific systems.  It is always Your Choice as to how you want Your 
Life to be, but there is so much more to The Whole of Life than the Created Creation, 
you are in Now.  There is a Basic Cycle to what we are all going thru, and that is, if YU, 
The RealU, does not WakeUp Now, then you will continue to reincarnate until the time 
comes when you do 'possibly' WakeUp!  You can Free YourSelf from Cause & Effect 
Creation Now, or take your chances to find it later in future lifetimes where what I am 
Presenting Now, does not exist!  Take The Risk and Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, 
and Learn to Watch Your DreamVisions! 

 PAUL TWITCHELL IS THE REALCONNECTION... 
"Paul Twitchell & The Real UNUversal Guides IS The RealConnection with The 
SoundLight ALLAliveniss of THE ALLIS.  The RealGuides have played many 'roles' to 
get the attention of those still asleep in Cause & Effect Creation.  In the past, they have 
created many different paths and teachings with many labels as masters and gurus, 
saints and saviors, or whatever!  They referred to the Gods of Man, as somewhere to 
start from for those unaware of The Real UNUverses.  The Old Days of 'pretty words & 
wisdom' are gone and exist only as a 'reference' and nothing more.  Those who still 
Emotionally Kling (EK) to the ideas of spiritual paths, souls, saviors, masters and gods, 
are infected by the Reptilian Kalaum Lord God of all politics and religion on this earth!   
The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) own the earth, and they have a Designed Mind 
Kontrolling Matrix all thru Cause & Effect Creation!   Those who worship and pray to 
gods are being Astrally TapLined and held here for more lifetimes of even worse 
conditions than Now!   Duane The Great Writer IS THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW!  
The Real UNUversal Guides, Rebazar Tarzs, Paul Twitchell, Gopal Das, Fubbi Quantz, 
Yauble Sacabi, Towart Managi, Kata Daki, and the endless multitude of others, stand 
with DuaneIS THE NUMAN NOW!  The old idea of the 'Rod of Power' is gone, and 
those who use this idea are deceiving others.  The RealGuides Do Not recognize other 
'light workers' as these people are relating to the Astral Realm and the Gods of Man. 

"The many teachings relating to 'seeing the light' and galactic 'this and that' are 
physical/astral ideas from the minds of the inventors.  Most of them are 'fronts' created 
by the RATS to seduce people into 'Thinking' they will be saved by the Reptilian God 
Kalaum!    The Whole of LifeIS moreso than anything in Creation.  The 'spiritual' 
gatherings and things like Christ Consciousness and many other labeled ideas, are 
nothing more than TapLining Parties for the RATS to feast upon those who are 
expressing their Astral Love Sensations.  There is Love, which is mainly Astral Emotions 
and Feelings (the RATS Love Emotional Love and Stress). Then there IS RealLUV, 
which is like the Sun Shining upon ALL!.  RealLUV IS Your RealAwareniss, as YU, The 
RealU, learns to Recognize RealLUV with The RealConnection to The Real UNUverses 
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of RealFreedom!  You can stay here as long as you want with only your Emotional Love, 
or you can Take The Risk by Singing The NUSound, NU~U, and Let Life Show YU 
'What IS Real Now!'   You are always deciding Your Life!  The old words of HU, OM, 
AUM, Amen and others attract the RATS and they Love to hear them.  It is always Your 
Choice to WakeUp Now or Stay Lost here!  

THE REALCONNECTION BEYOND CREATION... 
"Very few people really know what is Beyond Creation, as very few people know what 
they are doing in Creation and how it all came about.   Most people just live their life 
here and chase what is presented to them from the Kontrolling Systems into more 
unconscious lifetimes of even worse situations than Now.   WWE as Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators, WWE have The RealConnection to The LifeLevels of The Real 
UNUverses of RealFreedom.  Many people in Creation 'Think' they have a direct line to 
Reality, but for the most part, they are contacting the Astral Light and the angels and 
saints in the Astral Realm where Your Astral Body is, as this is the Emotional/Sensation 
Body.  You have four other bodies beside just the Physical Body that YU, The RealU, is 
operating.  The Real UNUversal Guides are from The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  
The RealGuides have The RealConnection with The SoundLight ALLAliveniss of THE 
ALLIS. 

"The Deceptors, the Authoritarians of the earth, the KEK Systems (Kontrolling Earthly 
Korporations), the political, religious, spiritual, educational and scientific system 
inventions, along with the invented Gods of Man, are all part of the distorted inventions 
for HUman Farming on this planet and so many others.  You are in Their Designed 
Matrix and You do not know this!  You keep Agreeing to whatever they create and tell 
You to do, and so You will be returning in deformed bodies into future lifetimes, because 
this is a Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet, and this is how the Authorities like this 
place!   There is a Lot More that You are Not Seeing, and WWE can show You how to 
Escape Cause & Effect Creation into Real UNUverses of Purity & RealFreedom!   To do 
so, YU, The RealU, must Be The Real RiskTaker and do what You have never done 
before!   Are You ready for this, or are You going to keep 'pretending' there is a life for 
You on this 'Place in Life' called earth?   WWE are The NUWay Out of Boring 
Reincarnation and Old Karma from the Gods of Man, but You must decide for yourself 
to Take The Risk!  Have Fun Deciding!   

DUANEIS REPLACING PAUL TWITCHELL... 
"Duane The Great Writer was asked by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides to 
Replace Paul Twitchell in The TruSense with what is taking place with The 
NUPresentation as THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW. The old days of lip-service 
masters and gurus is gone, and the two caretaker/janitors (Darwin & HarOld) who came 
after Paul to 'Do Something Wonderful' for this world, decided that their personal life 
was far more important and have become self-absorbed Korporation Kronees! Very few 
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people have The RealCourage to See Past the created 'fronts' here, and so they will 
stay Trapped & TapLined by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) and the old masters 
and gurus of days gone by. The old masters are now the Korporation Kings of their 
empires and bought off by the One World Order (OWO). SHE, Joanny Klump, owner 
and Dictator of the EEKonkon Kontrolling Korporation (KKK) in Minnesota, USA, 
decides everything HarOld says on stage (watch his notes) and SHE edits all Harry's 
wisdumb books. I was with Paul in the early days, and I am revealing a lot more as to 
what really took place. I am into The Real Adventure LifeIS, and not the Kreated 
Deceptions of the political, religious, spiritual, educational and scientific systems. There 
is something with this life for everyone, so Have Fun Deciding! 

PAUL TWITCHELL and PLAGIARISM... 
"Paul Twitchell was a writer and he did Plagiarize some of what he presented to this 
world.  How do I know this for sure?  I was There!  Hello, I am Duane The Great Writer, 
and I am providing 'The Greatest WakeUp of RealAwareniss' this world has ever Seen!   
I will give a brief history of Paul's Plagiarism, and I also suggest for You to read on 
Facebook in the group, 'What Really Happened to Paul Twitchell.' (also at the end of 
this page).  Paul knew he only had so much time here, and when he was writing his 
books, he did not have the modern computer and typewriters  we do Now.  Paul still IS 
The RealGuide with The Real UNUversal Guides, and what he did while he was here, 
because he had The Real Rod of Power, he had The RealConnection with The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. This IS The Real Essence of what he IS still doing on The 
RealSide.  Paul started off with Astral Projection and the 'god' ideas, as these were the 
baby steps he knew people had to go thru to get to The NUNowniss of THE ALLIS.  
Darwin and Harold, who were given an opportunity to 'Do Something Real' for the 
existing members of Eck, did not have The RealAwareniss Paul does, and so they have 
not!  Darwin and Harold stole Paul's Title and soon became Emotional Masters of 
Deception.  Whatever Paul did then, his only 'intent' IS to show people how to 
Recognize The TruReality, THE ALLIS.  At the time I could See this, and there were a 
few others as I was with him, and I describe some of My RealSide Experiences with 
Rebazar & Paul in NUBook Three, 'The Real Far Country.'    

"Respectfully, it is so that what a person creates is theirs, as Life ITSelf, like the Sun 
Shining, is not at all concerned.  But actually, everything we do comes from Life ITSelf, 
and do we really own it?  The Literalized People have made themselves and their 
'business worlds' supposedly Bigger than Life ITSelf, and this is why this planet is in a 
Huge Demise with all the over-educated destroying The ALLNatural Environment that 
Supports ALL of US.  Those who look to the Deceptive Gods of Man, will 'Think' that 
their invented gods from the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) will in some way care 
about Plagiarism, but they do not!  The Gods of Man do have many attitudes, as they 
are the DevilGods who manage the Astral & Mental Realms in Creation, but they do not 
care about anything YOU are doing here, because they like YOU to Deceive YourSelf, 
as this keeps YOU their slave for more lifetimes of supporting Their Deceptions!  Most 
people do not Recognize who they worship and pray to.  YOU can WakeUp in Their 
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Designed Matrix, and WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators will show YOU, The 
NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation!   

"Paul & I were guided and taught for lifetimes with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides.  Paul was to come first and set the foundation, then I would come in 
when things were ready, and moreso than just what he created, as there is a Huge 
Adventure Now that has not been told yet, and that is what I will do!  For most Literally 
Educated people, they have the burden of their indoctrinated Literalized Mind to See & 
Get Past.  Very few can See Beyond their own creations in time and space, and 
especially step aside from their Emotional Attachments to them and 'Let Life Show 
You... 'What IS Real Now!'   When HarOld decided to marry the Mistress of the Reptilian 
Kalaum God (The Lord God) and 'SHE' became Mrs. Joanny Klump, everything really 
changed with The Real Opportunity, The RealGuides had given HarOld.  What most 
people do not know is, The Real UNUversal Guides already had Seen from The Real 
UNUverses what Darwin and HarOld would basically do, as they were not mature 
enough to handle themselves, and so they became the Self-Absorbed masters.  What 
they have done is actually a Benefit as a 'Comparison' and part of the overall WakeUp 
and Real Opportunity for those who can See 'What IS Real Now!'   And for those who 
cannot, they will once again return in deformed bodies, no matter what they 'Think' 
about the so-called 'spiritual' path they belong to and their fake masters.  Paul IS Guilty, 
overall of one thing... He started The RealConnection with THE ALLIS (THE ISNESS he 
referred to in his books) on this earth for everyone!    I, Duane The Great Writer, IS THE 
NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW.   I am providing The NUNowniss of THE ALLIS, and The 
TruCompletion of what Rebazar & Paul started in 1965.  Only The Real RiskTakers will 
See 'What IS Real Now' and everyone else will 'Think' they know something with their 
Literalized Minds!   Very few will Recognize THE ALLIS NOW!       

WHAT REALLY HAPPENED to PAUL TWITCHELL... 
“Since the day Duane arrived on earth, he has been guided to do what he is Now doing 
today, The NUPresentation.  Duane, or DU from THE ALLIS, was sent here to create his 
Five Bodies, and then to boldly present what no one else can, Recognizing & 
PerSeeving THE ALLIS. Paul was to come here first, as this was already decided in The 
Real UNUverses by The NUGiudes & The UNSeen TruReality LifeIS.  What has 
become known as Creation, and all the vast complexity to it, has become a huge mess 
with so much Distortion & Deception.   THE ALLIS, can always SEE The 
TruCompleteniss of ITSelf, where the people who have been conditioned to a One-
Dimensional Matrix cannot see past their Literalized Minds and Emotional TapLinings. 
Creation is a 'Place in Life' that THE ALLIS, decided as a 'simulation' for YU, The RealU, 
to WakeUp and begin to compare 'what is not real!'   You need to See ALL Sides to Free 
YourSelf! 

“The Duane Body needed time to get used to the environment that was Now existing on 
the earth, as he was an Indian in his previous life with Rebazar Tarzs & The RealGuides 
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getting ready for this lifetime on this Poisoned Planet!   In 1965, Paul Twitchell received 
The Real Rod of Power (THE ISNIS of THE ALLIS in Creation).   Paul was to stay 
approximately five years, until October 22, 1970, but Duane needed more time to get 
into the membership and start his position with what Paul created as Eckankar, Ancient 
Science of Soul Travel, ASOST. Duane entered the membership around December 
1970, and Paul stayed on earth until he knew Duane was secure.  Paul purposely left in 
September 1971, during a seminar.  Paul was to leave to make way for 'The Greatest 
Adventure & WakeUp' this world has ever seen! 

“Darwin Gross was setup as the first 'caretaker' for the Corporation of Eck.  He would be 
recognized as the 'master' of Ek, and that was it.  He decided to take on Paul's Title as 
The Living EK Master, Mahanta, and was told by The RealGuides very specifically not 
to use what Paul created for himself, but he didn't listen, because Darwin did not have 
The RealAwareniss, Paul does.   As time went on, Darwin became very popular and 
self-absorbed with himself to the point of abusive control and embezzlement.   Harold 
Klemp was asked to be the next 'caretaker' and to replace Darwin, which Darwin did not 
like at all and put up a lot of fuss, as there soon became lawsuits and a separation of 
the two.  Darwin then started ATOM in Oregon, and where he had secretly build his 
house with membership funds.  Harold was also told to be just the 'master' and maintain 
the Corporation, as 'The Real UNUversal Guide' would someday appear as the time 
was right for the earth people to know.   Harold was a bit humble at first, then SHE 
showed up, Joanny Kroney, who was sent by the Reptilian Lord God to seduce Harold 
and take Kontrol of HER Korporation!   HarOld let HER in to takeover and SHE started 
TapLining the MemberShrimps into a Dumbed Down Worshiping and PrayPaying 
unawareness, along with drugging Harry!  

“Darwin & HarOld have never fully realized they were given a Real Opportunity, and at 
the same time 'setup' to do what The Real UNUversal Guides already knew what they 
would do, and that is end the term of the HU word and also infect what has become the 
Krone Kontrolling Korporation (KKK).   Like the OM, AUM, Amen and other old ancient 
words, the HU had become outdated and infected with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) in the Five PsycRealms of Creation. Paul created the 'foundation' with terms like 
Ek and other references, as he and The RealGuides knew his creations would run their 
course into The TruReality of The NUSound, The NU~U, which had always been in The 
Heart of THE ALLIS, and hidden for eons until NOW!   At the time of Paul's Ek creation, 
the earth people were not at all ready for what he and Rebazar referred to as THE 
ISNESS, so Paul started off as the BabySitter, then Darwin & HarOld did the same, as 
they were given a lot of RealSide Experiences to WakeUp and expand upon what Paul 
created, but they did not have The RealAwareniss to do so, not even close, so they both 
became self-absorbed icons and kept the members stupid.  The RealGuides were more 
than ready for this, as it became Duane's time on August 3, 2001, to receive The Real 
Rod of Power from Rebazar & Paul, right before the American Government Planned 
Disaster of 911.  The RealGuides saw all this!  From Paul's time with receiving The Real 
Rod of Power, then with Darwin & HarOld as the 'caretakers' who never had The Real 
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Awareniss to See or Recognize The Real Rod of Power, then to Duane in 2001, this has 
all been Seen & Recognized at to what would take place as a Huge Comparison to 
'What IS Real Now' for those who can Recognize IT!    Duane The Great Writer, has 
defined The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, like never before, but there are still so many 
unaware people lost with the old 'religious and spiritual' ideas! 

“The NUNowniss of THE ALLIS IS ALWAYS NOW!   The days of the old masters and 
their 'pretty words' is gone, and has no more value or life to them.  THE ALLIS and The 
Real UNUversal Guides, Recognize THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW!   THE ISNIS 
LIFEIS NOW, far surpasses what Paul first created here, and for those still Emotionally 
TapLined (ET) and clinging to what he was and did, they are holding on to a 'ghost' and 
nothing more, just like the Fake Gods of Man, who were originally invented by the 
RATS.   This NUAdventure is one of many for YU, The RealU, to WakeUp and 
Recognize what YU never have before, but YU must always Be Ready to Step Into The 
Real & Endless Unknown, THE ALLIS, IS!   First, YU Sing The NU~U to start getting 
Your RealSide Experiences, then YU want to See how YU can Be Creative and Stand 
with The RealGuides, as they present The NUSound, The NU~U, to this Purposely 
Poisoned Prison Planet! 

PAUL TWITCHELL PLAGIARIZED... 
"It is very true that Paul did Plagiarize, because he showed me many times what he was 
doing and why.  Paul wanted to get as much written material out as possible, because 
he knew he would only be here so long. I had many meetings with Paul and Rebazar, 
as they showed me what Paul was doing and how it was working to wake people up on 
The RealSide first.   Paul gave me many hints as to how to present what i would be 
writing to the world.  He Purposely Plagiarized to get the attention of certain people who 
would react to what he did.  Paul's focus was on The Real Intent to get people to 
WakeUp to The TruReality, THE ALLIS, which he first disguised with the god idea and 
then the 'sugmad' idea.  I was there with Paul when Rebazar was dictating Paul's two 
books, 'The Far Country & Dialogues with The Master.'   I later wrote, 'The Real Far 
Country' where I share My RealSide Experiences when I was there in the back ground.  
I was not to tell about any of this until it was my time with The Real Rod of Power in 
2001.  I have had huge struggles to get here with what I know.  Mainly, Reptilian Joanny 
and fake master HarOld have tried to keep me away, as HarOld did not have the 
courage to announce me in 2001, so he had a car accident that still did not wake him 
up!  It does not matter to me what Paul did with his presentation, as Paul & Rebazar & 
The RealGuides are always with me.  Whatever 'ideas & attitudes' are created in 
Creation have nothing to do with Recognizing THE ALLIS, except as a comparison to 
See 'what is not real!'   This is all part of a WorldWide WakeUp for Everyone, but only 
The Real RiskTakers with The RealGuides & THE ALLIS, will See 'What IS Real Now!' 
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THANK GOD for TAPLINING... 
"The unaware masses have not been taught about Astral TapLining, which is more 
ancient than anything.   The original invaders of this planet were the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) and they are still here Kontrolling this world!   The well-to-do modern 
societies, 'in their minds only' are not really associated with anything that seems to be 
primitive or barbaric from history, but actually they are!    Authoritarian Barbarianism of 
politics, religion, spiritual and scientific systems are very real here more than ever and 
are so disguised that most people like to 'pretend' that everything is okay with all the 
Deception & Destruction of The ALLNatural Environment. There are many people who 
are trying to offset all the Poisons & Pollution they are having to deal with everyday and 
just surviving.   Most unaware people do not know the RATS created the DevilGod 
ideas, and that their gods are the ones doing the Astral TapLining with the Korporation 
Rulers on the earth and other worlds.  TapLining has been a very well kept secret from 
the worshiping & praying masses.  TapLining is Very Real and Very Dangerous, but 
many people do not 'believe' it exists.  You, as You are asleep and lost here... You can 
Thank Your God for TapLining! 

STOLEN TITLES... 
"As we have each created our own history, because we have all been here or 
somewhere before this life, we at sometime decided to make a 'title' for ourselves.  Not 
everyone has done this, but there were those who did and the idea was to live up to that 
tile in some way.    Whether the idea was to get people together to become a gang, or 
establish something more beneficial for the community to prosper from, are a few 
examples.  The titles down thru the ages range from kings and queens, teachers and 
scholars, philosophers and historians, saviors and saints, masters and gurus, 
presidents and emperors and so on.  There are also dictators and tyrants, authoritarians 
and rulers, mafia and politicians.  Some of us have been the characters we read about 
in history, and some of us tried to create a position with some kind of Honor, but this is 
always very difficult with all the influences that occur on this world.   Many of the titles 
that are still around were at one time looked upon differently, but then again some are 
basically the same and many times a lot worse!   There will always be a shift and a 
change with this world.  (Read more in the Pinned Post) 

"During this life, I came here with a RealPurpose.  It has taken me many lifetimes with 
whom I refer to as, The Real UNUversal Guides, to be able to finally Fully Recognize 
what I am to present to this world.  My RealPosition IS THE NUMAN.  I did not 
necessarily decide my title, as I was shown in a Real DreamVision that I would be 'The 
Greatest Architect Ever!'  Many years ago, I saw myself in this RealDream as Paul 
Newman, which would 'seem' to refer to the actor, and in a way it is so, but not really.  
Paul is Paul Twitchell, and Newman is NU~man.  I was shown The NUSound, The NU, 
by The RealGuides and then I added the 'U' which is Now, The NU~U.  There is more to 
this, and you can have fun finding out in My NUBooks. 
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"When Paul left this earth, there were two men after him that were given the opportunity 
to WakeUp and Do Something Wonderful for Everyone, but they both decided to 
become self-absorbed.   They both 'stole' Paul's Title and used it to glorify themselves 
and steal from others.  Their idea was that it would become 'traditional' like the 
presidents and tyrants of the past to Deceive others.  What Paul Twitchell created was 
of his own making and the two after him could have done a lot better, but instead they 
decided to become part of the Historical Deceptors of this planet!  Today, there are fake 
presidents, queens, popes, diplomats, politicians, religious and spiritual masters and 
teachers, and so much more who are all part of the One World Order of HUman 
Farming!  Paul's creation has become. EEKonkon, The Big Kon, the fright & noise of the 
Kalaum DevilGod.  Fake master HarOld Klump, who has personally taken title, assigned 
himself to be what he 'stole' from Paul.   His wife, Reptilian Joanny Klump, has pulled a 
fast one on him for decades, and he is HER 'puppet' to the viewing audience, as SHE 
TapLines HER praypaying membershrimps!  The two fake masters after Paul left here, 
have stolen his title and have misused it to Deceive Everyone!   What is taking place 
with the Krone Korporation in Minnesota, USA, was not at all the original idea The 
RealGuides had for this world.   The days of masters and gurus are gone and all the 
'pretty words' of wisdumb no longer have any RealValue.  Duane The Great Writer, THE 
NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW, has once again Restored RealHonor with Paul Twitchell 
& The Real UNUversal Guides of The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.      

EEKonkon HU Howling Not Working... 
"EEKonkon Temple TapLiners, the Big Spiritual Kon of Minnesota, USA, is being 
exposed for HU Howling Fraud.  The Old HU is not working, and is actually causing 
illnesses and cancers from Reptilian TapLining.  Of course the unaware medical 
authorities cannot See this, as they are usually 'bought off' like fake master HarOld & 
Reptilian Joanny Klump, who are themselves secret members of the One World Order 
(OWO).  It is reported that SHE is having some people use other Reptilian Verses or 
words to attract HER Reptilian Mates to TapLine the MemberShrimps.  Very few people 
can See this with their physical eyes, as the Aura of a person is punctured from Astral 
TapLining.  Reptilian Joanny, aliass Phoney Baloney Joanny, aliass, Kroney Joanny, 
plus so many more, has not stopped HER complete takeover and seduction of withering 
Harry Klump!  SHE brought worshiping and praypaying to the membershrimps decades 
ago, and they are totally sauced by HER!  

"The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, has replaced HU Howling with The NUSound, The 
NU~U!   Of course Phoney Joanny is not interested in 'What IS Real Now!'   All that 
matters to HER is doing business and stashing the MONEY for HER!  Drugged and 
Doped Harry Klump is HER puppet!   The Real UNUversal Guides suggested that Harry 
be the Janitor and Not Steal, Paul Twitchell's Title.  But, Harry didn't listen and now he 
has to pay with HER in the Lower Astral Realm with the rest of the dumbed down and 
TapLined members!   BEWARE of Phoney Joanny and fake master Harry!   They like to 
sell their 'pretty words' of old wisdumb to the unaware and then TapLine YOU in Your 
Dreams!   Sing The NU~U, and you will Learn to See Your TapLines before you are too 
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old and stupid and it is too late for YOU!   WakeUp with US or Stay Lost! 

LEARN to SEE YOUR DREAMS... 
"Your DreamVisions are The First Step into NUWorlds & Real UNUverses beyond 
Cause & Effect Creation.   WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators and WWE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation.  When  you learn what WWE are sharing, 
you will not have to return to this planet ever again!   To most, their Dreams are merely 
images of the mind or fantasy.   Okay, have it your way or Take The Risk with US!   if 
you do not WakeUp Now, then you will be stuck here for more unaware lifetimes with 
the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule this planet!   You can keep being 
Deceived by the political, religious, spiritual, educational and scientific systems, and you 
will still be the Effect of what is taking place here, as you grow old and diseased for 
another lifetime.  Sound Fun?   

"What IS Really Fun IS... Becoming MoreAware and having Your Own RealAdventure 
with The Whole of Life!   On earth, you are in the RATS Designed Matrix... This is Real!  
You can 'Think' whatever you want, but you are still Trapped & TapLined here!   And 
Guess What... The RATS follow the orders of the Gods of Man, because they invented 
THEM, just for YOU to be dumbed down and unaware!   You have been in their HUman 
Farming Matrix for lifetimes, but you do not remember this.  When YU, The RealU, 
learns to See Your Dreams for what they really are, YU will begin to WakeUp to Your 
RealAwareniss and SeeMore.  You can keep 'believing' what the invented systems tell 
you, or Take The Risk Now! 

ASK CHARLES & MARIAM on FACEBOOK... 
"AFRICA IS ALIVE! AFRICA IS AWAKE! AFRICA IS WONDERFUL! For the people of 
earth who are in Africa, they can have The Real Privilege of Meeting, Charles & Mariam 
of Africa, who are The NULeaders with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides of 
THE ALLIS. THE NUMAN & THE NUWAVIS NOW, is in AFRICA! WWE are Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators and WWE are The RealLight & NUBeings of THE ALLIS for ALL 
on the earth with The Real Connection to The Real UNUverses beyond Cause & Effect 
Karma Creation. WWE know what WWE are Doing! WWE are Always Doing Something 
Wonderful as WWE Share Our RealExperiences with Africa and The World. WWE Sing 
The NUSound, The NU~U with The RealGuides. WWE Welcome Everyone to Sing The 
NU~U for RealFreedom, as WWE know there are so many people on this planet that 
are Trapped & TapLined & Restricted with HU Howling, OM, AUM Chanting, Amen 
Religious Kontrol and so much more that is EK (Evil Karma). Singing NU~U gives YU, 
The RealU, The RealConnection with The SoundLight ALLAliveniss of The Real 
UNUverses & THE ALLIS. YU will Become MoreAware and Your DreamVisions will 
open for YU! 
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TAPLINING EXPLAINED for DUMMIES... 
"You were once again born on a planet with a population mainly consisting of Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS), Deceptors, Stupedians, Slaves, Idiots, Politicians, Religionists, 
Over-Educated Know-it-alls, Kings, Queens and their Subjects! Did I leave You out, or 
are You in another category? You are here once again to try and figure out why You are 
here! You decided to come here, but You do not remember this, so You are once again 
wondering around looking for something that Makes Sense. You were not taught in 
school or by your parents that YU, The RealU, is operating Five Bodies, and not just a 
Physical Body. Your Second Body is Your Astral Body that is located in the Astral Realm 
beyond what your physical eyes can See. The Astral Realm is also known as, The First 
Heaven of Man. If You belong to a Mind-Vise Reptilian Religion, You will not 'believe' 
what I am sharing with You. The RATS created the DevilGod ideas and all the Holey 
Drible (Bible) that most people so adamantly 'believe' in! The RATS have been 
TapLining You in Your Astral Body for lifetimes, but You are not aware of this, because 
your attention is on your physical life that You 'Think' is all there is. Astral TapLining is 
very simple... the RATS put TapLining connections into the back of your Astral Body 
while You are asleep in Your Dreams. Just like in the movie, 'The Matrix' where Neo 
finally escapes his TapLinings and begins to See where he is at and what is really taking 
place with the Designed Matrix all around him! You can WakeUp Now or Stay Asleep 
with The Stupedians for more lifetimes! 

HU Howling Hauntings... 
"Those people who are still Howling the HU word, or Chanting the HU word, are being 
visited by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who are the Kontrollers of the earth, in 
their Dreams.  Your DreamWorlds are being invaded and the RATS are attaching 
TapLines to Your Astral Body while you are unaware of this.   The same TapLining is 
happening with those who chant OM, AUM, Amen and other Religious Sacrificial words 
and phrases!   Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and YU, The RealU, will be shown by 
The Real UNUversal Guides how the RAT TapLiners are stealing your energy and 
making you ill, diseased and eventually having cancers!  There is so much more to YU 
than just a Physical Body!  History and Tradition have their place as a 'reference' and 
nothing more.  The NU~U, IS Now!  ALL LifeIS Now!  LifeIS an ISNIS & Perfect, moreso 
than Cause & Effect Creation.  WakeUp with US and Be Free Now! 

THE WORLD IS READY for THE NU~U... 
"For eons, The Real UNUversal Guides of THE ALLIS, have been preparing those 
unaware souls who keep returning here for 'The Greatest WakeUp Ever!'  Beyond the 
invented Gods of Man and the Mental Realm, there are Wonderful Real UNUverses of 
Purity and No Karma Ever!  WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators are here to 
WakeUp YU, The RealU, to Becoming MoreAware and finally Escaping Cause & Effect 
Creation into The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom Now!   You have been Trapped & 
TapLined by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) for lifetimes on this planet!    They 
invented the DevilGods, Religion, Worshiping & Prayer, Politics, MiliTerrorized 
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Education, Science Fiction Technology and so much more to keep YU, The RealU, 
unaware as their slave!  You can stay here for as long as you want and keep 'believing' 
in their Belief Systems of Demise, or Take The Risk and WakeUp with US!   The old 
chants and words of OM, AUM, Amen, HU howling and other noises have their place in 
history.  The NUSound, The NU~U, has always been hidden from the unaware masses, 
because most people were not ready, but You Are Now!  Sing The NU~U and Watch 
Your DreamVisions!  You will have RealGuidance and a RealEducation like never 
before!   

WWE LUV the EARTH / Why are YOU Here? 
"WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators and WWE LUV the Earth!  The ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports US is being destroyed faster than it can heal itself!  Does 
this Make Sense?  YOU live on this Earth and it Supports YOU!  Are You Supporting the 
Earth Everyday, or 'Why are YOU Here?'  You may 'Think' you are, but are you really?  
You do not remember being here before, do You?  If You do, then you have a little bit of 
a head start into Waking Up ALL The Way!  You are here to WakeUp and Learn more 
than just your 9 to 5 job and chasing money... LifeIS Bigger!  Do you want to come back 
again unconscious like you did this lifetime, or are YU, The RealU, ready to Take The 
Risk and WakeUp and Recognize The Whole of Life, moreso than what the 
indoctrinated systems of this world have taught you so far?  If you don't WakeUp Now, 
then you will just grow old and forget you were ever here!  This IS Real! 

RELIGIONS AGAINST VACCINES... 
"Religions from all over the world are expressing their adamant concerns about the 
Purposely Planned Vaccine Affliction & Infections many of the governments of this world 
are forcing their people to take.  I have read numerous reports to where the Counsels of 
Religion are letting the public know about the Lethal Ingredients and Planned 
Elimination of people.  The Lethal Vaccines produce Autism, Comas, Cancers and 
Death!  The Evidence is a Proven Fact, and not Marketing Ploy like the Authorities are 
giving people.  PUBLIC BEWARE!  Your so-called friendly government is out to Get 
YOU!   ChemTrails, GMO TechFood, Smart Meters, Lethal Vaccines, Poisonous 
Pharmaceuticals, HAARP, Mind Kontrol Microwaves and so much more is being 
dumped on the public (YOU) everyday! 

"Learn to Be Very Patient with Your NUAdventure & Your Journey to RealFreedom, 
because there will always be so much more to it than you can ever consider or imagine!  
THE ALLIS IS ENDLESS!  The ideas of Eternity & Forever are in relation to time and 
space, Cause & Effect Creation.  You can have your Physical Life here, but if this ia all 
you can See, then you will Stay lost with everyone else here!  YU, the RealU, must 
decide to Be Exceptional beyond anything known here, as this is a RealPosition with 
The Real UNUversal Guides & THE ALLIS.  Do what you have never done before!  Do 
Something Real & Wonderful and StepUp and Share The NU~U with Everyone Now! 
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Missionaries of HU KALAUM GOD... 
"This is the continuing 'MisAdventures of The DownFall of HarOld & Joanny Klump!'  As, 
Duane The Great Writer & UNUversal Seer, it is easy for me to See what Kontrolling 
Reptilian Joanny Klump is doing, as SHE is always spying on me.  SHE is very 
egotistically proud of HER Marketing Ploy that SHE has gotten the membershrimps to 
Agree to.  Just like Joanny, there have been so many in history, and especially today, 
who have created their own type of Religious Missionaries to Deceive the unaware.   
History proves the Devastation of Religious Reptilian Missionaries, as they seduce and 
intimidate everyone they Kontrol.  History is always repeating itself with the same 
unaware souls returning and doing the same old boring routines and 'believing' in the 
same old invented gods.    Joanny's best effort so far is HER Business Marketing of 
HER Worshiping & PrayPaying Missionary Device of Emotional TapLining (ET) & 
Emotional Klinging (EK) & MindKontrol.  Here we are in a scene from Harry & Kroney as 
SHE instructs janitor HarOld what to tell HER dumbed down audience at the EK (Evil 
Karma) seminars... 

"Harry!     I had to correct a lot of your pretty words to My Members for your talk with the 
next seminar, 'YUGA OF THE REPTILIAN JOANNY MISSIONARIES'   It must be the 
over-doses I have been giving you all these years that is finally crippling you into a 
stupor state of not really knowing what you are really doing.  Anyhow, I changed the 
words to My ideas and not yours!  You want to be at your best when you do your 
speech, because the Elites will be listening from the One World Order!" 

"From seducing and drugging HarOld Klump, to TapLining and Kontrolling Paul 
Twitchell's original presentation, to sneaking in Worshiping and PrayPaying of the 
Kalaum God, to Subliminally Infecting the unaware membershrimps into becoming HU 
Virus Missionaries... SHE, Reptilian Joanny is in Kontrol and HER members Worship 
HER and Agree!  The unaware membershrimps 'Think' they are worshiping just the 
Reptilian Kalaum God, but... SURPRISE!  SURPRISE!   Joanny is Behind The Curtains 
Kontrolling puppet master Harry, as he gives his lip-service to HER WiFi Microwaved 
audiences.  Who at these seminars is really Paying Attention?  Have Fun Deciding!      

THE DAY THE SUN fell out of THE SKY... 
"It was another 'standard & typical' day on earth, as people were going about doing their 
daily jobs and all the funny things one-dimensional earth people like to do, while the 
Sun was Shining in the Sky.   There was also a small group of local Kids who had put 
together a Lemonade Stand.  People were coming up to the Kids and buying their 
lemonade, as business looked really good for them.  As the people were drinking the 
lemonade. suddenly the Sun began to move, which almost no one noticed.  Then, the 
Sun began to drop from the Sky!    At first, the Sun was moving very slowly, but soon 
began to go faster, as one of the kids pointed and yelled out... "LOOOK!  THE SUN IS 
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FALLING FROM THE SKY!!!"  Then, most of the people standing around the Lemonade 
Stand looked to the Sun, while there were still many people who did not notice or pay 
attention.   As the adults watched the Sun going down, the kids immediately looked at 
each other and got closer together, as one of them said, "WE Have To Do Something 
Right Now!"  As they looked at each other, one of them said, "WHAT!? What can we 
do?"  There was a silence for a moment...  "I don't know either!" Said another one, "But 
we cannot let the Sun completely disappear!   The Sun makes things grow and green, 
and we will not have anymore lemons if the Sun is gone!"   Then, several of the Kids 
said at the same time, "Let's Go!  Let's Go and see if we can get to the Sun and stop it 
from falling!" As all the Kids started running as fast as they could!  The old adults stood 
and wondered what the kids were doing, as they saw them take off and running toward 
the falling Sun.  As the Kids ran and ran, the old adults soon went back to what they 
were doing and did not pay any attention to the Sun falling and the Sky getting dark fast. 

"For some reason, the Kids felt like they had unlimited energy to run, as they began to 
run even faster toward the Sun.  They laughed and giggled as they ran faster towards 
the Falling Sun.  Then to their surprise, the Kids began to run in the air as though they 
were flying!   "WOW! Look at US... We are Flying in the Sky!!!" Said one of them.  The 
Kids felt great and alive, as they started to fly like SuperKids very fast towards the Sun.  
They were soon in outer space and far above the earth!    They could see the Sun 
getting closer and bigger as they flew at super speed towards it!  Soon they were very 
close and suddenly heard a voice, "What are you Kids doing?" Said the Sun.  "Where 
are you going Shining Sun?" Asked one of the Kids.  "No one really pays too much 
attention to me, so I have decided to go somewhere else!" Said the Sun.   "We Love 
You Sun!" said most of the Kids together.  "We do not want you to leave US!   Please 
Stay Forever!" said one of the Kids.  "You Kids really want me to stay for You?" Asked 
the Sun.  "YES! YES WE DO!!" said all the Kids at once.  "Okay, then I Will. just for 
You!" Said the Sun as it started to rise again in the Sky.  The Kids watched for a while, 
and then waved to the Sun goodbye, and they soon went flying back to the earth. 

"When the kids returned to earth and soon to their Lemonade Stand, they saw there 
were a lot of people waiting to get lemonade.  They rushed over and began to sell their 
lemonade, and at the same time said to the people, "Have you looked at the Sun today?  
Isn't the Sun Wonderful!?" Said some of the kids.  The adults would smile and walk 
away with their lemonade.  The kids watched the adults very closely and realized the 
adults were Asleep to what the Sun does for Everyone.  because the kids had spoken 
with the Sun, they knew how important the SUN IS.   The kids decided to create several 
big signs next to the Lemonade Stand with pictures of the Sun.  The kids began to LUV 
the Sun more and more each day.  Soon, each one of them started to have Dreams with 
the Sun and flying in the Sky.  The kids talked about this with each other until one night 
they all met Completely Aware while they were Dreaming Together!  "WOW... This So 
Coool!  We are all here together and this IS Wonderful!  Hello Sun, we LUV being here 
with You!" Said one of the Kids, as the Sun replied, "Life IS Always Here & Now with 
US, and Now You know this!  There are Endless NUWorlds & Real UNUverses for YU, 
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The RealU, to discover while YU are in The RealSide LifeIS, so Have Fun Exploring 
Kids!"   The Kids were so happy and excited, as one of them said, "Let's go and explore 
NUWorlds and Real UNUverses and Become MoreAware!"  And so, off the Kids flew 
into the many levels of The ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL of US.  YU, The 
RealU, can do this too, that is if YU have The RealCourage to do so.  LifeIS So Much 
Bigger than what You are living on earth! 

"THE SHINING SUN REPRESENTS THE TRUREALITY LIFEIS, THE ALLIS.  LIFEIS 
AN 'ISNIS' THAT IS ALWAYS HERE AND NOW!  YU, THE REALU, LEARNS TO 
'RECOGNIZE' THE ISNIS TO LIVE FREE! 

YOUR MOTHER TAUGHT YOU WHAT? 
"Almost each one of us was raised by our Mother.  Mothers and Fathers are 
relationships we Agree to and 'create' here, along with brothers and sisters, friends and 
so on.  From the time You came into this world, Your Mother has been an influence with 
your life.  She decided a lot of what You are seeing and doing, until You WakeUp and 
See for YourSelf.  It is more than understandable how each of us gets emotionally 
attached to our parents and relations.   If Your Mother was religious, she told You about 
the Space Gods in the sky and the Saviors coming back to earth, which she was told 
from someone else.  These 'old stories' had their origins from somewhere, but most 
people, and this includes Your Mother, really do not know what originally took place with 
those who first created those stories.   Most people like to 'pretend' instead of looking 
for the real answers, and so they Agree to the funny stories, as most people Agree to all 
the Deception with the political and religious systems, as Your Planet gets more 
poisoned and polluted everyday!  Do the 'sound-good' stories of Your Mother and others 
create a Real Benefit, or are they mainly Deception to Kontrol YOU, so that You will 
return here for more lifetimes to be a slave with the Kontrolling Systems?  Your Choice!   

NU WAKEUP NOW... 
"The old GodDevil ideas of worshiping & prayer are not working any more as they 
'appear' to be.  Actually they never really have, as most people are still asleep to The 
Whole of Life and are agreeable to being misled by those who Kontrol Creation.   
People are Waking Up to the old religious Deception and Tactics of TapLining, which 
were originally created by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who first invaded the 
earth.  Creation has become a Designed Matrix by the RATS.  The Real Purpose of 
Creation is to eventually Recognize The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.   As we are each 
first placed in Creation and we are given the opportunity to Recognize more than what 
we can create here.  There will always be those who will take advantage of others, as is 
seen and experienced all over this world with the political, religious, spiritual, 
educational and scientific systems.  The KEK (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) market 
people into Agreeing with their Deception, and the end result is what is happening with 
The ALLNatural Environment Supporting US, the RATS destroy everything they touch 
and get the unaware masses, YOU, to Agree!  Do 'YOU' want to keep Agreeing with 
what is taking place on Your Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet? 
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"I suggest to watch the movie, 'The Devils Advocate' with Keanu Reeves and Al Pacino, 
as it clearly shows how the DevilGod people worship is not who people 'believe or 
Think' he is.  Actor Al Pacino plays the role of God very well, as most 'asleep' people will 
'Think' he playing the Devil role!  YOU can Stay Asleep for as many lifetimes as YOU 
want, and the end result will be going thru more Cause & Effect Karma Creation!  
Prayer and Worship of anything is Voodoo, except if you Pray for Purity.  Black Magic 
rules the earth and most of Creation, as there are ChemTrails, Mind Kontrolling 
Microwaves, GMO SciFi Food, Lethal Vaccines, Government Created Viruses, Political 
& Religious Designed Deception, Smart Meters and so much more!  Is worshiping the 
DevilGods working with this world, or has it created openings for the RATS to TapLine 
YOU in Your Aura?  WakeUp with US!  WWE are The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect 
Creation and WWE will show YU, The RealU, how to Get Your Own Answers with Life 
and Free YourSelf Now!     

BEWARE of CHANTING HU TAPLINERS... 
"Most people are Not Aware Enough to know what Chanting the word HU, OM, AUM, 
Amen, and other religiously infected words actually do. The Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) Astral/Physical ShapeShifters who rule this planet with their HUman Farming 
are attracted to HU Chanting and other Religious/God intentions, because they were the 
original inventors of the 'god & devil' ideas. The unaware masses, who are the 'cattle' on 
this planet have been fooled for untold lifetimes into returning once more to be the 
victims of the political & religious systems here. Most people will not WakeUp to all the 
Deception here, because they are too busy creating their own Demise! THIS IS A 
WARNING FOR YOU! Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and You will start to See and be 
Shown in Your DreamVisions what is really taking place with YOU being TapLined by 
the RATS! Your Astral Body is being infected with TapLines to where Your Physical Body 
will soon have diseases and cancers! WakeUp or Stay Lost! 

DIVINE & HOLEY TAPLINING... 
"THE UNUVERSAL FILES NOW... The One-Dimensional KEK Systems who have 
purposely dumbed down and poisoned people on this planet, are not Aware enough to 
See The UNUversal Files that contain ALL the Actual Events of History on the earth and 
other RoundWorlds in time and space Creation.  DuaneIS The UNUversal Seer, THE 
NUMAN with The Real UNUversal Guides & THE ALLIS, and is one of the very few who 
has access to The UNUversal Files in The Real UNUverses beyond the Gods of Man 
and Cause & Effect Creation with The Lords of Karma.  The KEK Deceptors who look to 
their invented Demon Gods, which they have convinced the unaware public to worship 
and praypay to as something they are not, must face their creations in this life, or the 
thousands of dreaded lifetimes they will be coming back here to live from all the 
Deliberate Destruction they are doing.  The Lords of Karma See everything they do.   
The Deceptors who are political, religious, spiritual and scientific must pay for whatever 
they created and Deceived others with!  This is Big! 
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"The 'ideas' of Divine and Holy are in The UNUversal Files, like that of 'belief, hope, 
faith' and many other created superstitions by the original invaders of this earth, the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS).   Like the 'Cross' as a symbol for religion, it was 
originally a grave marker and the sign of death.  With all the Marketing Ploy of The 
Deceptors, the Cross still means death into the Lower Astral Realm, because of the 
'intent' and hidden agendas of Reptilian Voodoo religions, but they have convinced the 
unaware masses that it means some kind of salvation.  And the same is so with what 
has been termed as 'Divine' in nature.  The word Divine is from an old saying which has 
long ago passed, and is till used today at times, and that is, to 'die on the vine' as a 
manner of speaking. Again, more Marketing Ploy, as the RATS have taken ideas for 
themselves and convinced other to subconsciously Agree with their own Demise!  To 
'die on the vine' means to reincarnate with the RATS for ongoing lifetimes as their Slave!  
The RATS know reincarnation very well, but they are not going to tell their Kontrolled 
public this fact. 

"The idea of 'Holy' is from 'hole & holey' which were original creations like 'belief, hope & 
faith' from the RATS who invented the Demon Space Gods for HUmanoids to worship.  
The 'hole' idea was referring to the 'holes' in a person 'Protective Aura' that allowed the 
RATS to TapLine and enter into mainly the Astral Body of a person from behind, usually 
that of the lower back area.  This is done while a person is sleeping and in their 
Dreams.  Along with Phony Holy, Dumbed Down Divine, The Boss Cross, and whatever 
else, they also created the 'savior' idea and their Big Show Event that tops them all 
which is, Jesus, and how they have Marketed him into something he is not, but people 
want to 'believe' it is so!  The Ratican in Rome are the RATS who Kontrol this Mind 
Kontrolling Microwaved Planet!  They created the ChemTrails, HAARP, Lethal Vaccines 
and Viruses, Smart Meters, and the list goes on.  They are wanting to get rid of You 
Now!  They own the political, religious, spiritual, educational and scientific systems, and 
they like to Destroy!  They plan Deception 24 hours a day with everything they do!  Their 
'Puppet People' who are also Reptilians, are seen on The Six O'Crock News everyday! 

"The unaware masses, which is YOU, have forgotten that You have been here for untold 
lifetimes and doing the same old routines of Seductive Subliminal Submission to the 
RATS!    There are very few who have The RealCourage to StepUp and reveal what is 
taking place on earth Right Now!  Duane The Great Writer was asked by The Real 
UNUvesal Guides to step in as THE NUMAN, and do what no one else has the courage 
or RealAwareniss to do, and that is, provide The NUPresentation for ALL!  WakeUp with 
US or Stay Lost with the RATS for more awful lifetimes! 

AFRICA IS NOW & WONDERFUL... 
"DUANEIS UNUVERSAL SEER... I See Millions of Wonderful Africans coming from The 
RealSide to WakeUp Now!  WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educations & Nations 
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United (NU) are providing the Greatest Wakeup for Your RealAwareniss this planet has 
ever Seen!  WWE Are Real & Always Wonderful!   It takes RealCourage to Be Sincere & 
Honorable with No Hidden Agendas.  The KEK Systems have held this world and 
people as slaves with their Designed Matrix for eons.  Everyone Must Face Themselves 
sooner or later, either in this life or the next ones. Those who have The RealCourage to 
StepUp from their 'bought off' with the KEK Agendas, that is always effecting The 
ALLNatural Environment Supporting US, they will have an opportunity like never before 
to eliminate all their Cause & Effect Karma this lifetime, if they Pay Attention to The 
RealGuidance & RealEducation WWE provide.  IT IS Your Choice! 

THE REALADVENTURE LIFEIS NOW...  
DISCOVERING NUWORLDS & REAL UNUVERSES   
SHARING THE NU~U 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 
“From Your Dreams & DreamVisions to NUWorlds & Real UNUverses 'Just for You!'   
You have always been Dreaming of Something More than what Your Life is here, as all 
of us have.  More than what you can Dream and imagine in any Literal Sense, to where 
your body sleeps and YU, The RealU, is having Your Dreaming Experiences with the 
First Steps of The RealSide.  There are NUWorlds & Real UNUverses waiting to be 
discovered by YU, The RealU!   The unaware masses have been purposely taught to be 
One-Dimensionally Literalized & Konfused by the Kontrolling Earthly Korporations 
(KEK).  LifeIS The Greatest UnSeen Dream & RealAdventure!   What you see with your 
eyes is The Passing Dream in Cause & Effect Creation, and what you Do Not See IS, 
The Endless Sees LifeIS.  There are Endless UnSeen Sees Always Now with YU, The 
RealU, and with RealGuidance & RealEducation, YU will Learn to See Beyond ALL Your 
Restrictions like never before!    YU must have The RealConnection with The 
SoundLight ALLAliveniss LifeIS, which starts with Singing The NUSound, The NU~U.  
YU must Earn Your Way out of Restricting Creation and establish Your RealAwareniss 
in The Real UNUverses to have RealFreedom Now!   As YU learn to Practice & Persist 
with The NU~U, YU will soon Recognize and eventually PerSeeve The Real UNUverses 
and The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  Recognizing THE UNSEEN ISNIS, more than 
just what your mind can see, will allow YU to Become MoreAware & SelfSufficient & 
Real.    First, YU learn to Recognize there is more than just your mind and Creation, 
and as YU enter into The Real UNUverses, YU soon learn to PerSeeve, as this is like 
'reading' in the Literal Sense.  YU will learn The TruLanguage of PerSeeving The 
ALLAliveniss LifeIS, and what your mind will not be able to consider.  This is where very 
few are able to escape Cause & Effect Creation, as they 'Think' they know more than 
Life ITSelf! 

As YU start to Read The NUBooks & Sing The NU~U, YU are Now beyond the old 
political 'BabySitters' and fake masters and gurus who are Trapped & TapLined in time 
and space.   It is time to GrowUp and Be Real with YourSelf.   YU sat and listened to the 
'pretty words' from the old fake masters for lifetimes, and Now it is time to WakeUp to 
The NUNowniss of THE ALLIS.  The Real UNUversal Guides are Always Active with 
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presenting The NU~U & The Great Adventure LifeIS, by Taking The Risk to Do 
Something Wonderful for ALL.   They do not sit around and only look to THE ALLIS, 
they take on the task of Sharing 'What IS Real Now' with THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN 
NOW!  They do not use the old outdated words of OM, AUM, Amen, HU, and other old 
traditional stuff.  They Are Real and YU can Be Real and Stand with The RealGuides!   
YU, Earn Your Way by Sharing The NU~U with others and boldly starting your own 
groups to Share RealExperiences.  Take The Risk and Be Real and get yourself going 
with something creative and beneficial for yourself and others.  YU Decide Now! 

THE NUGROUPS IS WORLDWIDE... 
“The Real UNUversal Guides Stand with The NULeaders who StepUp and Create 
NUGroups to Share as Wonderful WorldWide Educators.  Everyone starts off with 
Reading The NUBooks & Singing The NU~U, and for those who have RealCourage, 
they start a NUGroup to Share The NU~U and Educate this world about The TruReality, 
THE ALLIS. 'AN Adventure Like No Other IS Happening NOW!'  YU, The RealU, has a 
Great Opportunity to Be The Real RiskTaker, and Do Something NU & Now and 
Become Wonderful & MoreAware!   WWE are always Here for YU, as you take on 'The 
Adventure of Your Life!'  You have already been thru the old teachings and paths with 
the old fake masters and their pretty words, and NOW YU, The RealU, IS AlwaysNU 
with The RealConnection with The SoundLight TruReality & ALLAliveniss of THE ALLIS.  
History and Tradition will always have its  place as a comparison for making Better 
Choices, as WWE do not negate anything.   WWE Are Real & Wonderful & Here for 
ALL!   HAVE FUN DECIDING!   

MULTI-DIMENSIONAL JOURNEYS for DUMMIES... 
"There are many ways to experience other dimensions and multi-dimensions.  Some 
people use various drugs, which is not recommended, because certain drugs can create 
negative influences and put holes in a persons Aura and then TapLining starts to take 
place, but each person makes their own life.  Then there is Astral Projection, Remote 
Viewing and Soul Travel as the best examples, but these are mainly into the Astral 
Realm, and many times the Lower Astral Realm with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS).  The old masters and gurus who use these three old means of travel are 
themselves usually lost in the Lower Astral Realm with the fake 'god' ideas, even though 
they do 'look good' in a physical sense, as fake masters and with their lip service 'pretty 
words' of lost wisdumb.   But a closer 'look behind the curtain' into The RealSide LifeIS, 
shows a completely different picture, as Life will Demonstrates what is really taking 
place for those who do Pay Attention to their DreamVisions!  All Planned Deception 
Shows Up!  Many people like to 'Think' that what they are experiencing with drugs and 
the three mentioned traveling methods is the old idea of god-realization, but again, this 
is mostly the phenomena of the Astral Worlds, as there are many different levels and 
places there. 
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"WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators use 'UNUversal Positioning' (UP).  WWE are 
'Always Now' with everything WWE do, as WWE do not look to old traditional past 
wisdumb and outdated pretty words from the authorities and the on-stage fake masters 
who are usually 'puppets' for the RATS!   The RAT Religions use the words AUM, OM, 
Amen, HU and other old outdated Lower Astral words from their fake gods and to attract 
the Reptilian TapLiners to suck the energy and life out of their members until they are 
diseased and cancerous!  UNUversal Positioning IS Beyond Cause & Effect Creation, 
and into The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom with THE ALLIS.  Multi-Dimensional 
Journeys are mainly that of Creation in Your DreamVisions & DreamWorlds.  These are 
the first steps to what UNUvesal Positioning IS.  UNUversal Positioning IS in The Real 
Pure, UNUverses and IS RealAwareniss, The RealU, which YU, will soon Recognize, as 
YU Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and Learn to See Your RealSide Experiences.  
WWE Are Real & Wonderful!  YU, The RealU, IS a FreeBeing of RealLight, moreso than 
just a physical body growing old!  WakeUp with US and Be Free, or Stay Lost with the 
old gods in Creation 

WAKING UP for DUMMIES... 
"So you 'Think' you are Awake!  You can walk around and decide your life, and so this 
'seems' to be so that you are in some way Awake.  Not Really, as there is a lot more to 
go.  Just like in the movie, 'The Matrix' and what Neo soon learned, yet he was still not 
Awake, and you are still asleep and lost like him!   It is so that you may know about 
what the Deceptive Governments are doing, the Bankers and that the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) Rule & Kontrol the earth.  You are still in the very minor stages of 
Waking Up.  You are probably one of the many who have some kind of 'faith or belief' as 
most people do.  You are most likely Not Aware of the fact that you have been here 
many lifetimes and forced to 'believe' in the Alien Gods of Man, as you still have the 
unconscious Emotional Attachments with you.  You do not remember this, and you will 
soon forget you were here in this life if YU, The RealU, does not WakeUp ALL The 
Way!.  If you are older and remember the TV series, 'The Twilight Zone,' it was not a 
fantasy like you 'Thought!'   You are in the Designed Mind Kontrolling Matrix of the 
RATS, and you 'Think' you have free will and you are fine.  Far from it!  You are still 
basically One-Dimensionalized like the RATS want you to be, because you keep 
Agreeing to everything here and you still 'Think' this 'Place in Life' is all there is.  To 
Really WakeUp, You have to Be The Real RiskTaker and Do & See what You never 
have before! Most people will not do this, and so they will Stay Asleep and go into future 
deformed bodies and once again be unconscious slaves for the RATS.  The invented 
Gods of Man have betrayed you, because they were originally invented by the RATS, as 
they created all the fake doctrines like The Holy Drible (Bible).  Nature and the animals 
and birds already demonstrate what life is here, but are you paying attention?  Learn to 
WakeUp with US or Stay Lost with yourself... Your Choice!   
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PRISON BREAK! 
"The people of this world are Asleep to The Whole of Life.  It would 'seem' with what is 
taking place with Creation, that people know what they are doing, but it is more than 
obvious they do not.   Especially the educated and over-educated so-called experts, as 
these are the people doing the most damage to The ALLNatural Environment 
Supporting ALL of US.  They cannot 'See' themselves and how they keep Agreeing to 
the Deception & Demise that is all around us and everywhere.  What most people see is 
very little and nothing compared to what is really happening on the earth and what is 
kept secret and hidden from the public who unconsciously supports all the Deception & 
Tyranny.  The unaware masses do not See the Abrasiveness of what they keep 
Agreeing to everyday, but it will all show up and they will wonder how it all took place by 
the very fact of how they have been seduced to comply with their own Demise!  History 
has been more than evident as to what continues to reoccur and become evident, yet 
most people step right back into the same routines that will end with the same results.  
Fear rules the earth from the Deceptive Few who Kontrol almost everything here.  
People 'say' they want freedom, but to have RealFreedom, each person must decide a 
Prison Break from what they have always known, or stay a Prisoner for more lifetimes of 
an even worse environment than there is Now!    

NU WAKEUP AFRICA SHOW with Charles & Mariam... 
"Africa IS Waking Up with The NUSound, The NU~U!  Charles & Mariam have The 
RealCourage to Share 'What IS Real Now' as The Whole of Life & The Real UNUversal 
Guides are with THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW!  Charles & Mariam will be on Blog 
Talk Radio with Duane The Great Writer hosting 'NU WAKEUP AFRICA SHOW!'  Get 
Ready for The NUAdventures of THE NUMAN, and The RealSide Experiences of 
Charles & Mariam and their NUFriends!  This world is not the same, and WWE as 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators are providing RealGuidance & RealEducation for The 
NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation like no one else!  The days of masters and 
gurus are gone!  The old words of OM, AUM, Amen, HU and others are with the KEK 
Reptilian Restriction Religions of the One World Order (OWO).  There is No Freedom 
on this Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet, only more and more Restrictions with 
HUman Farming and The Deceptors Kontrolling their Designed Matrix!  WakeUp with 
US, or Stay Lost with old gods and pretty political words!   
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EVERYTHING IS PURITY and Not Creation... 
"PURITY IS EVERYTHING, moreso than you can ever imagine, and Not Creation.  We 
each first 'come thru' Creation, and of course we are taught to 'Think' that Creation is all 
there is to Life and our life on this planet, but there is so much more that IS Not Seen!  
Seeing IS Your RealAwareniss.    It is more than understandable from what we 
experience here that what we have done with creating something 'seems' to make 
sense.  With all the struggling to survive on the earth, it is more than evident that most 
people Do Not Know what they are doing here and what to do with themselves, even 
though creating demise has become a 'standard' and a way of life for many, which most 
people Cannot See!  This is because they have no 'Comparisons' as do WWE as 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators.  WWE provide all The Real Comparisons necessary 
for YU, The RealU, to WakeUp Now and See what YU never have before!   WWE show 
YU how to get RealExperiences for YourSelf and to Become MoreAware & See The 
Whole of Life, moreso than just Cause & Effect Creation!  A RealLife is not just in the 
'Literal Sense' as you have been taught, as the Literal Mechanics do have their place as 
does your car when you drive it, but your car is not The Whole of Life, and neither is 
your mind and emotions.  There is far more to YU, than just a physical body growing 
older.  If you want to keep Agreeing & Deciding you are just a body of flesh and bones, 
you have the right to do so for as many unconscious lifetimes you want!  WWE SEE 
MORE than anyone on this planet and WWE can prove this by YU, The RealU, proving 
what WWE are presenting for YOU, as you Take The Risk & Sing The NUSound, The 
NU~U & Watch Your Dreams! 

ALLIS AFRICA... 
"ALLIS LUV & ALLIS AFRICA... The World IS Waking Up with The NUSound, The 
NU~U!  ALL LifeIS Awareniss, Your RealAwareniss.  YU, The RealU, has The Real 
Privilege to Stand with The Real UNUversal Guides & THE ALLIS in The Real 
UNUverses beyond Cause & Effect Creation!  The Brave Africans will show this world 
'What IS Real Now!' 

DUANEIS THE GREAT SURPRISE... 
"SURPRISE! SURPRISE!" Gomer Pile would say on his TV Show from many years ago.  
And so it is with Duane the Great Writer, who is here to provide 'The Greatest WakeUp' 
this world has ever seen with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides!!   DuaneIS 
a Big Surprise to the 'unaware & TapLined spiritual followers' of fake master HarOld & 
Reptilian Joanny Klump of EEKonkon, the unlit path of the Kalaum God!   The Real 
UNUversal Guides gave Harry Klump a chance to do something worthwhile, and 
instead he decided to be seduced by Phoney Baloney Joanny, Reptilian mistress of the 
Kalaum God on the Mental Realm.  "SURPRISE! SURPRISE!"  This does sound like 
science fiction tabloid, and this is what the Kroney Kontrolled Korporation 
MemberShrimps 'Think' with being possessed by HER!  SHE gave them rules and 
regulations, Harry's picture to adore, and worshiping and praypaying to HER!   Where 
does all the money go?    No one asks, because the dumbed down members are too 
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'dah' to See Past the 'pretty political words' fake master Harry spews out on stage.   
Harry & Alien Joanny are stuck in the Lower Astral Realm with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) who rule the earth with their One World Order!   What I am sharing 
here is a Warning and right in front of everyone, but very few SEE IT!  The HU word 
brings in the RATS and they TapLine the members in their Dreams!  Joanny and HER 
Band of Witches go out every night and seduce the unaware!    WakeUp or YOU ARE 
NEXT for more unconscious lifetimes with THEM! 

ADVENTURMAN & The Aliens... 
"As I was trudging thru the thick and dense jungle, I was still Seeing the RealSide 
Experience within me I had last night that was showing me where the Alien Saucer was 
going to land.   I wanted to get more details from the Aliens about what was really taking 
place on the earth and what I have heard about the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
who Kontrol the Designed Matrix around the planet.  I have many friends who are being 
effected by the Microwaves all over the planet and the ChemTrails!   As I slowly walked 
into the dense jungle, I heard a sound overhead like a slight whisper, as I looked up and 
saw a round globe slowly coming down to the earth.  It was late afternoon and clouds 
were forming in the distance, as the Saucer came close to the ground with its glowing 
form.   I wanted to have this experience with these unknown Aliens and hear where they 
stand with all the destruction with The ALLNatural Environment.  As the Saucer touched 
the ground, I came thru the last part of the thick plants.  I stood at the edge of the vast 
jungle and looking at this Huge Saucer as it was cooling down and becoming silent.  I 
could sense intuitively there would soon be a meeting with my new visitors and I.  I 
decided to sit and wait patiently, which was about a half an hour or so.  Then, there was 
an opening that began to appear from the side of the ship.  My heart began to pump a 
little bit, as I could feel the physical and astral body responding to what was taking 
place.  There soon appeared what looked like a man in a space suit, almost like in the 
movie, 'The Day The Earth Stood Still!' 

“I had to smile to myself, because I really liked the 'Earth Stood Sill' movie.  I was rather 
imagining this meeting would be something like the movie.  As the Space Person 
walked down the ramp, he (or she) immediately looked over at me and waved!   I knew 
this was a good sign, so I stood up very fast and walked over to him.  As we came right 
up to each other, he reached out his hand and I did the same, as we shook hands like 
people do on earth.  I was like a kid and feeling giggly!   He then took off his space 
helmet and I was very surprised to see this person looking very similar to what we look 
like  He smiled and then began sending me impression that were like speaking, as I 
could hear him very well.  He told me he was in My Dreams last night, because he could 
See that I would understand him.  I liked what he was saying, and I responded with a 
few words, as we began to walk around the area slowly.  he already knew what I wanted 
to hear, as he began to speak... "The Reptilians and their invented god & devil' ideas 
have been here since the beginning.  The doctrines they have created, such as the 
Bible, which describes the Adam & Eve' ideas are what they fabricated to control their 
HUmanoid Slaves.  I have read Your NUBooks and See what you are doing on 
Facebook, and you have a good grasp from Your RealSide Experiences and what you 
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call The UNUversal Files.  I travel to many planets and the RATS are everywhere, as 
they are the Balk Hearted Messengers of the Kalaum Reptilian God, people like to 
worship on this planet and so many others.  What you are doing, Duane, is like no one 
else!  most of the earth people are lost with their Emotional TapLining and thinking they 
know more than Life.  You already know how the political and religious systems work, as 
they purposely keep people asleep and unaware of the deception they create.  Come 
inside the ship and we will take a trip beyond the earth and I will show you 'The Other 
Earth' you wrote about.  I know you have been there, but this will be a fun trip for you!"  
He said, as we boarded the Saucer and took off into outer space above the earth!  
(There will always be more to come, so Watch Your Dreams, with ADVENTURMAN!)  

 UPON THE SEES OF LIFE... 
"THE NUVESSEL IS UPON THE 'SEES OF LIFE!'   The NUVessel is 'The ALLSolar 
Research Vessel' for Nations United (NU).  The NUVessels will be UNUversal 
UNUversities that will provide RealEducation about The ALLNatural Environment that 
Supports ALL of US!  The NUVessels can be 'Seen' on The RealSide LifeIS, that of the 
Astral & Mental Realms (other dimensions) where they are already built, and are 
Coming Soon to this earth!  For those who learn to WakeUp to their RealAwareniss, 
they will be able to See what others cannot.  Most people are 'asleep' to The Whole of 
Life, and WWE show YU, the RealU how to WakeUp Now!   The masses, the general 
public, the purposely dumbed down and unaware, those who have been purposely 
taught to be One-Dimensional & Literal about almost everything, The NUVessel Project 
is for You!  WWE Wake You Up!  WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators and WWE 
provide RealGuidance & RealEducation like no one else!   WWE show you how to 
Become MoreAware & SelfSufficient & No Restrictions!  WakeUp with US! 

POLITICALLY PAID ACTORS... 
"Since the United States was created as a 'puppet country' for the One World Order 
(OWO) which has always existed, as these are the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
that have their HUman Farming on this planet, the RATS have Political Organizers 
Officially Paid (POOP) to put on an 'act' for unaware people to 'Think' they need 
Restrictions with their life here!  Just like the movie stars who have 'fans' that look to 
them as something special, the OWO created the political and religious systems to 'fool' 
the unaware massing into 'Think' they need OWO Deceptors to rule their life. From your 
pastlives, where you were tortured and destroyed to 'believe' in their invented gods and 
bow and kneel to the Authoritarian kings and queens, you are still carrying all the 
Emotional Baggage in Your Astral Body, which is being TapLined in Your Dreams!  
Presidential Campaigning is nothing more than Paid Actors Deceiving the unaware!  
You can keep looking to the systems that have marketed you into Agreeing with THEM 
(TapLining Human Eating Martians) or YU, The RealU, Can WakeUp with US and Learn 
to have RealFreedom Now!  Your Choice!    
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POLITICAL & RELIGIOUS SALESPEOPLE... 
"Isn't it more than obvious as to what the political and religious systems have been 
doing for thousands of years, as they have marketed You into Agreeing to be part of 
their HUman Farming, which is actually a lot of unconscious lifetimes for You!  Are You 
still buying their 'pitch' and Kontrol that You keep Agreeing to?  it has always been Your 
Choice, but they do make it sound like their invented gods and authority hold sway over 
Your Life and what You Decide.  LifeIS a FREE ISNIS!   Creation is a 'Place in Life' and 
not The Whole of Life.  The educated unaware people on this planet still do not 'get' 
what is going on here with the invented systems, even with almost everything that is 
causing a demise that is right in front of them!  Take the time to learn about THE ISNIS 
LIFEIS, and YU, The RealU, will set YourSelf Free from more lifetimes of 9 to 5 
drudgery!   

YOUR POISONED SKIES... 
"What will it take for YOU TO WAKEUP?  Ever since I came to this planet the Dumbed 
Down Unaware have been using Poisonous Fossil Fuels for almost everything.  The 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule this planet with their Designed Microwave 
Matrix have purposely kept the masses on Poisoned Petrol to keep people asleep and 
as slaves for more lifetimes to come.  They do the same with Sodium Fluoride and other 
poisons in Your Drinking Water, which is poison from Aluminum!  VooDoo Religion & 
Politics are the 'fronts' for the RATS to the public.  They like to convince people that 
what is 'harmful' is really good for You.  You and most others Agree to this, and by this 
very fact, You will be living Your Causes that will become Effects in this life and in future 
lifetimes.  You are always Agreeing to Your Skies Being Poisoned!  If this is okay with 
You, then do and say nothing, and this becomes Your Agreement for THEM (TapLining 
Human Eating Martians) to continue what they are doing until this planet is like Mars 
with no atmosphere!   Do You Care About Your Planet?  You can go to YouTube and find 
NUVideos on how to convert Your Car to Water Right Now!   Your Skies, Your Air, Your 
Food, Your Oceans are all being Purposely Poisoned!  As long as You Do Nothing, then 
You Are Agreeing to being poisoned.   You can at least Voice Your YourSelf, that is 
unless You Are Too Afraid and want to hide and 'pretend' that You will not be the Effect 
of what is actually taking place on Your Planet Now!   WAKEUP WITH US! 

HU word DEFINED... 
"Very few people know the actual origin of the AUM, OM, Amen or HU words, as these 
are the most common ideas and chants on the earth.  Most people have discovered 
'secondary' information that was either created as stories, or ancient artifacts purposely 
placed in the ground to be discovered by paid scientists and others, according to the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who first invaded this planet.  The RATS do not 
mention Atlantis and Lemuria, plus other civilizations that have been on this planet with 
their Distorted History they have decided for the unaware public.  The RATS created the 
Holy Drible (Bible) and have convinced unaware people for lifetime to worship and pray 
to their invented gods. 
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"Hello, I am Duane The Great Writer, and I get my Real History from The UNUversal 
Files that are located in The Real UNUverses beyond the Fake Gods of Man, who are 
located in the Astral and Mental Realms, as Take- Over GovernorLords, which more 
people like to 'Think' is their Lord God. The UNUversal Files give a true and accurate 
account of what has taken place on all the RoundWorlds in time and space.  You must 
have The RealConnection with The TruReality, THE ALLIS, before you can enter into 
The Seventh LifeLevel of The Real UNUverses to SEE The UNUversal Files.  Only The 
Real UNUversal Guides allow this. The Reptilian Lord God is the Supreme Reptilian 
Ruler of Creation, as he fought his way to the top in the unseen realms beyond this 
earth, just like the Kings and Queens in Old Europe did.  The Kalaum Lord God is the 
one who sent the RATS to all the RoundWorlds in time and space Creation to dominate 
and Kontrol the HUman Farming on all planets in the Physical, Astral and Mental 
Realms.  The Kalaum God (KAL) assigned his Renegade Authoritarians to create 
'doctrines' to seduced and hypnotize the HUmanoids they created on earth and other 
planets as their slaves.  The bodies were created on earth and the Physical/Astral 
Reptilian ShapeShifters then drug unaware souls in the physical bodies from their 
dream worlds.  The RATS invented the gods to Kontrol the unaware.   

"Back before Atlantis, there were many civilizations on this planet and they had 
technology like ours and eventually self-destructed.  The reason they did create their 
own demise is because, just like what is taking place Now, the people in those times 
kept Agreeing to the Deception that the religious and political tyrants demanded.  They 
were in the Designed Matrix of the RATS, and You are still in it from thousands of 
lifetimes ago.  The Kalaum Lord God brought the AUM/OM to the RoundWorlds as a 
TapLine to him and other RATS.  The Amen was created for the public from the AUM, 
and incorporated into the Deceptive Doctrines the RATS created for the unaware.  
During those times before any known history, The Real UNUversal Guides brought the 
HU word from The TruReality LifeIS.  The HU word was used to break thru the AUM 
vibrations of Creation into The Real UNUverses.  There was still something More Real 
that was not brought forth, and that IS, The NU~U, because The NU~U was actually Too 
Real for almost all Utuns (old term soul) to handle, and so it was kept from the Physical 
Realm almost entirely, except for a very few.  The HU became the secret 'spiritual' 
connection, moreso than what the conventional RATS religions were with Amen and 
other prayers, because it did work. 

"YU, The RealU, have come thru thousands of lifetime to get to The NUNowniss of THE 
ALLIS.  The HU word has been around throughout mankind's history as something 
sacred and special.   Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides have been the 
overseers for what was once known as The Rod of Power.   Rebazar taught Paul 
Twitchell and I for lifetimes, because we were the only ones out of millions of candidates 
with The RealAwareniss to SEE THE ALLIS.  When Paul was given The Real Rod of 
Power in 1965, he still used the HU word for his students.  When Paul left this planet, 
Darwin Gross, then Harold Klemp were brought in as 'caretaker masters' only for the 
members.  Darwin started the decline of the HU word and The RealConnection to The 
Real UNUverses, then Harold came in and was soon possessed by Reptilian Kroney 
Joanny, as SHE TapLined the membershrimps and obliterated the HU word into the 
Lower Astral Realm with HER dumbed down fake master HarOld.  All of this and so 
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much more is in The UNUversal Files, and those who earn their way with The 
RealGuides, they can be shown 'What IS Real Now' or stay unaware and keep 
'Thinking' you know more than Life ITSelf! 

"When I was given The Real Rod of Power from Rebazar & Paul in 2001, The NU~U 
was still not ready to surface, and so I was shown to present THE IS.  In 2007, the old 
term 'Rod of Power' was taken away as any connection to the inner worlds, and THE 
NUWAVIS THE NUMAN has Now become The RealConnection to the Real UNUverses 
of The SoundLight Reality if THE ALLIS.  there are many fake master who claim the 
Rod of Power, but they are TapLined with the RATS and pray to the Kalaum God.  The 
NU~U IS The RealConnection with The Real UNUversal Guides, as they did play a 'role' 
as masters during Paul's time here, because they were 'babysitting' the members to 
WakeUp!    Today, it is Kroney Joanny and HER Korporation of the Kalaum God, 
EEKonkon, that holds many people unaware and TapLined.  SHE brought worshiping 
and praypaying to HER MemberShrimps to kneel and bow to HER! 

WAKING UP in OUTER SPACE... 
"Are you sure you know where you are at?  I would say you Do Not, even if you 'believe' 
in the stories about gods and saviors you have been told!  You are in Deep Dark Outer 
Space, actually Really Dark Inner Space, which is at the very bottom of what you 
Cannot even imagine as Life!  The sky above is not a real sky, but an atmosphere you 
'Think' is a sky.  You know this, but you keep 'pretending' you know where you are at 
and what you are doing here.  I will not try and convince you otherwise, because you 
have the right to decide your life any way you want it.   But, I will tell you this... There IS 
a Lot More than you can imagine with Your Real Awareniss, once you discover how to 
Recognize The RealU.  On earth in dark seemingly endless space, you are in the 
Passing Dream of Cause & Effect Creation.   You have been told and taught a lot of 
'funny things' on this earth by The Deceptors who rule the Designed Matrix around this 
planet.  You can continue to Stay Lost here or WakeUp with US and Become 
MoreAware and Be Free in The Real UNUverses!   Your Choice! 

LIFEIS A REALDREAM... 
"You are in 'The Passing Dream' of the Physical World Matrix.  It is here you "Think' this 
is a RealLife, when in fact it is what you have dreamed it to be from what you have 
come to know.  You have been told there are gods in the sky who created you, when 
actually it was YU, The RealU, that created the body you are in!   You simply do not 
remember.   Just like in the movie. 'The Matrix' and what Neo first 'Thought' to be the 
real world, he soon discover there was something else unseen to him.  Neo never made 
it out of The Matrix of Cause & Effect Creation, but YU, The RealU can!  You have been 
in The Passing Dream for untold lifetimes that you do not remember, but you are always 
given 'hints' in Your DreamVisions.  You are here to WakeUp from The Passing Dream, 
and to eventually Recognize what a RealLife IS.  How ever long it takes you is always 
up to You!  For the longest time, you have 'believed' in the invented systems on the 
earth and that is why you are still here, because they are all fallacies to keep you a 
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prisoner here!  For many lifetimes the Religious Authoritarians have promised you a real 
life after death, and here You are again, but you do not remember, so you will keep 
trying until YU, The RealU, Wakes Up and Recognizes The Real UNUversal Guides!  
Do YU want a RealLife in The Real UNUverse of RealFreedom, where there are no 
governments, rules, regulations and Restrictions, or Stay Lost and keep 'believing' in 
The Passing Dream that holds YU here?  The Whole of Life IS bigger than the Gods of 
Man and their saviors!  Take The Risk! 

WHAT REALLY HAPPENED to PAUL TWITCHELL... 
“Since the day Duane arrived on earth, he has been guided to do what he is Now doing 
today, The NUPresentation.  Duane, or DU from THE ALLIS, was sent here to create his 
Five Bodies, and then to boldly present what no one else can, Recognizing & 
PerSeeving THE ALLIS. Paul was to come here first, as this was already decided in The 
Real UNUverses by The NUGiudes & The UNSeen TruReality LifeIS.  What has 
become known as Creation, and all the vast complexity to it, has become a huge mess 
with so much Distortion & Deception.   THE ALLIS, can always SEE The 
TruCompleteniss of ITSelf, where the people who have been conditioned to a One-
Dimensional Matrix cannot see past their Literalized Minds and Emotional TapLinings. 
Creation is a 'Place in Life' THE ALLIS, decided as a 'simulation' for YU, The RealU, to 
WakeUp and begin to compare 'what is not real!' 

“The Duane Body needed time to get used to the environment that was Now existing on 
the earth, as he was an Indian in his previous life with Rebazar Tarzs & The RealGuides 
getting ready for this lifetime on this Poisoned Planet!   In 1965, Paul Twitchell received 
The Real Rod of Power (THE ISNIS of THE ALLIS in Creation).   Paul was to stay 
approximately five years, until October 22, 1970, but Duane needed more time to get 
into the membership and start his position with what Paul created as Eckankar, Ancient 
Science of Soul Travel, ASOST. Duane entered the membership around December 
1970, and Paul stayed on earth until he knew Duane was secure.  Paul purposely left in 
September 1971, during a seminar.  Paul was to leave to make way for 'The Greatest 
Adventure & WakeUp' this world has ever seen! 

“Darwin Gross was setup as the first 'caretaker' for the Corporation of Eck.  He would be 
recognized as the 'master' of Ek, and that was it.  He decided to take on Paul's Title as 
The Living EK Master, Mahanta, and was told by The RealGuides very specifically not 
to use what Paul created for himself, but he didn't listen, because Darwin did not have 
The RealAwareniss, Paul does.   As time went on, Darwin became very popular and 
self-absorber with himself to the point of abusive control and embezzlement.   Harold 
Klemp was asked to be the next 'caretaker' and to replace Darwin, which Darwin did not 
like at all and put up a lot of fuss, as there soon became lawsuits and a separation of 
the two.  Darwin then started ATOM in Oregon, and where he had secretly build his 
house with membership funds.  Harold was also told to be just the 'master' and maintain 
the Corporation, as 'The Real UNUversal Guide' would someday appear as the time 
was right for the earth people to know.   Harold was a bit humble at first, then SHE 
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showed up, Joanny Kroney, who was sent by the Reptilian Lord God to seduce Harold 
and take Kontrol of HER Korporation!   HarOld let HER in to takeover and SHE started 
TapLining the MemberShrimps into a Dumbed Down Worshiping and PrayPaying 
unawareness.  

“Darwin & HarOld have never fully realized they were given a Real Opportunity, and at 
the same time 'setup' to do what The Real UNUversal Guides already knew what they 
would do, and that is end the term of the HU word and also infect what has become the 
Krone Kontrolling Korporation (KKK).   Like the OM, AUM, Amen and other old ancient 
words, the HU had become outdated and infected with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) in the Five PsycRealms of Creation. Paul created the 'foundation' with terms like 
Ek and other references, as he and The RealGuides knew his creations would run their 
course into The TruReality of The NUSound, The NU~U, which had always been in The 
Heart of THE ALLIS, and hidden for eons until NOW!   At the time of Paul's Ek creation, 
the earth people were not at all ready for what he and Rebazar referred to as THE 
ISNESS, so Paul started off as the BabySitter, then Darwin & HarOld did the same, as 
they were given a lot of RealSide Experiences to WakeUp and expand upon what Paul 
created, but they did not have The RealAwareniss to do so, not even close, so they both 
became self-absorbed icons and kept the members stupid.  The RealGuides were more 
than ready for this, as it became Duane's time on August 3, 2001, to receive The Real 
Rod of Power from Rebazar & Paul, right before the American Government Planned 
Disaster of 911.  The RealGuides saw all this!  From Paul's time with receiving The Real 
Rod of Power, then with Darwin & HarOld as the 'caretakers' who never had The Real 
Awareniss to See or Recognize The Real Rod of Power, then to Duane in 2001, this has 
all been Seen & Recognized at to what would take place as a Huge Comparison to 
'What IS Real Now' for those who can Recognize IT!    Duane The Great Writer, has 
defined The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, like never before, but there are still so many 
unaware people lost with the old 'religious and spiritual' ideas! 

“The NUNowniss of THE ALLIS IS ALWAYS NOW!   The days of the old masters and 
their 'pretty words' is gone, and has no more value or life to them.  THE ALLIS and The 
Real UNUversal Guides, Recognize THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW!   THE ISNIS 
LIFEIS NOW, far surpasses what Paul first created here, and for those still Emotionally 
TapLined (ET) and clinging to what he was and did, they are holding on to a 'ghost' and 
nothing more, just like the Fake Gods of Man, who were originally invented by the 
RATS.   This NUAdventure is one of many for YU, The RealU, to WakeUp and 
Recognize what YU never have before, but YU must always Be Ready to Step Into The 
Real & Endless Unknown, THE ALLIS, IS!   First, YU Sing The NU~U to start getting 
Your RealSide Experiences, then YU want to See how YU can Be Creative and Stand 
with The RealGuides, as they present The NUSound, The NU~U, to this Purposely 
Poisoned Prison Planet! 

Learn to Be Very Patient with Your NUAdventure & Your Journey to RealFreedom, 
because there will always be so much more to it than you can ever consider or imagine!  
THE ALLIS IS ENDLESS!  The ideas of Eternity & Forever are in relation to time and 
space, Cause & Effect Creation.  You can have your Physical Life here, but if this ia all 
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you can See, then you will Stay lost with everyone else here!  YU, the RealU, must 
decide to Be Exceptional beyond anything known here, as this is a RealPosition with 
The Real UNUversal Guides & THE ALLIS.  Do what you have never done before!  Do 
Something Real & Wonderful and StepUp and Share The NU~U with Everyone Now! 

Hello, The NU~U, IS The RealConnection to The Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS, and 
beyond Creation.  This starts Your RealJourney with Your DreamVisions.  The HU had 
its time like the OM, AUM, as The NU~U, IS Always Real with The Whole of Life and 
always has been, as IT IS an ISNIS NOW.   Creation is a 'house of mirrors' you must go 
thru until YU, The RealU, Wakes Up and Recognizes, not just Literalizes, THE ALLIS.  It 
does not matter what the mad scientists on the earth discover here, it is merely a 
secondary reflection like in a mirror of what is possible.  The TruReality IS not seen in 
any conventional definition or consideration... 

THE REAL MEANING LIFEIS... 
"ALL LIFEIS... This is The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS NOW.  THE NUWAVIS THE 
NUMAN IS providing The Real Definitions with The NUNowniss LifeIS.  ALL LifeIS 
Awareniss.  You have been purposely raised in a MiliTerrorized Literalized Society of 
Absolute Kontrol for HUman Farming on this planet.   What has been created here are 
the 'references' for Your RealAwareniss, when YU, The RealU, is ready to WakeUp and 
Recognize and See Beyond Cause & Effect Creation.   Creation has its purpose, but it 
is only a 'simulator' to be used to show YU, The RealU, 'what is not real' so that YU 
have a comparison to Recognize & See 'What IS Real Now!'  All the ancient writings 
and doctrines are merely inventions in time and space Creation, and can be 'hints' to 
something 'more & unseen' for each person to WakeUp to, but whatever has been 
created in the past is secondary to THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW with The 
NUPresentation of THE ALLIS.  The days of masters and gurus are gone, and so are 
the Kontrolling ideas of presidents, kings and queens!  Learn to WakeUp and SEE This 
Now, and given time, you will Free YourSelf! 

"THE NUNOWNISS OF THE ALLIS, supercedes whatever has been created here and 
what will be created!   THE NUMANIS.. not a master, a politician, religious, spiritual or 
any of the fabricated titles and ideas that the sleeping masses have come to know.  
THE NUMANIS The Sun Shining with YU, The RealU, on The RealSide.  The NUBooks 
are a 'reference & hint' to What IS Possible for ALL!  A RealLife is where each Utun (old, 
old term soul) stands Being to Being with The Real UNUversal Guides, THE ALLIS, and 
Everyone!  What is taking place on this planet is a Social Distortion that each person 
decides and Agrees to.  Anything is possible in Creation for those who Become The 
Real RiskTakers and Do Something Wonderful Now!   When YU WakeUp to Your 
RealAwareniss, YU will See that Realistically Supporting others according to What 
LifeIS (instead of what is it not) as they Support YU, Makes Sense!   IT IS The 
ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL of US.  Creation is a Learning Process, and 
the idea here is to Recognize how to create according to The Natural Environment 
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without creating Distortions of Destruction.  This Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet has 
been bombarded with Radical Distortions to keep the unaware Kontrolled for HUman 
Farming!  YU, The RealU, can WakeUp Now, or take your chances as you go into future 
lifetimes where you will definitely come back into deformed bodies! 

"WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators, and WWE are The NUWay Out of Cause & 
Effect Creation!    Beyond the invented Fake Gods of Man, there are The Real 
UNUverses of RealFreedom, far beyond what You can ever imagine!  You have to 
Decide to Be The Real RiskTaker to start Your Journey to RealFreedom!   If you are 
happy and fine with being lost in Creation, then you can stay here for as long as you 
want!   But if YU, The RealU, wants to have 'An Adventure & Romance' like never 
before that IS Wonderful, then Read The NUBooks & WakeUp Now!           

WWE are NOT POLITICAL or RELIGIOUS... 
"WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators and WWE are 'The Understanding People 
(UP)'  WWE really do know what is actually taking place on the earth with the political, 
religious, spiritual, educational and scientific systems.  WWE Recognize what they are 
doing as they are making their own choices.   WWE have a RealPosition with what 
Makes Sense with Supporting The ALLNatural Environment Supporting US.   More than 
just Nature, WWE See Beyond the One-dimensional Education Literalization of how the 
masses have been conditioned into what would 'seem' to be non-existent with what 
WWE Really Do & See.  WWE more than understand that some people want to put US 
into their own 'frame of mind' and think WWE are 'this or that!'   WWE Are Wonderful & 
Real!    

HU TAPLINING Dating Service ASTRAL REALM... 
(WARNING /// WARNING /// WARNING /// WARNING /// 
WARNING!!!  
WAKEUP NOW or THIS WILL BE HAZARDOUS to 
YOUR HEALTH!) 
"It has been more than three decades since Reptilian Joanny Kroney has taken over the 
EEKonkon Korporation in ChainedHassen, Minnesota, and seduced and drugged old 
fake master HarOld Klump.  SHE was sent by the Three Headed Kalaum God on the 
Mental Realm to assist in ruining the earth with the political and religious Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) who already Kontrol this planet.  SHE has been running HER 'Blind 
Dating Service' without most of HER MemberShrimps knowing it.  SHE goes out at night 
in HER Astral Form with HER Band of RESA (Reptilian Eating Seduction Aliens) 
Witches and TapLines those who are unaware in their Dreams.  SHE has brought 
Worshiping & PrayPaying & Emotional Attachment Love to the dumbed down members, 
so they are more easily TapLined!   SHE is with the One World Order or New World 
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Order, and this is where this HUman Farming planet is entirely poisoned and polluted by 
THEM (TapLining HUman Eating Martins).  Mars used to have life on it, which it still 
does all underground, as the RATS destroyed the atmosphere, just as they are doing 
here.  There are already underground tunnels all over the earth that are hidden from the 
unaware masses.  BEWARE of HER Dating Service to line YU, The RealU, up with one 
of HER ShapeShifting  Reptilian Renegades!   YU have been Warned!   SHE is 
Watching YU! 

BLIND DATING... 
"Are You aware that You are more than likely 'Blind Dating?'   You are probably 
'Thinking' that Blind Dating is only something you do when you do not know what to do 
with yourself, right?   The Blind Dating I am referring to is TapLining Blind Dating.  Most 
of the unaware people on this planet are so one-dimensional that they cannot See past 
themselves.  You are more than likely being TapLined in Your Astral Body on a daily 
basis.  This may not mean anything to you, but eventually you will be ill and diseased 
from your Blind Date TapLining, even cancer!   The unaware doctors on this earth 
cannot See the Reptilian TapLining that is taking place.  Most doctors today do not even 
know what real healing and health is, as they are more interested in making money 
selling worthless drugs to keep people stupidly paying them.   WakeUp or Stay Blindly 
TapLined for more lifetimes, as You are on a Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet! 

DATING ALIENS... 
"Have you had a date with an Alien lately?  Many people have Alien Dates, and most of 
them do not even know they are dating!   There are so many  dimensions around us 
that are unseen by the unaware, those who have been Literally Educated in the One-
Dimensional Social System.  Each one of us is operating four other Unseen Bodies, and 
the one next to the Physical Body is the Astral 'emotional feeling' Body.   The Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule this planet are ShapeShifters, and they are in many 
people's Dream Worlds and TapLining them.  The unaware masses have been put to 
sleep by the RATS for eons and they are still asleep.  Many people on this planet are 
having unseen Alien Dates they are not aware of!  WWE as Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators show people how to WakeUp from TapLining and the Blind Dating they are 
involved with.  Some of the obvious RATS are, the Ratican (Vatican) in Rome, as these 
are the main Reptilians on the planet.  The Queen and the Elite Bankers are some 
others, and then there is Joanny & HarOld Klump of the EEKonkon Krone Korporation 
in Minnesota, USA, with their Dumbed Down MemberShrimps who worship & praypay 
HER, and hold HUman Farming Sacrifices at their Alien Temple, worshiping their 
Reptilian Kalaum God.   
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LOWER ASTRAL REALM with JOANNY & HAROLD 
KLUMP... 
"People of Earth... WAKEUP... You are in a Designed Matrix that was originally created 
by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS).  They rule the earth and they are in Your 
Dreams from the Lower Astral Realm.  Joanny & HarOld Klump, fake master and 
unfaithful wife, are among the many Deceptors on this planet that have Korporation 
HUman Farming.  Their MemberShrimps are so dumbed down like most of the unaware 
masses, as they 'Think' there is really something to the 'spiritual' ideas that plague this 
planet.  Most people do not have the awareness to See Beyond this One-Dimensional 
Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet, so they 'feel' it is better to Agree to Deception & 
Distortion, than to Become MoreAware & SelfSufficient.   Emotional Astral Love has 
infected the earth to where the RATS TapLine and suck the life out of almost everyone.  
How decayed and ruined does this place have to get before YOU WAKEUP?   You are 
chasing a false freedom and an emotional love that keeps you Trapped & TapLined in 
Creation for more lifetimes of even worse drudgery than what is taking place Now.  Your 
'emotional love' is marketed and used against you for profit and pleasure, as the RATS 
enjoy watching you suffer!  You will only become old and then older, if YU, The RealU, 
does not WakeUp and take advantage of what WWE as Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators are Sharing.  Stay Lost with the Reptilian Joanny & HarOld's of this world, or 
Take The Risk and WakeUp with US Right Now, and Free YourSelf! 

KNOW WHAT PLANET YOU'RE ON? 
"How many times during the day do you consider where you are?  Probably almost 
never.  You are on a rock floating in seemingly endless black space.   Of course you 
cannot get the full impact of where you are  standing on the earth and looking up at an 
atmosphere that looks like a real sky.  Actually, you really do not want to consider where 
you really are, you want to pretend that you really don't know and what you are doing on 
the earth everyday really does mean something.  You have been taught for lifetimes that 
there are gods that put you here and they Kontrol your life and you are to worship and 
pray to them.  As long as you keep 'Thinking' as you have, you will always be on this 
floating rock and never know what else is possible for you.  While you are here, you 
may be part of so many of the invented systems that profess to know more than Life 
ITSelf.   You can 'believe' this or that about what you have been told, along with so 
many others things people have decided over the ages and that have become 
traditional history.   When you are ready to first Meet YourSelf, The RealU, and then 
explore Real UNUverses of RealFreedom beyond Cause & Effect Creation, you can 
contact US, and WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators will provide RealGuidance 
and a RealEducation and WWE will Share Our RealExperiences with You! 
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Space Alien Dating Service... 
"There are so many people who want to meet Aliens from outer space.  There are Good 
Aliens, and of course there are the Bad Aliens and all those in between.  WWE as 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators know how to introduce people to Aliens from this 
planet and other dimensions.  WWE have been doing this for decades!  Our Dating 
Service is very Simple & Unique and it works 100% of the time.  To become a Space 
Alien Member with US... go to: www.WorldWideEducators.info ... and make a minimum 
Community Sponsor Donation of at least $1 a month for 'YOUR OCEANS NOW!'  WWE 
are Professional MatchMakers with all types of Aliens, and WWE also offer 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no one else if any difficulties should arise from 
Your Alien Dating!  When you are ready to start dating with your contribution, contact: 
Kelsey Brown on FaceBook.  WWE are Here For You!  Take The Risk with US! 

SEX and FREEDOM... 
"The unaware public does not know how they have been 'misused' by the HUman 
Farming Systems, or what most people see as the 'appearances' of politics, religion, 
spiritual paths and standardized education.  The KEK Systems (Kontrolling Earthly 
Korporations) have all been created for one purpose... HUMAN FARMING!   Not all the 
dumbed down masses and many of those who own businesses are aware of how they 
are Kontrolled and Manipulated to Agree to the HUman Farming on this planet.  One of 
the many ways to Kontrol people is with Sex.   Sex is a popular Astral Stimulation that is 
bought and sold everyday, and also widely used to intimidate and create fear in most 
people.   Religions are Number One when it comes to using and misusing people and 
their sexual desires.  For untold lifetimes You have been the victim of Sexual Abuse & 
Harassment, and for the most part You have kept Agreeing to be punished, because 
You always 'Think' the Ruling Kontrollers are always 'right' with what they have invented 
to keep You a Prisoner on this Purposely Poisoned Planet! 

"Sex is fine, whether You are married (religious sacrificial ritual) or not.  Do the birds get 
married Legally?  What does Legal mean?   Legal means You are to obey what others 
have decided to Kontrol You!   There is nothing wrong or right with Sex, but there is 
something very Distorted with those who create laws that Restrict others to rule and ruin 
their lives!  WakeUp with US and WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators will show 
YU, The RealU, how to WakeUp and have RealFreedom Now!   

THE NATIVES ARE RESTLESS... 
"The people of this world want to WakeUp! They are feeling The Real Presence of 
Something Wonderful they cannot understand or define yet. WWE as Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators are providing RealGuidance and a RealEducation for Everyone to 
be able to go thru the course and process of Waking Up to so much more than the 
Restrictions they have known with Cause & Effect Creation and those who Kontrol this 
planet. The old ideas of gods, saviors, ancient wisdumb, rescuing aliens and Alka-
Seltzer, are old outdated tradition and things lost from the past, and did for a short while 
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have their time and place. The NUNowniss of The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, IS 
Now! THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN IS The RealConnection with The SoundLight 
ALLAliveniss of The Endless Real UNUverses beyond all the Restrictions of Creation 
and the Fake Gods of Man. WWE are The NUAdventure YU, The RealU, is looking for! 
WakeUp & Have Fun with US and Discover RealFreedom Now! 

WAKEUP with THE NUGIRLS NOW... 
THE REAL UPRISING / THE NUVIEW... 
"The Real UPRising / The NUView Blog Talk Radio Show' is Not about any old type of 
rebellion, petitioning, demonstration or government takeovers!  The Real UPRising 
Show IS about Becoming MoreAware & Making Better Choices with what is taking place 
on this planet NOW!  Wonderful Women of this World Unite & WakeUp to 'What IS Real 
Now!   The NUGirls with WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators are providing 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation for ALL Wonderful Women to Get Beyond Their 
Issues, and SeeMore than they ever have before.  The NUGirls are Always Fun!   The 
NUGirls are Making Sense with what Does Not Make Sense in a Senseless Literalized 
World of Senseless Issues, that harm The ALLNatural Environment Supporting ALL of 
US.  Wonderful Women from all walks of Life are invited to StepUp and take part with 
The Real Uprising!  This is Your Planet too ladies!   StepUp and Be Heard Now!        
ASK MISS KELSEY BROWN on Facebook / ASK DUANE&EVA 

ALLIS LUV & ADVENTURE... 
"The old saying, "Life is Love" does have its place, but because of the created 
consciousness over many lifetimes with this and all the Emotional Attachments with the 
'idea' of Love, it has actually kept most people in a Physical/Astral Realm Matrix, that is 
heavily used by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who Kontrol this planet.  Very few 
people See Beyond this One-Dimensional World of Appearances, and so they cannot 
See what is taking place in other dimensions and with the four other bodies each person 
is operating, which are also being effected by emotions and thoughts.  Cause & Effect 
Creation is limited to itself and the Six Levels that exist with it.   Beyond Creation and 
the Gods of Man, IS The Real UNUverses of The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  This is 
what the original saying of "LifeIS LUV" means.  It is not in Creation that Complete LUV 
is found, as the emotions and feelings a person has with their physical life is simply their 
Astral Body and not their RealAwareniss.  This does not mean that Emotional Love is 
negated, it means that there is a lot more to Life than what you experience here on this 
planet.  Only when YU, The RealU, has The RealConnection to The SoundLight 
UNUverses of ALLIS LUV, will YU experience RealLUV & RealFreedom Now!   
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IT IS OKAY to be LOST... 
"Most of the world is Lost with itself and not really Seeing this.  The earth is more 
poisoned & polluted than ever and in a huge demise Right Now!  The unaware public 
wants to mainly 'Think' everything is fine and the self-centered authorities will fix 
everything, when in fact it is they who are doing most of the destruction.  All of what is 
taking place here and with each persons life is a WakeUp to a much bigger picture that 
can become a RealBenefit.  For sure, almost no one wants this world to continue on in 
the direction it has with the more than obvious outcome.   It is all Okay in its own way, 
because it takes many lifetimes to WakeUp to why You are here, and Now YU, The 
RealU, can WakeUp from this Passing Dream.  You have been told and taught that this 
life is all there is and this 'Place in Life' is the only reality there is, but There IS a Lot 
More!   You will always have continuous little 'wakeups' with your life, and if you are 
aware enough, you will learn to See what is taking place.  The overall idea here is to 
eventually Recognize who YU, The RealU IS, and then Recognize & PerSeeve The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  This is a Huge Journey for sure, and with RealGuidance 
and a RealEducation with US, you can finally have The Rea;Adventure with Your Life 
you always wanted.    Become Free from the Cause & Effect Matrix of Creation Now! 

EARN YOUR WAY OUT OF HERE... 
"YU, The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, has a Physical Body and Four Bodies that are 
unseen (Astral, Causal, Mental, Etheric).  You have been taught that there are gods that 
created you, when in fact the the so-called 'god' idea was created by the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) who first invaded this planet.    They created the 'Devil & God' ideas 
for people to worship & pray and become seduced to superstition for THEM (TapLining 
HUman Eating Martians) to Kontrol people with their HUman Farming.  You can 'Think' 
whatever you want about life on this planet, but the reality is, you are on a Purposely 
Poisoned Prison Planet with a Designed Matrix Grid all around it.  You can Learn to 
WakeUp with US and Free YourSelf during this lifetime, or Stay Lost here for more 
unconscious lifetimes of an even worse environment!  You Must Earn Your Way Out of 
Cause & Effect Creation and the Six PsycRealms.   The political, religious and spiritual 
paths do not go too much past the Astral Realm, even though those with these paths 
are 'Thinking' they do.   Everything YU, The RealU, will ever need to know starts with 
Singing The NU~U & Your DreamVisions.  WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
will show You how to get your own answers and Free YourSelf Now!  Decide to WakeUp 
for YourSelf!   

MIND KONTROL or RECOGNIZING LIFE... 
"The unaware masses like to Agree to Mind Kontrolling Microwaves.  The unaware also 
like to be sedated and seduced, as this is demonstrated with almost everything the 
general public does.   The earth is in a Huge Demise and how many people really See 
this?    It would Make Sense that people stop Agreeing to Polluting & Poisoning the 
planet, but they will not!   It is more than obvious that the body types that are on this 
earth like their Mind Kontrolling Devices, more that they do The ALLNatural 
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Environment that supports them.   The unaware have Agreed to be educated into a 
One-Dimensional Mind Matrix, that they cannot SeeThru.  Of course they do not 
'believe' this, because they have been conditioned over lifetimes to 'believe' in 
something, anything that does not make sense. The entire earth is encircled in a Mind 
Kontrol Microwave Grid, that the unaware are not aware of.  The Mind Kontrolled are in 
their own LA LA Land and keep 'Thinking' the earth is a good place to be forever, as 
they will be if they do not WakeUp, one person at a time.  The Whole of Life IS to be 
Recognized, moreso than determined from any Literal Sense.  Those who 'Think' they 
know more than Life ITSelf, such as the Political & Religious Kontrollers, have already 
proven they do not, by the very fact of how they are destroying the earth and Nature for 
their own purposes.  WakeUp with US or Stay Lost with Your Mind Kontrollers for more 
lives! 

TRADITIONAL BALONEY... 
"What has always been 'thought' of from the past is something that has been 
considered to be Sacred and Traditional.   What does this really mean, if anything at all?   
Tradition is Old for sure, and what was in the past, like old newspapers can be a 
'reference' but can you live it again?  The Old masters and gurus and the Deceptive 
Politicians and Religious Regulators, like to spew out their 'pretty words' that are usually 
Old & Outdated.    So, with this and so much more, all the 'Old Stuff' is just that, Old & 
Outdated and mostly Traditional Baloney, that the unaware masses keep looking to as 
Something Real.  Old Traditional Baloney may 'sound good' and make you 'feel good' 
but is it really good for you?  The Baloney they make and sell in the stores does 'look 
good' and 'taste good' but it is good for you?   Over time, the unaware public has 
created so much Traditional Baloney, that most people do not know the difference 
between what Makes Sense and all the Phoney Baloney they are experiencing.  LifeIS 
AlwaysNU & Now, not Old & Outdated like Tradition.  The TruReality LifeIS, IS 
ALLAliveniss, moreso than just the Astral Realm idea of 'spirit' and the Gods of Man.   
You are always the Decider of Your Life & NUAdventure, and if you want Your Life to be 
nothing more than Old Baloney, then you have that right!    Have Fun Deciding!   

"HarOld & Joanny Klump are two of the many with the KEK Systems and the One World 
Order of HUman Farming. Their 'front' is 'EEKonkon, the light & sound of the Kalaum 
God!' They use the Reptilian HU word to TapLine their membershrimps into submission, 
as Joanny and HER Band of Witches go into peoples Dreams and Astrally TapLine 
them! All Religions are VooDoo, and they all do Astral TapLining, just like the 
governments on this planet! WAKEUP or STAY LOST! 

LIFEIS RECOGNIZING THE ALLLISSS... 
"LIFEIS RECOGNIZING THE ALLIS... THIS IS REAL NOW!   You, Yes YOU... You are 
in a Designed Matrix, and You 'Think' what You are experiencing here is a RealLife.  The 
Physical Realm and solidness is a reality all it's own, but this 'Place in Life' is Not The 
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TruReality LifeIS.  Your life here is very temporary, and if that is not enough to 
consider... You have been Deceived Your Entire Life with the KEK Systems (Kontrolling 
Earthly Korporations) that created the Human Farming Matrix on this planet, of which 
You have been a part of for untold lifetimes.  YU, The RealU, has been here and other 
planets and systems many times over, but You do not remember this, because You 
have a new body and mind for this life.  You can Stay Asleep for more lifetimes of 
ongoing drudgery with your 9 to 5 jobs, which there will be many more unbearable jobs 
coming in your future, or You can decide to WakeUp Now, and Go Beyond time and 
space and Cause & Effect Creation into Real UNUverses of RealFreedom.  You have 
been conditioned and seduced into 'Thinking' there are 'gods' that will save You from 
this place and what You have created here, as these are the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) who have kept You unaware and brainwashed for lifetimes with their worshiping 
and praying to Ghostly Gods.  The gods do exist as managers in Creation, and guess 
what, they are also Reptilian, and it is their desire to keep You here forever on this 
Purposely Poisoned Polluted Planet!  The RATS created all the Sacred Doctrines, like 
the Holy Drible (Holy Bible to the unaware).  You can WakeUp with US Now, or Stay 
Lost here forever!    Recognizing the TruReality LifeIS can Save Your Life... THE ALLIS, 
IS REAL NOW! 

YOUR EGO is BIGGER THAN LIFE... 
"Most people only see themselves and what their life entails and not much more.  The 
Whole of Life and The TruReality IT IS, for the most part does not appeal to the 
unaware masses.  People want freedom, but for the most part, the unaware public does 
not know what RealFreedom IS.   So, the 'average' person considers themselves to 
know more than Life ITSelf, as they mainly consider themselves only and not much 
more.  Those who follow the 'god' idea do 'believe' in something else, but they still 
'Think' they know more than Life, as they have decided their 'belief' idea is bigger and 
MoreAware than The Whole of Life.  This is why this world is Purposely Polluted, 
Poisoned and Kontrolled by those who's Egos are Bigger Than Life, and also with the 
Agreements they get from those who follow the present day insanity of the World 
Kontrollers!  The unaware public mostly looks to the 'fake officialness' that has been 
created here by The Deceiving Authoritarian Deceptors, and very seldom to The True & 
Real ALLNatural Environment supporting them.  The Literally Educated have been 
programed and hypnotized to Agree to a One-Dimensional lifestyle that follows the plan 
of the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) and their HUman Farming Microwave 
MindKontrol Matrix.  Most people do not want to See what is really taking place on 
earth, as they have been bred to chase false happiness, false love, and false desires 
and thrills, that soon lead to old age and diseases.  This has been the same old routine 
for lifetimes with those who are Not Awake yet.  WWE are Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators and WWE are The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation!   Stay here and 
Grow Old, or Take The Risk & BE Free! 
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Religious 'Jumping Around'... 
"The unaware masses have been seduced for untold lifetimes to 'Think' that the 
invented ideas of Religion actually mean something.   Politics, religion, spiritual paths, 
and the standard educational systems are nothing more than Deceptive BabySitters for 
HUman Farming on this planet.  The earth is encased in a Designed Matrix to Kontrol 
people's minds with Microwaves.   This is why almost everyone has Cell Phones and 
WiFi.  When people 'Think' that one Religious Kontroller is better than the other, they 
are only fooling themselves.  All Religion is VooDoo!   All Religions come from the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who originally invaded this planet and invented 
Religious Sacrifices for HUman Farming.  They also created the 'God & Devil' ideas to 
fool people into getting on their knees and to worshiping and praypaying to the Ghostly 
Gods in outer space somewhere.  For eons, this nonsense has become a Big Business, 
and so people 'believe' it is real, because they have decided it is!   When people are 
bored with one religion they 'jump' to the next one and 'Thinking' it must be better, or it is 
now the 'in thing' to do.  YU, The RealU, can Learn to Get Your Own Answers with Life, 
that is when YU WakeUp and Get Real with YourSelf!  WakeUp Now or Stay Lost on 
this Rock in Space!    

THE NU~U or HU... 
"It has been true that the HU word did have its day, just like OM, AUM, Amen and other 
words and sayings, as people have been brought thru many lifetimes to The Real 
WakeUp Now & WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators. There is a whole history 
behind what happened to the HU word and how THE ALLIS eliminated it for The 
RealConnection & RealFreedom Now. There is a huge Difference between The NU~U 
and the HU word. The NU~U, has Always been with THE ALLIS. As I was also with Paul 
Twitchell in the early days and the HU word was used and it worked for those times, 
because Paul has The RealAwareniss, Heart & Intent with The TruReality (which he 
only hinted at as THE ISNESS in his books). Paul was given The Real Rod of Power 
from Rebazar Tarzs, a Real UNUversal Guide of THE ALLIS. In 2001, Rebazar & Paul 
gave Duane, The Real Rod of Power, which IS Now, THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN, and 
there is no more 'rod of power' and those who profess it are Deceptors with the One 
World Order and HUman Farming with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS). Darwin 
Gross and HarOld only had a fake rod of power, because they never had any 
RealAwareniss. With Reptilian Joanny as his wife, HarOld helped to eliminate the HU 
word and then hypnotizes his audiences, because SHE has infected the unaware 
MemberShrimps to the point of being Kontrolled Animals, which most do not See THEM 
(TapLining HUman Eating Martians) from The RealSide, as they are Astrally TapLined 
and Seduced by HER, Reptilian Joanny, also know as Joan Klump. This is a brief 
overview of what has taken place and there is a lot more! WWE will have many more 
RealAdventures to Share!  

"The HU word is associated with, Astral Reptilian TapLining in Your Dreams, Deception, 
Embezzlement, Hypnotism, VooDoo Religious Rituals, such as Worship and PrayPaying 
to Krone's EEKonkon Korporation (KEK), Looking to Deceptive Personalities, Marriage 
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& Death Ceremonies, Spiritual Pretty Words of Old WisDumb, and whatever else 
Reptilian Joanny Klump and fake master HarOld can Deceive others with. There are 
many Deceptive People who use the religious and spiritual 'ideas' to Kontrol and steal 
from others. Duane The Great Writer, does Not use the Old Terms that Restrict people 
to more lifetimes of senseless drudgery! WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
have The RealConnection with The NU~U, and with The Real UNUversal Guides and 
The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. The NU~U, IS Direct with THE ALLIS & 
RealFreedom Now in Real UNUverses beyond the Gods of Man and ALL their Fake 
Restictions. The earth is a Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet! You are in the RATS 
Designed Matrix for more lifetimes, until You can figure your way out! WWE are The 
NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation! THE ALLIS, is not a god, as those who are 
really GovernorLords on the Astral and Mental Realms in Cause & Effect Creation (The 
Lord God). YU, The RealU, can decide whatever YU want! WWE are merely showing 
YU, The RealU, the options YU have! Sing The NU~U and start to have RealFreedom 
Now, or Stay Lost with the Old HU word and the Deceptors of this earth and the RATS 
in the Lower Astral Realm! Your Choice!  

MILLIONAIRES & BILLIONAIRES... 
"The Business World works with the invented Monetary System. It would really 'seem' 
that when anyone decides to chase money and become a Millionaire or Billionaire, that 
by doing so makes sense. All of us need something to do here to survive, and to dream 
of being rich and successful in this world really does sound good. The reality of this life 
is, You will only be here a very short time until You are too old to remember. The fun and 
excitement of this life passes so fast, as it did with all those thousands of lifetimes You 
have already lived here and other worlds and dimensions. You can Now WakeUp and 
stop the reincarnating cycles and BE Free with US, as WWE are Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators and WWE have The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation. WWE are Very 
Real and not a 'hokus-pokus' belief system like the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
have create for the unaware to be slaves on this planet and for more lifetimes! StepUp 
with US and Begin Your Journey to RealFreedom Now! Sing The NU~U and Watch Your 
DreamVisions! 

NUMAN REALGUIDE NOW... 
"THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW. The world of people on this planet are mainly lost 
with looking to the past for something to happen in the present, and also dragging 
Tradition into the present and the future. This is understandable, but not realistic. 
People want what they 'Think' is freedom, and at the same time they Restrict & Burden 
themselves with the dead past. The past can be a good reference to compare with, that 
of 'What IS Real Now' for those who are aware enough to See The RealNow. Nothing is 
negated with what we each experiences, but to Recognize what IS Beyond Cause & 
Effect Creation is why you are here! You can keep playing around in time and space 
and get nowhere, except back here in another body again and not remembering you 
were ever here, or you can take the time to Read My NUBooks and Free YourSelf this 
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lifetime! Have Fun Deciding! 

ASHTAR COMMAND OUT THERE... 
"It really does seem fun that outer space people connected to the Angels of God 
(Kalaum Reptilian God of Creation on the Mental Realm) will somehow save people 
from everything they have created and Agreed to so far. If this makes sense, then by all 
means keep 'believing & hoping' that Jesus will return and fix everything! From my own 
RealExperiences, which I have written about in My NUBooks, the Astral, Causal, Mental 
& Etheric Realms and the The Deep Dark Border, are in Creation and what most people 
'Think' is Life. Beyond Cause & Effect Creation IS The Real UNUverses of 
RealFreedom where YU, The RealU, IS a FreeBeing of RealLight brighter than any sun! 
Ashtar Command (interesting... ash & tar... hmmm) is one of the many 'ideas' I have 
experienced while on the earth and in the other realms and UNUverses. They are 
mainly Astral Entities playing tricks on the unaware earth people and making their 
sermons and pretty words sounding good, like politicians and fake spiritual masters of 
whom I have known. Anyone can learn to 'See Behind The Curtain' by Singing The 
NU~U, NUSound, and you will be shown by The Real UNUversal Guides in Your 
DreamVisions 'What IS Real Now' and what is not! Your Choice! Stay Lost here with 
Ashtar Command and other space people and the Gods of Man and all the 'sound-good 
stuff' which will get you more unconscious lifetimes on this rock in space, or WakeUp 
with US and BE Free Now in Real UNUverses of Pure Sound & RealLight! 

THE FAKE UNIVERSE... 
"Beyond the earth lies the solid darkness of outer space, the galaxies,s and what is 
termed the 'known and unknown' universe. Actually, where we are is in the Material 
Physical Realm, the bottom of Life in the PsycRealms or what is known as Creation. 
What is being experienced here and what the so-called expert scientists say about 
where we are at from what they can figure out is very limited and not too accurate. The 
blackness of space is not a Real UNUverse, but a Fake Universe in the 'simulation' of 
Creation. The Body Forms on the planets in time and space are for the purpose of 
eventually Waking Up to The TruReality LifeIS, and beyond the invented Gods of Man, 
to Recognize THE ALLIS in The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom. There are Six Levels 
or Dimensions with Creation, and beyond the Fake Universes, IS The Real UNUverses 
of THE ALLIS. Until YU, The RealU, Wakes Up and Sees what is really taking place 
here and in the Six PsycRealms, you will continue to reincarnate back and forth from 
mainly the Astral Realm to the Physical Realm again. You will not remember you were 
here each lifetime, and future lifetime will be very bad, as most people will return in 
deformed bodies from all the pollution and poisons here! WakeUp Now or Stay Lost on 
this Rock! 
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The Holy Cross.. 
"What has become a 'symbol' for something so-called Divine and Holy is actually a 
Grave Marker, a sign of Death, a Reptilian TapLining Curse! The masses are so 
unaware as to the origins of their Ritualistic Religions. All religions have come from 
Sacrificial Satanic Sources and are VooDoo. This is real! People like to 'pretend' 
otherwise and 'hope' for the best or anything at all. Since the creation of the Holy Drible 
(Bible) and with all the worshiping and praying that has taken place, this planet has 
gotten a lot worse in the last 2000 years! WAKEUP! Praying to the Fake Reptilian Gods 
is Not Working! It Makes Sense to make sense of life here and The Whole of Life, but 
most people are too far into their rituals and customs and traditions to WakeUp to 'What 
IS Real Now! The unaware masses are on a HUman Farming planet and being fed Holy 
Baloney! The words like 'divine, holy, amen, belief and so many others, were created by 
the HUman Farmers to keep people dumbed down and stupid until they are ready to be 
eaten! WakeUp or Stay Lost Here for more lifetimes! 

REAL WAKEUP in REAL UNUVERSES 
"The masses and some of the more aware public are 'Thinking' they are 'waking up' with 
the information they are getting from sources that are mainly One-Dimensional and 
Physical/Astral, and what they 'Think' are so-called Divine in some way. Such as David 
Ike and others speaking about the Bankers and Reptilians, and others referring to the 
Pleiadians and Space People, Saviors and the Gods of Man. Again, these are physical/
astral world situations and information that is taking place, and actually maybe or maybe 
not. For sure the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) are real, as they created the so-
called Divine and Holy Drible (good book) that so many people 'believe' in. The RATS 
were the original invaders on this planet and created the HUmanoids as slaves. The 
Real History of this planet is in The UNUversal Files, but very few can See this. There 
are those who are waiting for their gods and saviors to fix what they have ruined on the 
earth, and there are those who are waiting for the space people to do the same. These 
people will have more lifetimes to keep waiting, as with each lifetime many people keep 
'Thinking' that now is the time for some miracles to happen. The RATS have marketed 
people into 'Thinking' that someone will save them from themselves. The Gods of Man 
look down from the Astral and Mental Realms and laugh, as did the Caesars during the 
feasting in the Colosseum Days. Jesus taught people his psychic powers, which most 
see as miracles. He is paying for what he did with The Lords of Karma. Just about 
nobody knows who their gods are. Some people hear voices from Angels and others 
that sound so sweet, but until a person meets The Real UNUversal Guides who are 
focused on RealFreedom in The Real UNUverses beyond Cause & Effect Creation, 
then the 'pretty words' of unseen entities is whatever it is as 'sound-good' ideas and 
nothing more! WakeUp of Stay Lost Here!  
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REALFUN with THE ALLLISSS... 
"The TruReality LifeIS, is Fun & Funny! THE ALLIS, IS ALLALive & Real, and IT knows 
YU, The RealU, because IT IS YU! THE ALLIS, decided the Creation we are in that 
looks so real, for each one of us to WakeUp when we are ready. IT also provides 'Your 
DreamVisions' to start Your Real Journey to IT. It is not that we really 'move' anywhere 
or 'travel' from here to there, because ALL LifeIS an ISNIS NOW. At first we have 
RealSide Experiences where we can sometimes 'feel' ourselves leaving the Physical 
Body in the Astral Body, as this is the first step to Seeing Beyond this limited Physical 
Realm of appearances. Eventually, you learn to Recognize Your RealAwareniss, and as 
YU, The RealU, takes Your Adventure further, YU have the opportunity to Recognize & 
PerSeeve THE ALLIS. Very few will Recognize THE ALLIS, because IT IS Far Too Real 
for most. While you Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, you will be having RealSide 
DreamVision Experiences, which at times are Fun & Funny. THE ALLIS, IS Wonderful & 
Pure for ALL of US. With THE ALLIS, there are no 'attitudes' like there are with the 
Authoritarians, the Political Priests, and their Fake Kontrolling Gods. THE ALLIS, IS 
ALWAYS PURE & REAL! Singing The NU~U brings RealFun & RealJoy into Your Being 
of RealLight. WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators and WWE are The 
RealConnection and The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation! Have Fun Freeing 
YourSelf with US, or Stay Stuck & Lost in the Matrix of Creation with the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) who Kontrol earth! 

THE GODS or THE ALLLISSS… 
 
Since the Reptilian Alien TapLining Invaders (RATS) came to this planet, the 'idea' of the 
Gods of Man was created. The Real History of this planet and all the others is in The 
UNUversal Files, which most people do not have access to, because they do not have a 
RealAwareniss to SEE The Real Files. What people have been 'told & seduced' with is 
what the RATS have created to Kontrol their HUmanoid Subjects. The RATS have 
written all the so-called 'divine & holy' doctrines to capture the imagination of people and 
to keep them unaware of what the RATS are really doing. When a person passes from 
this Physical Realm, they usually go to the Astral Realm somewhere. They may have a 
chance to meet the GovernorLord there, but chances are they never will. All of us like to 
listen to and 'believe' a good story, and the RATS have weaved a lot of them for eons. 
This is what they do, they do Takeovers, just like what is taking place on the earth today. 
The RATS get people to worship and pray to their Demon Gods who Deceive people if 
they meet them in the other worlds. There are many Heavens of Man, but mainly two, 
and the Second Heaven is where the Kalaum Lord God resides, the Mental Realm. This 
is the 'mystery' god that people have read about here, and there really is no mystery of 
him once you understand how Creation has been formed. The people on this planet 
have been soaked with 'stories' and not Real Experiences from The RealSide LifeIS. 
The original god in the Bible was rather harsh, then Jesus came along and said god 
was love. Jesus was taken our by the RATS who Kontrol the church and Vatican, and 
even with all the destruction that is taking place on the earth, where is the invented god 
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and the saviors? People 'Think' something or someone is going to save them from what 
they already created. There is a much Bigger Understanding, along with 
RealExperiences, not just stories, that is available Right Now, but YU, The RealU, Must 
BE a Real RiskTaker to SEE IT! YU can WakeUp Now with US, or keep waiting for more 
lifetimes and 'hope and pray' the gods and saviors will come for YOU!  

WWE Show You WHAT IS REAL NOW... 
"WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators standing with The ALLNatural Environment 
Supporting ALL of US. Because we have each come thru many lifetimes to get to this 
very moment, WWE are in The NUNowniss LifeIS, and WWE Recognize this! ALL 
LIFEIS NOW.. and from this RealPosition of Recognition, YU, The RealU, learns to SEE 
Beyond the Kontrolling Authoritarians (RATS) and their invented gods into Real 
UNUverses of ALLAliveniss & Wonderful BeingISniss. It will take some time before most 
people WakeUp to this, as many people are still stuck in a one-dimensional time and 
space warp with past and future Creation. Creation has it's place and reality, but LifeIS 
Bigger. Beyond the limitations of Creation, IS The Real UNUverses of RealTruth & Real 
Freedom! Singing The NUSound, NU~U, makes The RealConnection with The Real 
UNUversal Guides and Your DreamVisions. Your Dreams are the first step into 
NUWorlds & Real UNUverses beyond the Matrix Restrictions of Creation and the Gods 
of Man, who Kontrol the HUman Farming in the Five Levels of Creation. The unaware 
masses have been taught a lot of 'sound-good stories' over the lifetimes they have been 
here that were created by the original invades, the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS). 
The ALLALiveniss LifeIS, is beyond the Astral 'ideas' of spirit & light' which is a step 
beyond the earth for sure, but far from The Real UNUverses of The SoundLight 
TruReality LifeIS, where YU, The RealU, IS a FreeBeing of RealLight brighter than any 
sun you have ever seen!  

Friday Fasting from TAPLINING... 
"There are spiritual teachings that sometimes do Friday Fasting or other types of 
Fasting, but none of them really do Fasting from the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
who Kontrol this planet. This is because many, if not all the so-called 'spiritual paths' and 
their masters and gurus have been commercially 'bought off' by the One World Order 
and their Fake Gods. I suggest to Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and then Watch Your 
DreamVisions and Life will show YU, The RealU, 'What IS Real Now!' The old words of 
HU, OM AUM, Amen and many others are with the RATS and YOU are being TapLined 
in Your Dreams without You knowing it! More Big Karma for THEM (TapLining HUman 
Eating Martians) and many more unconscious lifetimes for You with all Your TapLines! 
You Decide! 
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CONSERVING WATER... 
“There is more than enough clean clear water for ALL of US on this planet, but because 
we are all in a Designed Matrix of HUman Farming and Abusive Government Kontrol to 
eliminate most of the population, there 'seems' to be a water shortage in many areas. 
WWE See what is taking place here and WWE are doing our part for Everyone. 
Conserving Water is just one of the many projects WWE have that benefits Everyone. 
The unaware masses like to waste their time watching and taking part in the Fake 
Political Debates of hired 'actors' who play their roles very well and dramatically fool 
those who do not have the awareness to SeeThru all the baloney they are acting out. 
When in fact, they could use their time to create Aware Communities to all the 
challenges we each face everyday. The Deceptive Deceiving governments have 
seduced most people into being so passive and dumbed down that people actually 
'Think' their governments do something for them. No matter what the authorities do, and 
sometimes they actually do something that makes sense for the moment, overall their 
only interest is to get You to Agree with THEM (TapLining HUman Eating Martians). 
Look at human history and those who have ruled others, there is no difference Now, 
except we have ChemTrails, Mind Kontrolling Microwaves, Lethal Vaccines, FEMA 
Camps, HAARP, Harmful Drugs, Smart Meters and so much more. WakeUp with Us, as 
WWE are Very Real & Aware with what WWE are Sharing!  

GOD HATES YOU... 
"This is a 'truth' on the earth! For those who have read the 'good book' which is really 
The Holy Drible, they can Really WakeUp when they decide. All the Doctrine Drible that 
the masses worship and pray to was originally written by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) who are ShapeShifters, and disguise themselves as HUmans for their HUman 
Farming of this planet. WakeUp Time! They are the politicians, religious and spiritual 
masters and gurus and many others. Watch Your DreamVisions, and You will Learn to 
See what is really taking place here and in Your Other Worlds. You can 'pretend' that 
this is not so, and even use the superstitiously created idea of "I don't 'Believe' what 
Duane is saying and writing!" When You have The RealCourage to investigate Real 
History, You are going to See a completely different picture than the Distorted Deception 
that has been created over Your Entire Life, just for You and Everyone, while on earth. 
The 'Authorities' are purposely doing the ChemTrails, Lethal Vaccines, GMO 
TechStuffings, Mind Kontrol Microwaves, HAARP, and so much more... TO KILL YOU! 
WakeUp with US, or Stay Lost and infected for more lifetimes on this dying planet! 

YOUR LIFE YOUR CHOICE... 
"Each one of us have come from some kind of support, that of our parents, our friends, 
and the invented systems such as politics, religion, educational and spiritual teachings. 
These 'ideas' and many like them are the 'BabySitters' we have known. Just like our 
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parents did with us when we were young, they took care of us, and for the most part 
made our decisions for us. We liked being taken care of and coddled. Then at some 
point, we had to get going with our life and make our own decisions, so we 'Thought' at 
the time. As we entered society and the already 'formed structure' of what we 'Think' is a 
real life, we began to see things as more complicated and many times not wanting to 
deal with certain aspects of what has already been created and what someone else 
already decided that we must Agree to. Some of us take on the adventure of living on 
earth, and some people look for more BabySitters to take care of them. Like everyone, I 
had my share of BabySitters, until I WokeUp and could SeeMore than before. I have not 
had the 'normal' childhood and adulthood as many do. I decided to come back into this 
life to do what no one else would or could do... Bring The NUNowniss, The NUNOWW 
(NUOne WorldWide) to the people on this planet. Of course, there is a Lot More to this 
simple explanation, and as Your Read The NUBooks, You will start Your RealAdventure 
like never before with The Whole of Life, moreso that what You have known with those 
BabyBrain BabySitters that are still lost in their traditional past. Respectively, they 'did' 
have their time and place. THE NUONE IS HERE NOWW... THE NUWAVIS THE 
NUMAN! WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators, and WWE are Here NOWW for 
Everyone to BE Successful & SelfSufficent & MoreAware! WWE are Fun & Real & 
WWE show YU, The RealU, how to Stand with US and have RealFreedom like never 
before! WWE are The NUWay for Everyone! 

ETERNAL KARMA (EK)... 
"What the unaware people of this planet do not yet realize is they are in a Designed 
Matrix that was originally created by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who also 
invented HUman Farming. Yes... This includes YOU! You are in the Eternal Karma (EK) 
of Creation, until You can figure your way out into The Real UNUverses of RealTruth & 
RealFreedom! WWE are The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation. I am guessing 
that You, like so many others 'Think' that religion, gods, saviors and spiritual paths will 
free You... Wrong! The political, religious and spiritual paths are all Kontrolled by the 
Authoritarians, presidents, kings and queens, masters and gurus, who worship and pray 
to The Lord God, Reptilian Kalaum. The Kalaum God originally sent his Reptilian 
Regime to the RoundWorlds in time and space to infect all the planets. It is more than 
obvious that this is taking place with the ChemTrails, GMO TechStuffings, Mind Kontrol 
Microwaves, Lethal Vaccines, Smart Meters, Toxic Water, land and air, Legal & Illegal 
Drugs and so much more the RATS are doing. All the government agencies are in on 
this and including the Red Flag Bombings around the world as takeovers! EK means 
'Evil Karma and Eternal Karma' for those who worship and pray to the invented gods 
and doctrines of the RATS. The RATS have infected almost everything on this planet by 
TapLining people in their Dreams! YU, The RealU, can protect yourself by Singing The 
NUSound, The NU~U. When You Sing The NU~U, the Real UNUversal Guides will be 
with You. if You are chanting HU, OM, AUM, Amen or any other words or ideas, You are 
being 'TapLined' and held prisoner by the Fake Gods and Fake spiritual masters on 
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earth! Sing The NU~U and Watch Your DreamVisions! 

THE DEVILS ADVOCATE MOVIE... 
"The general public is marketed with the idea that the movie, 'The Devils Advocate' 
starring Keno Reeves and Al Pacino, is about the character that was originally created 
by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) known as the 'Devil!' Most people have been so 
dumbed down and seduced with what the Political and Religious Kontrollers have 
always created and infected this world with. In a way, it is rather humorous how the 
unaware public actually likes being fooled and Agreeing to the Deception that is non-
stop in the business world. For those who are able to get to The Real History of this 
planet, which I See in The UNUversal Files in The Real UNUverses beyond Creation, 
they will discover that the RATS were the first invades here and they created everything, 
including the HUmanoids as their slaves, and the doctrines like the Holy Drible, to keep 
people Agreeing for lifetime upon lifetime to their HUman Farming Matrix on this planet. 
In this movie, there is the 'idea' of what most have come to know as the Devil, but 
actually, for those who are MoreAware, they can easily See that Al Pacino's role is the 
Lord God himself! When a person is able to move into the Astral and Mental Realms, 
which are known as The Two Heavens of Man, they can meet their so-called gods, then 
they will See for themselves that these gods are not gods at all, but maintenance 
workers in Creation for The Lords of Karma. Their official titles are 'GovernorLords' who 
manage the different realms in time and space. Just like the Deceptive Politicians of 
earth, the Gods of Man are also Politicians of Kontrol! You can Stay Lost here with all 
the Endless Deception, or WakeUp with US and Learn to BE Wonderful & Free Now! 

WOMEN ARE SO PRECIOUS... 
"Women have a Great Passion that men do not always have, and when they WakeUp to 
Their TruPotential, they Become MoreAware & Wonderful, moreso than what they are 
experiencing with all the 'Emotional Love Attachments' that most people are Trapped & 
TapLined with on this earth. There IS so much more to Life than what is experienced 
with the creations of this life. Those who take the time and Take The Risk to SeeMore, 
always do! You do not have to be Restricted to this world anymore, YU, The RealU, can 
WakeUp beyond what is known here and stand in RealTruth & RealFreedom, but You 
must BE The Real RiskTaker and do what You have never done before. Very few have 
the Courage or Heart to do this, but those that do have a RealPosition of TruSuccess, 
where others will continue to recycle and stay as unaware slaves to the invented 
systems. The Authoritarians of the earth and the Gods of Man, Kontrol the Designed 
Matrix that keeps You a prisoner here. WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators have 
The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation, and into NUWorlds and Real UNUverses 
of RealFreedom! 
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ASTRAL TAPLINING MASTER... 
"Harry Klump, the 'ASTRAL TAPLINING MASTER' is the Grand Nobody of Krones 
EEKonkon Korporation... HAHAHA! He loves being possessed and TapLined by HER, 
as it is a 'seductive thing' for him! Joanny Klump, Reptilian Spy and TapLining Witch for 
the Kalaum HU-OM God, is always busy TapLining the unaware MemberShrimps for the 
One World Order of the Cabal on earth. Their fate is sealed with The Lords of Karma for 
many lifetimes to come, but they like to 'Think' in their little brains that they know more 
than Life! The Dumbed Down and Seduced members are Agreeable to all the 
Restrictions, Worshiping and Pray Paying, SHE has created for them to Stay Stupid for 
a lot longer! The EK (Evil Karma) Temple looks so good to those who are lost on this 
planet, as what they see is a spiritual path that will lead them to a god they will never 
know or really understand. 'Look Behind The Curtain' on The RealSide and See what 
Harry and Joanny are really doing with those who are unaware. Have Fun Deciding! 

REALHERO REALCOURAGE... 
“What makes a RealHero? Is it standing behind a podium on stage with a presidential 
seal and security guards all around, as the so-called official person gives Deceptive Lip-
Service to the unaware and inflicted dumbed down people who are subject to 
Fluoridated Water, ChemTrails, GMO FakeFood, Lethalized Vaccines, Mind Kontrolling 
Microwaves, and whatever else the bought-off official traitor to mankind can do? While 
spewing out all the phoney 'pretty words' to the unsuspecting audience and Manipulated 
News Media, he is also heavily paid by the BlackHearts who rule this planet to 
deceptively destroy women and children of other countries in the name of his Demon 
God as takeovers. Is this what a RealHero is? Look at how many Literalized and 
Robotized people 'Think' so! Is a RealHero someone who claims to be a 'spiritual 
master' with a big temple and thousands of worshipers and followers, as he sits on 
stage looking down upon others and also uses old pretty words of so-called wisdom to 
seduce his audience, when in fact his Reptilian Wife is behind the scenes drugging and 
Kontrolling him and the membershrimps, as SHE is TapLining them in their Dreams with 
HER Band of Witches? 
“Is a RealHero a person who bounces a basketball, picks up a bat and hits a ball, or one 
who kicks a ball into a goal? How about a person who runs a race and wins, or is an 
Olympic Medalist? What about the faster swimmer in the world or the first person to fly 
around the world? And there is the Royal Families that look so good in their outlandish 
dresses and uniforms with all the fake medals on their chest, as they pose so eloquently 
with all the stolen goods they have acquired over the centuries that have been handed 
over from their bandit ancestors? The unaware and brainwashed masses continue to 
support and Agree to all the Deception these people can create and the crowd loves 
THEM (TapLining HUman Eating Martians). These so-called 'heroes' and many more 
like them are merely 'marketed' to be something they are Not! Those who Do Not 'Look 
Behind The Curtain' will Stay Lost on Planet XYZ, here for many more lifetimes, until 
they become Real RiskTakers with RealCourage and WakeUp to what is really taking 
place and learn to sort out all the Deception. The unaware masses are in a Designed 
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Matrix by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS). You are in Cause & Effect Creation and 
being used as Stupid Slaves! The RATS have created all the Deception, rules, 
regulations, restrictions, doctrines, sacrificial ceremonies of worshiping and prayer and 
what-ever else they can think of to Kontrol YOU! YOU keep Agreeing to almost 
everything they decide for YOU! You will just get old again like You have for lifetimes! 

“Who IS a RealHero with RealCourage, and to do what no one else can or will do? Is it 
someone who will present what cannot possibly be commonly understood Literally, or 
by the Hostile Authoritarians and their Kontrolling unseen gods in outer space, and the 
unaware dumbed down masses who worship and pray to the fake ghostly gods that 
have been created by the RATS? A RealHero that SEES what others cannot and 
actually provides Something Wonderful & Real like no one else! A person who has 
risked everything they have, and including their life, to make sure that others will 
become Successful & SelfSufficient in The TruSense. Someone who does not cater to 
the uselessness and immature ideas of what others create as 'thrills, emotional 
attachments and destructive inventions' to The ALLNatural Environment that Supports 
ALL of US. Do the Movie Stars that are so idolized really do anything for mankind, or do 
they just like to parade themselves about as they steal the money from their 
unsuspecting onlookers? Are they RealHeroes with RealCourage, or are they see-thru 
people who pretend to be something they are not? Everyone has the right to decide 
whatever they will, and what most people Agree to is their own demise of returning to 
this earth unconsciously and not remembering they were ever here! A RealHero with 
RealCourage will do 'What IS Real Now! He will provide what no one else can, and for 
the most part be misunderstood and hated and eventually destroyed! This is the fate of 
The RealHero who is not afraid to be hated and ridiculed for Sharing his 
RealExperiences from what most people will never know, because they will not Take 
The Risk to See Beyond the 'appearances' of this simulated world. WakeUp to 'What IS 
Real Now' or miss The Greatest Opportunity YU, The RealU, will ever have IS Right 
Now! 

WWE KNOW WHAT WWE ARE DOING… 
 
"WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators Supporting The ALLNatural Environment 
that Supports US! WWE provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no one else! 
WWE know what WWE are Doing! It is understandable that most people do not know 
what WWE are doing, as ALL of US who are Sharing Our RealExperiences with Life 
have come from many different avenues to get Here & Now. NaturIS Our RealSource 
and is always demonstrating what Makes Sense as each of us survive on this planet. 
Trying to outsmart The TruReality of The Natural Environment, as many KEK Systems 
are doing, is not working and never will, but most people are still asleep to What IS 
Natural & Real Now. WWE are The NUWakeUp for Everyone. BE a Real RiskTaker with 
US Now!   
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Who are YOUR RELATIVES... 
"Family members 'Think' they know their Relatives, but they really do not! Everyone has 
their own Secret Worlds they go to when they leave their body at night. Not all people 
are aware of this, but there are still RealSide Dream Experiences taking place. Also, so 
much has happened with people who know each other from lifetime to lifetime and so 
much is forgotten and hidden. Each person drags their emotional and mental 
attachments with them into each future lifetime. ALL LifeIS Now, but most people cannot 
See this, so they are on the merry-go-round of reincarnation and Cause & Effect Karma 
in Creation. ALL LifeIS Your RealAwareniss, and not what people 'Think' it is according 
to the invented marketing ploy systems that have been created on the earth. The Social 
Systems were created by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who Kontrol this planet 
with HUman Farming. You are 'told' what they want You to hear, and that is that this life 
is all there is and You must make the best of it. What they do not tell You is, that the 
Belief Systems they have created, along with the 'holy doctrines' are to bring You back 
here for more unconscious lifetimes of the same 9 to 5 drudgery forever! There is a way 
out of Their Designed Matrix, but YU, The RealU, must BE The Real RiskTaker and do 
what You have never done before, and that is to surpass Your Agreements with Their 
Restictions! As long as You keep Agreeing to the invented social ideas that only 'sound 
good' then You will be returning in deformed bodies in the future. It is always Your 
Choice to Take The Risk and Discover NUWorlds & Real UNUverses of RealFreedom!  

Waiting for JESUS... 
"The 'Waiting for Jesus Tradition' is thousands of years old, and the ideas that the Gods 
of Man will save people from themselves is even older! You have the right to wait for as 
many lifetimes as You want for Jesus or the Gods of Man to fix what You have been 
doing here! While You are waiting with the Marketing Ploy of the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) who are the original invaders of this planet, My NUFriends and I are 
having RealSide Experiences with The Real UNUversal Guides, who are direct with The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, in The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom beyond the 
Cause & Effect Matrix of Creation! YU, The RealU, can stay here lost and wait for 
Jesus, or WakeUp Now and Free YourSelf from all the doctrine 'ideas & old stories' You 
have been told. 

Reincarnation HU-OM GOD... 
"The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) have done an excellent Marketing Ploy to the 
masses for thousands of years. The RATS have convinced people there are gods in the 
sky who watch over people and they created mankind. The GovernorLord of the Mental 
Realm, Reptilian Kalaum, also known as The Lord God, always laughs when the 
unaware people of the lower realms pray and worship him. Every moment of his 
existence he gets begging requests from the Physical and Astral Realms. Most people 
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do not know who they are praying to, as the RATS originally created the idea of gods 
and the earthly doctrines to supposedly prove the gods really do exist. The earth is 
Politically and Religiously Kontrolled for Human Farming & Sacrifices and that's it! 
Those who 'Think' there can be some kind of LA LA Land here are only fooling 
themselves. The RATS & the Gods of Man will let people play in 'their' big sandbox, until 
the time comes when they will EAT YOU! Those who chant HU, OM, AUM, Amen and 
other religious sacred words and phrases are being Astrally TapLined into future 
lifetimes as slaves like this lifetime. The RATS Kontrol all the KEK (Kontrolling Earthly 
Korporations) Systems, and are doing the ChemTrails, Mind Kontrol Microwaves, Smart 
Meters, WiFi, Lethal Vaccines, Subliminal Messages on TV and in Movies and so much 
more! 

HARRY & THE REPTILIANS... 
"Harry and Reptilian Joanny and HER Gang of RESAs (Reptilian Eating Satanic Aliens) 
Witches are out TapLining the innocent dumbed down MemberShrimps every night. 
Their EEKonkon Korporation Business is all about Reptilian Joanny and what SHE can 
take from others and hide away. Fake dead Harry who is not really living, has been 
Kryptnotized by Rep Joan and HER Witches. What the unSeeing members do not See 
while they are looking at fake munster Harry Klump on stage is what he really has 
become from all the years in the Lower Astral Realm. Ask Rebazar Tarzs & Paul 
Twitchell & The Real UNUversal Guides Now!  

WAKEUP MAN IS HERE... 
"LifeIS ALL About Waking Up! Many 'think' it is having a job and getting married and 
buying a house, along with other 'things' that seem proper in society to fit in. Then there 
are those who follow the ideas of politics, religion, spiritual this and that's, science and 
so on. Then... There IS Something Else that is not easily Seen. IT IS... 'THE WAKEUP 
MAN!' "HA HA" many would say, as they do not have The RealAwareniss to SEE The 
Whole of Life, but only their little world of personal phenomena. You can 'Think' 
whatever you like, but it has nothing to do with The Whole of Life, only your life as you 
see it on this planet. The RealSecret to The WakeUp Man IS, that he can See Beyond 
Cause & Effect Creation, and how most people are still asleep with themselves. Waking 
Up to The Whole of Life is The RealAdventure everyone is looking for, but in all the 
wrong places! The days of masters and gurus is gone, along with presidents, queens 
and kings and their old wisdumb! But those who are still asleep and unaware keep 
Agreeing to the old rulers of this old world of dust! 

BEINGS from OTHER WORLDS... 
"There is so much going on with this world that is moreso unseen than seen. What 
people have Agreed to as 'society' is a place and consideration and that's about it. Very 
few people can See Beyond what is in front of them or even Truly See what is right in 
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front of them. LifeIS Bigger than you 'Think' it is and your 'Thinking' keeps you from 
Seeing what LifeIS. I have meetings everyday with Beings from many worlds and 
dimensions, but most people will not See this, as they are too conditioned with their 
Social Kontrolling Agreements to notice. Life on earth today is like a Cell Phone 
Heaven, a Mechanical Matrix of phenomena that has TapLining Agreements with it. The 
Authoritarians who rule the earth and the Heavens of Man, do not want people to See 
past their One-Dimensional Designed Matrix of Captivity. They want you for many more 
lifetimes as their slave and you keep Agreeing with THEM! WAKEUP or STAY LOST 
HERE! 

'Thinking' or BEINGREAL NOW 
"You have been taught and educated to 'Think' you know more than Life ITSelf. You 
have been purposely indoctrinated to look to Your Egotistical Literal Side and Agree with 
being Deceived by those who always Kontrol you! Of course, they never really taught 
you how to be 'objective' about yourself, so you just keep going as you are and 
'Thinking' that you know more than Life. You cannot really 'See YourSelf' because you 
are too self-absorbed with the 'little person' you created and who you 'Think' is really 
You, but it is not! Do you want to stay unconscious for more lifetimes as you already 
have in Cause & Effect Creation, or do YU, The RealU, want to WakeUp Now? 
BeingReal IS like the Sun Shining Always! Your RealAwareniss is greater than the Sun 
Shining in the sky! You are in the Designed Matrix of the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) and they own and rule this planet! Are you having fun with Your Life here? It is 
only a matter of time until they eat you again as they have in your past lives! 

I SEE YOUR AURAS… 
 
"I can See the Auras of people and so much of the time I can See the TapLines they 
carry in their backs. Most of these people are what they 'Think' of themselves as 
'spiritual and holy' with the Astral Light around them. The political, religious, spiritual, 
scientific systems on this earth and their workers and followers are all TapLined by the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS). This world has been 'sucked down' by the old words 
of OM, AUM, Amen, HU, Omen and so many others. When a person looks into their 
Third Eye, the light they first See is from the Astral Realm. The Astral Light is a 
'reflective' secondary limited light that has manifested in Creation from The TruReality 
LifeIS,THE ALLIS. YU, The RealU needs The RealConnection to The SoundLight 
ALLAliveniss of THE ALLIS, to Free YourSelf from The Designed Matrix of the RATS. 
Most people are only aware of Creation and not Their RealAwareniss & The Real 
UNUverses of RealTruth & RealFreedom. WakeUp or Stay Lost!  
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REALSIDE SEEING IS The NULanguage... 
"The 'world' that is seen with your eyes and heard with your ears is the 'old world' of 
ideas that are no longer working, and actually adding to the Demise of this planet and 
The ALLNatural Environment Supporting ALL of US! WWE are Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators with a RealPurpose of Waking Up people to See what is really taking place 
on Your Planet Now! The First Step is to See what is actually taking place with The 
Deceptors who own the governments and monetary systems, then Learn to See What 
LifeIS Showing YU, The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, in Your DreamVisions with Singing 
The NUSound, The NU~U. Most people are 'one-dimensional' and only 'see' with their 
Literalized Mind and no further. LifeIS So Much Bigger than what we are each 
experiencing on the earth. Learning to Read The NULanguage allows You to Become 
MoreAware and eventually surpass Cause & Effect Creation and the Gods of Man. 
Beyond the Poisoned Prison of Creation, IS The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom!  

FAMOUS FAILURES... https://youtu.be/xMDnsjofhiU 
"There will always be those who 'only see' with their eyes and mind what they 'Think' 
others are or should or could be. These are the unaware and asleep 'One-Dimensional 
Rock People' of this earth who are usually very educated with the MiliTerrorized 
Literalized KEK Systems. They have been taught that what they have accomplish is 
'success' and others who have not been taught or learned what they have are really 
nowhere according to their Literalized Definitions. I SEE Everyone as a FreeBeing of 
RealLight, and what they decide for themselves is their affair with themselves. I SEE 
The Real & Full Potential of every person, but each person must decide to Take The 
Risk and do what they never have done to See Beyond the Designed Matrix of Cause & 
Effect Creation. The Distorted Educational Systems are Kontrolled by the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) and those who worship and pray to the Gods of Man are the slaves of 
this world for more lifetimes to come.  
Take The Risk and WAKEUP and BE Real with US Now! 
WATCH THE VIDEO... https://youtu.be/xMDnsjofhiU  

SOUND-GOOD IDEAS THAT ONLY SOUND-GOOD... 
"This world is Kontrolled by Manipulated Marketing Ploy! It all 'looks so good' but is it 
really good for You? When the Presidents speaks and says 'this and that' is he really 
telling people the actuality of what is taking place, or is he just lip-serving his own truths 
for others to Agree? When You see a product on TV or at the store and the front of the 
box shows what's in it, is that all there is to it? When the preachers and soothsayer 
masters blurb out their ancient words of wisdumb, which we have all heard for lifetimes, 
have they really studied The RealTruth LifeIS? This and so much more does 'sound-
good' and looks good on the surface, but once YU, The RealU, learns to See Behind 
The Curtain, then YU See a Different View that is Demonstrated to YU. Do You have 
The RealCourage to See What IS Real Now, or do You want to keep 'pretending' You 
already know more than Life ITSelf? Your Choice! When You decide to See Beyond the 
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'fronts' in Creation, then You are on your way with 'A Journey Like No Other!' But if You 
decide to stay the same as everyone else who are still sleep, then You will be returning 
unaware in a new body once again. You are always Deciding Your Fate and Destiny! 
WAKEUP! 

WOMEN ARE WONDERFUL… 
 
"Women are Wonderful and when they WakeUp with a RealAwareniss, they will BE 
Terrific with ALL of Life! Women have always been oppressed in this world by Men... 
How Ridiculous! It is not the Women of this world that are Kontrolling the HUman 
Farming and Destroying The ALLNatural Environment, it is mainly the Men. Most Men 
Think' they are more special, smarter, intelligent, capable, privileged than Women. I 
SEE The Heart of Women and they can BE Wonderful for ALL! WWE are Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators and WWE Recognize The RealValue of Wonderful Women who 
have The RealCourage to WakeUp and BE Real Now! WWE are Here for YOU, so Step 
Up and Be Heard! Duane&Eva  

ARE YOU FOCUSED... 
"Almost all of the people on this Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet have been Literally 
MiliTerrorized by the KEK EduKational Systems. They are taught to 'Think' with their 
Komputer Kontrolling Minds and Not to See Beyond this 'world of appearances!' Cause 
& Effect Creation has its place for Your Real WakeUp, but at the same time, if You keep 
postponing your TruWakeUp, then You will Stay Lost here! ALL LifeIS Your 
RealAwareniss Now, and YU, The RealU, is here to Recognize The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS! Until You Recognize 'What IS Real Now' then You will continue to 
reincarnate into future lifetimes, until You do! There is living in the Now, and then there 
IS The Real NUNowniss LifeIS. The NUNowniss LifeIS, is far moreso than just 'living 
now' as Eckhart Tolle would say, as he is into the 'spiritual' ideas and the Gods of Man. 

WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators are Real RiskTakers, and WWE get our own 
RealExperiences from The Whole of Life and The Real UNUversal Guides and share 
them. WWE show You how to get Your Own RealExperiences, so You can Free 
YourSelf from the Designed Matrix of Cause & Effect Creation and the Fake Gods who 
have held You as their slave for untold lifetimes! But, if You insist to stay lost with your 
created LA LA Land here, then You have the free will to do so. For lifetimes YU, The 
RealU, has been searching for The RealKnowledge of THE ALLIS, and Duane The 
Great Writer was chosen by The RealGuides, because Duane has Recognized THE 
ALLIS, where almost no one else has. The so-called masters and gurus, presidents, 
kings and queens and so many other 'notables' have not Recognized THE ALLIS, so 
they will stay stupid and return here in deformed bodies again. The purpose of Creation 
is to Wake You Up until You can See & Recognize THE ALLIS. You Decide! FOCUS on 
What IS Real Now, and understand 'what is not real!'  
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WWE ARE HERE FOR YOU... 
"WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators with The ALLNatural Environment 
Supporting ALL of US. WWE are Here for You like no one else! WWE are Very 
Specialized with Seeing what others cannot. WWE are The Complete Benefit for this 
world Everyone has been looking for! WWE are The RealConnection with The Whole of 
Life, and WWE show YU, The RealU, how to get 'Your Own Answers' for RealFreedom 
Now! 

TRUCOMPLETENISS COURSES... 
"WWE provide 'The TruCompleteniss Courses' for You to Become MoreAware & 
SelfSufficient. WWE share with Real RiskTakers, those who can See Beyond the 
'standard & ordinary' ideas and inventions that are taking place in Creation. The Whole 
of LifeIS so much bigger than You can imagine, and WWE show You how to Recognize 
YourSelf as a FreeBeing of RealLight. Creation is a 'Place in Life' and it is Not what 
people 'Think' it is. There are Real UNUverses of Purity, RealTruth & RealFreedom 
beyond the Cause & Effect Matrix of Creation. 

IT ISSS... 
"Life Already IS! To Realistically understand this, YU, The RealU, must have 
RealExperiences with The Real UNUversal Guides. Many people have experiences with 
their masters, angels, space people, saviors and saints, and even the Fake Gods of 
Man, but these and others like them are mainly physical/astral people who are still lost 
in Cause & Effect Creation. The Wholeniss LifeIS, IS AN ISNIS! Creation is a 'Place in 
Life' and Not The Whole of Life. There is a Huge Difference from Creation into The Real 
UNUverses of The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. But of course, the unaware (thinking 
they are all-knowing) Authoritarians and their invented Kontrolling gods, have kept 
people Distorted and Konfused with their 'Devil and Kalaum God' ideas for eons, along 
with worship and prayer. The unaware masses keep 'Agreeing' to their own demise, 
lifetime after lifetime, and the old gods laugh and laugh, and so do The Deceptors of the 
earth who Kontrol the Monetary System and HUman Farming. 

"THE ISNIS LIFEIS... IS REALFREEDOM NOW! There is NO Freedom on this old rock 
in black space! When You have The RealCourage to Step Forward and Take The Risk... 
WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators will show You how 'Escape The Designed 
Matrix' of the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who have always held You a Prisoner 
Here!  

WOMEN LUV ROMANTIC ADVENTURES... 
"Wonderful Women are looking for RealLUV! They want a Greater LUV than the 
'standard' love most people know, but for the most part they cannot find it, so they must 
settle for second best. Not Any More! WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators and 
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WWE have The Real Romantic Adventures that You have always been looking for! 
WWE show YU, The RealU, how to have The Real Romance of Your Life, but You must 
be patient and Learn to See Beyond what You have known, and then You will Learn to 
See The Greater LUV! No Kidding and No Fooling! WWE will show You how to do this 
for YourSelf. You are The Wonderful Woman and You are Bigger than ALL You See! 
WakeUp with US & BE Real! 

WONDERFUL WOMEN REAL REBELS 
"The Wonderful Women Rebellion IS On! What does this mean? Very simply... there is 
No Demonstrating or Protesting in the old fashions of being overworked and annoyed. 
Women Are Wonderful and ALL Women have the right to BE Wonderful & Real! WWE 
show YU, The RealU, how to BE a FreeBeing beyond the useless discrimination that is 
always taking place on this planet. WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators show You 
how to 'WakeUp and BE Wonderful and Become MoreAware!' WWE ARE ALWAYS 
FUN! There is so much more to this life on earth than what You see with Your Eyes, and 
Now... You can have a RealLife when You are willing to See Beyond all that You have 
known! 

WOMEN SPEAK OUT! 
"There has only been SUPPRESSION for Women on this planet. This has purposely 
been done by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS), because Women can have a Very 
Special Connection with The Whole of Life that men cannot always have. The Male 
Vehicle known as the physical body with its Literal Mind, has continued its domination 
over Women for eons. I can See how Wonderful Women are, and Now IS The Time to 
WakeUp with US! WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators and WWE have The 
RealKnowledge every Wonderful Women is looking for! Take The Risk with US, and 
WWE will show You how to get all Your Own Answers! 

YOUR REALPURPOSE NOW... 
"YU, THE REALU... You are here for one reason only, and that is to Discover Your 
RealPurpose with The Whole of Life. If You do not WakeUp Now, then You will Stay Lost 
with more unconscious lifetimes in Your Future. While You have been here for many 
lifetimes, You have also been marketed to Agree with the Deceptors who rule this 
planet. If You do not decide to Take The Risk and go all the way with Your RealPurpose 
Now, then You will be back trying to find The Real UNUversal Guides once more, which 
will be very hard to do! Your RealPurpose IS, to WakeUp and SEE what is beyond the 
Kontrolling Gods of Man and The Matrix of Cause & Effect Creation, then to Recognize 
The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS! YU came here to complete Something Wonderful 
with THE NUMAN & The Real UNUversal Guides, and if You hesitate or become overly 
emotionally involved with 'fake' relationships, then You will return unaware that You were 
ever here in an even worse environment and body type! Your Choice! 
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DARKSIDE LOVE... 
"For untold lifetimes You have collected so many 'ideas' about what You 'Think' is Love, 
which keeps bringing You back here unaware and unconscious to try and WakeUp once 
again. These ideas are along the lines of the Astral Emotional Body and all the 
'sensations' You can generate from it. You call this Love, when in fact it is more along 
the lines of Your Feelings, which You decide is Love and what You 'Think' Love should 
be. What You decide is fine, but there is so much more that You are Not Seeing! In 
today's world of purposely planned mass confusion and political and religious 
Distortions, Your Love 'ideas' are being marketed against You by the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) who suck on Your Astral Body while You Dream at night. If You are 
with politics, religion, spiritual masters and gurus, government educational systems, 
outer space people and most 9 to 5 jobs, You are TapLined by the RATS, because You 
are giving THEM (TapLining HUman Eating Martians) Your Agreement to unconsciously 
TapLine You! You keep 'Thinking' You are Loving the world, but in fact You are 
spreading Reptilian TapLining to others! WakeUp Now and discover RealFreedom or 
Stay Asleep!  

SOUNDLIGHT ISSNISSS LIFEISSS… 
 
"SoundLight ISNIS, IS The TruReality LifeIS. To the Literal Mind, this seems strange, as 
we have all been taught so many Distortions that 'seem' to be Real and 'seem' to make 
sense with our material life here. ALL LifeIS Light, and The TruSourceIS, The Sound 
ISNIS LifeIS. From The TruCenter LifeIS comes The TruSound, and as IT does, The 
RealLight LifeIS Becomes So. This IS THE ISNIS LIfeIS. The NUSound, The NU~U, IS 
The RealConnection with THE ALLISINIS LIFEIS, as IT, THE ISNIS, has decided this, 
but not in a Literal Sense as people try and figure out. As The SoundLight ISNIS comes 
into the Six Levels of Cause & Effect Creation, a 'reflective light' is produced and this is 
what the human mind sees first and not The RealLight of THE ISNIS. From the Astral 
Realm, which is closest to the Physical Realm, the Astral Light is 'Thought' to be The 
RealLight LifeIS, but it is merely the 'knowledge' from that level in Creation. The Astral 
Light has its place, and with the creativity of the personal mind, there becomes 
Distortions with material ideas that start to fill the darkness of time and space and 
eventually show up as something. For the longest time, which is many lifetimes, many 
keep 'thinking' the Astral Light is The TruSource, SoundLight ISNIS, and so we have all 
the Distortion & Deception that is taking place on this planet today! 
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THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW… 
 
"THE ALLISNIS LIFEIS & The Real UNUversal Guides of THE ALLIS, have chosen 
Duane The Great Writer as THE NUMAN, to bring forth the NUPresentation as The Best 
Reference & Hint as to 'What IS Real Now!' The days of master and gurus are gone and 
so is all the Old Rhetoric WisDumb Distortions they keep drowning people with, which 
are nothing more than words and a little Astral Light. The old marketed fallacy of 
bringing 'heaven to earth' is a Distortion with the Lower Astral Light, which so many 
people are infected with, such as the 'love' ideas and the sensations that go with their 
'bumper sticker' ideas. The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) love people being unaware 
and DAH, because then the RATS can TapLine and suck the energy out of people and 
keep them herded into HUman Farming for future meals. THE NUMAN IS The Real 
Connection with The Real UNUversal Guides & THE ALLIS. The fake masters, kings, 
queens, presidents and other Kontrolling diplomats, are nothing more than HUman 
Farmers working as slaves for the Reptilian God Kalaum, also known as the Lord God 
of Creation. If the unaware masses want to bow and kneel, worship and praypay to 
Reptilian Lizards, they have the right to do so! Most people 'Love' the Restictions they 
have come to know from lifetimes of death and torture by the RATS. YU, The RealU, 
can decide to Stay Lost & Restricted with the RATS for more stupid lifetimes, or 
WakeUp with US and BE Free in The Real UNUverses! 

BLACKMAN WHITEMAN BODY TYPES… 
 
"YU, The RealU, decided the color and body type you wanted for this lifetime. From 
Your RealAwareniss, which you are not aware of, YU decided what you 'Think' you are 
on earth. YU already know that the Gods of Man did Not create you, because YU are a 
FreeBeing of RealLight from The Real UNUverses of The TruReality,LifeIS, THE ALLIS, 
beyond Cause & Effect Creation. When YU are ready, YU will SEE this! And to do so, 
you must BE The Real RiskTaker or stay lost on this planet for more lifetimes Kontrolled 
by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS).  

NDIFON CHARLES LONDI ~ NULEADER 
"The NUPresentation IS a WorldWide WakeUp for Everyone! WWE are Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators who have The RealAwareniss to See Beyond the Restrictions of 
the mind and senses and Recognize 'What IS Real Now!' ALL LifeIS Awareniss, a 
RealAwareniss that IS Here&Now and So Pure & Real like the Sun Shining, that the 
Literal Minded cannot See IT... WWE Can! Creation with it's levels and bodies is a 
'Place in Life' and has its purpose. WWE Stand in The Real UNUverses as FreeBeings 
of RealLight. WWE have RealExperiences with The Real UNUversal Guides who show 
us RealFreedom Now! On earth, WWE are The NUPresentation Foundation with The 
ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL of US, and WWE provide RealGuidance 
and a RealEducation like no one else! There is so much more to a RealLife than what 
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NaturIS, and The ALLNatural Environment IS The Whole of Life. NDIFON CHARLES 
LONDI ~ NULEADER IS one of the many FreeBeings who has courageously stepped 
forward to Share RealExperiences from The RealSide LifeIS. WWE are ALL Over The 
World and with ALL The LifeLevels LifeIS! WWE Are Everywhere! 

THE NU~U NUSOUND... 
“The NUSound, The NU~U, is a Real WakeUp for YU, The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, 
to Become MoreAware and Free YourSelf from all the Restrictions you have made for 
yourself and the ones you have Agreed to with this world. The NU~U Sound is The 
RealConnection with The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Simply Sing The NU~U like this 
for about 5 to 15 minutes… “NU~U~U~U… NU~U~U~U… NU~U~U~U… and so on, 
and then Watch Your DreamVisions and learn to remember Your Dreams. In Your 
Dreams, which is the first part of The RealSide LifeIS, The Real UNUversal Guides will 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation for you to eventually have RealFreedom & 
RealTruth! 

REAL RISKTAKERS OF THE ALLLISSS... 
"There are many RiskTakers on this earth who know they have to be creative to survive. 
Creation is a huge challenger for all of us, and the biggest challenge is Not Knowing 
there is more to Life than just the earth and Creation and to WakeUp to this. This earth 
has its benefits with The ALLNatural Environment that supports us, but with the 
enormous Kontrol of the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who have been here the 
longest, the survival rate of people is vanishing rapidly. Taking Risks to survive here is 
one thing, but it all soon disappears as one gets older and feeble and unable to care for 
themselves. All the so-called 'thrills' are gone and all that is left are memories like those 
of pastlives that most people cannot remember. So the routine of rebirth continues for 
those who Do Not Become The Real RiskTakers to See Beyond this world and Cause & 
Effect Creation. Seeking thrills here is one thing and Becoming MoreAware & 
SelfSufficient is a much better position to stand in. From the personal view and mind of 
most people, they cannot See what lies beyond this world and all the unlimited 
possibilities that already exist, so their imagination and attention is moreso focused on 
that they see in front of them, which they do not always consider will soon vanish and 
becoming nothing. The Real RiskTaker, one who has been guided and educated with 
The RealKnowledge of The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, they will step forward and 
take on The RealAdventure of Life and expose themselves to whatever it takes for The 
TruReality LifeIS to be known and understood. Very few people will do this, because 
most people are too afraid for themselves and the so-called 'social' position they 'Think' 
is more important than their RealAwareniss and RealFreedom. The masses 'pretend' 
there is some kind of freedom here, but there is None! The Political and Religious 
Kontrollers will drown people in 'pretty words' to convince the unaware that the so-called 
freedom they are wanting will soon take place and that they are to hold onto their 'hope' 
for this event to happen, which it never will, because it never has! Duane The Great 
Writer is providing what no one else has The RealCourage to do... The NUWay Out of 
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Cause & Effect Creation Now! 

"The Real RiskTaker, one who has been guided and educated with The RealKnowledge 
of The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, they will step forward and take on The 

RealAdventure of Life and expose themselves to whatever it takes for The TruReality 
LifeIS to be known and understood. Very few people will do this, because most people 

are too afraid for themselves and the so-called 'social' position they 'Think' is more 
important than their RealAwareniss and RealFreedom. The masses 'pretend' there is 
some kind of freedom here, but there is None! The Political and Religious Kontrollers 
will drown people in 'pretty words' to convince the unaware that the so-called freedom 
they are wanting will soon take place and that they are to hold onto their 'hope' for this 
event to happen, which it never will, because it never has! Duane The Great Writer is 
providing what no one else has The RealCourage to do... The NUWay Out of Cause & 

Effect Creation Now! 

THE NU~U... 
“The NUSound, The NU~U, is a Real WakeUp for YU, The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, 
to Become MoreAware and Free YourSelf from all the Restrictions you have made for 

yourself and the ones you have Agreed to with this world. The NU~U Sound is The 
RealConnection with The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Simply Sing The NU~U like this 

for about 5 to 15 minutes… “NU~U~U~U… NU~U~U~U… NU~U~U~U… and so on, 
and then Watch Your DreamVisions and learn to remember Your Dreams. In Your 

Dreams, which is the first part of The RealSide LifeIS, The Real UNUversal Guides will 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation for you to eventually have RealFreedom & 

RealTruth! 

~ 

"WE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS WITH THE ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT 
THAT SUPPORTS ALL OF US. WE PROVIDE REALGUIDANCE AND A 

REALEDUCATION LIKE NO ONE ELSE! READ THIS NUBOOK AND LEARN TO FREE 
YOURSELF NOW!  YOU CAN BECOME MOREAWARE & SELFSUFFICIENT WITH 

US!  NO RESTRICTIONS... YU ARE A FREEBEING OF REALLIGHT!  WWE ARE THE 
NUWAY TO REAL UNUVERSES OF REALFREEDOM! FREE YOURSELF FROM THE 
CAUSE & EFFECT CREATED MATRIX! SING THE NUSOUND, THE NU~U & WATCH 
YOUR DREAMVISIONS!  REALTRUTH IS REALEXPERIENCE AND IS RECOGNIZED 

BY YU!  WE ARE NOT POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS, SPIRITUAL, WE ARE REAL! ASK 
DUANE&EVA on Facebook / www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info 
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Contact MISS KELSEY BROWN on Facebook... 
"For those who want to WakeUp & Have Fun with Really Waking Up Now, then Contact 

Miss Kelsey Brown on Facebook!    WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
Supporting The ALLNatural Environment Supporting US!  WWE Make Sense with 'What 
IS Real Now!'    Many people on the earth are into the First Stages of Waking Up, which 

is discovering what is really taking place with the political, religious, spiritual, 
educational and scientific systems that are Mostly Deception!   WWE are Wonderful and 

have 'The NU~EasyWay' for Everyone to SeeMore than they ever have before!  Sing 
The NUSound, The NU~U, and Your RealAwareniss will begin to OpenUp for YU, The 
RealU, and YU will Become MoreAware of ALL The NULevels LifeIS!   The TruReality 

LifeIS, is so much more than just what is experienced here as Creation.  Creation is full 
of Deceptors who Purposely Pollute & Poison this planet, who politically blame others 

for what they are doing, who pretend they are your friend, when actually they are part of 
the HUman Farming of YOU and Everyone on the earth, who have gotten the unaware 

masses to worship and pray to invented Space Gods that rule over Creation with 
nothing but, EK (Evil Karma) Restrictions, Regulations, Laws and Sacrificial 

Ceremonies of others for themselves!  The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) are 
ShapeShifters and rule the earth!   Very few people can See THEM (TapLining HUman 

Eating Martians). 

"Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and Learn to Watch Your DreamVisions, and YU, The 
RealU, will be shown 'What IS Real Now' with everything that is taking place on this 

planet and Your NUWorlds.  YU will begin to See the Deceptors and also be shown how 
to Free YourSelf from Cause & Effect Creation all together!   The old HU Howling, OM, 
AUM Chanting, Amen Worshiping & Prayer, and so many old and outdated things like 

masters and gurus, has been replaced by The TruReality, THE ALLIS, The NU~U!  
Learn to WakeUp with US and YU will Be Free Now!  

"WWE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS WITH THE ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT 
THAT SUPPORTS ALL OF US. WE PROVIDE REALGUIDANCE AND A 

REALEDUCATION LIKE NO ONE ELSE! 
READ THIS NUBOOK AND LEARN TO FREE YOURSELF NOW! 

YOU CAN BECOME MOREAWARE & SELFSUFFICIENT WITH US! 
NO RESTRICTIONS... YU ARE A FREEBEING OF REALLIGHT! 

WE ARE THE NUWAY TO REAL UNUVERSES OF REALFREEDOM! 
FREE YOURSELF FROM THE CAUSE & EFFECT CREATED MATRIX! 
SING THE NUSOUND, THE NU~U & WATCH YOUR DREAMVISIONS! 

REALTRUTH IS REALEXPERIENCE AND IS RECOGNIZED BY YU! 
WE ARE NOT POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS, SPIRITUAL, WE ARE REAL! 

ASK DUANE&EVA on Facebook / www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info 

http://www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info/
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CHASING FREEDOM... 
"You have the free will to decide whatever you want according to your situation on this 
world, and also 'chase' whatever you want.  Each person's position will be different and 
they will many times make their choices according to their environment.  Just because 

you have the Freedom or right to decide your choices does not mean you have 
RealFreedom.  There is a Real Difference between Freedom of Choice and 

RealFreedom.  There is No Freedom in any sense here when it comes to the 
Restrictions of the physical body, emotions and mind. You can carry the 'idea' of 

Freedom with you, but you are still Restricted by what is created here.  You have the 
Freedom to pay taxes or not, then you deal with what happens if you do not.  Where is 
Your Freedom now?  You have the Freedom to decide, but that is all.  You are 'told' in a 

Literalized Sense you are Free here in some way.  That this country is based upon 
some kind of Freedom.  With what has become so with all the creations on this planet, 
from the political, religious, spiritual, educational and scientific systems, there are more 

Restrictions than ever!  You are fed the 'ideas' of Freedom and also to become 
prosperous, as you chase your so-called Freedom and also the created money that 

others Kontrol.  You have free will, but free will is not RealFreedom! 

"RealFreedom does not exist in Cause & Effect Creation.  RealFreedom already exists 
in Your RealAwareniss, and this is where YU, The RealU, learns to Recognize it, then at 

some point in your experience with Creation, you are able to surpass everything that 
has Restricted you to the limited fallacies you have created for yourself here.  Until you 
take the time to SeeMore than you ever have, then you will continue to Restrict YourSelf 
to Cause & Effect Creation for more lifetimes of staying unaware of The Whole of Life.  
There are NUWorlds & Real UNUverses for YU, The RealU, to explore and discover, 
but you must Take The Risk to See Beyond all that you have ever known!  WakeUp 

Now or Stay Lost Here! 

DUANEIS THE REAL MOTIVATOR... 
"Duane The Great Writer & UNUversal Seer, IS The Great Motivator with The Real 

UNUversal Guides & THE ALLIS. The unaware masses, which is the majority of people 
on this planet, keep Agreeing to their own Demise and cannot See this! Most people 

'Think' they know more than Life, and it is demonstrated with what they are doing here. 
Everyone has the right to do whatever they want, and it would Makes Sense to take to 

heart what The ALLNatural Environment does so Naturally. DuaneIS The Real Motivator 
for 'What IS Real Now & What Makes Sense Now!' Take the time to Read The NUBooks 

and Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and YU, The RealU, will begin to have Your Own 
RealSide Experiences where 'Life Will Show YU, What IS Real Now & What Makes 

Sense Now!' 
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ALL~AWARENISS ACTIVITIES for THE REALU... 
"The world around us is full of activities, and it would 'seem' that we can do almost 
anything, but from what is taking place, how much of these activities really Make 
Sense?  LifeIS Survival, RealSurvival!   The animals and birds in The ALLNatural 

Environment Demonstrate RealSurvival every moment!  The over-creative people on 
the earth have given their Agreement to Deception moreso than RealSurvival with the 

existing political, religious, spiritual, educational and scientific systems, to where 
everything and everyone is Purposely Poisoned, Dumbed Down and Kontrolled!  Does 
this Make Sense Now?  YU, The RealU, who has taken on another Physical Body for 

this lifetime.  You have been under the Iron Fist of the Authoritarians and their invented 
sacrificial gods for eons of lifetimes!  Life on earth is getting worse everyday, and YOU 

keep Agreeing to You Own Demise!  WakeUp and Get Real Now, or Stay Lost & 
Unaware for many more lifetimes of even worse embodiments as you enter Your Agreed 
Upon Future!  There is so much more to Life than what we are each experiencing here, 
and it definitely supercedes any of the invented systems that are Kontrolling you!  You 
have been taught to Emotionally Trap YourSelf with 'beliefs & sacrifices' with what the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) have marketed you to Agree with.  WWE as Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators can show you how to have Real Activities for you to Become 
MoreAware!  Do you really want to stay unaware, even though you 'Think' you are 

aware?  You are aware of this world and some of what is taking place, but the earth is 
just a 'Place in Life' and not a RealLife.    

"There are NUWorlds & Real UNUverse waiting for YU, The RealU, to Discover & 
Explore that are far more Fun than what is taking place on this planet.  On this earth you 

basically have a one-dimensional literalized awareness.    WWE will show YU, The 
RealU, how to have The ALL~Awareniss with THE ALLIS.  There is so much more to 

you then what your eyes can see.  WWE will show YU how to SEE 'What IS Real Now!'  
Read The NUBooks and Contact Kelsey Brown, Tanya Quarterman, Chris Courage, 

Mariam Elbou or Eva Shari on Facebook.  Have Fun Deciding!   

NU~U  IS RIGHT ON... 
"The World IS Waking Up to The NUSound, The NU~U.  The NU~U,  IS Pure & Real 
Now!   It is more than evident that most people are still Trapped & TapLined with HU 

Howling, OM, AUM Chanting and Amen Worshiping & Praying.  The Gods of Man and 
the Authoritarians Kontrol the HUman Farming in Creation and most people Agree.  

HUman Farming includes all 'species' of embodiments, like animals and other aliens, as 
they are all over this planet.   The NU~U,  IS The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect 

Creation and into The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom!  From what has been seen 
and learned in history to this very moment, it is more than obvious that all the common 

emotional ideas of love, worship, prayer, belief, faith, hope and so many others that 
people have lived with for lifetimes are not working, as this world is more poisoned than 
ever!  The unaware masses continue to use all the old common ideas and 'Think' they 
are working, and at the same time keep Agreeing to the Destruction of The ALLNatural 

Environment that Supports ALL of US. 
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"The NU~U,  IS The RealConnection with The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  THE 
ALLIS,  IS not Deception like the political, religious, spiritual, educational and scientific 
systems that have been invented on this planet.  YOU are one of the many unaware 
who keeps Agreeing to your own demise, as this lifetime passes very quickly for you.   
The time will come when you will have tears for others and then yourself, as you once 

again pass into an unknown area that you have been to many times before!  The NU~U,  
IS The Real WakeUp everyone is looking for.   You will stay afraid in this Passing 

Dream, until YU, The RealU, has the courage to Become a Real RiskTaker and See 
Beyond this world and the Marketing Ploy of the invented systems and their invented 

gods.   There is nothing with Nature that worships anything, and so until You get out of 
the 'idea' You know more than Life, then You will be coming back here unaware once 

again! 

AGREE with BEINGREAL... 
"Agreement IS Real.  Whatever you Agree to IS Real.  Most people have already 
Agreed to the Planned Deception on this earth!   The invented political, religious, 

spiritual, educational, and scientific systems are all based upon Deception, but YOU do 
not See ALL of IT!    You may 'Think' the Deceptive Insidious Entertainers (DIE) are a 

little inaccurate about what they are doing, as they 'seem' to pretend to make mistakes 
they admit to from time to time, but what is really taking place with THEM is a lot more 

than you can imagine.   You can 'Think' in your mind that whatever you 'Think' will 
remedy the TapLines you have in your Astral Body that effects your physical body are 

okay, but when the Effects from what You Have Agreed to start showing up, You will not 
know why!   Do You really want to Stay Asleep, Lost and in the Dark for more 

unconscious lifetimes on this Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet, or do You want to 
WakeUp and have RealFreedom Now?   Maybe You 'Think' the invented god or the old 
saviors will save you and take care of you, but have you found their heaven yet, or have 
they returned, and will the space gods fix what people have done to this planet?   Does 
Life Make Sense or does it not?   Do You want to Learn to Be Real, or just stay with the 

old stories  you have heard for lifetimes that You keep Agreeing to, that keeps You a 
Slave & Prisoner here with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS)? 

 "AGREEING to BEINGREAL is a Lot More Fun than just 'believing' you will 'hopefully' 
be okay after 'YOU DIE' with your good book and faith.  YU, The RealU, can actually go 
to any Heaven you like, as there are many of them, and also meet your supposed god 
in the Mental Realm.  There is no 'mystery' about the invented gods who are really just 

managers on their respective realms.  YU, The RealU, is actually a FreeBeing of 
RealLight beyond all the minute ideas that exist in Cause & Effect Karmic Creation!  Do 

you like living in Karma, or would YU like to Escape the Designed Matrix of Karma 
permanently?  Are you HU Howling, OM, AUM Chanting or Amen Worshiping & 

Praying?   Then YOU are being TapLined by the RAYS in Your Dreams!    WWE can 
show YU how to get Your Real Answers from Life and Have Fun doing it!   Agreeing to 
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Deception only equals Being Deceived, Trapped & TapLined for a lot longer!   WakeUp 
with US by Singing The NUSound, The NU~U and Be Free Now! 

IT IS YOU! 
"YES! IT IS YOU... and it has been YOU all along! YU, The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, 
that has been thru an incredible journey for lifetimes to BE Right Here Right Now! YOU 
have ALL The Answers for Your Life and WE have The RealKnowledge, YU have been 
Looking for! There is so much more to YU than You will ever imagine! You do not need 

Old Restrictions from presidents, queens, masters and gurus... YU Are The Answer 
Now!  

HAPPY WOMEN'S DAY 
“Hello, I am Duane The Great Writer, and this is for all you Wonderful Women to 

WakeUp and BE Free for YourSelves! As you Sing The NU~U, you will begin to See 
Beyond all the Restrictions that have been placed upon you, because YU, The RealU, 
Your RealAwareniss, is going to discover Your TruSource as a FreeBeing of RealLight! 
What I am presenting to you is not just some 'pretty words' like the Political, Religious 
and Spiritual Matrix Deceptors, those who have persuaded you to be 'secondary' to 

those who Kontrol this planet. There are men who respect women as their equal, but for 
the most part, the egotistical men of this world have dominated women to the point of 

making them like animals, when in fact The RealHeart of a Woman is So Wonderful! Of 
course, each woman must WakeUp to this or be a slave to the male egos who are 

destroying this world. It is also true that women can be very notorious and seductively 
cleaver, and as you read My NUBooks, you will learn a lot. It is not that men are better 
than women or vice-verse, it is that all of us are FreeBeings of RealLight and we stand 
'Being to Being' in The Real UNUverses, those Endless Awesome Positions that exist 

beyond Cause & Effect Creation and the Kontrolling Gods of Man. To have this RealLife, 
you must learn to Recognize what you have never known, as this is a huge journey like 
no other. So, simply Read this NUBook and Have Fun Singing The NU~U, as you will 

start to have Your Own RealSide Experiences with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides! I personally adore women, as I have met so many who have great 
insights and can See what very few people can. Women have a very special way about 

them that most men cannot See, but I can, and when I See certain women who have 
this, I take the time to show them how to BE Wonderful for ThemSelves! Women 

actually have a Real Advantage over men, but for those women who are caught up only 
with the 'social order' of things, they will not See what is so Wonderfully Possible for 
them. YOU, the woman you are, this is Your Time to WakeUp and have RealSuccess 

like never before! Have Fun!  
~ 
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THE REAL MESSIAH 
"Even before the idea of Messiah there was the Deliverer, which was what Moses was 

called. These two ideas and events and so many others like them in human history 
have taken place according to the times they were in. It is like you and I when we went 
to school and the grades levels we went thru. As we became older, we also became a 

little more aware of ourselves and our surroundings. This is how what we have all come 
thru for untold lifetimes and what took place 'then' has brought us to NOW! The past can 
be a 'good reference' but it is not alive anymore and it is really gone! Because we have 

a mind and emotions, we can 'Think' whatever we want to and then add emotional 
attachments to these ideas, which is a stimulation, so that whatever we 'Think' seems to 
come alive. This is some of the fun people have with themselves who are not yet aware 
enough to See Beyond their mind and senses. Those who were 'labeled' by the existing 

systems or the masses in the 'traditional' past to be the Messiah or Deliverer or 
whatever, they usually did not write anything down or have personal secretaries taking 
notes, or many times even profess what the onlookers kept 'Thinking' and saying they 

are. Of course we need to 'label' things or people and events, as this is part of the 
Literal Mind to identify itself, but YU, The RealU, can See so much more! 

"If Jesus or Moses and some of the other 'traditional saviors' and saints were to return 
here, chances are they would not be Recognized, because times Now are different. 
Actually, this does not matter, because ALL LifeIS Now! There can be no event in history 
that compares to LifeIS Now. To truly understand and grasp what I am 'hinting' at here 
cannot be Literally Defined! YU, The RealU, must first Recognize YourSelf. YES YU! 
WakeUp and Learn To SeeMore than you ever have before. Until you do, you will be 
returning here unaware and unconscious for more lifetimes of drudgery. Take The Risk 
and Decide to WakeUp Now! The TruReality LifeIS Now, IS Already providing 
Everything YU need! But again, it cannot be Seen with Your Literal Mind... IT Must Be 
Recognized by Your RealAwareniss. Beyond all of Creation and the Invented Ghostly 
Gods of Man, there IS Real UNUverses that are Pure & Real! The 'Direct 
Representative' with The RealConnection with The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, IS 
Already Here, but YU must Learn to Recognize Him here and on The RealSide LifeIS, in 
Your DreamVisions. In many of the old ancient writings there are many 'hints' as to how 
to do this, but the outdated wisdom of the ages has become so 'Literalized' that very few 
can get anything from them. In Your DreamVisions, as in all of history and all the 
lifetimes YU have been thru, Your DreamVisions IS The NUWay to NUWorlds & Real 
UNUverse of RealFreedom Now! WakeUp & SEE!  

STAYING LOST 
"The masses seem to enjoy 'Staying lost' with what the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
have created as the KEK Systems (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) of the Kalaum Lord 
God. Religion & Politics are the Deceiving Deceptors Marriage for the unaware 
Submissive TapLined Slaves who keep Agreeing to the invented religions and politics of 
this world. Who is it that is Destroying this Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet? The 
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religions and governments that are in bed together to keep YOU as their Supportive 
Slave, Now and for lifetimes to come! Do YU, The RealU, want to WakeUp Now or Stay 
Lost and unaware for thousands of more years in your futuristic deformed bodies? Read 
My NUBooks and Take The Risk and do what YOU have never done before! 

REAL RISKTAKERS OF THE ALLLISSS… 
"There are many RiskTakers on this earth who know they have to be creative to survive. 
Creation is a huge challenger for all of us, and the biggest challenge is Not Knowing 
there is more to Life than just the earth and Creation and to WakeUp to this. This earth 
has its benefits with The ALLNatural Environment that supports us, but with the 
enormous Kontrol of the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who have been here the 
longest, the survival rate of people is vanishing rapidly. Taking Risks to survive here is 
one thing, but it all soon disappears as one gets older and feeble and unable to care for 
themselves. All the so-called 'thrills' are gone and all that is left are memories like those 
of pastlives that most people cannot remember. So the routine of rebirth continues for 
those who Do Not Become The Real RiskTakers to See Beyond this world and Cause & 
Effect Creation. Seeking thrills here is one thing and Becoming MoreAware & 
SelfSufficient is a much better position to stand in. From the personal view and mind of 
most people, they cannot See what lies beyond this world and all the unlimited 
possibilities that already exist, so their imagination and attention is moreso focused on 
that they see in front of them, which they do not always consider will soon vanish. 

"The Real RiskTaker, one who has been guided and educated with The RealKnowledge 
of The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, they will step forward and take on The 
RealAdventure of Life and expose themselves to whatever it takes for The TruReality 
LifeIS to be known and understood. Very few people will do this, because most people 
are too afraid for themselves and the so-called 'social' position they 'Think' is more 
important than their RealAwareniss and RealFreedom. The masses 'pretend' there is 
some kind of freedom here, but there is None! The Political and Religious Kontrollers 
will drown people in 'pretty words' to convince the unaware that the so-called freedom 
they are wanting will soon take place and that they are to hold onto their 'hope' for this 
event to happen, which it never will, because it never has! Duane The Great Writer is 
providing what no one else has The RealCourage to do... The NUWay Out of Cause & 
Effect Creation Now! 

“The NUSound, The NU~U, is a Real WakeUp for YU, The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, 
to Become MoreAware and Free YourSelf from all the Restrictions you have made for 
yourself and the ones you have Agreed to with this world. The NU~U Sound is The 
RealConnection with The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. Simply Sing The NU~U like this 
for about 5 to 15 minutes… “NU~U~U~U… NU~U~U~U… NU~U~U~U… and so on, 
and then Watch Your DreamVisions and learn to remember Your Dreams. In Your 
Dreams, which is the first part of The RealSide LifeIS, The Real UNUversal Guides will 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation for you to eventually have RealFreedom & 
RealTruth! 
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REPTILIAN TAPLING WORSHIPING & PRAYPAYING TO 
REPTILIAN JOANNY KLUMP 
EVERY SUNDAY FOR THE KALAUM GOD WHO 
NEVER RESTS FROM DECEPTION 

Welcome Everyone to another Planned & Premeditated Reptilian TapLining Service! 
I will ALWAYS be your Host Director (Dictator) for lifetimes to come.  Fake master 

HarOld and I are always so pleased everyone takes the time from their 9 to 5 Boring 
Jobs of Drudgery that was originally created by the god you are worshiping!   As 

everyone Howls HU and fills the EK (Evil Karma) Temples with noise and TapLining 
Vibrations, our hearts (which HarOld & I do not have one) go out to each of you 

(actually the TapLines we send out to keep you as our PrayPaying Slaves for more 
lifetimes).   You no longer have to make any effort to ‘look to the inner’ as Paul 

mentioned, because this ‘inner’ idea just confesses you, and we know this.  So, HarOld 
and I have made it easy for you, as we will do all your Thinking & TapLining for YOU! 

President Putin Claims Queen Elizabeth  
“Is Not Human” 

Putin has told senior staff and close associates that he believes Queen Elizabeth II 
shapeshifted while greeting him as a show of strength and a warning to not mess with 

the dominant reptilian-Illuminati bloodline.  Brave Vladimir Putin has told senior staff and 
associates that Queen Elizabeth II is not human but is a ‘reptilian that shapeshifts 

between human and reptile form’ and according to sources close to the President he 
has witnessed her shapeshift ‘in the flesh, before his very eyes, and in his opinion, as a 
warning to him personally.’  Putin met the Queen at the 70th anniversary of the D Day 
landings in Normandy, France in 2014.  He was widely criticised by the Western media 

for failing to help the monarch up the stairs, and keeping his distance from her in 
general.  It has now emerged that Putin stayed as far away from the Queen as possible 
because he witnessed her shapeshift moments earlier.  ‘The Queen has a long reptile 

face, almost like a beak, and she is a sickly grey dish water color.’  She shifted between 
this form and her human state ‘three or four times’ while greeting Putin.  He also saw 
her shapeshift later while she was being helped to her position for the world leaders 
photo op by Barack Obama and New Zealand’s Governer General Jerry Mateparae.  
Her hands turned into reptile hands while they helped her up the stairs.  When she 

smiled her teeth changed into sharp reptile teeth and glistened.’  Putin has told senior 
staff and close associates that he believes she shapeshifted while greeting him as a 

show of strength and a warning not to mess with the dominant reptilian-Illuminati 
bloodline of which she is a high priestess.  Putin’s first hand experiences with the 

reptilian-Illuminati chime with my own research and second hand accounts.  I have 
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dedicated the last five years to researching the elusive, tyrannical powers that rule our 
world, travelling to over 80 countries, and it never ceases to amaze me how many 

people from very different walks of life have told me stories about seeing ‘people’ briefly 
turn into reptilians before their very eyes.  I’ve been told this by Californian news 

anchors, Ethiopian goatherds, and Australian Aboriginals, just to name a few.  A Danish 
taxi driver described driving past a group of VIP guests at the 2014 Bilderberg meeting 
in Copenhagen and seeing some of their faces turn reptilian and some of their hands 

and feet take on a reptilian look.  In Peru a respected psychic told me she sees people 
in power, like Obama, David Cameron and Hillary Clinton, turn into reptiles whenever 

she watches an international news channel. 

The world’s ruling class have tyrannical control over the mainstream media, as well as 
our food, water, and air supply, and they are actively dumbing down the masses.  The 
evidence against them, ancient and modern, is enormous and continuing to grow.  ‘Her 
hands turned into reptile hands while they helped her up the stairs.  When she smiled 
her teeth changed into sharp reptile teeth and glistened.’ Putin has told senior staff and 
close associates that he believes she shapeshifted while greeting him as a show of 
strength and a warning not to mess with the dominant reptilian-Illuminati bloodline of 
which she is a high priestess.  Putin’s first hand experiences with the reptilian-Illuminati 
chime with my own research and second hand accounts.  I have dedicated the last five 
years to researching the elusive, tyrannical powers that rule our world, travelling to over 
80 countries, and it never ceases to amaze me how many people from very different 
walks of life have told me stories about seeing ‘people’ briefly turn into reptilians before 
their very eyes.  I’ve been told this by Californian news anchors, Ethiopian goatherds, 
and Australian Aboriginals, just to name a few.  A Danish taxi driver described driving 
past a group of VIP guests at the 2014 Bilderberg meeting in Copenhagen and seeing 
some of their faces turn reptilian and some of their hands and feet take on a reptilian 
look.  In Peru a respected psychic told me she sees people in power, like Obama, David 
Cameron and Hillary Clinton, turn into reptiles whenever she watches an international 
news channel.  The world’s ruling class have tyrannical control over the mainstream 
media, as well as our food, water, and air supply, and they are actively dumbing down 
the masses.  The evidence against them, ancient and modern, is enormous and 
continuing to grow.  Baxter D…Your News Wire 

PRESIDENT PUTIN of RUSSIA Claims Queen Elizabeth is Not Human.. 
"Putin has told senior staff and close associates that he believes Queen Elizabeth II 
shapeshifted while greeting him as a show of strength and a warning to not mess with 
the dominant reptilian-Illuminati bloodline.  Brave Vladimir Putin has told senior staff and 
associates that Queen Elizabeth II is not human but is a ‘reptilian that shapeshifts 
between human and reptile form’ and according to sources close to the President he 
has witnessed her shapeshift ‘in the flesh, before his very eyes, and in his opinion, as a 
warning to him personally.’  Putin met the Queen at the 70th anniversary of the D Day 
landings in Normandy, France in 2014.  He was widely criticized by the Western media 
for failing to help the monarch up the stairs, and keeping his distance from her in 
general.  It has now emerged that Putin stayed as far away from the Queen as possible 
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because he witnessed her shapeshift moments earlier.  The Queen has a long reptile 
face, almost like a beak, and she is a sickly grey dish water color.  She shifted between 
this form and her human state ‘three or four times’ while greeting Putin.  He also saw 
her shapeshift later while she was being helped to her position for the world leaders 
photo op by Barack Obama (Reptilian RATS) and New Zealand’s Governor General 
Jerry Mateparae.  Her hands turned into reptile hands while they helped her up the 
stairs.  When she smiled her teeth changed into sharp reptile teeth and glistened.  Putin 
has told senior staff and close associates that he believes she shapeshifted while 
greeting him as a show of strength and a warning not to mess with the dominant 
reptilian-Illuminati bloodline of which she is a high priestess.  Putin’s first hand 
experiences with the reptilian-Illuminati chime with my own research and second hand 
accounts.  I have dedicated the last five years to researching the elusive, tyrannical 
powers that rule our world, traveling to over 80 countries, and it never ceases to amaze 
me how many people from very different walks of life have told me stories about seeing 
‘people’ briefly turn into reptilians before their very eyes.  I’ve been told this by 
Californian news anchors, Ethiopian goatherds, and Australian Aboriginals, just to name 
a few.  A Danish taxi driver described driving past a group of VIP guests at the 2014 
Bilderberg meeting in Copenhagen and seeing some of their faces turn reptilian and 
some of their hands and feet take on a reptilian look.  In Peru a respected psychic told 
me she sees people in power, like Obama, David Cameron and Hillary Clinton, turn into 
reptiles whenever she watches an international news channel! 

"The world’s ruling class have 'tyrannical control' over the mainstream media, as well as 
our food, water, and air supply, and they are actively dumbing down the masses.  The 
evidence against them, ancient and modern, is enormous and continuing to grow.  ‘Her 
hands turned into reptile hands while they helped her up the stairs.  When she smiled 
her teeth changed into sharp reptile teeth and glistened.  Putin has told senior staff and 
close associates that he believes she shapeshifted while greeting him as a show of 
strength and a warning not to mess with the dominant reptilian-Illuminati bloodline of 
which she is a high priestess.  Putin’s first hand experiences with the reptilian-Illuminati 
chime with my own research and second hand accounts.  I have dedicated the last five 
years to researching the elusive, tyrannical powers that rule our world, traveling to over 
80 countries, and it never ceases to amaze me how many people from very different 
walks of life have told me stories about seeing ‘people’ briefly turn into reptilians before 
their very eyes.  I’ve been told this by Californian news anchors, Ethiopian goatherds, 
and Australian Aboriginals, just to name a few.  A Danish taxi driver described driving 
past a group of VIP guests at the 2014 Bilderberg meeting in Copenhagen and seeing 
some of their faces turn reptilian and some of their hands and feet take on a reptilian 
look.  In Peru a respected psychic told me she sees people in power, like Obama, David 
Cameron and Hillary Clinton, turn into reptiles (RATS) whenever she watches an 
international news channel.  The world’s ruling class have tyrannical control over the 
mainstream media, as well as our food, water, and air supply, and they are actively 
dumbing down the masses.  The evidence against them, ancient and modern, is 
enormous and continuing to grow.   
Baxter D…Your News Wire... www.YourNewsWire,com 
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"For those who are MemberShrimps of EEKonkon, Fright & Noise of the Kalaum God 
(Eckankar, light & sound of God)... You are being Emotionally TapLined by Reptilian 
Joanny and fake master HarOld Klump!  Those who use the HU Howling word are 
Astrally TapLined in their Dreams! 

PUTIN and THE UNUVERSAL SEERS... 
"WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators & UNUversal Seers.  WWE are offering Our 
RealServices for this world to WakeUp from the Deceptive Agreements that have been 
made with the One World Order Kontrollers.  Most people will stay Trapped & TapLined 
here for many more lifetimes.  WWE are Very Aware as to what is taking place here and 
ALL of Cause & Effect Creation.   WWE will provide Our RealServices to whose who 
have The RealCourage to Be Real RiskTakers and StepUp Now to Becoming 
MoreAware and Supporting The ALLNatural Environment Supporting US! 

"WWE are Exceptional with what WWE Know & See.  This world is Kontrolled by the 
Designed Matrix of the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who Kontrol the HUman 
Farming on this planet and many others!  The RATS invented the Gods of Man to 
seduce people into Voodoo Worshiping and Praying to the Reptilian God Kalaum in the 
Mental Realm.  Most people have No Awareness of the other Levels of Life, as the 
masses have been taught to be literalized Robots for the EK (Evil Karma) Systems.  
WWE are Here for YU, The RealU, to WakeUp and Be Real!  You are the decider of 
Your Life and WWE show you how to get your own answers with Life! 

ASK MOTHER TERESA on FACEBOOK... 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews DEAD MOTHER TERESA on THE 
REALSIDE... 
"Hello Mother Teresa, thank you for showing up in this lovely Astral World setting.  You 
seem to be doing fine here," said Duane. 

"Hello Duane, nice to See you again.  I have been Singing The NU~U, and I am having 
many RealExperiences with The RealGuides.  They have introduced me to the Lord 
God.  I finally See thru all the silly stories on earth and what you have told me about the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) creating the Bible and such scriptures.  From The 
RealSide here, I can See so much more!  I want to get to The Real UNUverses from 
here, but The RealGuides told me that I must return to earth for several more lifetimes 
before i am ready to Recognize THE ALLIS," she said. 

"You will be fine.  I can See that when you return to earth The RealGuides will be with 
you.  You will learn about them in Your DreamVisions when you are still very young.  
Your mother will 'Think' you are telling stories, but you will remember being here and 
with The RealGuides.  Life is Bigger than what we learn on the earth, but we must first 
go thru Creation to Compare & Recognize what is Not Real, to then See & Recognize 
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'What IS Real!  It is a Huge Journey and you have the heart for it, Mother Teresa!" Said 
Duane, as the Giant Sun shined on them. 

"All that matters to me is I am Not Dead, and The RealGuides are with ME!" Said 
Mother Teresa, as Duane and her looked at the Shining Sun. 

"WAKEUP WITH US or STAY LOST HERE!  READ THE NUBOOK! 

ASK THE FEARED GOD ON FACEBOOK... 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER INTERVIEWS THE KALAUM LORD GOD of THE 
EARTH WORLDS VOODOO RELIGIONS... 
"This is an Amazing Adventure I have to tell... One night Rebazar and Paul came into 
my room while I was ready to go to sleep... "Stay Awake with US, Duane!   We are 
going on a NUAdventure with you to the Mental Realm and the Lord God, Kalaum!  You 
have been there many times and this will be something fun for you."  Said Rebazar, as 
him and Paul went up into my ceiling and I could feel them pulling me along.  We were 
soon above my house and flying upward into the vast and dark nightly sky.  I could 
sense the suspense of what was about to take place.  I knew the Kalaum God did not 
really like what I was doing on the earth with The RealGuides, but in his own way he 
was fine with me, because he had an unlimited number of dumbed down unaware souls 
as his slaves for more ongoing lifetimes.   We first went thru the Astral Realm and flying 
above the the palace of the Astral God, who just happened to see us from the ground.  
He shook his fist at us, as Paul laughed and we continued upward.  We soon entered 
the Causal Realm and flying above the huge scenery.  The fake god of this realm, 
Brahman, was outside speaking with a bunch of his worshiping followers when he saw 
us... "Come down here and pray with us!" He said, as we waved and kept flying higher. 

"I could feel the tension mounting as we were leaving the borders of the Causal Realm 
and into the Mental Realm of the Fierce and Bothersome Kalaum God!  The 
predominate noise of the OM was everywhere, as we entered this Forbidden Heaven of 
Man.   I began to laugh within myself, as I have been here many times before to hear 
the Noise of God.  We flew across the huge vastness of the Mental Realm, until we 
came to the Giant Castle of the DevilGod Kalaum!   I could feel the hate he was 
emanating as we approached.  All of us landed on the front steps of the Kalaum Castle, 
as the guards looked at us funny.  They let us pass, as we walked into the huge hallway 
entrance and soon to the main auditorium of The Lord God Himself.  Most blind 
worshipers of Kalaum do not know that he had to fight his way into his position to 
proclaim himself the KingGod.  I sensed his presence as we entered the giant area 
where in the distance in front of us was the huge Throne of God.  There were giant 
curtains behind his throne that went miles into the sky.  As I looked closer, I could See 
him looking at us from a small slit in the curtain.  Rebazar looked at me and nodded with 
a smile, as he and Paul saw the Kalaum God being silly.  He then came out and walked 
majestically to His Throne.  We stopped and waited for a moment, then walk slowly 
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towards him.    He was a large figure, as Kalaum can take any form he likes, but he has 
already did so many different forms when I was here before, so I figured he was not 
going to try and fool me anymore.  He watched us closely as we moved to him.  Kalaum 
is the Reptilian DevilGod unaware people worship. 

"Come to me Children of The Light.  You are welcome here in my humble place of 
worship!  Rebazar and Paul, you know me well.   I see you brought THE NUMAN.  He is 
a lot of trouble for me!  He is too much of a RiskTaker!  I like HarOld, because he is so 
stupid and easy to get along with.  HA HA HA...Kroney Joanny has drugged and beaten 
Harry into a silly boring fool!  SHE has done well and I will reward HER well!" Said the 
Kalaum God, as he smiled with delight!  "You are fooling yourself again, Kalaum Grog!   
Duane and The NUWorldWide Educators will be taking over the planet earth with The 
NUNowniss of THE ALLIS!    Everything Phoney Joanny has done is being exposed 
very rapidly and people are Waking Up to The NUSound, The NU~U!" Said Rebazar 
firmly. 

"WAAAAH... WAAAAH... WAAAAH!" Cried Kalaum, as tears like a flood came pouring 
from his eyes and all over the floor.  "I Hate ALL of YOU!  You are destroying all that I 
have worked for!  I Hate to admit that what you are doing is Nice, and that... NU~U IS 
RIGHT ON!" Said God! 

REALSIDE EXPERIENCE FROM A FRIEND 
In April there was a Springtime gathering of people that come from around the world on 
my former spiritual path and I've been to worldwides over the years. But I learned of 
Duane the Great Writer and started singing NU-U instead of attending the seminar this 
year. That seminar weekend I dreamed of a large spacious room and when I opened 
the door to enter, rats of all sizes flooded out. They couldn't wait to get out! They were 
all sizes - very large and then some real tiny ones like babies. Some moved slowly and 
aged while others were young and lively. I didn’t fear them but just stepped aside and 
observed them sprawling all over the place. Upon waking from this dream I knew that it 
represented RATS of my spiritual path and that I didn't want to be around THEM. 
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ASK JOHN LENNON on FACEBOOK… 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews John Lennon… 
“Here I am once again in some area of the Astral Realm.  I have never met John 
Lennon, and I was Seeing that this is where he is at.  I approached a house I knew he 
was in, and as I did, a young lady came to the door and greeted me… 

“Hello, can I help you?” She asked. 

“Hello, my name is Duane, and I still have a body on the earth.  I am looking for John 
Lennon, would he be here with you?” I asked, as I could see John coming to the door. 

“Hello, I am John, what can I do for you?” He asked. 

“Hello John, I am known as Duane The Great Writer on earth, and I was wondering if I 
could speak with you for a few moments?” I asked. 

“Duane The Great Writer, of course!  I have read a few of your books here.  Yes, I would 
be glad to talk with you,” he said, as we both walk a bit and sat under a nearby tree.   

“While you were on earth, I heard that you and your friends were into meditation for a 
while,” I said. 

“Yes, we looked at many things as part of our adventure there.  I also read a few of Paul 
Twitchell’s book and tried the HU word for a while.  I followed the ideas of the others 
who were into OM and god, and so we used the OM and Amen with god,” he said. 

ASK JOHN LENNON on FACEBOOK... 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews JOHN LENNON... 
"Here I am again in a nice part of the Astral Realm.  It took me a while to find John 
Lennon, as he was in a remote area inside a house with some of his friends here.  I had 
never met John, and so this was a first for me. I approached the house, and as I did, a 
young lady came out to greet me... 

"Hello, can I help you," she asked politely. 

"Hello, my name is Duane, and I still have a body on the earth.   I was wondering if I 
could speak with John Lennon?" I asked her, as she called John to come to the door 
and he walked over to greet me. 

"Hello, I am John, what can I do for you?" He Asked. 

"Hello John, My name s Duane, and on earth I am known as Duane The Great Writer. 
Would you have a few moments to do an interview with me?" I asked, as he 
immediately nodded yes. 
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"Yes of course!  I have heard of you Duane The Great Writer!   I have actually read one 
of your books some time ago.  While I was on earth, Paul, and the rest of us did some 
meditation and we were able to do Astral Projection, but as we continue we noticed a lot 
of negative influences were starting to take place in our lives, so we stopped," he said. 

"Yes, I understand, John.  Most people are not aware enough to know that Astral 
Projection and things like Remote Viewing can be fun, but there is also the possibility of 
opening up holes in Your Aura that allow negative forces to enter and do a lot of 
damage.  I let people know about TapLining, which is all over the earth with the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS).  What words did you use when you did your 
meditation?" I asked.  

"We would use the OM word and some other ancient chants and verses.  We knew 
about the HU with Paul Twitchell, but we rarely used it.  We mainly used the OM with 
god," he said, as he smiled. 

"I suggest you stay clear of the OM, Amen, HU and other words in Creation, because 
the RATS will TapLine anyone using them," I said. 

"I am not all together sure where I am at here, and I did assume that I would come to a 
much better place, but here I am.  I know what you are saying, Duane.  All of us here 
have Seen the Reptilians here many times and what they do to people who come here 
in their Dreams.  I have a completely different view of what is taking place on earth and 
other places like it from the time I have been here!  How can I find a better place than 
here to have a better life?" He asked me. 

"Very simple, John.  Start Singing The NUSound, The NU~U, and The Real UNUversal 
Guides will provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation for you to eventually Be in The 
Real UNUverses of RealFreedom!" Said Duane. 

"I Like that, The NU~U!  We will all starting Singing The NU~U, together here!  Thank 
you, Duane!  It is so great to meet you, and please stop by again!" He said joyfully, as I 
flew up into the Sun Shining in the sky!  
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ASK KITTIES on FACEBOOK... 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews THE KITTIES... 
"I have many Kitty Friends, and the ones in the picture here posed for this interview.  
These Kitties can leave their bodies and go to NUWorlds of Adventure.  They like to 
share their stories of what they have done, and so this is what this interview is about. 

“Hello Miss Charlotte, will some of the other Kitties be joining us soon?” I asked. 

“Of course, they are just getting up from their 15 hour nap,” she said. 

“I like my naps and I thought an hour or two was long,” I said. 

“People are different than Kitties.  People are in a hurry to go nowhere.  I remember my 
past lives with the Indians and how they worked with Nature.  They really didn’t harm 
anything.  When the white people came, they started to tear apart the earth to where we 
are today on a totally poisoned planet!” Said Miss Charlotte, as some of the other Kitties 
began to slowly show up. 

“I have had many lifetimes here too, and my last one before this life was where I was an 
Indian.  I wrote about this in NUBook One,” I said. 

“I know, I read that book on The RealSide.  I cannot read to well here, but when I am in 
My RealAwareniss, then I can do anything.  We have both been with Rebazar & The 
RealGuides for many lifetimes.  I am not interested in going into a silly human body, 
because people are too unaware in their body forms.  They collect all kinds of arrogant 
attitudes that chain them to the World Kontrollers and they stay lost and unconscious for 
ongoing worthless lifetimes of being slaves.  People today are destroying this planet so 
rapidly and they do not See this, not at all,” said Miss Charlotte. 

“Yes Miss, that is why I created the Wonderful WorldWide Educators (WWE) to try and 
Wake People Up, but it is not easy,” I said. 

“People on this planet love their Restrictions, they love being part of the Human farming 
they are Kontrolled with.  They say they care about the earth, but they decide 
differently,” she said, as the other Kitties around her began to Meow and agree. 

“Where do you usually go in the other worlds when you leave your bodies?” I asked. 

“We like to go play with the other animals that are nicer than the ones here.  The Kitties 
on the higher levels are so much more aware and fun!  There are not a lot of Kitties on 
earth like us, that is why we stay together as friends.  We take naps together and leave 
our bodies together,” she said. 

“I have always loved cats, and I am so glad to know you, Miss Charlotte.  Thank you for 
speaking with me.  I will put this on Facebook for other Kitties to read,,, Ha Ha Ha… 
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ASK PEE WEE on FACEBOOK… 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews PEE WEE HERMAN… 
“I fell asleep and went to The RealSide in My DreamVisions.  The first person I saw was 
Pee Wee Herman playing basketball by himself in a park like setting.  I walked over and 
said, “Hello Pee Wee, can I play?” 

“Duane The Great Writer!  Off course!  You are My Hero, Duane.  I have read all your 
books and I am having a great time dreaming and flying around the different realms you 
described.  The NU~U, IS Fantastic and it works for me all the time!  I have met 
Rebazar & Paul and many of the other RealGuides here!   I Just LUV The NU~U!” He 
said. 

“It is Your Heart Pee Wee!  You have a Great Heart and Life Sees this!  I have taught so 
many people for more than 40 years, and many of them do not put their heart into this, 
nor do they do anything, but want something from The RealGuides.  Each person has to 
earn their own way,” I said. 

“I am telling everyone about The NU~U!” Said Pee Wee. 

“Eva & I share The NU~U everyday.  Let’s play basketball and we will soon be back to 
our physical bodies on earth,” I said, as we played. 

ASK TESLA on FACEBOOK… 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews TESLA on THE REALSIDE… 
“I am once again on The RealSide with Rebazar & Paul, as we are planning what will 
take place on the earth to Wake People Up!  Tesla has been here for years with The 
RealGuides and doing his part to Become MoreAware.  The RealGuides assisted Tesla 
while he was on earth, and Tesla is now with THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN, and with 
The ALLSolar Research Vessel Project, which is actually completed in the Astral and 
other realms.  I have been with Tesla for many years, as I introduced him to Rebazar 
when he crossed over from his physical life on earth.  LifeIS Bigger than The Ideas of 
Man! 

“Hello Tesla, are you having with what you are doing here,” I asked him. 

“Of course, Duane!  Since you introduced me to The NUVessel Project, I have been on 
it night and day… HA HA HA… as there really is no night here, unless I want it.  I can 
See So Much More than I did while I was on the earth.  The earth people are so 
dumbed down by the political/religious systems.  When I was there with JP Morgan, I 
could Not See everything that was going on, and so he took advantage of me.  I did 
what I could during those times, but where I am Now with You & The RealGuides is the 
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best and keeps getting Better!” He said. 

“WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators, LUV you Being With US, Tesla.  Everyone 
is welcome to Be With US, who have The Great Heart to Do Something Real with ALL 
Life.  Since you started with The NUVessel Project, you have had a lot of NUVisitors in 
their dreams,” I said. 

“Yes I have!  There have been hundreds of Dreaming People from the many 
RoundWorlds in the physical realm that have been coming here to See what WWE are 
doing.  Some of them are Waking Up and Singing The NU~U, and most of them cannot 
remember they were here, because their minds are so Literalized by the EK (Evil 
Karma) Kontrolling Systems,” said Tesla. 

“This is a short interview for now, Tesla.  I will have to get back on earth with Eva and 
continue to Share The NU~U… Have Fun here Tesla!” As I retuned to the earth and 
woke up from this RealSide Experience.  

ASK THE MASK on FACEBOOK… 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews THE MASK… 
“As I was having a RealSide Experience after going to sleep a while ago, I suddenly 
saw a green colored tornado coming my way.  As it slowed down and unraveled, my first 
impression was that it was… ‘THE MASK!’ 

“Hello Duane, we meet again!  I have been Singing The NU~U, and I must say for me it 
has been incredible!   I am Becoming MoreAware of other dimensions and NUWorlds 
that you have told me about.  I am learning that My Life IS My RealAdventure!  I am 
telling all the funny characters I meet in this place and the other realms you have 
described in your books about how Great The NU~U, IS!  I have met Rebazar and Paul 
and many of the other RealGuides, and we have the best time, as I share some of My 
RealExperiences and tell a few jokes.  They are great and they like to Have Fun!  I 
would suggest to anyone to Sing The NU~U and Watch Your DreamVisions, then Take 
The Risk, like Duane says, and then have the courage to Creatively Share The NU~U… 
YOU WILL LUV IT!”  He said as he suddenly spun off again like a green tornado!  
WOW! 

ASK ARNOLD on FACEBOOK… 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews ARNOLD… 
“I went to The RealSide, as I put my body asleep.  I was flying around a part of the 
Astral Realm, when I spotted some people on the beach, so I flew down to take a look.  
I immediately noticed that the Arnold who is the movie star in the physical realm was 
here.  I landed close to him and walked over… 

“Hey You!” He said to me as he pointed.  
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“Hello Arnold, you look just like you do on the earth,” I said. 

“That is my other body that ‘Thinks’ it knows something.  I have seen you somewhere 
before!  What is your name?” He asked me. 

“I am Duane The Great Writer, and I have a body on earth like you,” I said. 

“I have heard of you!” Said Arnold  “I have heard of others talking about what you are 
doing here and how you can go in other dimensions.  Can you show me how to get 
beyond this place, I have been here a long time and it is starting to get very old for me!” 
He said to me. 

“Of course!  It is rather easy to do.  Start Singing The NUSound, The NU~U, and Your 
RealAwareniss will begin to See Beyond this realm and into better ones.  You will still be 
in Cause & Effect Creation for a while, and then YU, The RealU, will begin to Recognize 
The Real UNUverses and eventually The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.” I said. 

“NU~U~U~U, like this?” He asked. 

“Yes!  Have Fun with this and you will meet The Real UNUversal Guides.  They will 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation for Your Journey to RealFreedom Now!” I 
said. 

“I LUV This!  Thank YU, Duane.  I will try and tell my other self on earth about this,” he 
said. 

“That will be your challenge to do so, Arnold!  Have Fun,” I said, as I flew off to See 
what else there was here.   

ASK EINSTEIN on FACEBOOK… 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews ALBERT EINSTEIN… 
“Eva & I fly into the Mental Realm to find Albert Einstein.  I had to look into The 
UNUversal Files to find him.  It was another brilliant day in the world of the Kalaum 
DevilGod of Man in this upper PsycRealm.  We saw a huge building that immediately 
knew was a huge library, like that of the Astral Museum.  Eva & I flew down to the 
surface and entered the large building.  As we entered, we could see many different 
body types all over this place.  It was like a scene out of the movies!  We looked around 
and then spotted Mr. Einstein in a distant corner as he had a big stack of books on the 
table he was sitting at.  Eva giggled, as we walked over to greet Albert… 

“Hello Mr. Albert Einstein, my name is Duane and this is my lovely friend, Miss Eva,” I 
said, as he looked up at us. 
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“I am not Einstein here, sonny,” he said with a dry face.  “What are you looking for?” He 
asked. 

“Do you remember the earth, sir?” I asked. 

“Of course I do!  A stupid place with stupid people who like to pollute and destroy their 
own planet and love controlling others!”  He said with a funny face. 

“I know what you are saying, sir.” I said, as he motioned for us to sit with him. 

“Tesla and I tried to do something wonderful for the world, but the money power people 
stopped anything we tried to do.  They loved us if we made bombs and weapons, but for 
people to have endless free energy was not going to happen according to them.  I am 
looking for something else to do that has nothing to do with science and the madness it 
creates,” he said to us. 

“That is why we are here, sir.  We have something, You Will LUV!” I said, as I Shared 
The NU~U with him and he liked it.  Hahaha… 

ASK KEANU REEVES on FACEBOOK… 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews KEANU REEVES… 
“On The RealSide LifeIS, the lifestyle is a bit different.  As I am Reporting The 
RealNUWS, I am have My NUAdventures with many people who are Waking Up to 
Singing The NU~U.  The Keanu Reeves on the earth is not aware of what he is doing 
on The RealSide, as most people are not.  There is always a much Greater Awareniss 
that can be Seen & Recognized with the personal self that each of us have created 
here.  The dumbed down masses have been taught by the EK (Evil Karma) Systems, 
that Your Dreams are an illusion or fantasy.  Actually, what you are always deciding 
becomes Your Dreams and then YU, The RealU, begins to experience Your Creations in 
other dimensions and NUWorlds.  You are always the decider of Your Life.  The EK 
Systems have made you ‘Think’ they know everything and have told you there are gods 
in the sky who created you.  It is on earth that the real illusions exist with The Deceptors 
who created all the Distortions you have come to know and who rule this planet! 

“On The RealSide, Keanu is playing his roles as all of us do, and so I will see if he will 
take a few moments to speak with me…  Hello Keanu, I see you are still practicing the 
martial arts,” I said. 

“Duane The Great Writer, yes I am.  Just like you with The NU~U, I am keeping busy.  
Many of my friends here Sing The NU~U and meet with The RealGuides.  The body and 
brain I have on earth is starting to respond, but it will still take some time,” he said. 

“There is never any hurry, as we each go along at our own pace.  Is there anything you 
would like to know and ask?” I said. 
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“Since I have been in what I Now Recognize as the Designed Matrix, I want to know 
how to get beyond it like you have.  I have read The NUBooks, and I am still not sure 
what you are referring to as THE ALLIS.  How you describe the Gods of Man and who 
they are is very good.  I have met the so-called god or GovernorLord in the Astral 
Realm.  He is very impressive, but as I read your books, I began to See him in a new 
light, as to who he really is.  I want to meet the Kalaum DevilGod, like the one in the 
movie, ‘The Devil’s Advocate’ I was in.  Kalaum seems pretty scary!” He said. 

“He can be very scary, but you can handle this.   You will learn to Recognize THE 
ALLIS, as you take time to See The TruReality LifeIS.  Creation has its place, which is 
moreso based upon the Literalized Mind Concerts.  The Real UNUverses are a 
RealPosition of TruRecognition & PerSeeving The Trulanguage of The Whole of Life.  
LifeIS an ISNIS, an ALLAliveniss, unlike the Embodiment Realms (ER) in Cause & 
Effect Creation.   Have Fun Living Your NUAdvenures, Keanu,” I said. 

“Thank you, Duane, I will be flying off to my next training.  See you again,” he said, as 
he leaped into the sky and fly very fast.  WOW! 

ASK MIB on FACEBOOK… 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews MIB… 
“The Men in Black know what the unaware people on this earth do not know.  Most 
people want their LA LA Land Life here, and do not really See what is taking place on 
this Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet.  There is No Succeeding with anything here, 
except to WakeUp and Free YourSelf Now!  The MIB know this, as they are dealing with 
all the Alien influences on the planet.  Funny thing is, they are working as a private 
agency to control the Aliens, and at the same time the people they are working for are 
bringing in the Aliens to Trap & TapLine people!  I decided to go to the first area of The 
RealSide and speak with the MIB Agents.  I first entered a dark and gloomy area that 
reminded me of where fake master HarOld Klump of EEKonkon and his Reptilian wife 
Joanny live in the bowels of the Lower Astral Realm.  I could smell the stench as I knew 
they were here on another dangerous mission for their big bosses.  Suddenly I spotted 
them behind a huge dead tree.  I walked over… “Hello fellows, would you have time to 
talk?” I asked, as they turned and made the motion to be quiet! 

“SHHHH… we are on a stake out for illegal Aliens that are planning to come to earth 
and cause a lot of trouble!” One of them said, as I looked around at all the dark gloom. 

“Okay,” I said as I whispered. 

“What are you doing here and how did you find us?” One asked.   

“My Adventure is to interview you.  I can See You from wherever I am at,” I said. 
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“What do you mean, you can See US?” One asked.  

“It’s simple… Sing NU~U with me and I will show you,” I said, as I started to Sing NU~U 
softly to them. 

“That is a nice sound, but we have to watch what happens here,” One said. 

“Just try it and you will See,” I said, and so they Sang NU~U very softly together for 
about five minutes.  And because we were away from the earth, The NU~U would work 
faster in this realm. 

“Hey!” One of them said as he looked at me, “Something is happening to me!  I can See 
Thru the wall of that building where the Aliens are hiding.  I can faintly See them and 
what they are doing.  This NU~U really works,” he said continuing to Sing NU~U, as his 
partner looked at me with a thumbs up, because he was also Seeing Thru the building.  
I figured it was my time to go, as I See Aliens all the time with the Krone Korporation 
MemberShrimps and how TapLined they are from HarOld & Joanny Klump!  I flew off 
into the sky and into other levels. 

ASK BOND on FACEBOOK… 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews BOND… 
“I have always liked the 007, James Bond Adventures.  Bond IS The Real Risktaker!  
The NUBond has woken up to the fact that the Queen he served is one of the head 
Deceptors and Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) on the earth.  The dumbed down public 
still worships the Personal Icons who have established themselves as ‘something 
special’ for themselves.   The NUBond IS Focused on “What IS Real Now!’  He Sees 
what is taking place with the EKK (Evil Karma Korporations) and how they are 
destroying The ALLNatural Environment Supporting US.  There were many actors 
playing the role of James Bond in the movies, and this idea starts me off with My 
RealAdventures.   I go to The RealSide LifeIS, which many people ‘Think’ is their 
Dreams.  The physical realm and the RoundWorlds is ‘The Passing Dream’ and when 
YU, The RealU, goes beyond this realm, you are going into the first part of The 
RealSide that many people are familiar with, the Astral Realm.   It is YU, The RealU, 
Your RealAwareniss that is making the journey to a NUPosition for Your TruSelf in 
NUWorlds & Real UNUverses that are unseen to the physical eyes.  I have been had a 
RealEducation with The Real UNUversal Guides for lifetimes, and My RealAdventure is 
to Share what I have learned.  I am going to interview The TruSelf of Sean Connery 
while his body is asleep and he is in the other worlds and having his Dream 
Experiences.  As I am flying around one of the many areas of the Astral Realm, I See 
Sean having a confrontation with Reptilian Aliens.  As I fly closer, I can See that they are 
trying to capture him.  My impression is the Aliens want to keep using him for their 
marketing purposes and Sean does not want to have anything to do with them.  On the 
earth Sean is older now, but the RATS want to keep using him for their own Kontrol of 
others.  I flew down to him… 
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“Hello Sean, can I be of service,” I asked him. 

“Yes you can whoever you are!  I have been fighting off these pests for years and I 
cannot seem to get away from THEM!” He said, as he was struggling to loosen their grip 
with him. 

“NU~U~U~U~U~U~U…”  I said several times, and the Aliens let him go and then ran 
away as fast as they could!  

“WOW!  What was that Sound you just used on THEM?”  He asked very surprised. 

“The NU~U!  The NU~U gets rid of Reptilian TapLining.  What the Aliens were trying to 
do is put more TapLines in you.  Your physical self does not Recognize what is taking 
place, as disease and illnesses will start to show up in your body, and even cancers!” I 
said. 

“What about backache’s, that too?” He Asked. 

“Oh yes, especially backache’s, because that is where the Rats like to TapLine you 
where you cannot See what they have done.  Start Singing NU~U at night before you 
sleep and in Your Dreams, like where we are now, and the RATS cannot bother you 
anymore!”  I said, as he smiled. 

“Thank you so much… what was your name and how do I find you?” He asked as I 
began to fly in the air. 

“Duane The Great Writer… We will meet again!” I said, as I went up in the Endless 
Skies. 

“WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators with a Special Mission for YU, The RealU, 
to WakeUp and See Beyond Your LA LA Land Life on this Purposely Poisoned Prison 
Planet.  WakeUp Now and Join US!” 

“SING NU~U TO WAKEUP YOURSELF” 

“NOT THIS LITTLE BLACK DUCK!” 
“Are YOU Paying Attention to what is really going on with The ALLNatural Environment 
on this planet?   Do YOU like eating, breathing and sleeping in toxins that are in 
everything?  NOT THIS LITTLE BLACK DUCK!  I live here and I want RealFood, 
RealWater, and RealAir to live with!  It is Not about Asking ‘What, Where, When & How!’  
It is about… ‘WILL YOU DO SOMETHING REAL NOW!” 
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“WWE are DOING SOMETHING REAL NOW!” 
WONDERFUL WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS 
“YOU can WakeUp with US Now, or take your chances coming back here unconscious 
in future lifetimes in a deformed body and in an even Worse Environment than Now!” 

“WAKEUP SINGING NU~U or STAY UNAWARE” 

ASK CLINT EASTWOOD on FACEBBOOK… 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews CLINT EASTWOOD… 
“As I was entering The RealSide, I saw a huge movie set where Clint Eastwood was 
making a movie.  On The RealSide is where everything is created before it becomes a 
solid reality in the physical realm.  Most people ‘Think’ only in material terms, and that 
everything falls from the sky from the invented Gods of Man onto the earth.  I watch as 
Clint was acting in the movie and also directing it.  After a while everyone took a break, 
and so I walked over to him to see if he would talk with me… 

“Hello Mr. Clint Eastwood, I am Duane The Great Writer from the earth, and I was 
wondering if you had a few moments for an interview?” I asked, as he looked at me. 

“Duane The Great Writer!  I have heard of you.  You are on Facebook with a woman 
named Eva, right?” He said. 

“Yes, we both do a lot of Sharing The NUSound, The NU~U,” I said. 

“I have seen some of your pictures.  I was a little curious as to what you two do, but I 
am always so busy.  Send me one of your books and I will look at it, possibly for a 
movie,” he said. 

I can do that.  I suggest you try Singing The NU~U, as you are going to sleep and 
Watch Your Dreams.  Life will have some Fun Surprises for You,” I said. 

“Okay, I will try The NU~U, and I will let you know what happens with an email on earth.  
I will get back to making my movie now, see you again, Duane The Great Writer,” he 
said, as he walked away and I flew up into the big skies. 

“It was about a month later and I did receive an email from Clint.  He spoke about 
meeting strange aliens in his dreams and also meeting a man with black hair and a 
black beard that gave him a lot of knowledge he could not remember, Rebazar Tarzs.  
Clint said he liked Singing The NU~U, and that he would write me again.” 

“Look for The NUBond in Your DreamVisions!  This world is changing very fast and 
there is not much time to understand what The NUBond is presenting!  WakeUp or Stay 
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Lost with all the unaware!” 
“SING NU~U and BE AWARE of SPECTOR” 

“My mission is to See YOU WakeUp!  I no longer am with the agencies that once hired 
me as their fool!  I am with The Real UNUversal Guides & THE NUMAN NOW!” 
“WAKEUP & SING NU~U TO SURVIVE!” 

ASK DAVID ICKE on FACEBOOK… 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER interviews DAVID ICKE… 
“I highly respect the fact of what David Icke and John Wilcox are doing with exposing 
the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) on this planet.  What they present is well document 
and to the point.    It is good to know what is really taking place here.  What they do not 
know at this time is that everyone can get beyond Cause & Effect Creation into The 
Real UNUverses of RealFreedom during this lifetime.   It is true that many people are 
Seeing Past the ‘Conspiracy Theory’ idea created by the government to make people 
‘Think’ there can be no such thing as Deception and Corruption in politics, religion, 
spiritual teaching, and education and scientific inventions, when in fact it is all Deception 
and Corruption beyond what most people can ever imagine!  The masses are so 
dumbed down and saturated with Marketing Ploy, that they really do not have any idea 
what a RealLife IS.   I always meet people on The RealSide, because their physical 
personal self usually does not See past their nose, even though they ‘Think’ they 
already know more than Life!  So, I went hunting for the real David Icke… 

“As I flew into what I would call a middle class section of the Astral Realm, I saw David 
Icke speaking with a group of people, so I decided to fly down and have a chat.  As I 
landed on the ground, David was speaking about the RATS on the earth and in this 
realm.  When I had the chance I caught his attention and asked him a question…  
“David, are you aware there are more levels beyond this one that people can escape 
from the RATS?” I asked. 

“He looked at me for a moment and hesitated, then said… “Tell us what you know, sir,” 
he said. 

“I am very aware of the RATS and what they are doing, and this is very good to know, 
but even with all the knowledge you have on the earth, you are still on the earth!  When 
you Read My NUBooks and Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, Life will show you, ‘What 
IS Real Now!” I said. 

Everyone just looked at me for a moment, and then one of the people who was standing 
with this group said, “I have heard of The NU~U.  Someone I know who was with 
HarOld Klump was chanting the HU for years and began to have many physical 
problems with their health.  He discovered The NU~U and began to heal himself.  You 
just reminded me of this and I am going to start Singing The NU~U, thank you.  What is 
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your name?” He asked. 

“Duane The Great Writer,” I said. 

“Duane, can I ask you more about the other levels?” Asked Davis Icke. 

“Of course, that is why I am here, to Share The NU~U for RealFreedom Now!” I said. 

“I spoke with David and the others for several hours and told them how to contact me.  
This was another Fun Journey to NUWorlds Beyond! 

THE NU~U SESSIONS NOW   
The NU~U Sessions have a RealHistory very few people know about.  The 
people on this planet have come to know the words AUM, OM, Amen, HU 
and many others.  These words and ideas have had their place and 
become ‘traditional’, just like each one of us has grown up with our parents 
and then we soon have our own lives.  The days of masters and gurus are 
gone!  These people are still around, but what they are giving the unaware 
masses has become distorted and out of date, and also very infected and 
diseased by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who Kontrol this 
Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet.  This may seem like science fiction to 
most, as there is huge agreement to the old ideas of politics, religion, 
spiritual paths and so on.  LifeIS an ISNIS, moreso than Cause & Effect 
Creation that YU, The RealU, has been going thru for untold lifetimes of 
unconsciousness.  Creation has its place, but it is only a ‘simulated life’ we 
are living here.  A RealLife IS in The Real UNUverses beyond The Six 
Levels of Creation.  I do suggest to Read The NUBooks and study what I 
have written and also the many Facebook Groups I have created and get 
into one of the many Skype NUGroups,  WWE as Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators are all over this world.   Like school, do your homework and 
Learn to Be Free! 

The NU~U Sessions are very simple and there is no concentrating on the 
Third Eye or worshiping and praying to anything.  YU, The RealU IS a 
FreeBeing of RealLight, and by Singing The NU~U, YU will Become 
MoreAware & Real with Your TruSelf.   The NU~U, IS The RealConnection 
with The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  The old outdated ideas of masters 
and their gods is something that was invented long ago for people who 
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want to be babysat and stay a slave on this Human Farming Planet.  THE 
ALLIS, The Whole of Life, IS like the Sun Shining, as IT IS Always Pure & 
Real, and there are No Restrictions, such as rules, regulations or laws.  
WWE are not religious, political, spiritual, or any of the other old invented 
systems.  WWE are Direct with THE ALLIS.   Simply sit, lay down, or 
whatever you want to do, and Sing,  “NU~U~U~U… NU~U~U~U… 
NU~U~U~U…” and so on for about 15 minutes, and then Just Be Now.  
You can listen for The Real SoundLight Reality of THE ALLIS, and you may 
have an experience or even leave your body and explore NUWorlds.   I 
suggest to Sing The NU~U Sessions at least twice a day and Watch Your 
DreamVisions at night.  The NU~U Sessions are not a ritual to anything like 
religious or spiritual ideas that Restrict people to the Lower Astral Realm of 
TapLining.  If you feel better saying something upon the completion of Your 
NU~U Session each time, you can say “Rebazar Tarzs” or one of The Real 
UNUversal Guides names.  HarOld Klemp or Darwin Gross are not with 
The RealGuides, they are with the RATS, along with Harold’s wife Reptilian 
Joanny.  Saying HarOld’s name or god brings in the TapLines to Your Astral 
Body.   Sing The NU~U and Free YourSelf Now!             

ACE VENTURA  ALIEN DETECTIVE 
“ALRIGHTY THEN!  You might want to ask yourself, “Am I really TapLined by 
ShapeShifting Aliens who have ruled the earth for millions of years and look like 
everyday people who shop at the Mall?    I would say ‘YES!’   YOU really are TapLined 
more than You Know!   You have to figure, you are the average dumbed down HUman 
that only ‘Thinks’ you know something.   WakeUp and Become MoreAware with US.   
WWE can See the Aliens and you can too when you have The RealCourage to do so!  
Sing The NU~U and Watch Your DreamVisions… ALIENS are TAPLINING YOU!” 
WWE are WONDERFUL WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS for ALL 

“MAKE MY DAY… SING NU~U!” 
"WAKEUP WITH US or STAY LOST HERE!  READ THE NUBOOK! 

MR BUSINESSMAN and YOUR PLAN... 
"I speak with people all over this world who are involved in one business or another.  
Most people are so indoctrinated into what their business or job is, and this is all they 
can see.  Did the Indians have jobs and produce harmful products to The ALL Natural 
Environment that ALL Supports US?  Of course they did not, but it is so important that 
people keep Agreeing to what is destroying this planet on a daily basis.  The Unaware 
Masses like to justify their 'careers' as something essential to their lifestyle and survival, 
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when in fact, almost everything the public has come to know has been Psyco-Logically 
Marketed to them without their Real Understanding of what is taking place.  Each 
person has the right to decide their life.  An example is, a 'big-shot' business man I 
recently spoke to, as he delivers huge tankers of oil country to country.  His 'only' 
concern is the money he makes and the Agreements he gets from those he does 
business with.  There are a lot of people who want the oil to keep flowing, because they 
want to drive their cars and have fun.  What the Psyco-Logical Businessman doe not 
See, or want to See is, the oil he is making a lot from is 'created from the Fed' and is 
going to Planet Poisons for the ChemTrail Jets, Monsanto who creates GMO FakeFood 
& Toxic Products, Lethal Pharmaceutical Drugs and Vaccines, that do more harm than 
good, and of course the average citizen that drives their car and poisons themselves 
and everyone around them and so much more! 

"I suggest to each person to take a look at their life and decide if they really want to be 
involved with what they have decided so far.  DuaneIS a UNUversal Seer, and 'Seeing' 
the Businessman I refer to here, he will be back in future lifetimes 'living' in the Poisons 
& Toxins he is a part of Now with his new Deformed Body, but of course he does Not 
See this and he will not remember he was ever here!  All he sees is the fake created 
money the EKK (Evil Karma Korporations) have Psyco-Logically indoctrinated him and 
others with.  LifeIS ALL About Choice!  Lifetime after lifetime, YU, The RealU, is given 
the opportunity to WakeUp to 'What IS Real Now' or Stay Lost with the created social 
systems of the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS).   Mr. Businessman, is the money worth 
it? 

"WAKEUP WITH US or STAY LOST HERE!  READ THE NUBOOK! 

"WE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS WITH THE ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT 
THAT SUPPORTS ALL OF US. WE PROVIDE REALGUIDANCE AND A 
REALEDUCATION LIKE NO ONE ELSE! 
READ THIS NUBOOK AND LEARN TO FREE YOURSELF NOW! 
YOU CAN BECOME MOREAWARE & SELFSUFFICIENT WITH US! 
NO RESTRICTIONS... YU ARE A FREEBEING OF REALLIGHT! 
WE ARE THE NUWAY TO REAL UNUVERSES OF REALFREEDOM! 
FREE YOURSELF FROM THE CAUSE & EFFECT CREATED MATRIX! 
SING THE NUSOUND, THE NU~U & WATCH YOUR DREAMVISIONS! 
REALTRUTH IS REALEXPERIENCE AND IS RECOGNIZED BY YU! 
WE ARE NOT POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS, SPIRITUAL, WE ARE REAL! 
ASK DUANE&EVA on Facebook / www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info 

DUANE&EVA NUORGANIC FARM... 
"WWE have The RealCure for ALL!   WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators grow 
the Biggest Fruits & Veggies.   Our Produce IS Huge!   What WWE grow is not The 
RealCure.   What WWE Share IS The RealCure, and that IS RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation for You to Become MoreAware.  YU, The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, IS 

http://www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info/
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The RealCure for YU to WakeUp Now!  Do You really want to just grow old and unaware 
with this life as you have in previous ones?  WWE show You how to WakeUp and Be 
Wonderful!   Have Fun Deciding! 

"WAKEUP WITH US or STAY LOST HERE!  READ THE NUBOOK! 

"WE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS WITH THE ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT 
THAT SUPPORTS ALL OF US. WE PROVIDE REALGUIDANCE AND A 
REALEDUCATION LIKE NO ONE ELSE! 
READ THIS NUBOOK AND LEARN TO FREE YOURSELF NOW! 
YOU CAN BECOME MOREAWARE & SELFSUFFICIENT WITH US! 
NO RESTRICTIONS... YU ARE A FREEBEING OF REALLIGHT! 
WE ARE THE NUWAY TO REAL UNUVERSES OF REALFREEDOM! 
FREE YOURSELF FROM THE CAUSE & EFFECT CREATED MATRIX! 
SING THE NUSOUND, THE NU~U & WATCH YOUR DREAMVISIONS! 
REALTRUTH IS REALEXPERIENCE AND IS RECOGNIZED BY YU! 
WE ARE NOT POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS, SPIRITUAL, WE ARE REAL! 
ASK DUANE&EVA on Facebook / www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info 

YOUR REALFAMILY... 
“Unknown to most, we have each come from an Astounding & Amazing Position that 
can in no way compare to what we are each experiencing here from all the lifetimes we 
have spent getting to this very moment in Creation.  Creation can be a fun place like a 
playground is to children, but The Real UNUverses beyond Creation are So Extremely 
Endless and Vast and Beyond any wonder imaginable.  This is why The TruReality 
LifeIS, decided to have each of us go thru the Process of Creation, because Creation 
becomes the comparison for what is not real!  We have come form where you cannot 
even imagine, and then we gradually begin to See what we have been going thru as a 
Process in the 'simulator' known as Creation, which was created for the sole purpose for 
each of us to WakeUp when we are ready to decide to!  Creation does 'seem' like the 
reality LifeIS, but it is Not!  Creation and everything we are doing here and mostly on 
unseen levels has its place and is part of the OverALL Picture The Whole of LifeIS.   We 
first go thru lifetimes making families and friends, who are really Not out RealFamily and 
RealFriends, but only shadows, as we have created our own bodies and situations for 
each life as others have created theirs.  The invented 'story' from the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) who first invaded the earth created the fake doctrines and fake gods 
and have convinced those who are prisoners on this HUman Farming Planet, that it is 
the Ghostly Gods who created you.  At some point in your history here you decided to 
Agree with THEM (TapLining HUman Eating Martians).  And so you are still here and 
Agreeing to all the Restrictions they create for you and marketing you to once again 
Agree to your own Demise!   As long as you keep Agreeing to what is created and 
'looks' to be so real here, you will continue to return unconsciously, until you Really Do 
WakeUp!  Your so-called family and friends here are the First Steps for you to WakeUp, 
but not the ultimate or end result, that is unless you want to stay in Cause & Effect 
Creation forever, which you most certainly can if you decide to!  From this life, just like 
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all the others ones YU, The RealU, has lived here, you will soon be going to the RATS 
Designated Heavens, where they already have a place for you, as they continue their 
Savior & God BrainWashing Techniques on you... VERY REAL!   

“The RATS have already marketed you into 'believing' in their invented gods and 
saviors, and they will continue to bombard you with their Marketing Ploy of politic, 
religion, spiritual paths, education and scientific systems.  This is what they do best.  
They (THEM) have already destroyed the atmosphere on numerous planets, such as 
Mars and others like it!  These are their trophies and examples.  The RATS who Kontrol 
this planet are proud of what they do, as they are doing the ChemTrails, GMO 
FakeFood, Lethal Vaccines, HAARP, Fake Presidential Elections, Smart Meters, 
Fluoridated Water, Mind Kontrol Microwaves, and so much more!  Almost everyone on 
the earth is bought off by those who Kontrol the main monetary system, the Federal 
Reserve!   The main headquarters for the RATS on this planet is Ratican City in Rome, 
where resides the Dope (old term Pope).  People like to bow and kneel to the Reptilian 
Gods who rule Cause & Effect Creation, from the earth to the Liberalized Heavens of 
Man. 

“Of course, you like and emotionally love Your Simulated Family on the earth, but there 
is a Greater Reality and RealExperience awaiting you when You Decide to Take The 
Risk and See Beyond Creation into what you have never Seen before!  Your RealFamily 
is waiting for you, and I do not mean what the Reptilian Religions have told you about 
their gods and saviors and you going to their heavens to be a 'subject' like you are with 
the Queen here on earth.  I mean Your RealFamily that is waiting for YU, The RealU, to 
complete Your RealPurpose while you are here, so you can Free YourSelf from all the 
illusionary Restrictions you have Agreed to.  Do you want to keep Agreeing to the 
Restrictions the RATS have made for you and then be Trapped & TapLined once more 
in their Designated Heavens, then return here for more drudgery and unconscious 
lifetimes of an even worse environment hat will be showing up in the future here?  WWE 
as Wonderful WorldWide Educators will show YU, The RealU, how to WakeUp Now and 
Free YourSelf into The Real UNUverses with The ALLAliveniss LifeIS.  WWE have The 
RealConnection with The TruReality, THE ALLIS, that is like the Sun Always Shining, 
Pure & Real!  You can keep all the Restrictions you have come to know with the RATS, 
and grow old again and watch those you love pass away and get lost somewhere in 
Creation, or YU can WakeUp and Learn to See Your RealFamily & RealFriends and live 
in The Real UNUverses of RealLUV as a FreeBeing of RealLight!    It is always Your 
Choice!  DUANE THE GREAT WRITER 

PRESIDENT PUTIN 
“I like waving to the unaware public.  They keep Agreeing to ME and The Deceptors 
who rule this planet, but what they do not know is that I am 'Taking The Risk' to Share 
The NU~U, The RealConnection with The Real UNUversal Guides, to secretly show 
Everyone how they can 'Save Their Own Life' on this dying world!”    “LISTEN TO THE 
DUCK!” 
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LISTEN TO THE DUCK on FACEBOOK... 
“ALL of US are Beings in The Body.  This is part of The First Steps that YU, The RealU, 
has gone thru for millions of lifetimes.  YU, Your RealAwareniss, has been into many 
different body types until YU finally reached becoming a Physical Body.  In the 
beginning of your process with the various body types you had help from others, until 
YU were able to make your own, just like you would make your own cloths.  The 
Marketing Ploy of the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who first invaded this planet has 
been that there are gods in the sky who created You.  The RATS also created the 
Deceptive Doctrines that most of the unaware masses emotionally cling to and 'Think' 
are real.  YU are actually a FreeBeing of RealLight already existing in The Real 
UNUverses beyond Creation and the fake Gods of Man.  Learn to Recognize The 
RealU & Be Free Now! 

“You can stay Trapped & TapLined here for many more lifetimes of the same old 
drudgery, or you can WakeUp with US and Learn to Free YourSelf from Cause & Effect 
Karma Creation!  WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators providing RealGuidance 
and a RealEducation like no one else!  WWE are The RealConnection to The NUWay 
Out of Restricting Creation and the Authoritarians who rule this planet with an iron fist!  
WakeUp with US or Stay Lost with THEM! 

"WAKEUP WITH US or STAY LOST HERE!  READ THE NUBOOK! 

"WE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS WITH THE ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT 
THAT SUPPORTS ALL OF US. WE PROVIDE REALGUIDANCE AND A 
REALEDUCATION LIKE NO ONE ELSE! 
READ THIS NUBOOK AND LEARN TO FREE YOURSELF NOW! 
YOU CAN BECOME MOREAWARE & SELFSUFFICIENT WITH US! 
NO RESTRICTIONS... YU ARE A FREEBEING OF REALLIGHT! 
WE ARE THE NUWAY TO REAL UNUVERSES OF REALFREEDOM! 
FREE YOURSELF FROM THE CAUSE & EFFECT CREATED MATRIX! 
SING THE NUSOUND, THE NU~U & WATCH YOUR DREAMVISIONS! 
REALTRUTH IS REALEXPERIENCE AND IS RECOGNIZED BY YU! 
WE ARE NOT POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS, SPIRITUAL, WE ARE REAL! 
ASK DUANE&EVA on Facebook / www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info 

"WWE SING NU~U~U~U" 
“WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators and WWE are Fun!  WWE provide The 
RealConnection with The Whole of Life, THE ALLIS.  The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, 
is not a god as people worship and pray to.  IT IS The TruSoundLight ALLAliveniss 
LifeIS.  The Gods of Man were invented by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) eons 
ago to enslave people into reincarnation and unawareness. For those who have been 
indoctrinated with the educational systems of this earth, it will take some time to 
Recognize what WWE are Sharing as a Total Benefit for ALL.  WWE are ALL Over This 
World!   WWE are beyond all the Restrictions of the Authoritarians and the fake gods of 
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the unaware.  WakeUp with US & Be Free Now!  Read The NUBook & Sing The NU~U 
and Watch Your DreamVisions! 

"WAKEUP WITH US or STAY LOST HERE!  READ THE NUBOOK! 

"WE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS WITH THE ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT 
THAT SUPPORTS ALL OF US. WE PROVIDE REALGUIDANCE AND A 
REALEDUCATION LIKE NO ONE ELSE! 
READ THIS NUBOOK AND LEARN TO FREE YOURSELF NOW! 
YOU CAN BECOME MOREAWARE & SELFSUFFICIENT WITH US! 
NO RESTRICTIONS... YU ARE A FREEBEING OF REALLIGHT! 
WE ARE THE NUWAY TO REAL UNUVERSES OF REALFREEDOM! 
FREE YOURSELF FROM THE CAUSE & EFFECT CREATED MATRIX! 
SING THE NUSOUND, THE NU~U & WATCH YOUR DREAMVISIONS! 
REALTRUTH IS REALEXPERIENCE AND IS RECOGNIZED BY YU! 
WE ARE NOT POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS, SPIRITUAL, WE ARE REAL! 
ASK DUANE&EVA on Facebook / www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info 

CLEAN CLEAR SKIES on FACEBOOK… 
“Does it Make Sense to have Poisons Sprayed in YOUR SKIES?   Are YOU really 
‘Thinking’ the ChemTrails in YOUR SKIES are a Conspiracy Theory?  You can ‘pretend’ 
all YOU want, but the ChemTrails are still REAL and they are out to GET YOU!  Does 
this sound like Science Fiction?  YOU are in The Designed Matrix of the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) who Kontrol this planet!  There is so much more than just ChemTrails 
to be Very Concerned about, but if YOU would rather reincarnate into a Deformed Body 
in the future when The ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL of US is a Lot Worse, 
then just stay in Your ‘LA LA Land’ ideas of a good life here… HAVE FUN DECIDING!  

"WAKEUP WITH US or STAY LOST HERE!  READ THE NUBOOK! 

"WE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS WITH THE ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT 
THAT SUPPORTS ALL OF US. WE PROVIDE REALGUIDANCE AND A 
REALEDUCATION LIKE NO ONE ELSE! 
READ THIS NUBOOK AND LEARN TO FREE YOURSELF NOW! 
YOU CAN BECOME MOREAWARE & SELFSUFFICIENT WITH US! 
NO RESTRICTIONS... YU ARE A FREEBEING OF REALLIGHT! 
WE ARE THE NUWAY TO REAL UNUVERSES OF REALFREEDOM! 
FREE YOURSELF FROM THE CAUSE & EFFECT CREATED MATRIX! 
SING THE NUSOUND, THE NU~U & WATCH YOUR DREAMVISIONS! 
REALTRUTH IS REALEXPERIENCE AND IS RECOGNIZED BY YU! 
WE ARE NOT POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS, SPIRITUAL, WE ARE REAL! 
ASK DUANE&EVA on Facebook / www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info 
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RJ & THE DECEPTORS on FACEBOOK… 
“REPTILIAN JOANNY and Fake master Harry are always in the EK (Evil Karma) News!  
EK News is reported from the Lower Astral Realm where Reptilian Alien TapLining 
(RATS) is the main business.  On earth, it is the EKK (Evil Karma Korporations) that are 
a part of the One World Order (OWO) and rule the Human Farmed dumbed down 
unaware masses.  In other words… it is ‘business as usual’ with RJ & fake master Harry 
Klump of the EEKonkon, ‘Fright & Noise of Kalaum God’  Krone Korporation.  RJ & 
Harry make sure their membershrimps stay one-dimensional and literalized according to 
the MiliTerrorized Systems of the DarkBrats and the OWO.  The RATS have actually 
convinced people that their Purposely Planned Poisoned Prison Planet is some kind of 
‘LA LA Land’ to make a Happy Home on!  The unaware masses keep reincarnating and 
not remembering how many lifetimes they have been slaves to the RATS and the 
Authoritarians!   

“WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators Reporting The RealNews Now.  WWE are 
providing RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no one else, and also warning people 
about what is really taking place on earth.  Most people want to Stay Asleep and keep 
worshiping the Ghostly Invented Gods of the RATS, and so they will never enter The 
Real UNUverses of RealFreedom, until they WakeUp with The RealConnection to The 
TruReality, THE ALLIS.  WWE are Here for Everyone! 

WWE are WONDERFUL WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS on 
FACEBOOK for ALL… 
“WWE provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no one else!  WWE are The 
NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation and The Designed Matrix of The Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS) who Kontrol this planet.  WWE are Beyond and MoreAware than all 
the ‘Spiritual Astral Paths’ that are Korporations on the earth.  WWE are with Rebazar 
Tarzs & Paul Twitchell & The Real UNUversal Guides of The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
ALLIS.  THE ALLIS, is Not a god or personality, IT IS The ALLAliveniss LifeIS.  THE 
ALLIS, is like the Sun Shining!  IT IS Pure & Real and No Restrictions!  THE ALLIS, is in 
The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom beyond Cause & Effect Creation and the fake 
gods.  WWE show YU how to Become MoreAware & SelfSufficient!  YU, The RealU, 
Your RealAwareniss, can WakeUp with US or Stay Lost here for more lifetimes with the 
invented Space Gods of Man and the Authoritarians, where you will reincarnate in the 
future into a deformed body and a much worse environment than now.  Sing The 
NUSound, The NU~U, and Watch Your DreamVisions, and ‘Let Life Show YU… ‘What 
IS Real Now! 

“You can become a Community Sponsor with US and The ALLNatural Environment that 
Supports ALL of US.  WWE have The TruCourses for you to Learn to Free YourSelf 
from all the Restriction of the KEK Systems (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations).  The 
Earth is in a Huge Demise with ChemTrails, GMO FakeFood, Lethal Vaccines, HAARP, 
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Mind Kontrolling Microwaves, Smart Meters and so much more!   WWE show YU, The 
RealU, how to Escape The Real Matrix you are in Now! 

BE A PROMOTER… 
“For those who want to have RealSuccess, RealFreedom & Become SelfSufficient, you 
need to Seee Past YourSelf and just growing old here as you have for more lifetimes 
than you can count!  The ‘Selfie’ ideas are cute, but as time goes on you may not want 
to even show yourself, so I suggest YU, The RealU, WakeUp and ‘Be a Promoter’ of 
others who Sing The NU~U, as you Seee them as The RealBeings of RealLight they 
Already IS!   I LUV to Promote others and Seee them as The Real Star!  When you 
Promote Others, they will Promote You!  This is how WWE as Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators Support Everyone and then Everyone Becomes Truly Successful with their 
RealAwareniss!  WWE make surviving on the earth FUN!  There will always be those 
people who emotionally cling to tradition, politics and religion, customs, rituals, drama, 
old gods and saviors, and whatever else people can dream up that keeps them Trapped 
& TapLined on the earth for more unaware lifetimes in deformed embodiments!  
WakeUp and Promote those who are The Real RiskTakers and who Promote Rebazar 
Tarzs & Paul Twitchell & The Real UNUversal Guides!   

OH! HOW I LOVE MY RESTRICTIONS! 
“The so-called average person who wants to be thought of as ‘okay’ and tries their best 
to fit into what others in society have created as their reality, do not Seee beyond the 
Restrictions they have created and come to Love!  The unaware HUman Farmed like to 
pray to gods that do not exist and be preyed upon, they like to ‘believe’ in something 
that is what they have created in their minds, they like ‘taste’ more than health, they like 
to listen to Deceptive Paid-off Doctors who give them toxic pills and Chemo instead of 
RealFood, they like to ‘think’ the Authoritarians who rule and destroy them are actually 
really nice and not bad at all and do care for them, they like to ‘think’ that the ‘boy meets 
girl’ idea is the ultimate experience in Life and they also like to Stay Unaware as long as 
possible and keep their LA LA Land Lifestyle going on a Purposely Poisoned Prison 
Planet!  This and a lot more is what the unaware masses keep chasing to make sure 
they keep coming back here unaware once again!  
WWE are THE REAL WAKEUP NOW… 

“This is a very small planet and what is taking place here is more than Humorous!   
People are waking up all over this world to the HUman Farming Evil Kontrollers (HUEK) 
and what they have done for eons to the lost souls who keep reincarnating over and 
over again on this Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet!  Do you really want to keep 
coming back here with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) and their VooDoo Religions 
and sacrifice yourself once more to their invented Space Gods of Worthless Worshiping 
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and PrayPaying?   You have followed their ‘Loving’ ideas for many lifetimes and you are 
still here!  You are taught to ‘Love Everything’ and you will go to their Designated 
Heavens in the Astral Worlds and then return unconscious here once more, because 
‘their way’ does not work to get YU, The RealU, out of Cause & Effect Karma Creation.   
The Whole of LifeIS Bigger than Creation and a lot more fun!  Some of this world is 
experiencing a certain amount of waking up, but it is not a Real WakeUp with Your 
RealAwareniss and to The Real UNUverses beyond Restricted Creation and the Human 
Farming Authoritarians and Fake Gods who rule Creation!  The idea that there are gods 
who created you is a fallacy story to keep you subservient and a slave forever with the 
RATS.   You have been embedded with Fear and not given a RealEducation about Your 
RealAwareniss, as YU are a FreeBeing of RealLight and not just a Human Body that 
grows old!  Stay as you are and ‘Think’ whatever you want to and you will end up the 
same way you always have, right back here and knowing nothing! Or, Take The Risk 
and Sing The NU~U and Watch Your DreamVisions for RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation… It is always Your Choice! 

WWE are THE REAL WAKEUP NOW… 
“This is a very small planet and what is taking place here is more than Humorous!   

People are waking up all over this world to the HUman Farming Evil Kontrollers (HUEK) 
and what they have done for eons to the lost souls who keep reincarnating over and 

over again on this Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet!  Do you really want to keep 
coming back here with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) and their VooDoo Religions 
and sacrifice yourself once more to their invented Space Gods of Worthless Worshiping 
and PrayPaying?   You have followed their ‘Loving’ ideas for many lifetimes and you are 

still here!  You are taught to ‘Love Everything’ and you will go to their Designated 
Heavens in the Astral Worlds and then return unconscious here once more, because 

‘their way’ does not work to get YU, The RealU, out of Cause & Effect Karma Creation.   
The Whole of LifeIS Bigger than Creation and a lot more fun!  Some of this world is 
experiencing a certain amount of waking up, but it is not a Real WakeUp with Your 

RealAwareniss and to The Real UNUverses beyond Restricted Creation and the Human 
Farming Authoritarians and Fake Gods who rule Creation!  The idea that there are gods 
who created you is a fallacy story to keep you subservient and a slave forever with the 

RATS.   You have been embedded with Fear and not given a RealEducation about Your 
RealAwareniss, as YU are a FreeBeing of RealLight and not just a Human Body that 
grows old!  Stay as you are and ‘Think’ whatever you want to and you will end up the 
same way you always have, right back here and knowing nothing! Or, Take The Risk 

and Sing The NU~U and Watch Your DreamVisions for RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation… It is always Your Choice! 
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THEY only Hire the Dumbed Down & Unaware… 
“THEY are the TapLining HUman Eating YAliens who rule this Purposely Poisoned 
Prison Planet!  Also known as the RATS (Reptilian Alien TapLiners).  These are the 

political, religious, spiritual, educational and scientific systems that have set themselves 
up as the ‘official’ Authoritarians with their ‘Rules & Regulations & Restrictions’ to keep 
YOU as their slave with the Gods of Man who Rule Over the Human Farming on earth.  
THEY cannot hire people who are Awake & Aware & Real, with what THEY are really 

doing, because that would expose them to their Dumbed Down & Unaware Supporters, 
and then their EK (Evil Karma) Deceptive Kontrol would not work as well, or not at all!   

The same is with those who Vote for the Deceptive Democratic Processing Programing, 
which is really a bunch of Knuckleheaded Paid Actors who Deceive others into 

supporting THEM (TapLining Human Eating Martians).  Deception Rules This Planet!  
Those who Deceive others and whatever they else they do, THEY will meet themselves 
during this life or the many future lifetimes THEY will be returning here unaware and the 
Effect of Everything!  THEY keep ‘Thinking’ THEY know more than Life ITSELF!  THEY 
are in Cause & Effect Creation and THEY will learn the hard way to WakeUp Now, or 

possibly Never! 

“An Excellent Example of a Komplete TakeOver and Planned Deception is, EEKonkon 
“Fright & Noise of The Kalaum God’ spiritual programing & processing path to nowhere 

Staring, fake master master Harry & Reptilian Joanny Klump.  On the front of their 
Reptilian Designed Temple is the ‘EK’ symbol which really means ‘Evil Karma’ and 

THEY make sure their Dumbed Down & Unaware Worshiping & PrayPaying 
MemberShrimps ‘Think’ THEY are really ‘good, divine & holey’ in respect to the One 

World Order at Ratican City, Rome, where exists the Kontrolling Deceptive RATS who 
Rule Everyone with an Iron Fist!  I am NOT Criticizing anyone, I am ‘Reporting The 

RealNews’ and anyone can Learn to Seee USS (UNUversal SuperBeingS) and what is 
taking place on The RealSide LifeIS, by simply Singing The NUSound, The NU~U, and 

Life will Show YU, The RealU, in Your DreamVisions ‘What IS Real Now!’   Take The 
Risk or Stay Lost as a ‘follower, worshiper and a believer’ with the Fake Gods of Man 

the RATS originally invented! 

ASK DUANEVA ABOUT THE REAL UNUVERSES… 
“Beyond Cause & Effect Creation and the Authoritarians and the Fake Gods of Man, 

there IS Real UNUversses of PurSound & PurLight where YU, The RealU, is a 
FreeBeing of RealLight.  WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators are The Real 

Wakeup for Everyone Now!  WWE show You how to explore beyond what you have 
known here and is Restricting You to this Matrixed World of Appearances.  Take The 

Risk and Learn to Seee what You never have Seeen before!   
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TAPLINING WARNING!!! 
WORLD ORDER REPTILIAN TAPLINERS (WORTS) 
 “Astral TapLining is Very Real and the unaware masses are infected with it.  This entire 
planet is in a Designed Matrix by the One World Order Kontrollers, the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS).  WakeUp and Seee what is really taking place here or Stay Asleep 

and be the Effect of Everything in Cause & Effect Creation.  An example of Astral 
TapLining is, EEKONKON, Fright & HU Noise of The Kalaum God, with fake master 

Harry and Reptilian Joanny Klump as the Regimented Religious Rulers.  This is one of 
the many spiritual paths Astrally HUng with the RATS.  Like many others, Harry and RJ, 

use the HU word to entice people, then TapLine them into future lifetimes with the 
RATS.  The religions use HU, OM, AUM, Amen and other seductive words to lure the 
unaware into their Astral TapLining!    WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators and 

WWE are The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation!  Sing The NUSound, The NU~U 
and Free YourSelf Now! 

REPTILIAN ASTRAL TAPLINERS (RATS) ARE VERY COMMON AMONG POLITICIANS, 
RELIGIONS, SPIRITUAL PATHS, EDUCATION, SCIENCE, ENTERTAINMENT, BUSINESS 
CORPORATIONS AND ALMOST EVERYTHING WHERE PEOPLE ARE KONTTROLLED 

AND MANIPULATED TO BE SLAVES FOR OTHERS.  YOU CAN LEANRN TO ‘SEEE 
ASTRAL TAPLINING’ TAKING PLACE IN YOUR DREAMVISIONS.  WWE ARE 

WONDERFUL WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS AND WWE WILL SHOW YU, THE REALU, 
HOW TO GET YOUR OWN ANSWERS AND FREE YOURSELF FROM THE RATS WHO 

CONTROL TAPLINING IN CREATION! 

WORLD ORDER REPTILIAN TAPLINERS (WORTS) 

WWWE ARE FREE Wonderful WorldWide Educators… 
“WWWE are The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation!  Do you want to spend more 

lifetimes here with the World Kontrollers, or would YU, The RealU, like to Be Free Now? 

"WAKEUP WITH US or STAY LOST HERE!  READ THE NUBOOK NOW! 

"WE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS WITH THE ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT THAT 
SUPPORTS ALL OF US. WE PROVIDE REALGUIDANCE AND A REALEDUCATION 

LIKE NO ONE ELSE! 
READ THIS NUBOOK AND LEARN TO FREE YOURSELF NOW! 

YOU CAN BECOME MOREAWARE & SELFSUFFICIENT WITH US! 
NO RESTRICTIONS... YU ARE A FREEBEING OF REALLIGHT! 

WE ARE THE NUWAY TO REAL UNUVERSES OF REALFREEDOM! 
FREE YOURSELF FROM THE CAUSE & EFFECT CREATED MATRIX! 
SING THE NUSOUND, THE NU~U & WATCH YOUR DREAMVISIONS! 
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REALTRUTH IS REALEXPERIENCE AND IS RECOGNIZED BY YU! 
WE ARE NOT POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS, SPIRITUAL, WE ARE REAL! 

ASK DUANE&EVA on Facebook / www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info 

SHINING LIKE THE SUN… 
“WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators and WWE are FreeBeings of RealLight, 
Brighter than The Sun Shining!   You can continue to consciously and unconsciously 

Agree to the World Order Reptilian TapLiners (WORTS) who invented their ‘Officialness’ 
as Authoritarians and the Gods of Man most people worship and pray to, along with all 

the Restrictions, Rules and Regulations they Astrally TapLine you with, or YU, The 
RealU, can WakeUp and Take The Risk to Free YourSelf Now! 

“Beyond all of Cause & Effect Creation, IS Real UNUverses that are Pure & Real and 
there are No Restrictions and No Gods to worship!  You can Stay Lost on this earth for 
as long as you want and it is Always Your Choice!  Be Free Now or Stay TapLined and 

Poisoned here! 

EARTH IS NOT WHAT YOU 'THINK' IT IS! 
DO YOU KNOW WHICH PLANET YOU ARE ON? 
“To most unaware people, the earth is their PlayGround LA LA Land Extraordinaire!  In a 
funny way, this does make sense to those who do not know what they are really doing 

here.  The LA LA Land idea here is to be raised by unaware parents who keep Agreeing 
to a Deformed & Deceptive One World Order Political & Religious System of Kontrol, 

and then.going thru a MiliTerrorized Educated Programing, designed by The Deceptors 
who rule this planet.   Step Two is to further ones brainwashing occupation and distorted 
education into a college or university to where a person can go thru more unnecessary 
torture to get ‘their’ degree to chase the invented Kontrolling Money that was invented 

by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS).  Then once let loose into the public, the 
Completely Conditioned Creature can then work for a Kontrolling Earthly Korporation 

(KEK) and continue on with Destroying The ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL 
of US!  Are you sure you want to keep doing this lifetime after lifetime?   WakeUp with 

US or Stay Lost here for a lot longer! 

WWE SUPPORT YU, WHEN YU SUPPORT USS! 
“WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators (WWE).  WWE are UNUversal 

SuperBeingS (USS) with The Real UNUversal Guides & The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
ALLIS.  Beyond the invented Gods of Man there are Endless Real UNUverses of 

RealFreedom!  YU, The RealU, is looking for a way to escape the Designed Matrix of 
the World Order Reptilian TapLiners (WORTS).  WWE are The NUWay Out of Cause & 

Effect Creation!  YU must have The RealCourage to StepUp and Share The 
RealConnection, The NUSound, The NU~U, with Everyone, and then THE NUMAN & 

http://www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info/
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The Real UNUversal Guides & THE ALLIS, will Support YU!  WWE provide 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no one else!  WWE are here for those who 

Support USS!  YU Must Realistically Earn Your Way Out of  Karmic Kontrolling Kreation 
(KKK).  No matter what you ‘Think or Believe’ about the Kontrolling Earthly Korporations 
(KEK) you are still Trapped & TapLined in Creation with all Your Emotional Agreements 

that look so good to Your Personal Self.  You will be back here again if YU do not 
WakeUp Now!  If YU are too afraid to StepUp with USS and Share Something 

Wonderful & Real, then you are on your own with the Authoritarians and their Reptilian 
Gods.  Have Fun Deciding! 

ARE YOU JUST ORDINARY? 
WWE GIVE THE REALU THE HINTS 

“WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators (WWE).  WWE are UNUversal 
SuperBeingS (USS) with The Real UNUversal Guides & The TruReality LifeIS, THE 

ALLIS.  Beyond the invented Gods of Man there are Endless Real UNUverses of 
RealFreedom!    Are You the everyday person that ‘Thinks’ You know more than Life 

ITSELF and this life on earth is all there is, and that whatever has been invented here 
by the KEK Systems (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) is the absoluteness?  You can 

keep ‘Thinking’ this and You will continue to return here in a new body form once more!  
WWE are Not Ordinary like You, WWE are Wonderful & Real!  WWE Share what no one 
else can, because WWE are Real with TruSincerity & Honor!  Ordinary People are not 
interested in anything Real, they are only interested in what is created here while they 
are waiting to grow old once more as they have from their past lifetimes on this 9 to 5 
Drudgery World.  Ordinary People cannot Truly Seee Past this ‘world of appearances’ 

as they are hypnotized by all the phenomena that takes place.  You can stay as You are, 
or Take The Risk and Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and Become MoreAware with 

US!  

ASTRAL ANGELS or REAL UNUVERSAL GUIDES… 
ASTRAL ANGELS & DEMONS… 

“Many people are aware of the reality of Angels with their Wings.  Artists throughout 
history have depicted those from the other worlds with wings who are supposedly of an 

angelic nature.  The Angel People are those who were once on the earth and have 
‘earned their wings’ so to speak.  They are in the Astral and Mental Realms, or what I 

refer to as The Two Heavens of Man, which are in Cause & Effect Creation.  The Angel 
People ‘appear’ to be the ultimate and have huge knowledge, but they are really about 
the same as unaware people on earth who are struggling to find The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS.  The Real UNUversal Guides do not need the ‘training wheels or wings’ of 
the Angels with the Fake Gods in Creation.  The Demons many people worship also 
have wings like Bats.  Astral Angels and Lower Astral Demons have Not Recognized 
their RealAwareniss, and so they are subject to Cause & Effect Karma in Creation.  

Creation is a ‘simulator’ of a ReaLife in The Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS.  Deception 
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Rules Cause & Effect Creation and the Gods of Man and the Authoritarians on the 
earth, as they are very cleaver and mischievous with Deceiving people everyday.  
Deception leads to Demise, and this is what is happening with The ALLNatural 

Environment Supporting ALL of US.  The unaware masses are continually contributing 
to this Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet!  The Angel People cannot save anyone, nor 

their ‘appointed saviors’ who are nothing more than Marketing Ploy to the dumbed down 
and drugged public.  It is a ‘sweet’ idea with the Astral Emotional Love most people 

TapLine each other with, but it will lead to diseases and cancers and more unconscious 
lifetimes on earth, as this planet gets more contaminated everyday!   WWE as 

Wonderful WorldWide Educators with The Real UNUversal Guides, provide 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no one else!  

CHEMO THERAPY VOODOO… 
“The so-called doctors and medical practitioners who ‘strictly’ recommend artificial 
drugs, and especially Chemo Therapy, without giving people the option of Natural 

Therapy, have a lot of TapLining Cause & Effect Karma in Creation with many more 
lifetimes to come.  This is Not a case of ‘good or bad’ anything, it is merely Being Real 

with Cause & Effect Karma that involves everyone with what they create for themselves 
and others.  The basic idea is… if they do not WakeUp Now, then they will be ‘Living’ 
the same nightmares they are administrating to others!  People have been Warned 

throughout the ages about Cause & Effect Karma and most people use the fallacy of 
‘belief’ to cover over what is actually taking place in Creation.  There is no ‘belief’ that 

can outdo the process of Cause & Effect Karma, only Singing The NUSound, The 
NU~U, and The RealConnection with The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, can!   Learn to 

Sing The NU~U and Watch Your DreamVisions and Life will Show YU, The RealU, 
‘What IS Real Now!’ 

DUMBED DOWN TAPLINED & UNAWARE… 
“People who Support & Vote for the Political & Religious Systems are the Dumbed 
Down TapLined & Unaware, because if they had any RealAwareniss, they would be 

able to Seee Behind the False Fronts and what is actually taking place with the Political 
& Religious HUman Farming Systems.   It is more than evident that most people like to 

Support Deception and to be Deceived.  And even after they do WakeUp to some 
degree, they are still afraid to Be Real with ThemSelves.  Any type of Fear will hold a 

person to Cause & Effect Karmic Creation for more boring lifetimes.  There will come a 
day when each person must first face themselves and then start their RealJourney 

Beyond Creation.   Until YU, The RealU Decides, then you will be Trapped & TapLined 
with the Authoritarians of the earth and the fake invented Space Gods!  The religious, 

political, spiritual, educational, scientific and medical Kontrollers like to ‘feel good’ about 
themselves with all the unaware and marketed supporters they have.  They put on the 
‘appearance’ of being proud to know those who do not really know what The Deceptors 
of the KEK (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) Systems are actually doing to everyone.  It 

is all a ‘fake & false’ pride like patriotism that is used to Psychologically Kontrol the 
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military and other government workers who have a false security idea of what is really 
taking place here.  Those who ‘think’ they know more than Life ITSELF, and what they 

are doing with Agreeing to Deception, will just grow old again and forget they were ever 
here!   It is a lot more fun Being Real & Wonderful… Give it a try!  

FEAR GETS YOU NOTHING… 
“Of course, a soldier going into battle is afraid, but he still does it.  Stepping up to the 

plate to hit the ball when everyone is watching can be nerve racking, but if don’t, you will 
never know.  When I first went out into the public with what I had learned from The Real 
UNUversal Guides, I was very nervous, but I still did it!  There are so many Wonderful 
People who know “What IS Real Now’ and they still hold back, because they are afraid 
and unsure of themselves, and the biggest fear is what ‘others’ will think about them.  

So many hold ‘near & dear’ their personal life and ideas of what they are doing here on 
earth.  After millions of lifetimes of living on so many different worlds and dimensions, is 
it really so important to live the same distorted life you once lived?  With what is really 

happening on the earth Now, is there realistically any future here, except more lifetimes 
of the same drudgery and struggle with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule 

this planet?  Hide for as long as you want, but you will never Seee The Real UNUverses 
and have The RealFreedom you want, until YU, The Real, is ready to Completely 

Expose YourSelf to Standing with The RealGuides who know The NUWay Out of Cause 
& Effect Creation.  Stay afraid of the Authoritarians and their invented gods and play 

with the Astral Love & Light so many do, and you will stay Trapped & TapLined for more 
of the same Deception you are Agreeing to Right Now… Have Fun Deciding!  

YOUR BIGGEST CHALLENGE IS… 
“…RECOGNIZING YOUR REALAWARENISSS!  From Lifetime to lifetime, YU, The 

RealU, has been searching for The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation.  You have 
been marketed and fooled for eons by the FearMongers, the Authoritarians and their 

invented gods!  This is how real the ‘simulator’ of Creations seems to be so.  You have 
always dreamt of there being more, and Now YU Will Seee what YU never have before!  

Simply Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and Watch Your DreamVisions.  You Must 
Decide to Be The Real RiskTaker and enter The Endless Unknown LifeIS, or Stay Lost 
with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule this planet!   Beyond what has ever 

been known on this earth, from the political, religious and spiritual systems, there IS 
Something Wonderful & Real to Be Discovered Now!   Have Fun Deciding! 

                           
   

WORLD TAPLINING ALERT… 
“The unaware outnumber the Aware People on this planet.  Even those who are Aware 
more than others often know nothing about Astral Taplining.  As long as the majority of 
people are without RealGuidance and a RealEducation, then this world will continue its 
demise.  There is a world collective consciousness that keeps Agreeing with those who 
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are destroying The ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL of US.  People can 
pretend and ‘believe’ there are no ChemTrails, Mind Kontrolling Microwaves, Lethal 

Vaccines, GMO TEKFood, and so much more that is infecting and poisoning everything, 
including Astral TapLining, but it is all still happening and each person on this planet is 

the Effect for this lifetime and more to come.  Almost everyone is Astral TapLined by the 
Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule the earth.  The LA LA Land Play Yard idea 

that many people ‘think’ is a really good lifestyle here, is nothing more than a setup for 
HUman Farming.  The Authoritarians on the earth with their invented Space Gods, 

Kontrol everything here.  No matter what policies are made and broadcasted to ‘look 
good’ are nothing more than Marketing Ploy to hypnotize people into Agreeing with 

those who will continually rule over others.   

WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators have The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect 
Creation.  You have been misled by the KEK (Kontrolling Earthly Korporations) Systems 
to ‘believe’ that being Kontrolled in Cause & Effect Creation by officials on the earth and 
Space Gods in the sky is all there is with The Whole of Life.  Beyond Creation there IS 
Real UNUverses of RealFreedom.  WWE provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation 

like no one else!  Simply Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and Watch Your 
DreamVisions and Let Life Show YU, The RealU, ‘What IS Real Now!’  

        

YOUR REALPURPOSE NOW… 
“The Mass Majority will always be in the Dark (and very realistically) as to what Creation 

is.  The know-it-alls on the earth (those who are doing the most damage to the planet 
and The ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL of US) have convinced themselves 

they know what they are doing here and what LifeIS all about.  They profess to know 
more than Life ITSELF.  For those of YU, The RealU, who want to BeMore & SeeeMore 

than the Social Gathering Systems of Earth, such as the political, religious spiritual, 
educational and scientific inventions… Simply Sing The NUSound, The NU~U… Watch 
Your DreamVisions… Let Life Show YU ‘What IS Real Now!’  Then when you are ready, 
get involved in one of our Skype Groups and Become MoreAware and eventually Free 
from Cause & Effect Creation.  WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators and WWE 

will show YU how to Discover Your RealPurpose! 

   

Do You Like YOUR ASTRAL TAPLINING FRIENDS? 
“YOU have been One-Dimensionalized with The Designed Matrix all over this world that 
was created by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS).  Life in Creation is Cause & Effect, 

and You have Agreed to be the Effect of everything around You!  Because You have 
been so Cleverly & Creatively Conditioned to everything that has been invented for You 
to Agree to, it is very easy for You to Agree to whatever is marketed to You that so many 

other unaware, dumbed down and One-Dimensionalized People Agree to.  This does 
sound funny, and You are doing this everyday as You are contributing to The Ultimate 
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Demise of The ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL of US!  Until You decide 
Something NU & Wonderful, then You will be heading into more unconscious lifetimes 

and deformed embodiments of even worse conditions that already exist Now.  

“Why are some people So Afraid to Sing The 
NUSound, The NU~U?   
There are many ‘reasons’ for this, and a few example would be… “What will my friends 
think of me?” or “What about my ‘social status’ among the community?” or  “I could lose 
my friends!”   HAHAHA… Of course You will lose your Old TapLining friends, the ones 
who are Astrally TapLined with the Ruling RATS of earth!  Do You really want to stay 
‘bonded’ to THEM (TapLining HUman Eating Martians) when You now know they are 
infecting You?  At first You will, because You have created Emotional TapLining (ET) 

with THEM, and this can be so sacred to You.  This then becomes the difference 
between RealFreedom Now with The Real UNUversal Guides & The TruReality LifeIS, 
THE ALLIS, and Agreeing to Restricting Astral TapLining Bondage… You Decide!   Are 

your friends and family into politics, religion, spiritual paths, standard education, 
scientific hazards, or just your day to day business pollution?  Then, Your Friends are 

Astrally TapLined and they want You to Stay TapLined with THEM!  Of course Your 
Literal Conditioned Mind from Your MiliTerrorized Education will not Agree to what I am 
presenting, because it does not make sense according to all the Deception & Distortion 
You have already Agreed to with your life on earth.  It really does ‘seem’ to be okay to 

poison & pollute everything and then expect everything to keep working as it has.  
WakeUp Now or Stay Lost & Asleep for more lifetimes of 9 to 5 Drudgery!  Have Fun 

Deciding! 

HEALTH RANGER WATER WARNING… 
(NaturalNews) We really have reached a point of such insanity across human civilization 
that governments have become the terrorists who actively seek to harm and kill off the 
people. The latest example demonstrating this very point is the fact that the EPA just 

announced its plan to allow gigantic increases in the allowable radioactivity in drinking 
water... increasing it by over 3,000 times in the case of radioactive Iodine-131... while 

calling it "safe" to drink even though it's almost certain to give you cancer.  In this public 
EPA document, the agency says it was ordered by President Obama's Executive Order 
12656 (section 1601(2)) to "[d]evelop, for national security emergencies, guidance on 

acceptable emergency levels of nuclear radiation...." 

In this report, the EPA warns that a nuclear "incident" may strike the United States, and 
if people are going to drink the radioactive water, somebody needs to decide how much 
radioactivity Americans will be allowed to consume.  From the EPA report: A large scale 
radiation contamination incident could impact the United States, driving the need for a 
pre-established drinking water PAG. EPA is proposing a two-tiered intermediate phase 
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drinking water PAG of 100 mrem projected dose in the first year for infants, children and 
pregnant or nursing women and 500 mrem projected dose in the first year for the 

general population.  250 chest X-Rays per year, directed at your thyroid gland.   For the 
record, the allowable exposure now being pushed by the EPA is equivalent to 250 chest 
X-Rays in a single year, says ECO Watch. That's a dose that's almost certain to cause 

cancer. Allowable levels of specific radioactive elements would also be raised to 
obscene exposure levels. As reported by ECOwatch.com: 

For example, radioactive iodine-131 has a current limit of 3 pico-curies per liter (pCi/L), 
in water but the new guidance would allow 10,350 (pCi/L), 3,450 times higher. For 
strontium-90, which causes leukemia, the current limit is 8 pCi/L; the new proposed 
value is 7,400 pCi/L, a 925-fold increase. 
Even more astonishing -- and surprising to those who think Obama is good but Bush 
was bad -- is the fact that Obama's new EPA levels are vastly higher than the limits 
established under President Bush. From ECOwatch.com:   The Bush Administration 
proposal for strontium 90 was 6,650 pCi/L; the new proposal is 7,400 pCi/L. For 
iodine-131, the Bush proposal was 8,490 pCi/L; the new proposal is 10,350 pCi/L. For 
cesium-137, the proposal was for 13,600 pCi/L; Obama “beats” Bush with a value of 
16,570 pCi/L. 

Under Obama's new rules, the EPA can tell entire cities it's "safe" to drink deadly 
radioactive water that's almost certain to kill you.    What's the point of raising these 

allowable radioactivity levels to obscene new heights? It's all about creating the "official 
science narrative" whereby incompetent, arrogant government officials can tell entire 
cities of nuclear terrorism victims, "Go on! Drink the water! The EPA says it's safe!"   If 
you believe even one tiny scrap of "science" coming out of the EPA, you're a fool. The 
EPA is a widely discredited anti-science propaganda ministry that eradicated nearly all 
legitimate scientists decades ago, back in the 1990's. The only scientists that currently 
work for the EPA today are those who are willing to abandon real science and distort all 
their research and findings for political purposes. Privately, they will all tell you that no 
real science is tolerated at the EPA.  With this radiation decision, the EPA cements its 
position as the Environmental POLLUTION Agency which now systematically pollutes 
the air, water and soil, poisoning hundreds of millions of people and even labeling as 

"safe" toxic water that just might kill you.  It's now so bad that even the pro Big 
Government environmentalists are freaking out and decrying the EPA's sheer stupidity. 

When even the environmentalists are horrified by the EPA's actions, you know the 
agency has really gone off the rails. 

  

YOU CAN AGREE to BE FREE NOW… 
“You can Agree with ‘Your Mind’ to Be Free, but you are not really free, you just ‘Think’ 
you are.  You have been taught and conditioned to ‘Think’ with your mind and ‘Believe’ 

that whatever you ‘Think’ will be so.  Can you build a house from what you think only, or 
is your imagination along with your thinking merely part of the process to have the 

house built?   Of course you use your mind to think and consider building the house, but 
you also need the materials and the knowledge to build it.  So, when people ‘Think’ they 
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are Free, they really are Not!  RealFreedomIS, not the ‘implied’ freedom that is 
marketed to the unaware and dumbed down public from the political, religious, spiritual, 
educational and scientific institutions, and is moreso than you can ever imagine, and it 
takes RealCourage with YU, The RealU, to where YU must Be The Real RiskTaker to 
accomplish RealFreedom Now!  It will be so much easier for you to just ‘Think’ you are 
free with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule the earth with their Marketing 

Ploy to Deceive you!  The Deceptors are the WarLords of the Physical & Astral Realms.  
They can ShapeShift and ‘appear’ to be like you.  When you Agree with all their 

Deception, they like you, but when YU, The RealU, starts to WakeUp and Become 
MoreAware, then they will be watching YOU!  When you Sing The NUSound, The 
NU~U, YU will begin to have The RealConnection & RealProtection with The Real 

UNUversal Guides & The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  WakeUp with RealGuidance 
and a RealEducation or Stay Lost & Asleep for more unconscious karmic lifetimes with 

the RATS who Rule… YOUR CHOICE!   

CHEMTRAILS USA, GERMANY, EUROPE, 
EVERYWHERE… 

“CHEMTRAILS ARE EVERYWHERE… Most people do not know that ChemTrails are 
for the Elimination of most of the populations on this planet!  WAKEUP… YOUR 

CHILDREN DO NOT KNOW THIS!   Your Children are The Future Now!  If YOU Do Not 
know this then YOU are DAH!  Actually, YOU are Dumbed Down Stupid, because 

whether You know this or not, You are Totally Effected into more unconscious lifetimes 
with Deformed Bodies!  The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule this planet are 

the ones who are Astrally TapLining YOU in Your Dreams! The United States Deceptors 
are doing the ChemTrails and ISIS all over this world!  There is so much more to this, so 

WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators strongly suggest YOU Do Your Homework 
and WakeUp Now or Stay Lost… Your Choice!  

  

EVERYONE IS A FREEBEING of REALLIGHT… 
“EVERYONE IS ALREADY A FREEBEING of REALLIGHT… The difference between 
each of us is the Realization & Recognition of who we really are.  It is not a matter of 
creating something that makes us who we are, it is a matter of creatively using what 

Creation is and what we are experiencing here to eventually WakeUp to who we are, a 
FreeBeing of RealLight.  What we are each experiencing in this very moment with what 
has already been created is mostly Distortion according to something that aligns itself 
with The Whole of Life and is a RealBenefit for us to WakeUp, and at the same time, 

when YU, The RealU, are able to Recognize the Deception that has been created here, 
then you have a better chance to Seee Beyond Cause & Effect Creation into The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. 
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“You have purposely been taught Distortion & Deception to keep YU, The RealU, 
reincarnating into more lifetimes of the same old drudgery that exists Now.  You have 
Agreed to this Deception, because you do not know The Whole of LifeIS moreso than 

what you have come to know as Creation.  Life Makes Sense, and what you are 
experiencing here on earth is a ‘simulation’ of a life, a Designed Matrix of Purposely 

Planned Restrictions to trick you into Agreeing to the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
who Kontrol this planet!  You can ‘think’ what I am sharing is science fiction and 

conspiracy theory, but you are right in the middle of it!  You can Stay Lost as a follower 
of the Gods of Man, who were invented by the RATS, or a member of a master or guru, 
as this is always Your Choice.  Everything in Creation implies Restriction!  There are NO 
RESTRICTIONS in The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom with THE ALLIS!  YU ARE A 

FREEBEING of REALLIGHT ALWAYS! 

YOUR REALJOURNEY and YOUR RELATIONSHIPS… 
“We are ALL in the Same Life… This IS Real.  We each decide whatever we want to 

while we are here.  We are in Creation, a ‘fabrication’ from The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
ALLIS.  Most people have Not come into the Recognition of their RealAwareniss, so 

they consider Creation to be the ultimate as a child would consider what they are 
experiencing at a young age with what is really taking place on this world.  The unaware 

masses do not know The RealHistory of this world, as they have been Deceived and 
Marketed by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who first invaded this planet.  The 

RATS have created the political, religious, spiritual, educational and scientific 
institutions.  The Gods of Man and worshiping and praying are originally sacrificial ideas 

that the RATS implanted in people’s minds and their other unseen bodies to Kontrol 
them, and these distorted ideas are more than evident today and the effects they have 

had, which contributes to the Demise of The ALLNatural Environment Supporting ALL of 
US.   Politics and the others institutions I have named are like VooDoo to people who 
are unconsciously Astrally TapLined by the RATS in their Dreams.  The DevilDemon 
Gods have been invented to scare people into a Subliminal Submission of Slavery of  
Fear for untold lifetimes.  To most, this is like science fiction and conspiracy theory.  

WakeUp and Learn to Seee what is taking place right in front of YOU and Watch Your 
DreamVisions! 

“Your RealJourney is to discover The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLLISSS, and then Learn 
to Recognize What ‘IT’ IS.  Those who are still asleep can only see what has been 

created on this earth as something bigger than The Whole of Life, as many people have 
become the know-it-alls and consider they know more than Life ITSELF!  The know-it-

alls demonstrate themselves every day, as these are the people who are doing the most 
destruction to The Natural Environment.  Along with our experience in time and space, 

Cause & Effect Creation, is what we have come to know as Our Relationships.  We 
have decided to label Our Relations as fathers, mothers, sisters and brothers and so on.  
This does make sense in its own way with what we each experience here, and there is 

also a Bigger Picture that most people do not Seee, and that is YU, The RealU, is 
already a FreeBeing of RealLight, which only YU can decide to Explore, Realize and 
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eventually Recognize along with THE ALLLISSS.  The PerfectPosition for YOU that is 
possible is a RealRelationship of Being to Being, without the over-emotional attachment 
to what does not make sense with Your RealJourney to RealFreedom Now.  It is Not the 

Fake Gods that decide Your Life… YU DO!  You have been taught Distortion, and as 
long as you Agree to it, then you will stay here unaware.  What brings you and others 

back here for more unconscious lifetimes is mainly your distorted ideas with the 
Relationships you have created and Your Emotional Attachments with Your 

Relationships.  It is not about ‘good or bad’ as it is about Choice.  Only YOU can decide 
to have Your RealAdventure with The Whole of Life and Become MoreAware and Stand 
in RealFreedom in The Real UNUverses beyond Creation, or Stay Lost and Emotionally 

Attached to body forms and the ideas with them in the PsycRealms of Cause & Effect 
Creation.   It is Always Your Choice!   

  “EVERYONE IS ALREADY A FREEBEING of 
REALLIGHT…  
The difference between each of us is the Realization & Recognition of who we really are.  It is 
not a matter of creating something that makes us who we are, it is a matter of creatively using 
what Creation is and what we are experiencing here to eventually WakeUp to who we are, a 
FreeBeing of RealLight.  What we are each experiencing in this very moment with what has 
already been created is mostly Distortion according to something that aligns itself with The 
Whole of Life and is a RealBenefit for us to WakeUp, and at the same time, when YU, The 
RealU, are able to Recognize the Deception that has been created here, then you have a better 
chance to Seee Beyond Cause & Effect Creation into The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS. 

“You have purposely been taught Distortion & Deception to keep YU, The RealU, 
reincarnating into more lifetimes of the same old drudgery that exists Now.  You have 
Agreed to this Deception, because you do not know The Whole of LifeIS moreso than 

what you have come to know as Creation.  Life Makes Sense, and what you are 
experiencing here on earth is a ‘simulation’ of a life, a Designed Matrix of Purposely 

Planned Restrictions to trick you into Agreeing to the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
who Kontrol this planet!  You can ‘think’ what I am sharing is science fiction and 

conspiracy theory, but you are right in the middle of it!  You can Stay Lost as a follower 
of the Gods of Man, who were invented by the RATS, or a member of a master or guru, 
as this is always Your Choice.  Everything in Creation implies Restriction!  There are NO 
RESTRICTIONS in The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom with THE ALLIS!  YU ARE A 

FREEBEING of REALLIGHT ALWAYS!      
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THE REAL STORY of REBAZAR TARZS & PAUL 
TWITCHELL… 
 “Paul Twitchell & Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides… Never advocated any 
type of Worshiping and Prayer to the Space Gods of Man.  Paul started off with the ‘god’ 
idea to babysit people along as the first step with what he was presenting.  There is so 
much more to this RealAdventure and I will be sharing this in NUBook Nine, ‘REBAZAR 

TARZS & PAUL TWITCHELL THE REAL STORY’  

For now, I will say that Darwin Gross and Harold Klemp were supposed to implement 
the next stages into what I, as Duane The Great Writer, have created with The 

NUPresentation.  The first stage was babysitting the members with the ‘god’ idea, then 
with the ‘Sugmad’ idea, and finally with THE ISNESS, Paul had written about and 

Rebazar referred to in Paul’s books.  Darwin and Harold have been taken over by what I 
refer to as ‘The Influence’ which is a Kontrolling Consciousness Agreement thru all the 
Five PsycRealms of Cause & Effect Creation and the Mistress of the Kalaum DevilGod 
most religious and spiritual people worship and pray to.  When Reptilian Joanny married 

HarOld, the RATS moved right into the Astral Bodies of the membershrimps and 
TapLined all of them.  This is why so many are getting illnesses and cancers.  Beyond 

Creation IS The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  Darwin and Harold never had The 
RealAwareniss to Recognize THE ALLIS, so they have become ‘self-absorbed’ 

Kontrollers with the One World Order (OWO) and the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
who Kontrol this planet with their Designed Karmic Matrix.  They both stole Paul’s Title 

and never earned it.  Ask Rebazar Tarzs & Paul Twitchell & The RealGuides on The 
RealSide LifeIS, as you Sing NU~U, and You will be shown in Your DreamVisions!  The 

HU, OM. AUM, Amen, words are VooDoo Reptilian Religions with the RATS and the 
DevilGods!   

ASK DR. EKorcism on FACEBOOK… 
“Hello, I am Dr, EKorcism with the Kontrolling Krone Korporation (KKK).  I am sure that 

many of you ‘unaware subjects’ out there have heard of Exorcism, which is supposed to 
remove ‘Demons’ from a person.  Well, I have to admit that this has been a Marketing 
Ploy with VooDoo Religions for centuries.  Along with Astral TapLining, which I am an 

expert at, and with Harry and Joanny Klump of EEKonkon, we actually put the ‘Demons 
back into YOU!’   Just like your doctor who gives you Dangerous Drugs, Chemo 

Therapy and Lethal Vaccines, we are doing our part with the One World Order (OWO) 
and the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) to make sure ‘Everyone’ is Infected with 

Worshiping and Praying to the DemonGods of Man!   Do Not Watch Your Dreams or 
You will WakeUp and Seee what we are doing!  We Are Scary!” 
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OLD RELIGIONS can BECOME~NU… 
“The NUSound, The NU~U, IS For Everyone!  The NU~U, IS The NUWay & The 

RealConnection with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides beyond Cause & 
Effect Creation.  People have been burdened and tortured for untold lifetimes with the 

Space Gods who rule over everyone with their HUman Authoritarian Ruling 
Manipulators (HARM).  Yes it is so, there is a ‘Good’ side to the Gods of Man, as they 

still keep YU, The RealU in Agreement with reincarnation and karma for ongoing 
lifetimes!  There is also the DarkSide to the Worshiped Gods with those who HARM 

others with the HUman Farming on this earth!  Most unaware people who follow earthly 
religions and the invented gods and their ‘savior promises’ keep coming back here as 
this planet gets worse and worse!  Sing The NU~U and Watch Your DreamVisions and 
Life Will Show YU… ‘What IS Real Now!’   WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 

and WWE are here for Everyone to Be Free Now! 

SING NU~U at YOUR NEXT FUNERAL... 
“Do you want to Be The Star of Your Next Funeral?  Then Take The Risk and Sing The 
NUSound, The NU~U!  When You Sing The NU~U, The Real UNUversal Guides will 

escort the person crossing over to their first place on the Astral Realm.  As they learn to 
develop themselves they can continue onward to The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom 

Beyond Cause & Effect Creation! 

DID GOD WILL THE DEVIL THE EARTH? 
 “It is more than evident in the last two hundred years or so that, The ALLNatural 
Environment Supporting ALL of US has become so poisoned and polluted and 
destroyed!  Is this Gods Will or did the Devil do this?  And who is going to fix 

everything?  Will God and His Saviors come back soon?  Most people are so unaware 
of The Whole of Life and that the Gods of Creation are not what people ‘Think’ they are.  
LifeIS Bigger than Creation and what is taking place on this planet from all the Choices 
& Agreements people have made for themselves.  Most people want to ‘pretend’ some 
sort of lifestyle here that has nothing to do with The Actuality LifeIS.  Learn to WakeUp 
and Seee what You are Agreeing to!  The Gods of Man are fine with themselves in their 
heavens and it is up to You to find them!  But guess what… There is so much more than 
the gods and their little heavens, there IS The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom beyond 

Cause & Effect Creation! 
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OLD KONTROLLING POLITICIANS can 
BECOME~NU… 

“The NUSound, The NU~U, IS For Everyone!  The NU~U, IS The NUWay & The 
RealConnection with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides beyond Cause & 
Effect Creation.  People have been burdened and tortured for untold lifetimes with the 

Space Gods who rule over everyone with their HUman Authoritarian Ruling 
Manipulators (HARM).  Yes it is so, there is a ‘Good’ side to the Gods of Man, as they 

still keep YU, The RealU in Agreement with reincarnation and karma for ongoing 
lifetimes!  There is also the DarkSide to the Worshiped Gods with those who HARM 

others with the HUman Farming on this earth!  Most unaware people who follow earthly 
religions and the invented gods and their ‘savior promises’ keep coming back here as 
this planet gets worse and worse!  Sing The NU~U and Watch Your DreamVisions and 
Life Will Show YU… ‘What IS Real Now!’   WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators 

and WWE are here for Everyone to Be Free Now! 

THE REAL CANIDIDATES NOW… 
“WWE are The Real Candidates Now of Free Choice!  Hello, I am Duane The Great 

Writer and I am in The United States of America, which ‘seems’ to be a Democracy and 
has the appearance’ of The Land of The Free, which is really HUman Farming like the 

rest of this planet.  When it comes to Elections, the ‘idea’ is that you have a choice 
between ‘supposedly’ two different candidates or political parties, and then there is also 
the Independent Candidates, who are usually frowned upon by the Political Kontrollers 
of the ‘supposed’ Democratic Vote.  All this Deception is fine, as it is all part of The Real 
WakeUp Now for Everyone!  Not Everyone will ‘Seee’ what is really taking place on this 

Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet, and so they will continue to reincarnate 
unconsciously into future embodiments, until they do WakeUp!   The Really Great News 
IS… WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators are Here & Now for YU, The RealU, to 

WakeUp and Be Free from Cause & Effect Creation!  WWE are The Candidates of 
RealChoice & RealFreedom Now!  WWE are Not with any political party, WWE are 

Wonderful FreeBeings of RealLight with The Whole of Life and what WWE are 
presenting to this world as Our RealAdventure.   YU, The RealU, can WakeUp with US, 
or stay in Agreement with what has been created as mostly Deception on this earth.  YU 

really do have Your Choise Now, as this has always been so!  

WWE are THE REAL WAKEUP NOW… 
“WWE are who Everyone is looking for, but most people do not know this yet.   After 
thousands of lifetimes being suppressed and set into hard labor from the Kontrolling 

Systems as subjects & slaves, those who are ready to ‘Earn Their Way Out’ of Cause & 
Effect Creation will Find US!   Some people are waking up to the HUman Farming the 

political and religious systems have create on this planet, but what they are discovering 
is only the first steps on this One-Dimensionalized Matrix World.  Most people still 

blindly worship and pray to the Space Gods and are still awaiting their saviors to return, 
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as these are the ‘ideas’ the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) have invented centuries 
ago to keep the unaware masses dumbed down.  WWE are here for Everyone.  

Everything that is taking place on this earth is for YU, The RealU, to WakeUp.   YU 
always have the choice to do this, or Stay Lost here for more lifetimes of an even worse 

environment to come! 

WWE are DreamGuides for ALL… 
“TELL US YOUR DREAMS…  WWE are DreamGuides for ALL!  Everyone is having 

RealSide DreamExperiences, which are The First Steps to Waking Up in Cause & Effect 
Creation.   You have a new body and mind this lifetime and you do not remember you 

were here before.  WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators show YU, The RealU, how 
to Become MoreAware & SelfSufficient & Get Your Own Answers with Life.  Your 
DreamVisions are a Huge NUDoorway to NUWorlds & Real UNUverses beyond 

Restricting Creation! Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and have RealExperiences with 
The Real UNUversal Guides of The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  YU are so much 

more than just HUman Farming! 

Queen Elizabeth Caught 'Shape Shifting' On TV… 
Sighting of the queen shapeshifting into a reptilian caused chaos on Twitter on Saturday 
as she celebrated her 90th birthday.   YNW reports Alleged sightings of Queen Elizabeth 

shapeshifting in reptilian form exploded across the UK on Saturday as the oldest and 
longest reigning monarch in British history held official celebrations.  The trooping the 

colour parade in Whitehall – attended by the Royal family, British politicians, and 
dignitaries from around the world – honoured the nonagenarian Queen and her close 
ties with the armed forces.  However it was during BBC2’s evening coverage of the 

parade that shapeshifting reptilian sightings peaked across the country, with the 
hashtag #ReptilianQueen briefly entering Twitter’s top 10 trending topics.   There were 

multiple accounts of seeing Queen Elizabeth with ‘green, scaly claws,’ and one account 
of seeing her ‘black snakelike eyes with a yellow stripe down the middle,’ while others 
claim to have seen the monarch in her full-blown reptilian form.  A user who wishes to 
remain anonymous for fear of losing his Twitter profile – a business account with over 

20,000 followers – says that he clicked on the hashtag and watched in real time as 
hundreds of tweets and user accounts got deleted.   He saved copies of as many new 
tweets as he could before they were also deleted.  Tweets were lasting 10, maybe 20 

seconds at most before getting removed. Twitter was right on it, it was a serious 
operation, nothing was getting past them.’Tweets that were deleted before he could 

copy them described the Queen shapeshifting for ‘a span of maybe three seconds‘ and 
having a ‘sick grey face like a lizard mated with a vulture.’ Another tweet mentioned 
‘scaly protrusions‘ – with the Twitter user fearing that people ‘just won’t ever believe’ 
what she had seen.   According to historians there have been sightings of reptilians 

around the world at regular intervals throughout history, however it is widely believed 
that we are now in a golden age of reptilian sightings. There is a belief that the world is 
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gaining consciousness, waking up, and that the veil is slowly lifting.  Experts are saying 
that more people than ever before have developed the ability to witness shapeshifting. 
Two people watching the same scene will not necessarily both be able to discern the 

shapeshifting reptilian.  It is said that Queen Elizabeth, a high priestess of the dominant 
reptilian-Illuminati bloodline, is the most commonly sighted shapeshifting reptilian in the 
world. Twitter have not responded to enquiries about why they removed the tweets and 

permanently deleted the accounts, or if they were acting under outside orders. 

FACEBOOK in YOUR DREAMVISIONS 
“Millions of people are on Facebook from all over this world.  Facebook is the CIA’s easy 
answer to keeping an EYE ON YOU!  Then there is also the FunSide of Facebook, and 
this IS US, as Wonderful WorldWide Educators (WWE) with The RealCure for ALL.  This 

whole world is under surveillance with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS).  Watch 
Your Dreams and who YU, The RealU, speaks to in Your DreamVisions, because it 

could be US with The Real UNUversal Guides.  WWE have The RealConnection, The 
NUSound, The NU~U, for The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation. 

ARE YOU SPAM? 
“When I was very young there was a Processed Meat Product called SPAM.  This 

processed product is still around like baloney, hot dogs and so many other ground-up 
animals.  The Question IS… ARE YOU SPAM or ARE YOU GOING TO BE SPAM?  For 

those looking at Facebook in the Astral Realm, they may have went through the 
Commercial Meat-Grinder and their bodies became SPAM, because maybe they were 

part of the takeovers with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who do not like 
witnesses around.  In the old days with the Mob, they usually stuck people into cement 

and dropped them into the river.  Today, it is a lot easier to make people disappear in the 
SPAM Meat-Grinder.  YOU are on a Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet and there is No 

LA LA Land here, only HUman Farming with the RATS, and YOU ARE NEXT!  

"SOUL EXISTS BECAUSE GOD LOVES YOU...  
HARRY KLUMP fake TAPLINING master… 

“The old, old Reptilian invented idea of Soul, is nothing more than a reference to an 
unaware and unconscious entity who is lost with the invented ‘god’ ideas created by the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS).  Harry Klump, fake TapLining master of EEKonkon, 
Krone Kontrolling Korporation, is a perfect example of what NOT to do, if YU, The 

RealU, wants to have RealFreedom Now!  The reference to ‘god’ here is that of the 
Kalaum God of Cause & Effect Creation who is Reptilian, because Harry’s wife, RJ 

(Reptilian Joanny) and HER Band of Witches, are Astrally TapLining Their PrayPaying 
Members in their Dreams.  HER (RJ) MemberShrimps are still mostly unaware of Astral 

TapLining and they will end up as SPAMM (Spiritual People Aliens MindKontrol & 
Mutate).  So, if YOU are one of the many Lost Souls who like ‘pretty words & Old 

WisDumb from Old & Outdated TapLining masters, then you will really like Harry & RJ 
Klump!  Yes, the Kalaum God does Love YOU, because you will be coming back for 
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more lifetimes of the same old drudgery you are going thru Now!  Have Fun Deciding!  

ENJOYING YOUR STAY ON EARTH? 
“You are on a Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet!  Are you sure you want to keep 

coming back here?  The earth is a ‘Place in Life’ and nothing more.  There are millions 
of planets like this one where the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) have their HUman 

Farming.  Each and every lifetime you are here, you are what’s for dinner!   This sounds 
funny to you?  But, all the pollution, poisons, political and religious Deceptions are okay 

with you, right?  It is Your Choice to keep coming back here unaware for more 9 to 5 
drudgery!  

SOUL EXISTS because GOD HATES YOU -  
HARRY KLUMP… 

“Let’s have some fun here… If you only have the Karmic Konsciousness of a HUman 
with Five Bodies, then this statement of Harry Klump fake TapLining Master does work, 

because this Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet is for HUman Farming with the Reptilian 
Alien TapLiners (RATS) and Harry and Krone Klump are with THEM (TapLining HUman 

Eating Martians). The Karmic Konsciousness of politics, religion, spiritual paths, 
standard education, and scientific TEK (TapLining Earthly Kontrollers) is a Deceptive 

Fallacy created by the HUman Farming RATS.  Soul is an ‘idea’ in most people’s minds 
and nothing more, as the RATS originally planted the idea of ‘soul’ to Kontrol the 
unaware masses, just like the fallacy of the ‘belief, hope & faith’ ideas.  The Real 

Identity of each of us IS, UTUN (Your RealAwareniss) with THE ALLIS, which was taken 
away and hidden many centuries ago, even by the so-called ‘spiritual’ teachings that 

have now dominated this world along with their VooDoo Religions.  UTUN IS the hidden 
meaning, and when reversed it becomes NUTU, and is The PerSeeved TruLanguage of 
THE ALLIS, which means NUYU.  In Creation I refer to Your RealAwareniss as UTUN, 

and in The Real UNUverses, YU IS, NUYU, a FreeBeing of RealLight.  

“Harry and Kroney Klump of EEKonkon TapLining Korporation, are using ‘Subliminal 
Messages’ to Kontrol their membershrimps.  Harry and Krone do not have The 

RealAwareniss to Recognize THE ALLIS, because they are too self-absorbed!   Like 
most VooDoo Religions, Krone was sent by ‘God’ to takeover those Korporations that do 
not comply with the Dictates of The Kalaum God and The Influence on earth.  There are 

No Gods in The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom beyond Cause & Effect Creation!  
So, when fake master Harry Klump states, “Soul exists because God hates you,” he is 
not kidding!  The Gods of Man want YU, The RealU, here for as many lifetimes as they 
can as their prisoner and slave!  The God of Creation says he loves you, but actually 
demonstrates the opposite!   You can stay stagnant with the old masters in Collapsing 

Creation, or learn to Free YourSelf with US!    
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THE OLD MASTERS… 
“The old masters of politics, religion and spiritual paths have their little formulas for 
keeping their paying members Subliminally Sedated.   They use ‘pretty words’ of 

wisdumb to look like they really know more than Life.   They drag out the traditional past 
and try and make it look like something it is not.  ALL LifeIS Now… This IS Real!  The 
NUNowniss of THE ALLIS, is far moreso than what Eckhart Tolle refers to as his ‘Now.’   

Eckhart’s ‘Now’ refers to Cause & Effect Creation and not The Real UNUverses of 
RealFreedom.   He also refers to the ‘spiritual’ Gods of Man who are with the Reptilian 

Alien TapLiners (RATS) on the earth.  The days of masters and gurus are gone, 
because ‘THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW!’  The old masters are TapLined to the 

Lower Astral Realm with the RATS and their emotional ideas, but they do not Seee this, 
because their secondary personal consciousness is so low that all they can do is see 

themselves as something they are not.  YU, The RealU, has your personal 
consciousness in Cause & Effect Creation, and Your RealAwareniis is in The Real 

UNUverses as a FreeBeing of RealLight that you must Recognize to Be Free with… YU 
Decide!  Have fun for more lifetimes with the old know-it-all masters and their 

Kontrolling Earthly Korporations (KEK).   

PAUL TWITCHELL REALSIDE EXPERIENCES… 
“Paul Twitchell is with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides.  Paul started his 

presentation as mainly a babysitter for people to start their Journey to RealFreedom, but 
never meant that what he had created to be the End Result.  Most people who knew 
something of what Paul was doing here have not kept up with The Whole of Life and 

what The RealGuides are Presenting Now.  Duane The Great Writer has been chosen 
by The Real UNUversal Guides and The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS as THE 

NUWAVIS THE NUMAN, to create The NUPresentation For ALL.  What DuaneIS 
presenting is The NUNowniss of THE ALLIS, which has always been Here & Now, but 
very few can Seee IT.  In NUBook Nine, Duane will bring forth ‘Rebazar Tarzs & Paul 
Twitchell The Real Story’  Have Fun reading some of the RealSide Experiences with 

Our NUFriends from around this world and other dimensions! 

YOUR PASTLIVES… 
“YU, The RealU, have been here many times before, but for the most part you do not 

remember.  Whether you remember or not, you were still here and also on other planets 
and in other dimensions.  Some people who do have this knowledge sometimes 

become egotistical about their pastlives.  All of us have been thru a huge amount of 
experiences for untold thousands of lifetimes.  Cause & Effect Creation is decided by 
The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  Most people ‘Think’ that Creation is the only reality 

there is, but this is far from being so.  The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who Kontrol 
this planet do not want you know about The Whole of Life, but only what they decide for 

you on this world as ‘Their’ reality to manipulate everyone with Their Human Farming 
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Matrix.  Your pastlives are a ‘reference’ to eventually Recognize THE ALLIS.  We each 
take on different bodies from lifetime to lifetime, and these are merely experiences to 

WakeUp OurSelves to The Whole of Life, and moreso than just getting a better job and 
making more money.  This entire planet is based upon Deception, and until YU, The 

RealU, can WakeUp from this Passing Dream, then you will continually be the 
Unknowing Effect and Stay Trapped & TapLined here with the RATS!  

ANOTHER DAY IN OUTER SPACE… 
“The unaware masses do not fully realize where they really are… in Outer Black Space!  

Outer Space is a deep dark place that is still a mystery to most.  But of course, it is 
business as usual on the earth.  Each person has their own ‘ideas’ of what life on earth 

is, and anyone can do and think what they want.  What is taking place with what is 
created here is whatever comes to be and has NOTHING to do with The TruReality 

LifeIS THE ALLIS.  Creation is a ‘Place in Life’ and nothing more!  Creation is a 
‘simulator’ and a prelude to a RealLife in The Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS.  All the 
‘ideas’ people have, including religious and philosophical ideas, have NOTHING to do 
with The Whole of Life.  Like the Sun Shining, LifeIS and ISNIS!  In Creation we ‘Think’ 
about what LifeIS, but that is as far as it goes, because LifeIS so much more than can 
ever be considered from a personal view or idea.  Then there are the ‘spiritual’ ideas 
that some like, which are still in Creation and with the gods and saviors people have 

come to invent or experience.   

“The TruReality LifeIS IS Unique ALL to ITSELF… THIS IS REAL NOW!  Most unaware 
people will stay lost in Creation, and possibly forever, as each person has the Free Will 

to do whatever they want to and to be wherever they want.   WWE are Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators with The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation.   WWE provide 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation with The RealConnection into The Real UNUverses 

of RealFreedom!     

REALLUV IS DEMONSTRATED… 
“Like the Sun Shining… RealLUV IS Demonstrated!  Those who have not Recognized 
The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, will not Seee what RealLUV IS, because they are 
using their emotional senses to define what they ‘Think’ RealLUV IS.  RealLUV is not 

emotions and sensation with the Astral Body.  Those who stand in RealLUV Shine 
Brighter than the Sun.  Those who Share The NUSound, The NU~U, which IS The 

RealConnection with Recognizing THE ALLIS, will Recognize themselves as a 
FreeBeing of RealLight with The Real UNUversal Guides and eventually Recognize 

RealLUV.  When the Sun Shines is there any emotion with it… NO!  LifeIS Real and to 
Recognize IT, IS Huge!  Pretty words and old wisdumb and making a person ‘feel’ 
emotional do not equal ‘What IS Real Now’ in The Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS.   

Most of the people on this planet are lost with their old religious and spiritual ‘ideas’ that 
were merely ‘hints’ to THE ISNIS LifeIS.  WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators with 

The RealGuides of THE ALLIS, provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation for The 
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NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation.  The old days of fake masters and gurus are 
gone and The Whole of Life no longer recognizes them as anything of a benefit.  

WakeUp and Free YourSelf from your old emotional baggage or stay emotionally lost 
with the Kontrolling Systems of ‘sound-good’ ideas.  

NO CONCLUSIONS with THE TRU~ISNIS LIFEIS… 
“The Marketing Ploy of the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who Kontrol the HUman 
Farming on this planet has always been… “Confess your sins to Jesus and he will set 
you free!”  This is one of so many examples of ‘Fake Conclusions’ that the unaware 

masses have ‘believed’ for untold eons and are still here after many unconscious 
lifetimes still searching for Jesus and other so-called ‘saviors’ to save them from 

themselves.  What all of us have come to know as ‘Creation’ is mostly Deception from 
those who rule others in the Five PsycRealms.  Another ‘good one’ is the master and 
guru, idea that your master will do for you what you cannot do for yourself.  In other 

words… trust the fake master and he will take you to your happy place when you leave 
here, because you have some kind of ‘computer initiation’ that supposedly confirms this.  

Again, here is another ‘Conclusion’ that people are marketed with and they openly 
Agree, because they want to stay Emotionally TapLined to their personal life for as long 
as they can, and then expect their savior or master to tear them from all their Emotional 
TapLines at the last minute of their departure.  How many lifetimes have they already 

done this and it has not worked yet? 

“Creation is a ‘Simulator’ and Not a RealLife.  The emotional ‘Love’ idea to get you to a 
heaven is only with the Astral Realm, because the emotions, feelings and sensations a 
person experiences here are with their Astral Body and not Your RealAwareniss.  LifeIS 

so much bigger than feelings and emotions.  When you look at the Sun Shining, are 
there any emotions or feelings coming from the Sun?  But, the experience with 
observing the Sun Shining is Wonderful & Awesome!  The Sun IS an Excellent 

‘Reference’ to THE ISNIS LIFEIS, but YU, The RealU, must Learn to Recognize this.  
There are NO CONCLUSIONS in The Real UNUverses beyond Cause & Effect 

Creation, because THE TRU~ISNIS LIFEIS, IS ENDLESS, PURE & FREE from ALL 
Restrictions!  With RealGuidance and a RealEducation, YU, The RealU, can Learn to 
Free YourSelf Now!  Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and start Your RealConnection 

with The Real UNUversal Guides on The RealSide.  They will take YU step-by-step and 
show YU how to Recognize The FreeBeing of RealLight, YU Already… IS!  

JESUS, GOD or HARRY will Not Save You… 
“The old traditional ‘ideas’ of Jesus, God or fake master Harry will Not Save You from 
what YOU keep deciding as Your Fate!  You are Not Seeeing what You are Deciding, 
and so You will continue to return here unaware until YU, The RealU, Wakes Up!  You 
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can WakeUp Now or keep fumbling around with the invented systems that have 
marketed you into ‘believing’ that your emotional ‘love’ ideas will solve everything, when 

actually they are using what you ‘think’ is love to Kontrol you.  Who really is Jesus or 
God, and especially… Who is Harry?  Most people know about Jesus and their ‘idea’ of 
their god, but the unaware dumbed down public do not know about fake master Harry.  

Harry Klump is an interesting and sneaky fellow who ‘thinks’ he’s cleaver with his 
Reptilian wife Krone, when actually he is nothing more than a janitor like so many other 

people who are Deceiving the public.  Harry and Krone have a business that ‘looks 
good’ to their unaware and Subliminally Kontrolled members, but when anyone really 
investigates and ‘looks behind the curtain’ at what they are doing they begin to Seee a 

totally different picture.   Harry and Krone Klump are like so many other ‘bought off’ 
Karma Kollectors who always think they are smarter than The Whole of Life.  Is it that 

Life does not know what IT IS doing and that the little people of earth do?   You know, all 
the little minds that are destroying The ALLNatural Environment that Supports ALL of 

US!  Take a good look around at what is taking place on the earth Right Now… Does it 
really make sense to keep poisoning everything and take part with The Deceptors who 

rule this planet?   Only YOU can Save Your Own Life, and WWE as Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators will show YU, The RealU, how to do this Now! 

CELL PHONE BABIES on FACEBOOK… 
“Cell Phones are a way of life and are a fun way to communicate.  It would be so much 
better if they worked with Tesla Technology than Mind Kontrolling Microwaves, and so I 
am assuming that some of the Smart Babies out their will figure a way this can happen 

so people are no longer harmed by Lethal Radiation!  WakeUp and Be Creative and 
Join US in The NUEVAlution with Becoming MoreAware & Real! 

SEEEING THE BIGGER PICTURE… 
“You have had more lifetimes here and other places in Creation than you can imagine.  
Of course, you have been purposely conditioned to not ‘believe’ this, because those 
who Kontrol this planet want YU, The RealU, to keep coming back as their support.  

There is so much more to you than just a physical body.  YU, are actually a FreeBeing 
of RealLight in Real UNUverses of RealFreedom, but to SEEE this with more than just 
your literal mind, YU must WakeUp and Recognize The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS 
with Your RealAwareniss.  YU can Take The Risk and Life will show you ‘What IS Real 

Now’ or stay lost in Cause & Effect Creation.  
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LIFE LUVS THE RISKTAKER… 
“There IS more to The Whole of Life than what is on earth and what is seen.  Each 
lifetime you have been here the earth has become your comfort zone, and then you 

grow old and once again forget you were here.  YU, The RealU, can do this for as long 
as you want, or YU can Take The Risk and Seee Beyond Cause & Effect Creation and 

not have to return here… YU DECIDE! 

REAL RELATIONSHIPS… 
“From lifetime to lifetime we each create relationships and the drama that comes with 

them.  Eventually, we are tired of the merry-go-round and look for something else.  
Relationships are fine and manageable when you know what is really taking place with 
The Whole of Life, but until then, it is a lot of Emotional TapLining.  A Real Relationship 
is when YU, The RealU, can fully Recognize Your RealAwareniss as Being-To-Being 

with others.  Until you take the time to do so, you will continue to reincarnate 
unconsciously with your religions, gods, masters and gurus in Cause & Effect Creation. 

DUANEVA NUBOOKS on FACEBOOK… 
“The Eight NUBooks of ‘THE ADVENTURIS SERIES’ are on Facebook with DUANEVA.  
WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators and WWE are The NUWay Out of Cause & 
Effect Creation.  WWE show YU, The RealU, how to Recognize The TruReality LifeIS, 
that is beyond the invented gods and their authoritarian rulers on this earth.  Take The 

Risk and Sing The NUSound, The NU~U and Watch Your DreamVisions… Life Will 
show YU ‘What IS Real Now!’ 

REAL RISKTAKERS SHARE THE NU~U… 
“The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation IS The NUSound, The NU~U.  Politics, 
religion, spiritual paths, standard education, mad science and whatever else that has 
been invented in Creation for the demise of this planet will not save you from more 
lifetimes of what you have already gone thru before.  What you are doing Now, you 

have done for countless lifetimes!  This is Very Real!  There are no gods deciding Your 
Life.  You are the Decider of Your Life!  Sing The NU~U and Watch Your DreamVisions 
and Let Life Show You ‘What IS Real Now!’  Or, keep doing what you always have and 
you will end up where you have always been.  The Whole of Life, moreso than Cause & 

Effect Creation does Make Sense.  Take a good look around you… is this the life you 
want to come back to when it’s a lot worse than Now?   Only The Real RiskTakers will 

Seee THE ALLIS.    
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AFRICA AFRICA WAKEUP WAKEUP… 
AMERICA AMERICA WAKEUP WAKEUP… 
“For those who were in Paul Twitchell’s Eckankar, The Ancient Science of Soul Travel, 

there was NO RELIGION, NO GODS, NO WORSHIPING & NO PRAYING & NO 
REPTILIANS & TAPLINING!     

“HELLO AFRICA & AMERICA… WAKEUP!  You are being Deceived by Reptilian 
Joanny Klump and old janitor Harry Klump, who took over what Paul Twitichell created.  
Since the day Darwin Gross bought off the Eckankar Board of Directors there has been 

a huge Reptilian TapLining Conspiracy taking place.  Joanny Klump is a VOODOO 
WITCH who possessed stupid Harry Klump who thinks he’s a ‘spiting master’ of HER 
EEKonkon Business Korporation.   Sing The NUQound, The NU~U, and Watch Your 
DreamVisions with Rebazar Tarzs & Paul Twitchell Now!   AFRICA AFRICA WAKEUP 

WAKEUP 

THE NUWAVIS DUANEVA on THE REALSIDE… 
“To Seee DuanEva & The RealGuides on The RealSide, you must have a comparison to 

what is really taking place on the earth and the Six Levels of Creation.  The unaware 
masses have been taught the earth is all there is and that there is a ‘spirit world’ beyond 

the earth, which is a heaven after this life.  The next level or dimension is the Astral 
Realm, and this area is so vast and huge it would seem to cover eternity.  This is the 
home of your Emotional Astral Body that looks like you on earth and is the body you 

usually dream in.  The political, religious, spiritual, educational and scientific systems of 
this earth are Tied, Trapped & TapLined to the Astral Realm in so many different ways.  
Those who are religious or spiritual ‘think’ they are far beyond the earth, when actually 

they are no further than they can see for the most part.  What I refer to as The 
RealSide, does start in the Astral Realm, and then proceeds for those who know 

UNUversal Positioning (UP) into the Causal, Mental, Etheric Realms of the Gods of 
Man, then past the sixth level of the Deep Dark Border into The Real UNUverses of The 

TruReality, THE ALLIS.   

“There is more to The Whole of Life than just the ‘spirit’ idea that has been marketed 
and sounds emotionally lovely to most, which is no further than the Astral Realm where 
most people are Trapped & TapLined by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule 
this planet!  The Real UNUversal Guides share their secrets of UNUversal Positioning 

with those who are The Real RiskTakers and who Share The NUSound The NU~U with 
ALL.  The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with The SoundLight ALLAliveniss LifeIS.  The 

old words of HU, AUM, OM, Amen and others are with the RATS and you will stay 
TapLined with THEM, even into your heaven after you leave the earth, unless you Free 

YourSelf with The NU~U.  Seee US on The RealSide Now! 
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AFRICA NULEADERIS MARIAM ELBOU… 
“THE NULEADERIS are those who have The RealCourage to Share The NUSound, 
The RealConnection, The NU~U of THE ALLIS, and THE NULEADERIS moreso than 
those who passively wait to be told how to be creative with their life.  Rebazar Tarzs & 

The Real UNUversal Guides Stand with THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW.  The days 
of old masters and gurus are gone.  YU, The RealU, must Be The Real RiskTaker to 

Seee Beyond the political, religious, and astral TapLining spiritual systems of this earth, 
or you will once more be lost with the Authoritarians and the invented Gods of Man. 

“THE NULEADERIS MARIAM ELBOU of AFRICA!  Seee Mariam & Charles on The 
RealSide with Rebazar & Paul & The RealGuides!  The NU~U IS The RealConnection 
Now to The SoundLight ALLAliveniss of THE ALLIS.  Beyond the Gods of Man and the 

fake masters of the earth, IS Real UNUverses of RealFreedom! 

THE NUWAVIS DUANEVA on THE REALSIDE… 
“To Seee DuanEva & The RealGuides on The RealSide, you must have a comparison to 

what is really taking place on the earth and the Six Levels of Creation.  The unaware 
masses have been taught the earth is all there is and that there is a ‘spirit world’ beyond 

the earth, which is a heaven after this life.  The next level or dimension is the Astral 
Realm, and this area is so vast and huge it would seem to cover eternity.  This is the 
home of your Emotional Astral Body that looks like you on earth and is the body you 

usually dream in.  The political, religious, spiritual, educational and scientific systems of 
this earth are Tied, Trapped & TapLined to the Astral Realm in so many different ways.  
Those who are religious or spiritual ‘think’ they are far beyond the earth, when actually 

they are no further than they can see for the most part.  What I refer to as The 
RealSide, does start in the Astral Realm, and then proceeds for those who know 

UNUversal Positioning (UP) into the Causal, Mental, Etheric Realms of the Gods of 
Man, then past the sixth level of the Deep Dark Border into The Real UNUverses of The 

TruReality, THE ALLIS.   

“There is more to The Whole of Life than just the ‘spirit’ idea that has been marketed 
and sounds emotionally lovely to most, which is no further than the Astral Realm where 
most people are Trapped & TapLined by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule 
this planet!  The Real UNUversal Guides share their secrets of UNUversal Positioning 

with those who are The Real RiskTakers and who Share The NUSound The NU~U with 
ALL.  The NU~U, IS The RealConnection with The SoundLight ALLAliveniss LifeIS.  The 

old words of HU, AUM, OM, Amen and others are with the RATS and you will stay 
TapLined with THEM, even into your heaven after you leave the earth, unless you Free 

YourSelf with The NU~U.  Seee US on The RealSide Now! 
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REBAZAR TARZS & THE REAL RISKTAKERS… 
“Rebazar Tarzs brought Paul Twitchell & Duane Heppner into ‘The Rod of Power’ which 
ISNow, THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN DUANEVA.   Those who are The Real RiskTakers 
with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides can Seee The TruReality LifeIS Now 

on The RealSide and Your DreamVisions.  Those who are still with their Living Alien 
Master Ego (LAME) are with Reptilian Joanny Klump and HER Human Farming Slavery 
Korporation.  Most of the lost and unaware ‘spiritually LAME’ have not paid attention to 
what Paul wrote about THE ISNESS LIFEIS.  Do you really want to keep worshiping 
and praypaying to RJK and the Kalaum God that is TapLining you in your Astral Body 

while you dream?  WakeUp with US (UNUversal SuperBeings) and The TruReality 
LifeIS, THE ALLIS!  Sing The NU~U, and YU will Seee!    

WORLDIWIDE WAKEUP WALKERS SURF CITY HB… 
WONDERFUL WORLDWIDE WAKEUP WALKERS… 
Duane The Great Writer Lives & Surfs in Huntington Beach, Surf City, California, USA. 
“WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators are WakeUp Walkers for The ALLNatural 
Environment Supporting All of US!  WWE LUV what WWE Do!  YU, The RealU, can 
WakeUp with US (UNUversal SuperBeings of RealLight).  There are many Steps to a 

Real WakeUp and WWE provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no one else! 

HUman HaKKing (HUman Farming) 
“HUman HaKKing is a term for Astral TapLining, which most people are not aware of.  
The unaware masses are held and Kontrolled unconsciously to this world, which is 

YOU!  You are aware of certain parts of the environment you are with, but there is so 
much more you are not aware of, and at the same time you are the Effect of what you 
are not aware of.  And so, you will keep returning here to be a slave for the invented 

systems as long as you decide to stay unaware of The Real UNUverses & The Whole of 
Life.  

GOD NEVER USES ALGEBRA… 
“So much of what is taking place on this earth is a waste of time, effort and is destroying 
The ALLNatural Environment Supporting ALL of US!  It is no longer the 1950s, to where 
we were ‘cool’ in those days and cruised around being Dah, which many people still are.  

You keep up with The Whole of Life or you do not!  I am providing The NUNowniss 
LifeIS, and YOU have a Very Special Opportunity like never before to WakeUp with US 

(UNUversal SuperBeings). 
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 My first RealSide Experience with Paul Twitchell: 
It was the beginning of the semester in the university that I go to. The university's library 
arranges a common read each year by distributing one book to freshmen and whoever 

has the interest in joining the move. Later in the semester, the university invites the 
author for a university event, where they give a speech and have an open discussion 

with the students and the faculty members that read the book.  
The book chosen this semester was The Tiger's Fang by Paul Twitchell. Since I was an 
orientation leader I was distributing the books to the new students. I was excited, they 
were excited, and it was an overall joyful experience. We would meet every 3 weeks to 

discuss few chapters of the book with whoever had the interest to keep reading. 
The author's event was near in time, but the identity of the guest was remained a secret. 
Since Paul was dead, everyone assumed that a member of the Corporation or at least a 

spiritual leader would be presented. I was one of the organizers of the event, which 
gave me more access to the event's room, more than most people. Few hours before 
the event started, I entered the room. Surprisingly, Paul was standing in front of me, 
practicing his speech. He was very focused that he didn't notice me entering, so I did 

not interrupt. I was so amazed by his presence and took my time to focus on the 
awareness he brought into that room. After a while he looked at me for a moment then 

said, "I recognize you!" With his full hand pointed at me. The Real me.  
Immediately after that, the audience came on time, and it was a full house. In his 

speech he stressed on the point that what we read was not purely his, and that his 
words were manipulated to serve an agenda that he does not approve. That made a lot 
of sense to me, and solved a lot of mysteries I struggled with while reading The Tiger's 

Fang. 
He finally concluded by softly singing the NU-U. No one sang along with him at first, 
until I joined him, and the whole audience followed in a second. The room was full of 

light, shiny and bright. It was pretty hard to see faces, or recognize voices. We were all 
in sink, not just by the NU-U sound, but the heartbeats, and the breaths. I was lifted with 

the tenderness of the voices and the presence of Paul. 

“IT IS MY PRIVILEGE TO TAKE THE RISK TO BRING YU WHAT I HAVE 
RECOGNIZED WITH THE TRUREAITY LIFEIS, THE ALLIS… DUANEVA 

EVA CONSULTATIONS... 
"Hello to Everyone... I am Eva Shari with Wonderful WorldWide Educators (WWE).  
WWE are The Largest ALLHumanitarian Project on the earth and WWE are here for 

YOU!    WWE are very busy with Our Skype Groups & Radio Shows on 
www.BlogTalkradio.com.   WWE are Real Consultants for those who want to WakeUp 
and Contribute as UNUversal Community Sponsors for The ALLNatural Environment 

that Supports YOU!  
"When You Contribute with US, You are Supporting Something Wonderful & Real.   Our 
basic Fee of $50 is very reasonable.   You decide if You want to be part of The Greatest 

Adventure Ever!   WakeUp with US... WWE are Fun!   WWE are Everywhere on the 
Earth! 
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PSYCH REALMS 
Level 1 - HOME OF KINGS, QUEENS, POLITICIANS, RELIGIOUS KONTROLLERS, 
FAKE MASTERS AND GURUS AND DECEPTIVE GOVERNMENTS WHO CREATED 

THE REPTILIAN ALIEN TAPLINING MATRIX 

Level 2 - ANGELS, GODS, SAVIORS, SHAPE SHIFTING ALIENS, PERSONAL LOVE 
AND SENSATIONS, WORSHIPING AND PRAYING TO THE INVENTED GODS, 
SPIRITUAL DESIGNATED HEAVEN OF THE BELIEF SYSTEMS AND WISDOM 

TEACHINGS, PARADISE AND HAPPY HUNTING GROUNDS AND MORE 

Level  3 - PAST LIVES AND MEMORY BODY, AKASHIC RECORDS, PAST LIFE 
REGRESSION, CAUSE AND EFFECT KARMIC BAGGAGE, TAPLINING IN CAUSAL 

BODY FROM FAKE GODS AND MASTERS, REINCARNATION AND DRUDGERY 
KARMA 

Level 4 -HOME OF THE WORSHIPED AND PRAYED TO REPTILIAN CONQUERING 
LORD GOD, THE KALAUM GOD OF RELIGIONS AND SPIRITUAL PATHS WITH THE 

WORDS HU, OM, AUM, AMEN AND OTHER RITUALISTIC TAPLINING 
KONTROLLING EFFECTS AND THE KONTROLLING ILLUSION OF CREATION AS 

THE ULTIMATE REALITY 

Level  5 -INTUITION AND FIFTH BODY AND CLOSEST TO THE REALAWARENISS. 
SUBCONSCIOUS MIND AND WHERE ALL FIVE BODIES ARE DROPPED TO ENETR 

THE NEXT LIFELEVEL. REALGUIDANCE AND A REALEDUCATION ARE NEEDED 
HERE TO SUCCEED 

Level 6 -THE BORDER BETWEEN THE REAL UNUVERSES OF THE TRUREALTY 
LIFEIS, THE ALLIS, AND THE APPEARANCE AND SIMULATION OF THE END OF 

CREATION 

7th Level and UP ~ RealUNUverses of The ALLLISSS BEYOND CREATION 

BEYOND CREATION IS THE REAL UNUVERSES OF REAL FREEDOM WITH THE 
TRUREALITY LIFEIS, THE ALLIS.  SINGING THE NUSOUND, THE NU~U IS THE 

REALCONNECTION TO THE SOUNDLIGHT ALLALIVENISS LIFEIS.  A HUGE 
DECEPTION HAS BEEN CREATED ON THE EARTH AND MANY PLANETS LIKE IT, 

THAT THERE ARE GODS IN THE SKY SOMEWHERE WHO CREATED YOU.  AS 
LONG AS YOU HOLD TO THIS IDEA OF THE SPACE GODS, THEN YOU WILL 

CONTINUE TO RETURN UNAWARE TO THE EARTH.  WORSHIPING AND PRAYING 
TO ANYTHING IS SACRIFICIAL RITUALISM AND VOODOO RELIGION.  THE 
REPTILIAN DEMONS FROM THE PHYSICAL AND LOWER ASTRAL REALM 

KONTROL THE HUMAN FARMING IN THE PHYSICAL REALM.  THE INVENTED 
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DECEPTIVE SYSTEMS ON EARTH ARE NOT WHAT THEY APPEAR TO BE.  LOOK 
BEHIND THE CURTAIN!  REALGUIDANCE AND A REALEDUCATION ARE THE KEY 

TO SECRET UNUVERSES NOW!  

THE NULIFELEVELS NOW… 
“LIFEIS ALWAYS NOW… This world does have a history, which has been distorted by 

the systems that have been invented, but overall, what we are experiencing here is 
massive out-of-control Kontrol!  The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who first invaded 
this planet and created the Socialistic Societies and Deceptive Doctrines are the ones 
destroying The ALLNatural Environment Supporting ALL of US.  YU, The RealU, can 

WakeUp Now and Earn Your Way into The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom, or stay for 
more lifetimes in deformed bodies with the DarkBrats on their Purposely Poisoned 

Prison Planet.   Creation is a ‘simulator’ and Not The TruReality LifeIS.   Take the time to 
read and study The NUPresentation as THE NUMAN has provided and YU can Free 

YourSelf Now!  

FOUND ON FACEBOOK-WAKEUP… 
“These are images and ideas WWE ‘Found on Facebook’ 

I applaud those people who have the courage to come out of hiding and share what is 
really taking place on this Purposely Poisoned Prison Planet.   The earth is not a LA LA 
Land like so many people ‘think’ it is.  This planet is a Testing Ground in Creation, and 
the Real Bummer is…if YU, The RealU, does not WakeUp Now, then YOU will be back 
here for more unaware lifetimes in deformed bodies!  This planet is getting worse every 

day and more people are Agreeing to its demise.  WakeUp with US (UNUversal 
SuperBeings) or Stay Lost with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule the 

Designed Matrix here! 

WWE IS NATIONS UNITED… 
 “WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators are The Most Exceptional 

RealEducators on Planet Earth!  WWE are Here For Everyone!   WWE Are Real & 
Wonderful!  WWE show YU, The RealU, how to ‘Save Your Own Life!’  From the 
Wonderful Children, Animals & Nature with The ALLNatural Environment,  to the  
Political, Religious, Spiritual Deceptors who Rule, Trap & TapLine people in their 

Dreams… WWE Are Here For YU, The RealU to WakeUp Now & BE Wonderful with US 
(UNUversal SuperBeings) of RealLight with The Real UNUversal Guides & The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS!”  
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ARE YOU BECOMING REPTILIAN... 
“YU, The RealU, has been on this earth so many times before, and you will continue to 
return, until YU WakeUp to The TruReality, THE ALLIS.  The Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) were the first invaders on this planet and they have taken over... OR, haven't 

you noticed?  The ALLNatural Environment Supporting ALL of US is getting worse 
everyday, and purposely so!  Watch this short video and the many others Miss Kelsey 
Brown, Chris Courage & Duane The Great Writer have done... OR, Stay Lost here into 

future lifetimes of even worse conditions... YOUR CHOICE! 

DEATH of a EEK (EARTHLY EVIL KARMA) HIGHER 
INITIATE... 

“WARNING... WARNING... This and so much more is what I have been writing about 
and sharing for years about the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) of the Joanny Kroney 
Klump Korporation in Minnesota, USA!  SHE and HER fake puppet master have been 
Astrally TapLining their membershrimps for decades, and it has all been showing up, 
just like what the governments of this world having been doing to unaware people for 

lifetimes!  The HU word is VooDoo Religion and Kontrol with the RATS!  Sing The NU~U 
and Watch Your DreamVisions and The Real UNUversal Guides will show YU, The 

RealU, 'What IS Real Now!'  WAKEUP or STAY LOST!  

YOUR FAVORITE VOODOO RELIGION... 
“HU WORD belongs to VOODOO RELIGIONS!  OM, AUM, AMEN and other ancient 

words and sayings also belong to VOODOO RELIGIONS.  WWE as Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators are fine with this.  WWE are not here to protest or rebel against 
the existing Kontrolling Systems, as WWE are only Reporting The RealNews Now.  If 
you want your VOODOO RELIGION, then you can have it for as many dumbed down 
drudgerous lifetimes as you want, along with all the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
and what they are doing to you!  WWE provide RealWarnings & RealNews and you 
decide Your Life... Seee How Fun WWE Are!  For more help and concerns... ASK 

YOUR DEVILGOD! 

WWE IS NATIONS UNITED… 
 “WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators are The Most Exceptional 

RealEducators on Planet Earth!  WWE are Here For Everyone!   WWE Are Real & 
Wonderful!  WWE show YU, The RealU, how to ‘Save Your Own Life!’  From the 
Wonderful Children, Animals & Nature with The ALLNatural Environment,  to the  
Political, Religious, Spiritual Deceptors who Rule, Trap & TapLine people in their 

Dreams… WWE Are Here For YU, The RealU to WakeUp Now & BE Wonderful with US 
(UNUversal SuperBeings) of RealLight with The Real UNUversal Guides & The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS!”  

 “SING THE NU~U” 
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“WATCH YOUR DREAMS” 

LET LIFE SHOW YU, THE REALU!” 

"WAKEUP WITH US or STAY LOST HERE!  READ THE NUBOOK NOW! 

“WWE HAVE THE REALCURE FOR ALL… 
WWE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS WITH THE ALLNATURAL  

ENVIRONMENT THAT SUPPORTS ALL OF US. WE PROVIDE  
REALGUIDANCE AND A REALEDUCATION LIKE NO ONE ELSE! 
READ THIS NUBOOK AND LEARN TO FREE YOURSELF NOW! 

YOU CAN BECOME MOREAWARE & SELFSUFFICIENT WITH US! 
NO RESTRICTIONS... YU ARE A FREEBEING OF REALLIGHT! 

WE ARE THE NUWAY TO REAL UNUVERSES OF REALFREEDOM! 
FREE YOURSELF FROM THE CAUSE & EFFECT CREATED MATRIX! 
SING THE NUSOUND, THE NU~U & WATCH YOUR DREAMVISIONS! 

REALTRUTH IS REALEXPERIENCE AND IS RECOGNIZED BY YU! 
WE ARE NOT POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS, SPIRITUAL, WE ARE REAL! 

ASK DUANE&EVA on Facebook / www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info 

"ARE YOU SURE YOU WANT TO STAY WITH YOUR OLD, OUTDATED, ANCIENT 
RELIGION AND MASTERS, WHEN WWE ARE HAVING ALL THE FUN ON THE 

REALSIDE LIFEIS?  WAKEUP WITH US AND LIVE AGAIN!" 

REALLUV & THE REAL RISKTAKER 
The old saying, “Love makes the world go around!” is true in a way, as 
everything in Creation is a decided consciousness that forms thoughts 
and ideas, along with the feelings and emotions we each add.  Most 
people are unaware they have more than just a physical body and 

only 'thinking' they are flesh and bones and what is known as human.  
“Surprise! Surprise!” as Gomer Pyle would say.   There is more to YU, 
The RealU than you realize!  You can stay as you are and just grow 

old and outdated as you have from all those lifetimes you have 
already forgotten, or you can WakeUp with US and supersede 
anything you have ever know before, but YU must BE The Real 

RiskTaker!  What you have come thru for untold lifetimes is what you 
have decided with your mind and emotions, which is your astral and 
mental bodies.  The love you have known so far is mainly from your 
emotional body, which moreso relates to your mind and your idea of 

http://www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info/
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what love is.  From the love 'ideas' you have formulated you have 
always kept yourself unaware and returning here and other worlds and 

dimensions in Creation. 
To discover RealLUV & RealFreedom and to WakeUp from this 

Passing Dream Matrix you are in, which relates to The Real 
UNUverses beyond Cause & Effect Creation and the Invented Gods of 

Man, you must BE The Real RiskTaker and Learn to Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  THE ALLIS, is not a god or any idea 
that can be considered, as IT IS THE PURREALITY LIFEIS!  IT IS 
THE WHOLE OF LIFE!  With the personal love you have known 

comes all the drama, sensations, feelings, pain, happiness and so 
much more you have unconsciously gone thru since your unknown 

entry into Creation.  Personal Emotional Love is a 'reflection' of 
RealLUV from The Real UNUverses and The ALLAliveniss LifeIS.  
There is no real explanation to RealLUV, as it is a Real UNUversal 

Position that cannot be considered with your mind and emotions, but 
must be moreso Recognized with Your RealAwareniss.   The invented 

systems of politics, old religion, spiritual teachings, ancient wisdom, 
masters and gurus are nothing more than Restrictions in Creation and 
have nothing to do with the Whole of Life and RealLUV.  Those who 
have The RealCourage to StepUp and Share The NU~U, will have 

RealGuidance into RealLUV with The Real UNUversal Guides.  The 
'love all' idea is not RealLUV, and is a personal idea many people 

create 'thinking' that what they decide from their little personal mind 
will solve whatever they create, as they also like to try and Kontrol 
their invented gods who do not listen to them.  Take the Risk and 

StepUp and Sing The NUSound, NU~U, and Watch Your 
DreamVisions! 

  
VOODOO RELIGION ALIEN ATTACKERS 

“I am often asked why I create so many funny and strange pictures 
about Reptilian Joanny and fake master janitor HarOld Klump of the 
EEKonkon Krone Korporation.  The answer is very simple... These 
two imposters have been attacking me and the people I teach and 

share with on The RealSide (inner worlds & dreams) since the day I 
was given The Real Rod of Power from Rebazar Tarzs & Paul 

Twitchell in 2001, which IS Now, THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN.  They 
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do not want to be exposed for what they are really doing, as they have 
been involved in a huge coverup since Darwin Gross was announced 
as The Living Eck Master in 1971.  I will be telling 'The Real Story of 

EEKonkon' in NUBook Nine.  Most unaware people are very one-
dimensionalized, and even when I suggest to check with Rebazar & 
Paul & The Real UNUversal Guides on The RealSide LifeIS, they 

resist and 'think' they already know everything, and even more than 
Life ITSelf!  Reptilian Joanny seduced Old Harry Klump when they first 

met and he has been HER Puppet Puppy Dog ever since.  When 
Harry Klump is on stage, he is reading HER Notes to the audience! 

SING THE NU~ & FREE YOURSELF NOW! 
RJ (Reptilian Joanny) and HER Band of Witches go out every night 
and harass and Astrally TapLine unaware people in their Dreams.  
This is how they have gotten most of their sleeping dumbed down 

membershrimps to worship and pray to the Kalaum God on the Mental 
Realm.  When Paul was here, there was no worshiping and praying to 
anything, nor other ritualistic ceremonies, as RJ has created to keep 
people with HER for more lifetimes in the Lower Astral Realm.  Paul 
started off as the babysitter and the 'spiritual & god' ideas, and then 

Darwin and HarOld were to educate and expand upon what Paul 
started, but these two fake self-absorbed masters, who stole Paul's 

Title, never had The RealAwareniss to Seee & Recognize The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  In today's world, this Purposely 

Poisoned Prison Planet is Kontrolled by the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) who were the first invaders here and created all the political 

and religious doctrines people are hypnotized with.  Most of the 
masses are subliminally subdued with VooDoo Reptilian Religion, and 
they will continue to return here in future lifetimes in deformed bodies!   
The old words of HU, AUM, OM, Amen and others are with the RATS, 
and YU, The RealU, are being TapLined in Your Dreams!  Sing The 

NUSound from The Pure & Real ALLIS, The NU~U, and Free YourSelf 
during this lifetime into The Real UNUverses beyond Cause & Effect 
Creation and the Gods of Man!  WWE provide RealGuidance and a 

RealEducation like no one else! 
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StandReal... 
What I am Presenting Now to this world IS Real & Direct with The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  Life Defines ITSelf, and it is not 
that people define Life, as most of the unaware masses 'think' 

they can.  The Kontrolling Systems have educated people into a 
Literalized Box of Misunderstanding.  Of course, this is part of the 
process to WakeUp, and at the same time it is a huge hurdle for 
most people to do so.  To the unaware masses and those in the 

Belief & VooDoo Spiritual Systems, waging war, doing takeovers, 
polluting the planet, growing old, and a host of other nonsense 
that seems to make sense to those who are not aware of The 

Real UNUverses.   

TOOTH SEEKERS of THE WORLD... 
“Some people cannot find their TEETH... and so WWE as Wonderful WorldWide 

Educators have a Great Plan for YU, The RealU, to Become MoreAware, so you can 
find anything you need for your life.   Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, before going to 

sleep for about 10 to 15 minutes, and then Watch Your DreamVisions, and Life will 
Show YOU, how to WakeUp and Have More Fun! 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER / WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS: https://
www.facebook.com/duanethegreatwriter/videos/vb.

378790388922136/846405328827304/?type=2&theater   

DAVID ICKE-First Step to a Bigger WakeUp... 
“Respectfully, David Icke is providing a lot of information about the Reptilians and the 

Bankers, but what he is sharing is a very small one-dimensional picture of what is really 
taking place on this planet and what else is effecting this world and YOU!   Behind the 
scenes of this 'surface world' of appearances is a huge takeover that most people are 
not aware of.    The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who rule the earth are Astrally 

TapLining YOU in Your Dreams at night and turning YOU into a Reptilian!   You, like so 
many others are not aware of the Six Levels of Creation and how they work, and that 

there are Endless Real UNUverses of RealFreedom beyond the invented Gods of Man 
and the Authoritarians of this earth who have YOU in their Designed Matrix! There are a 
lot of people who can leave their body (OBE) and move into the Astral Realm, but what 

they do not know is that there are hundreds of levels, dimensions and planes in the 
Astral Worlds, to where it 'seems' like you are going someplace higher, but you are not!   
Astral Projection is where you have a Silver Cord attached to you, and therefore, AP is 

very self-limiting and can also puncture holes in your Aura, to where entities can 
influence and TapLine YOU in Your Dreams!   There are Many Steps to a Real WakeUp, 
and WWE have The RealConnection with The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS!   Sing The 
NU~U and Watch Your DreamVisions Now!     DUANE THE GREAT WRITER / WATCH 
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MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

“SING THE NU~U” 

“WATCH YOUR DREAMS” 

LET LIFE SHOW YU, THE REALU!” 

"WAKEUP WITH US or STAY LOST HERE!  READ THE NUBOOK NOW! 

“WWE HAVE THE REALCURE FOR ALL… 
WWE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS WITH THE ALLNATURAL  
ENVIRONMENT THAT SUPPORTS ALL OF US.  WE PROVIDE  

REALGUIDANCE AND A REALEDUCATION LIKE NO ONE ELSE! 
READ THIS NUBOOK AND LEARN TO FREE YOURSELF NOW! 

YOU CAN BECOME MOREAWARE & SELFSUFFICIENT WITH US! 
NO RESTRICTIONS... YU ARE A FREEBEING OF REALLIGHT! 

WE ARE THE NUWAY TO REAL UNUVERSES OF REALFREEDOM! 
FREE YOURSELF FROM THE CAUSE & EFFECT CREATED MATRIX! 
SING THE NUSOUND, THE NU~U & WATCH YOUR DREAMVISIONS! 

REALTRUTH IS REALEXPERIENCE AND IS RECOGNIZED BY YU! 
WE ARE NOT DEFINED AS POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS, SPIRITUAL  

OR ANYTHING TYPICAL AND COMMON...  WE ARE REAL! 
ASK DUANE&EVA on Facebook / www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info 

 WATCH VIDEO: https://youtu.be/v11wcN2jvk0 and others by MISS KELSEY BROWN & 
CHRIS COURAGE. 

UNUVERSAL GIRL DAY EVERYDAY... 
“CHILDREN ARE THE FUTURE NOW... as very few people Pay Attention to what is 

really taking place on this planet with The ALLNatural Environment that is being Heavily 
Destroyed!  ALL of US love to celebrate everyday for something, but it only Makes 

Sense to Respect and Replenish Nature as it provides for ALL of US.   The Children of 
Today are facing a challenging future like never before!  WakeUp with US and Free 
YourSelf Now!   DUANE THE GREAT WRITER / WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S 

VIDEOS:  

INTERNATIONAL LESS DISASTER  
DAY OCTOBER 13... 

“What a Good Idea!  They (THEM / TapLining HUman Eating Martians) are thinking of 
doing Less Disasters to YOUR PLANET in the coming year.  But of course, this is a 
'sound-good' political idea to keep YOU 'thinking' that the HUman Farming they have 

YOU in will maybe get better.  How many more unaware lifetimes do YOU want to 
spend here?  WakeUp with US, UNUversal SuperBeings and Learn to Recognize The 

Real UNUverses of RealFreedom Now!   

http://www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info/
https://youtu.be/v11wcN2jvk0
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DUANE THE GREAT WRITER / WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

To The MemberShrimps of RAKNAKCE... 
“YOU 'think' YOU can decide who THE NUMANIS.  YOU 'think' that I am some kind of 

'mini master' in YOUR MIND.   YOU 'think' that I am claiming Paul's Title like Darwin and 
HarOld (Harry) have Stolen, because they Never had The RealAwareniss Paul Does 
Now with The NU~U & THE ALLIS.  YOU also 'think' I am trying to take some of the 
membershrimps from Reptilian Joanny and TapLining Harry from HER Korporation.  

NONE OF THE ABOVE!  The TruReality LifeIS, THEALLIS, has Decided I was to BE 
THE NUMAN, along with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides, because I CAN 

SEEE THE ALLIS, and YOU CANNOT!  ALL Deception Shows Up, and it has been 
showing up for decades on The RealSide, but YOU have Not been Paying Attention!  
YOU would rather Worship and PrayPay Reptilian Joanny and fake master Harry and 

give yourself to HER TapLining!  This is why so many of YOU with Your Fake Initiations 
are getting illnesses and Kancers from HER!  What I have tried to do is WARN YOU!  
WAKEUP or STAY LOST with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS).    DUANE THE 

GREAT WRITER / WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

SPOTLIGHT–THE MOVIE-ASTRAL TAPLINING... 
“As part of 'The RealLearning Process' with WWE (Wonderful WorldWide Educators), I 

suggest to watch the movie, 'SPOTLIGHT'   I remember when this event was happening 
several years after 911, and at that time I did not follow thru with any investigation.  

What the movie 'Spotlight' focuses on is what has been taking place with the church all 
over this world for thousands of years.  The Ratican in Rome is head of the 'HUman 

Farming' on this planet!  There are so many people who are in powerful elite positions 
that like their domination over others, but what they are Not Seeeing is, their Huge 
Karmic Debt they must go thru for untold lifetimes after this one!  They can 'believe' 

whatever they want to, but they are in Cause & Effect Creation and they will stay here 
until they WakeUp to The TruReality, THE ALLIS.  These people are molesters of all 
ages, and on top of this, they are Astrally TapLining people in their Dreams!  I have 

been raised by Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides, and two of the Biggest 
DirtBag Molesters I have ever known is, HarOld & Joan Klemp of the Eckankar 

Korporation in Minnesota, USA.  The 'Klump Heads' have destroyed so many people 
and made them ill and given them TapLining Kancers from their Kalaum Reptilian God, 
who Astrally suck the life out of them.   Joanny is Reptilian and Harry is just plain stupid!  
These two bunglers are like so many other 'religious spiritual' frauds on this planet, and 

it is all about the printed money from the invented governments!  BEWARE OR YOU 
ARE NEXT!  DUANE THE GREAT WRITER / WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S 

VIDEOS:  
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Well-to-Do Know-it-Alls... 
“The unaware masses, those who are the most socially-agreeable Well-to-Do Educated 
Know-it-Alls, are usually the ones who are doing the most damage to this planet.  The 
World Elite Kontrollers have put their HUman Farming masses into categories, such as 

upper class, or first class, middle class and lower class, or a third world class.  Most 
people are very proud of their accomplishments from their 'created' environment of 

fabricated whatevers, and usually 'thinking' they really do know something, and most of 
all, they seem to 'think' they know more than Life ITSelf.   Everyone has the right to do 
whatever they want and think whatever they want, and as they do, they will continue to 
stay unconscious to The TruReality LifeIS.  Life Just Got Bigger, but very few will Seee 

IT!    DUANE THE GREAT WRITER / WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:   

YOUR MOTHER will still LOVE YOU WHEN... 
“... YOU Join US and Become MoreAware!  Do YOU want to Stay Different, Trapped & 
TapLined like THEM?   Or, do YOU want to WakeUp and Have A RealLife even better 
than YOU can imagine?  WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators and WWE know 
what WWE are doing!  Emotional Attachment is one thing and RealFreedom IS a Lot 
Better!  DUANE THE GREAT WRITER / WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

WWE ARE EVERYTHING WONDERFUL & MORE! 
“There are so many different categories to politics, religion, spiritual whatevers, 

education and scientific inventions.  WWE are actually a part of Everything and Not a 
Particular Piece of anything in Creation.  WWE Represent what others cannot, as WWE 

are MoreAware & Wonderfully Real than what others have created to put themselves 
into.  WWE are FreeBeings of RealLight Standing Real in The Real UNUverses of 

RealFreedom beyond what those in Creation have come to know.  From whatever is 
created that IS Wonderful, Real, Honorable and Makes Sense, then WWE are that 
which IS!  There are many 'sides' to what has been created in Creation, and WWE 

StandReal with what has a RealBenefit for ALL.  Like the Sun Shining, WWE are The 
RealLight for this world! DUANE THE GREAT WRITER / WATCH MISS KELSEY 

BROWN'S VIDEOS:         

THE WHOLE of LIFE, DOES NOT LIVE YOUR LIFE... 
“We are all with what we refer to as Life.  Within Life there are endless positions, levels, 

states of consciousness and dimensions.  Everyone is having their own experiences 
according to what they see, think, know and decide.  LifeIS Always Bigger!  So, as we 
are all in the same Life, we each decide what we will decide and do in Life.  Life does 
not decide our life, YOU decide Your Life.  The Whole of Life, that which is far moreso 
than what we have been taught here and the ideas of gods and Creation, is ALL About 
Awareniss, Your RealAwareniss.   When you make a decision that benefits Everyone, 
then Life backs you up and supports YU, The RealU.  We each have Five bodies we 
must deal with while we are in Cause & Effect Creation.  The unaware masses have 

been purposely taught a distorted eduction to Kontrol everyone.  YOU have been taught 
that there are gods who created you and also Kontrol you.  As long as YOU are in 
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Agreement with the invented ideas of the World Kontrollers, you will be returning for 
many more unconscious lifetimes with them.  Oh for sure, you will be going to Their 

Designated Heavens after this life, but you will once again return, because YOU do not 
know about The Real Endless UNUverses beyond Creation and the Gods of Man!  

There is so much more to The Whole of Life than just Heaven and Earth!  Read The 
NUBooks and start 'Your Journey to RealFreedom Now!'   DUANE THE GREAT 

WRITER / WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:    

WWE are NOT DIFFERENT... YOU ARE! 
“WWE are REAL & WONDERFUL and WWE Support The ALLNatural Environment 

Supporting US, UNUversal SuperBeings!  WWE live in this world and provide 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no one else, and WWE StandReal with The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS Without Restrictions!  WWE Do Not Support the Agreed 
Upon Restrictions of the political, religious, spiritual, education and scientific systems, 

but WWE do utilize what the invented systems have created.    WWE are Real & 
Natural & Wonderful like the Sun Shining with The Whole of Life, and it is YOU that is 

'Different' as YOU keep Agreeing to the Restrictions of others and adding to the Demise 
of this planet!  WakeUp with US, or stay with the invented Restrictions of others, as 

YOU have already done for untold lifetimes, which YOU do not remember!  And if YOU 
do not WakeUp Now, then YOU will once again forget that YOU were ever here!   

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER / WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

Implied Freedoms or REALFREEDOM... 
“This world is saturated with 'implied freedoms' that sound good, but are nothing more 
than words for those who are being HUman Farmed.  In America, one of the ideas is, 

“Home of The Brave and Land of The Free!”  This is an example of good-sounding 
'implied freedoms' that most people are very emotionally attached to.  Those who 

Kontrol the earth want Your Agreement.  This is how everything operates and 'appears' 
to be so, and that is with Your Consent & Agreement.  The printed dollar bills you use as 
money are based upon Your Agreement and Not because the government prints them!  
YOU are in a Psychological Matrix that YOU keep Agreeing to be in!  In Cause & Effect 
Creation there Cannot be any freedom!  You can walk around and do what you want to 
some extent, but actually there is a law or regulation about 'everything' you are doing 

here, and when the Authoritarians want to enforce such laws, they will!  They have 
tricked YOU into Agreeing that the more laws and Restrictions there are, the safer you 

are.  Up until Now, you really have known nothing else, except for the Kontrolling 
Systems YOU have Agreed to.  Beyond time & space Creation, there IS Endless Real 
UNUverses of RealFreedom!  With the way this world is, and how long you have been 
here, and for untold lifetimes, it surely does 'seem' impossible there cannot be anything 
else anywhere, but this floating 'rock' in black space.  The whole of LifeIS bigger than 

the Gods of Man and all you have come to know here.  What IS Even Better than 
RealFreedom IS, UNUversal Positioning (UP)  This is where YU, The RealU, decides to 

StandReal with The Real UNUversal Guides and The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS!   
UP, cannot be considered with the mind and senses, but YU must Learn to Recognize 
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What IT IS.  WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators provide RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation like no on else!  WWE Are Real & Wonderful and YOU can Join US 
Now!  DUANE THE GREAT WRITER / WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

WWE are a REAL UNUVERSAL COMMUNITY... 
“In Creation there are the invented systems of politics, religion, spiritual whatevers, 
educational indoctrination, and scientific mishaps.  In the last 200 to 300 years, this 
world has experienced a huge transformation for the worse.  The unaware masses 

'think' in terms of progress, bonding, waiting for their saviors to fix everything, emotional 
drama and the 'love everything' idea that is still not working, as this world and almost 

everyone is Agreeing to the demise of the planet.   In the meantime,,, WWE as 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators StandReal with The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, and 
WWE provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no one else!   WWE StandReal 
with The ALLNatural Environment Supporting ALL of US.  There are Endless LifeLevels 
with The Whole of Life and WWE are UNUversal Seers and WWE know what WWE are 

doing! Take The Risk and Read The NUBooks and WakeUp with US Now!   DUANE 
THE GREAT WRITER / WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

ALL YOUR KARMA IS GONE... 
“... when you StandReal with The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS & The Real UNUversal 

Guides.   Up until Now, YOU have been a 'Marketing Ploy Tool' for the Kontrollers of this 
planet.   They have convinced YOU over lifetimes, that YOU were created by Space 
Gods in the sky and that YOU are to worship and pray to THEM (TapLining HUman 
Eating Martians) which YOU have done for lifetimes, because YOU have been too 

afraid to explore and discover 'What IS Real Now!'  WWE are Your Real Opportunity 
once more, but if YOU wait too long, YOU will once again forget that YOU were ever 

here!  WWE Make Sense in a world that is Agreeing to be poisoned into an unconscious 
demise!   If You stay with the Old Gods and their Restrictions, your Karma will continue 
to grow, as YOU become old and infected from those who are poisoning YOU!  There 

are Real & Wonderful UNUverses beyond Cause & Effect Creation, but YU, The RealU, 
must BE The Real RiskTaker and Sing The NU~U and Watch Your DreamVisions.   

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER / WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

ARE YOU GAMBLIG WITH YOUR LIFE? 
THE ALLNATURAL ENVIRONMENT IS BEING DESTROYED ON A DAILY BASIS.  

EVERYONE WANTS REALFOOD, CLEANWATER, CLEARAIR, AND TO HAVE ALL 
THIS... YOU MUST STEPUP AND DO SOMETHING REAL NOW, OR IT WILL BE TOO 
LATE!  WWE ARE WONDERFUL WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS AND WWE WILL SHOW 

YOU HOW! 
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What is an ATTACK? 
“It is rather Humorous that 'some unaware people' actually 'think' that what WWE as 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators are doing is 'Attacking' others.  WWE are Reporting 

The RealNews, but not everyone is Aware Enough to Recognize what WWE are 
Sharing.  Our RealPurpose is to show everyone 'How to Become MoreAware & 

SelfSufficient' but most people are so blindly emotionally attached to their VooDoo 
Religions and their fake masters and gods, who are contributing to the demise of The 

ALLNatural Environment Supporting ALL of US!  YES... WWE Do Have a Real Concern, 
and that is for The Total Welfare of Everyone and the earth!  WWE are Multidimensional 

SuperBeings with The Real UNUversal Guides.  With ChemTrails in the skies, GMO 
FakeFood on the earth, Lethal Vaccines to Your Children, MindKontrolling Microwaves 
and so much more, what WWE are Sharing is 'WARNING YOU' about what is really 
taking place on Your Planet!  If you want to play 'patty-cake' with the Love Everything 
ideas and 'think' it will fix everything, then go ahead, as is is more than obvious that 

worshiping and praying to the fake gods and the love ideas are having very little effect 
here, as this planet gets Worse Everyday!  WakeUp and take the time to Learn what 

WWE are Sharing!  WWE Are Real & Wonderful!  A Real Attack is what the 
governments of this world are doing with their Military Regimes, as they Bomb, Poison 
and destroying everything!  YOU are on a HUman Farming Planet and YOU are what's 
for Dinner!  WakeUp with US or Stay Lost here for more unconscious lifetimes!  If YOU 

want to just hear sweetness, then read yourself a bedtime story, but when you do 
WakeUp, YOU will have a lot of catching up to do, so hurry up, before YOU get to old to 

remember you were ever here!  Have Fun Deciding!  DUANE THE GREAT WRITER   

PASSING AROUND THE OLD OUTDATED  
& LOST STUFF... 
“If The Real UNUversal Guides & The Whole of Life do not back what a person creates, 
then there is NO ALLAliveniss in it!   The ALLAliveniss LifeIS, is The SoundLight Reality 
of THE ALLIS from The Real UNUverses beyond Creation.  Politics, religions, spiritual 
teachings and paths and other such 'things' are merely inventions of the emotions and 

mind in Cause & Effect Creation with the Brutal Authoritarians on the earth and the fake 
invented Kontrolling Gods of Man.  The BabySitting Days of masters and gurus is gone 

and NONE of the so-called fake masters with their religious and spiritual teachings, 
paths and meditation goes any further than the Astral Realm, as many are in the Lower 
Astral Hells!  Most, if not all of them are unconsciously Agreeing to the Reptilian Alien 
TapLiners (RATS).  WWE Seee The RealSide LifeIS and WWE Seee what is really 

taking place here with what is unseen and effecting most people!  The average 'normal' 
person will stay one-dimensionalized and literalized to the social systems of Cause & 
Effect Creation, and is Trapped and TapLined in the Designed Matrix of the RATS for 
more lifetimes, unless they want to WakeUp Now!  All the 'sound-good' political and 

religious words and speeches will not change the fact of what so many have created as 
their own demise.   If The Real UNUversal Guides and The Whole of Life do not Agree 

with what a person has created here, then what they have created is like an empty 
building with only emotional and mental ideas like ghosts!  THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN 
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NOW.  LIFE ITSELF & The RealGuides StandReal with DUANEVA IS THE NUMAN 
NOW!  WWE are The RealLight of THE ALLIS, as FreeBeings of RealLight.  WWE Sing 
The NUSound, The NU~U!  All other noises such as, HU, OM, AUM, Amen and many 

others, are nothing more than Astral TapLining from the RATS!  Watch Your 
DreamVisions and YOU will be shown!    DUANE THE GREAT WRITER / WATCH MISS 

KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

WHY ARE YOU HERE? 
“As YU, The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, comes into each lifetime here or somewhere 
in this Physical Realm, you go along with what is presently taking place on the planet 
you are on, which is understandable.  YOU are Not Aware of why YOU are Here!  You 
have been told 'this and that' and you 'think' you know why you are here, but you really 

do not.  YOU created Your Personal Self, and Not the marketed 'idea' that there are 
gods in the sky who created YOU.   There is a Lot More that YOU are Not Seeeing that 
is very vital to Your OverALL Survival!   Do YOU want to keep 'thinking' you know more 

than The Whole of Life, or would YOU like Life to Show You, 'What IS Real Now?' 

YOU CAN JUST GROW OLD OR... 
“... WakeUp with US & Become MoreAware.  The Real Fountain of Youth IS Your 

RealAwareniss.  YOU keep 'thinking' you know what you are doing here, and YOU are 
also being 'told' what to do and think by the political, religious, educational and spiritual 
indoctrinating systems.  It is always Your Choice with what YOU Agree to.  The World 
Kontrollers have told YOU, that there are gods in the sky who created you and Kontrol 
your destiny, but it is Actually YOU making all your own Choices.  WWE will show you 

how to get your own answers and Free YourSelf from Cause & Effect Creation. 
Take The Risk & Sing The NU~U & Join US!   DUANE THE GREAT WRITER / WATCH 

MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

ASK REBAZAR & PAUL IN YOUR DREAMS... 
“ASK Rebazar Tarzs & Paul Twitchell in Your DreamVisions who they StandReal with.  

Are YOU interested in RealTruth & RealFreedom, or just the Marketing Ploy of the fake 
masters and gurus who say 'pretty words' to their membershrimps keeping them 

dumbed down, and that keep you Emotionally TapLined with the World Kontrollers?  
After Paul Twitchell left this earth, he had entrusted others to continue on with The Real 
UNUversal Guides, but there was a Huge Conspiracy taking place that very few noticed!  

Today, his original creation is infected with the RATS, and there are many other fake 
masters who copied what he created and claiming they have the Rod of Power and 
using the infected HU word.  There is No More Rod of Power!  There IS Only, THE 
NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW!  Rebazar & Paul & The RealGuides StandReal with 

THE NUMAN, DUANEVA!  Duane The Great Writer will share more of His 
RealAdventures in NUBook Nine!   YOU ARE BEING ASTRALLY TAPLINED in YOUR 

DREAMS!  YOU will be coming back to this earth if YOU do not WakeUp Now, because 
the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) want to keep YOU here as their slave for as many 

lifetimes as they can!  YOU can 'think' whatever YOU like, but it does not make it so!  
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Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and Watch Your DreamVisions for RealAnswers!     
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER / WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

IT'S NOT WHAT YOU THINK... IT IS WHAT IT IS... 
“YOU have been taught to 'think' and decide 'What LifeIS'   The 'ideas' of this created 

lifestyle are all around us, as most unaware people keep Agreeing to what ALL of Life is 
Not!  When YOU have a physical Body, you are in a 'Place in Life' and Not Seeeing The 

Whole LifeIS.  YOU are in Cause & Effect Creation and you are here to WakeUp and 
Learn to Seee The Whole of Life, but YU, The RealU, must firmly decide to do this, or 
you will stay asleep and unaware of The ALLAliveniss LifeIS.  The Whole of Life, that 
which IS MoreSo than Creation, IS Already Complete & Real Now!  In Creation, you 

create something with your body, mind and imagination, and with The Whole of Life, that 
which I refer to as The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom, YU Learn to Recognize, Seee 
& BE What Life Already IS!  YOU are always the one Deciding to stay in Cause & Effect 

Creation for more unaware lifetimes, or WakeUp with US as UNUversal SuperBeings 
and Free YourSelf from the Designed Matrix of the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS).  
YOU, like many others, do not Remember YOU have been here many times before!  

WWE will Show YU, how to WakeUp Now!    DUANE THE GREAT WRITER / WATCH 
MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

WHAT IS A KULT? 
“Those who are usually involved in Kults like to label others as Kults!  So, what is a 

Kult?  There can be many definitions and YOU Decide!  First off... IT IS The ALLNatural 
Environment that Supports ALL of US, and WWE StandReal with THE ALLIS.  If this is 
too hard to figure out, please take the time to write me and I will send you a NUBook, 
and 'maybe' you will learn something!  The idea of any Kult is originally from Sacrificial 

Religions, which were first introduced on this planet by the invading REPS, or 
Reptilians.  The REPS (Reptilian Earthly Political Systems) invented and created all the 
Evil Kult (EK) Systems that cover this planet with their Designed Matrix.  The average 

(normal) person is unaware of what is really taking place right in front of them here!  The 
marketing ploy of the REPS is to blame others for what they are doing, as they 'think' 
they are very cleaver.  The EKS (Evil Karma Systems) have intimidated, harassed, 

beaten, tortured, punished and put to death an untold number of people for eons.  The 
REPS are the Religious, Educational, Political and Spiritual Systems that Kontrol the 

unaware masses.  Most people are 'too afraid' to WakeUp and face their fears, and so 
they stay dumbed down and subservient to the Authoritarians and their invented gods of 
worshiping and praying.  The Evil Kults Rule this Planet!  The unaware masses like to 

'think' there is some good in the Gods of Man, when actually it is the fake self-appointed 
gods who hold people unconscious to this HUman Farming Prison Planet!    DUANE 

THE GREAT WRITER / WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  
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ARE YOU GMO? 
“The old question was... what is your belief or political party?  Today the question is... 
are YOU GMO?  Many people still do not know what Genetically Modified Organisms 

(GMO) are.  People who are in their own little 'LA LA Land' usually eat a lot of 
processed foods are not really concerned about what they are eating, because the 

Marketing Ploy of the 'pretty packaging' is just too tempting and inviting.  Like the 'pretty 
words' of old politicians and fake masters and gurus, this is the GMO World of Today!  

GMO is also a Credential anyone can obtain like a Degree, which means Geek Master 
Orator.  As more and more unaware people keep eating GMO TechFood, they are 

becoming 'something else!'   The HUman Farming Kontrollers who rule the earth want 
YOU to eat GMO, because it will make YOU ill with cancers, and then YOU will be going 
to their brainwashed doctors, who will give YOU Lethal Pharmaceuticals for the rest of 

your life!   YOU always have a Choice, but YOU Must BE a Real RiskTaker to Seee 
'What IS Real Now' to surpass the TapLining Bondage that YOU Do Not See Yourself in!   

The unaware masses have not been aware of the fact that for untold centuries there 
has already been... GGMO!  This has been a 'hidden fact' right in front of YOU... 

Genetically Godly Modified Organisms!  The masses are still living in the 12th Century in 
their minds with the 'god' ideas.  For lifetimes, YOU have been exposed to the 

marketing of The World Kontrollers and what they want YOU to 'believe' in and obey to.  
YU, The RealU, can Become MoreAware and Free YourSelf from Cause & Effect 
Creation with US!  WakeUp and Read The NUBooks Now!  DUANE THE GREAT 

WRITER / WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

“WWE do not use the Old Terms... 
“... such as GOD (who were invented by the Reptilians) SOUL (who no one has a clue 

to) SPIRITUAL (which refers to the Astral Realm and spirit entities) RELIGION (which is 
nothing more than Sacrificial Voodoo for the unaware) and many other terms and words 
such as... HU, OM, Amen and so on, because they are Astral TapLining influences for 

the REPS!  WakeUp Now or Stay Lost!  WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators with 
The ALLNatural Environment Supporting ALL of US.  WWE are Very Real & Wonderful 

and WWE Show YU, The RealU, how to Become MoreAware.  

“I would rather BE... 
“... in The Real UNUverses with THE ALLIS, but I have Chosen to BE Here and Share 

My RealExperiences, so that YOU can Learn to Save YourSelf Now from more 
unconscious lifetimes!   The Whole of LifeIS for Everyone, but very few know about The 

Real UNUverses beyond Cause & Effect Creation.   Creation has it's place with The 
Whole of Life, but everything here is very temporary and eventually vanishes.   LifeIS 
ALL About RealSurvival & RealFreedom, and there is no surviving for very long here, 

and there definitely is No Freedom Here!  LifeIS an ISNIS, which IS Already Complete.   
In Creation, we each create something to survive with, and in The Real UNUverses, YU, 

The RealU, learns to Recognize What AlreadyIS!  ALL LifeIS Already Complete, and 
with what YU have come thru in Creation, YU eventually realize and then Recognize 

The Real UNUverses, that are beyond Cause & Effect Creation!   WWE as Wonderful 
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WorldWide Educators have a Fun & Wonderful NUJourney for YU to WakeUp to!   Join 
US and Free YourSelf Now!  DUANE THE GREAT WRITER / WATCH MISS KELSEY 

BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

IS DUANE&EVA SCARY? 
“Some people 'think' that what Duane&Eva are presenting is somewhat different, 

strange or even Scary!   Okay, let's see what this equates too...  Duane&Eva mainly 
refer to The ALLNatural Environment Supporting ALL of US, and how Wonderful and 
Important RealFood, RealWater & RealAir really are, and that Your Children are The 

Future Now!  Maybe some people are right, as this does sound funny and a bit strange 
compared to the 'Unaware Mass Agreement' with the political and religious 

governments and Kontrollers who have created all the Deception, tyranny, rules, 
regulations, Restrictions, military oppression & takeovers, terrorism, massacring women 

and children, ChemTrails, MindKontrolling Microwaves, Lethal Vaccines, Fluoridated 
Water, GMO TechFood and so much more.   WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators 

also provide The RealNews to Warn People about what is really happening on Your 
Planet, and for those still in their 'LA LA Land' ideas about what is taking place on this 

earth, what WWE are Sharing is very disturbing indeed!  Of course WWE must be 
labeled as 'too radical' with what WWE are honorable with, while the Rulers of this 

planet can 'market' anything and 'say' anything and it becomes the 'absolute truth' to 
those who want to stay dumbed down for more unconscious lifetimes of the same 

slavery routine in this Designed Matrix!  WWE Know What WWE are Doing!  BUT... 
YOU can decide whatever YOU like, because YOU know more than Life ITSelf, as YOU 

are probably one of the many educated degree holding people that 'thinks' their way 
thru this life according to the invented systems that are Destroying The Planet!  WakeUp 

with US, or Stay Lost with THEM (TapLining HUMan Eating Martians). DUANE THE 
GREAT WRITER / WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO TAKE YOUR KARMA... 
“Your Karma is Your WakeUp in Cause & Effect Creation, and when YOU have The 
RealCourage to StepUp to The NUSound, The NU~U, Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 

UNUversal Guides will StandReal with YU, The RealU and provide RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation to show you how to Earn Your Way into The Real UNUverses of The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, beyond Creation!  NO More Karma for YOU when YOU 
Become Real & Sincere with a True Intent!  YOU can Now Live a RealAdventure like 
never before when YOU Take The Risk with US!  Karma is only in Creation and Not in 

The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom!  The Gods of Man have Fooled You into 
'thinking' they are the ultimate, but the authoritarians and their invented gods have been 

your jailers for untold lifetimes!    DUANE THE GREAT WRITER / WATCH MISS 
KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  
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ASK  ASK  ASK... 
“Are YOU getting tired of being unaware yet?  Are YOU still 'thinking' your religion or 

spiritual path is what they say it is?  But of course, YOU are still too afraid to Explore & 
Discover 'What IS Real Now' because it just sounds too scary...Right?  Life Makes 

Sense, but YOU must learn to Make Sense of Your Life according to The Whole of Life, 
or Stay Lost with the inverted secondary systems YOU are now with!  Sing The 

NUSound, The NU~U, and then 'ASK' to be shown who The Real UNUversal Guides 
StandReal with.  THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW!  The TruReality LifeIS, has 

chosen DUANEVA with The NUPresentation.  Rebazar Tarzs & Paul Twitchell 
StandReal with DUANEVA NOW!   DUANE THE GREAT WRITER / WATCH MISS 

KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

ARE YOU LOST with THE OLD BABYSITTERS? 
“If you are into Emotionally Agreeing & Mentally Attached to politics, religion, spiritual 
ideas, standard education and mind-control science, then YOU ARE LOST with THE 

OLD BABYSITTERS!  There IS So Much More to Life than what is 'seen' on this planet 
and what has been created here as a secondary something that the unaware masses 

'think' is all there is to having some sort of life somewhere.  YOU are in a Designed 
Matrix with Mind-Kontrolling Microwaves and Constant Chemical Poisoning everywhere!  
But of course, YOU do not have time to consider this, as YOU are too busy growing old 
once again this lifetime.  This life will pass very fast for YOU, and YOU will once again 

forget you were ever here!  WakeUp with US, and WWE will show YU, The RealU, how 
to Save Your Life Now!  DUANE THE GREAT WRITER / WATCH MISS KELSEY 

BROWN'S VIDEOS:      

LET'S TALK ABOUT THE SUN SHINING... 
“Deceptive politics,  rhetoric religion, old spiritual wisdumb, militerrorized education and 
mad scientific inventions are the main topics of what the unaware public relates to and 

talks about as a reference to their own little personal lives.  Guess what... LIFEIS 
BIGGER!  The Whole of Life, which is mostly unseen, and not just the events and 

mishaps that are taking place on this floating 'rock in black space' of Creation, is so 
much more than what can be understood here.  So, YOU have to BE The Real 

RiskTaker and Explore what YOU never have before!  To start of with...  LET'S TALK 
ABOUT THE SUN SHINING!   The Sun Shining demonstrates The Whole of Life, and 
very few people are aware of this.  For sure the Sun Shining is just a rock on fire, but 
there really IS a lot more to the Sun Shining than what is 'seen' with Your Eyes!  As 

Duane The Great Writer, what I am presenting is Something Wonderful that will take you 
the rest of your life to figure out, and even into more lifetimes!  The TruReality LifeIS, IS 

Far Too Real to understand with Your Mind and senses.  And if you do not Take The 
Risk to find out what I am Sharing, then you will never know what you have missed, 
because it far surpasses anything on this planet or in all of Cause & Effect Creation!  

So... LET'S TALK ABOUT THE SUN SHINING NOW!  WATCH MISS KELSEY 
BROWN'S VIDEOS:  
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WORLDWIDE TAPLINING WARNING & THE 
REALNEWS on FACEBOOK... 
“The Planet Earth is HUman Farming!  Most unaware HUmans are Not Paying Attention 

to where they are really at!  YOU, YU, The RealU, have come here to WakeUp to The 
TruReality LifeIS, but instead, YOU are still Emotionally Attached to the invented 

systems of politics, religion, spiritual whatevers, brainwashing technology, and of course 
all those dramatic relationships from pastlives to this present one!   There is so much 

more to The Whole of Life than what you are experiencing here, but YOU must BE The 
Real RiskTaker to find out!  As long as YOU look to the invented systems to fix your life 
here, then YOU will be Astrally TapLined and held to Cause & Effect Creation for a long 
time!  WakeUp with US!  WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators with RealGuidance 

and a RealEducation, and WWE show YOU... The NUWay Out of Creation into The 
Real UNUverses of RealFreedom Now! 

WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

CHEMTRAIL TAPLINING... 
“YOU ARE BEING CHEMTRAIL TAPLINED!  There are those who have decided to 

keep Dark Secrets from the public and 'thinking' they are immune with creating their Evil 
Karma (EK).  Everything in Creation is Cause & Effect, and everyone, while they are 

here, is subject to what they decide.  LifeIS Bigger than all of us, but some people keep 
'thinking' they know more than The Whole of Life.  The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
have Planned Poisoning Programs that all the governments on this planet know about, 
but rarely let their public supporters know about.  WakeUp and Be Heard, because this 
and so much more is happening at a very rapid rate!  When YOU are awake here, YOU 
are being Purposely Poisoned from many different sources, and when YOU are asleep, 
the RATS come in Your Dreams and Astrally TapLine YOU in Your Astral Body to keep 

YOU sick and diseased, and to return their slave in future lifetimes!  The political, 
religious, spiritual, educational and scientific systems want YOU as their unaware 

subject and slave for as long as they can!  YOU are worshiping and praypaying to their 
invented gods!  There are Wonderful Real UNUverses of RealFreedom beyond Cause 

& Effect Creation, and WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators provide RealGuidance 
and a RealEducation like no one else!   YU, The RealU, can WakeUp Now, or stay 
emotionally attached to THEM (TapLining HUman Eating Martians).  As the Radical 

Poisoning of the earth continues, it can someday become like Mars!  WakeUp Now... 
what is taking place is Right in Front of YOU!   WATCH VIDEO: https://youtu.be/svw-

bZvAFX0 

https://youtu.be/svw-bZvAFX0
https://youtu.be/svw-bZvAFX0
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PURPOSELY CREATED RESTRICTIONS TO KEEP YOU 
RESTRICTED... 
“To most people, Restrictions are a 'way of life' and very acceptable.  Of course it makes 
sense to have a 'Stop Sign' at a corner where there is a lot of traffic and vehicles coming 
from all directions.  This world is filled with Restrictions, and many of them are purposely 

and cleverly implemented to make people 'think' they are necessary and beneficial, 
when in fact it is planned to be the opposite to where people are unconsciously herded 
into HUman Farming!   A Complete WakeUp is to where YU, The RealU, Seees Beyond 

all the Restrictions in Cause & Effect Creation, the Gods of Man, and what has been 
emotionally & mentally Agreed to as the only reality there is.  Fear is the 'binding factor' 
that is hidden with all the invented systems on this planet.   People are mainly unaware 

of how they are taught to Accept and Agree to Being Afraid of almost everything that 
does not 'seem normal' or socially Agreed upon.   So, when Something Wonderful 

comes along from The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, it is usually met with huge 
opposition.  The Whole of LifeIS Far Too Real!  It is so much easier for the unaware 

masses to Agreed to all the drudgery and hardships, drama and emotional attachments 
that they create and love to cherish, as they go from lifetime to lifetime not knowing 

what they are really doing.  The masses always take 'second best' as their choice and 
live with it for eons and whine and complain about what they have decided.  What 

DuaneIS Presenting does Make Sense, but it is a Big Understanding to Accomplish, like 
a Masters Degree and all that silly schooling, but a lot More Fun!   As long as YOU stay 
with what has been decided for YOU with all the Designed Matrix Restrictions, then YU, 

The RealU, will not Seee The Pure TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  YOU may get a 
'glimpse' of the Deceptive Gods of Man, but they can do whatever they want to YOU... 

AND THEY WILL!   
WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

WWE IS The RealAdventure of THE NUNEWS 
REPORTING LIVE... 
“... WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators & Live Reporters of The RealNews Now!  

“WWE LUV SHARING 'What IS Real Now!  'YOU WILL LUV US!'  Well... maybe not 
everyone will, and that is OK!   WWE like the Challenge of Confrontations with what 

WWE are presenting.  WWE are Not Critical of what is taking place on this world, nor 
the other Dimensions or interested in changing anything, WWE Can Seee into!  WWE 
are UNUversal Seers, and WWE can Seee what others cannot!  WWE are here for a 

RealPurpose, and That IS, to show YU, The RealU, how to WakeUp and BE Free from 
Cause & Effect Creation!  WWE are Fun & Very Aware of what is taking place on this 
planet with the fabricated systems of politics, religion, spiritual this and that's, and the 
literalized robotized educational institutions, that are all Kontrolled by so many unseen 
factions.  WWE See THEM and everything they do on this level of Creation, and also 

into the Astral, Causal and Mental Realms.  They (THEM) are in Your Dreams and 
Astrally TapLining YU, to be their (THEM) slaves for more lifetimes!  WakeUp with US, 
UNUversal SuperBeings, as WWE are The NUWay Out of the Designed Matrix, YOU 
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are in!  Sing The NUSound, The NU~U & Watch Your DreamVisions for RealGuidance 
Now! 

WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

ARE YOU WILLING TO SEEE ALL? 
“Most people will 'stick' with their Personal Will, as this is how they have been taught.  
Your Personal Will has it's purpose, but The Whole of LifeIS Bigger!   YOU have been 

using Your Personal Will for untold lifetimes and you have ended up here on this 
forbidden planet to continue be a slave to the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who 

Rule the Earth!   Do YOU want to stay the same as you have always been, or 
SeeeMore than you ever have before?  There is so much more to Learn and Earn Your 

Way.  WWE are The RealAdventure that YOU have been looking for!  DUANE THE 
GREAT WRITER.    WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

RAKNAKCE: Light of Kalaum God & HU Noise... 
“There are so many VooDoo Religions on this planet from the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS).  The earth is infected with so many Alien TapLiners who abuse people in their 
Dreams.  What is taking place behind the scenes, other dimensions, soon shows up as 
illnesses, cancers and then death of the physical body.  WWE as WorldWide Educators 
do not like to deal with any of this, and WWE are not here to stop what is taking place 
either, as each person makes their own choices for their life.  I have personally come 
thru a lot this lifetime and the fake masters Darwin and HarOld.  Darwin started the 
downward motion of what Paul Twitchell created, and then janitor Harold with his 
Reptilian Kronee Joanee has done more damage to the unaware dumbed down 

membershrimps than anyone.  They are unknowingly worshiping and praypaying to 
HER Kalaum God, who is the Conqueror of the Mental Realm since time began, and 

who has proclaimed himself as Lord God.  The Gods of Man are fallacy ideas that have 
been marketed and sold to the unaware on many planets for HUman Farming! 

RAKNAKCE, The Light of Kalaum God & HU Noise Korporation, is one of so many 
Deceptive examples of Barbarian Rule!  Harry and Joanny Klump of EEKonkon, the Big 

Kon, ploy people into a 'spiritual sedative' and then Astrally TapLine them in their 
Dreams and take Kontrol of their unconscious bodies.  BEWARE & WAKEUP!  THEY 

ARE TAPLINGING YOU!   DUANE THE GREAT WRITER” 
WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

GOD EXISTS BECAUSE... 
“... YOU and many others have decided this!  The 'god' or gods that are referred to by 

most unaware earthly people is the 'Management' on the Astral, Causal and Mental 
Realms, also known as The Heavens of Man.  There so-called gods are Managers and 
nothing more, like politicians in the Unseen Realms that people have been marketed 

into 'thinking & believing' are gods, and that these fake gods created the people on the 
earth.  The original invaders of this planet, the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) started 

the 'god' idea (dog) and actually it is 'Grog The Reptilian Ruler' who oversees the 
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unseen Reptilian TapLiners on this planet and many others, and up to the Mental 
Realm!   He is also known as The Lord God by most religions and spiritual teachings, 
and his Reptilian Regime wrote the old doctrines and bibles for people to believe in 

THEM (TapLining HUman Eating Martians).  Belief, hope and faith are the superstitious 
fallacies the RATS have Psychologically & Emotionally gotten most people attached to, 
so the RATS can TapLine people in their Dreams!  Those who use such old Reptilian 
phrases such as, 'You exist because of God's love for You' and using worshiping and 

prayer as their marketing ploys, are doing so to keep YOU dumbed down on this earth 
for more unaware lifetimes of being slaves with THEM!   THERE ARE NO GODS!  

Actually, the Gods of Man do exist, because YOU have decided they do!  The RATS 
want YOU to 'believe' that these gods created you, and you are to bow and kneel to 
THEM forever!  The RATS have destroyed anyone who brings forth Something Real, 

and after getting rid of these people, then sets them up as saviors and saints as 
marketing tools for their own takeover purposes.  Learn to Study Real History, and not 
the fabrications of The Deceptors who manipulate the political arena and the media.  

There is so much more that YU, The RealU, does not know than what Your Literalized 
Mind can understand!  There IS Something Wonderful, So Much Better than any god 
that 'blesses and curses' people and creates Restrictions to live by... The TruReality 

LifeIS, is like the Sun Shining and IS Pure & Free, and IT IS Already an ISNIS that YU 
do not have to search for... WakeUp with US and WWE as Wonderful WorldWide 

Educators will share with YU, how to Recognize who YU really are and The Whole of 
Life... Have Fun Deciding... DUANE THE GREAT WRITER” 

WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

BATTING PRACTICE IS ONE THING... 
“... and Stepping Up to the plate on the Playing Field in front of the world is another.  

How many people will do this and Share The NU~U?  What I am presenting does 'look' 
a certain way, which is usually a little scary to many who do not fully understand what I 
am presenting, but once a person can Truly Seee what The NUPresentation IS, then 

they will know what I am providing IS Real & Wonderful!  Most people are fine with the 
superstitious inventions of politics, religion and spiritual teachings that keep them 

Trapped and TapLined to the Astral Realm, and fake masters and their invented gods 
for untold lifetimes, because these systems have been intimidatingly shoved down the 

throats of people for eons, to where they have become 'socially acceptable' even 
though they are part of the overall demise of this planet!   As many WakeUp to what I 
am presenting, they like The RealFreedom without Restrictions that is possible, and at 
the same time they still cling to their 'social behavior' and 'thinking' they will still be okay 
with hanging on to it, as it is their first preference with their life.  Most people are okay 

with socially accepted VooDoo Religions that are creating TapLining Illnessess and 
future lifetimes in distorted bodies, but to StepUp and Share The NU~U, to show people 
how to 'Save Their Lives' is just too socially embarrassing!   The political, religious and 
spiritual regimens with their big buildings and sacrificial temples 'look' so good to the 
unaware public, as these planned creations to Trap and TapLine people are always 

socially accepted, because people want to 'think' they are good in some way, which they 
are Not!   The gods exist, because YOU Decide they do, otherwise there really are no 
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gods.  Belief, hope and faith are ideas that people add to their mind and emotions, then 
'think' they are real... whatever!   ALL LifeIS an ISNIS... THIS IS REAL NOW!  LifeIS an 

Endless ISNIS of Complete Perfection with ITSelf and YOU always Decide Your 
RealPosition (UNUversal Positioning / UP).   In Creation, we create, but with The whole 

of Life, ALLIS Complete, so all YU, The RealU has to do, IS Recognize 'What IT IS!”  
But first, YU are to go thru Creation to experience what The Whole of Life is Not, then 
YU have The Real Comparison YU need to BE Moment by Moment and to WakeUp & 

Recognize The NUNowniss I am presenting... DUANE THE GREAT WRITER”  WATCH 
MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

THE WHOLE OF LIFE DOES NOT CARE... 
“... if YOU do not Escape Cause & Effect Creation!   YU, The RealU has to decide to 
Care for YourSelf and Learn to Escape the Designed Matrix of the Kalaum God Grog!  

Only Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides know The NUWay Out with 
RealGuidance and a RealEducation!   IT IS THE ALLIS, that has decided The 

NUSound, The NU~U and Chosen THE NUMAN to Share The RealKnowledge of The 
TruSoundLight Reality IT IS!  Most people will not get past The RealKnowledge and will 
'think' they know what THE ALLIS, IS.  YOU must have a RealHeart of PurSincerity to 
Seee The TruReality LifeIS!   YOU must have an Absolute Adamant Intent without any 

consideration for your personal life and self to Seee THE ALLIS!  ALL LifeIS Purity 
beyond any considered belief.   YU, have this Real Opportunity Now, and it has taken 
YU thousands upon thousands of tormented lifetimes of deception to get Here & Now, 

and so are YOU going to still cling to what makes YOU old and forget who YU really are 
once more?   Life can only Care when YU Care, this is how IT IS!   If YOU do not Care 

or Decide, then it is as if THE ALLIS does not exist, and then all YOU have is the 
Deceptive TapLining Gods of Man and their Brutal Authoritarians on this planet... YOU 

DECIDE!    WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

YOUR REAL LOYALTY & REAL HONOR... 
“ALL LIFEIS REAL... and I am not just referring to Creation, as most people assume 

and 'think' that being a body is all there is to The Whole of Life.  LIFE SEEES ALL... and 
whatever YU, The RealU and the Personal YOU does, Life Seees ALL!  What I am 

referring here is not about any guilt one should create about anything, as ALL LifeIS like 
the Sun Shining and there are No Restrictions!  LIFEIS REAL INTENT... and to many 

this is still not understood, as The RealJourney to RealFreedom IS Huge and far 
moreso than any babysitting spiritual path with old words of wisdumb holding it together 

with fake computer initiations from the Lower Astral Realm Reptilians!   Your Real 
Loyalty & Real Honor replaces the old term of 'responsibility' which for me sounds rather 

lame.  What I am always referring to is Not Myself, but The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
ALLIS.  THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW IS VERY REAL!  I know the old and 
vanished term 'the rod of power' does seem cool to many who copied what Paul 

Twitchell & Rebazar Tarzs at one time did here, but it no longer exists and neither does 
Real Sincerity, Real Loyalty & Real Honor with most unaware people who still 'feel' their 

personal life is so much more important than Being RealNow with THE ALL ISNIS 
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LIFEIS!  The old outdated fake masters want respsect and create their fake 'fronts' and 
Reptilian Temples to try and hold together what they 'think' is some kind of integrity for 

people to bow and kneel to, and then the old baggers Trap & TapLine YOU in Your 
Dreams!  Learn to SeeeMore than YOU have ever before or stay lost with the 'sound-
good' old ideas in Creation only.  LifeIS Bigger than YOU, as YOU keep 'thinking' YOU 

are bigger than IT IS!    Have Fun Deciding!   WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S 
VIDEOS:  

YOUR REAL COURAGE EQUALS YOUR REAL 
PROTECTION... 
“There are so many who 'feel safe' with their Korporation Alien TapLinings (KATS) and 
'think' that WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators are something strange, when in 

reality, WWE are with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides who provide 
RealProtection for YU, The RealU!  The RealGuides are not 'role playing' the master 

ideas anymore, as they StandReal with THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW, DUANEVA.  
Are YOU still 'thinking' the old Korporations with their old fake takeover dictators will 

protect YOU?   WAKEUP!  WWE are The Real Protectors for YU, but YU must Become 
The Real RiskTaker to Seee this, because Your RealProtection can only equal Your 
RealCourage to StepUp and Share The NU~U!  WWE are with The TruSoundLight 

Reality LifeIS, The ALLAliveniss LifeIS.  The religious and spiritual systems and 
teaching are the light and knowledge from the Astral Realm, and mostly Deceptive and 
very limited with their applications, rituals, and Restrictions with unaware people.  They 
are Trapping & TapLining YOU with their Marketing Ploy!  ASK The RealGuides on The 

RealSide who they StandReal with!   Most people do need a 'crutch' to lean on, but 
what is not Seeen is what is taking place on The RealSide in Your DreamVisions!  

WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

SPIRITUAL (SPIRIT) TAPLINING... 
“The existing religious, spiritual transcendental teaching are mainly Astral Alien 

Attractions that keep YOU focused on Your Emotional Astral Body (your second body of 
five) while YOU are being TapLined in the back of Your Astral Body in Your Dreams at 
night!  Just like 'Neo in The Matrix' and seeing his TapLines, them escaping, YOU are 
being 'setup' to be constantly Trapped and TapLined in The Matrix that YOU are Now 
IN!   At one time some of what is on the earth did have a purpose, but those days are 

Gone!  The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) are into Everything Here!  Those who use 
the 'spirit' ideas and the Gods of Man have No RealProtection!   There are a lot of 'good' 

people involved with many of the invented systems, but 'being good' Does Not Free 
YOU from time and space Cause and Effect Creation.  The Ruling Authoritarians and 

the Space Gods do not want YOU free from this 'Place in Life!'   YOU can collect all the 
information and old knowledge you want for centuries, and all of it Will Not Free YOU 
from the earth!  WWE are The NUWay Out of Creation into The Real UNUverses of 
THE ALLIS!  WWE know what WWE are doing!  Seee US on The RealSide LifeIS! 

WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  
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YU, IS LUCKY WWE IS HERE... 
“YU, The RealU, and the Personal YOU, IS Very Lucky, WWE as Wonderful WorldWide 

Educators are Here Now!  WWE provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no 
one else!  WWE Report The RealNews.  As WWE Report The RealNews, WWE are 
exposing what Keeps YOU Here, Trapped, TapLined and Reincarnating as an Earth 

Slave with the political, religious, spiritual, scientific and educational systems, that are 
only in Cause & Effect Creation where there is NO Freedom!   YOU can 'think' these 

invented systems have something for YOU, and YOU are going to succeed in some way 
with them, and YOU will for a short while, but YOU will just grow old again without 

Recognizing The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  LifeIS Bigger than YOU 'think' IT IS, 
and a Lot Bigger than YOU can imagine!   What YOU have come to know from the 

many lifetimes here and other 'Places in Creation' is actually nothing compared to The 
Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS.  As long as YOU keep 'thinking' YOU know what The 

Whole of LifeIS, and YOU are one of the many 'Know-it-Alls' who 'think' they know more 
than Life, then YOU will continue to Stay Unaware, Grow Old and be the Effect of 

everything Here once again!  WakeUp ALL The Way with US, UNUversal SuperBeings, 
and Discover RealFreedom Now, or Stay Lost with the invented systems and the 

authoritarians and their invented gods!  

WWE ARE NOT HERE TO CHANGE THIS WORLD... 
“WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators with The ALLNatural Environment 

Supporting ALL of US.  WWE do 'Reprt The RealNews' as to what is taking place on 
earth, but WWE are not rebelling, petitioning or demonstrating a change for others are 
doing.  Our RealFocus is to provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation, so that each 

person has the opportunity to make their own choices.  WWE know that not every cares 
about The Natural Environment, as WWE are very focused on Our NUProjects. 

WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

COME OUT OF YOUR EGG SHELL... 
“YOU were born in an Egg Shell, which you have been told is Life on earth and all there 

is as you see it with your eyes on this planet.  This 'Place in Life' is a 'Testing Play 
Ground' for YU, The RealU, to WakeUp to The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  Anything 

can be created here, and it can also hold YOU here!  YOU have Free Will to do 
whatever you want, but until YU Totally WakeUp with Your RealAwareniss, then you will 

stay here as a Prisoner to the Authoritarians and the invented Gods of Man.  I could 
'sweet coat' this for you, but YU must WakeUp and Earn Your Way Out of Cause & 
Effect Creation with RealGuidance and a RealEducation, or Stay Lost here for more 

unconscious lifetimes!   WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

YOUR RELIGION IS ATTACKING YOU... 
“WAKEUP!!! YU, The RealU, has been here thousands of lifetimes in so many different 

body types and bowing and kneeling to the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) who 
invented Sacrificial Religions!  YOU are Being Trapped, Assaulted and TapLined in Your 

Dreams from Presidents, Queens, CEOs, Masters and Gurus and a lot more!  Those 
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'sound-good' people out there in the Business World who are Marketing YOU everyday 
are also TapLining YOU in Your Dreams!    Astral TapLining with Reptilian Influence is 
real and YOU are being infected!  StepUp with US as Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
and The Real UNUversal Guides and YU, The RealU, will learn to have RealProtection 

Now! 
WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

HU CHANTING is REPTILIAN CANDY... 
“The old outdated TapLining words of HU, OM, AUM, AMEN and others are REPTILIAN 

CANDY! The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) own this planet, and the unaware 
dumbed down HUman Farmed people are Not paying attention to what is happening 
right in front of them!  The Renegade NatZee Reptilians who first invaded this planet 
and Kreated all the fake religious doctrines LOVE HU Chanting and OM Moaning and 
the official sacrificial word they Kreated, AMEN!  When the unaware use these words, 
they are immediately TapLined in their Dreams and held to the Lower Astral Realm for 
more lifetimes of torture and obedience as slaves for the Reptilian HUman Farmers!  

Just growing old on this 'rock' in black space is not that exciting and gets YOU Nothing! 
WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

'DISCOVER YOUR SPIRITUAL MISSION' by SHEE, 
Joanee Kronee Reptilian Klump... 

“The Road to God and a Spiritual Adventure of a Lifetime,” writes NatZee Reptilian 
Joanee Klump of the Deceptive EEKonkon (Evil Karma) Kronee Korporation.  SHEE 

writes everything for old seduced and sedated fake master Harry Klump, as he blabbers 
on stage his boring words of wisdumb!   What SHEE means with HER seminar 

headlines is... MORE ASTRAL TAPLINING IN YOUR DREAMS for the dumbed down 
membershrimps who are Not Aware Enough to Seee what is really taking place with 

HER!  Just like the political and religious systems that basically Deceive people, Joanee 
Kronee is on HER MISSION to make sure everyone worships and praypays to HER and 

HER Reptilian Kalaum God!  HER light and sound of god is the Astral light and the 
noise of HU chanting that brings forth HER Reptilian Thugs and Witches to Astrally 
TapLine YOU in Your Dreams!  WATCH VIDEOS from MISS KELSEY BROWN...  

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER...  
“Reporting The RealNews from The RealSide LifeIS.  Ask Rebazar Tarzs & Paul 

Twitchell in Your DreamVisions for a Real Confirmation as to what I am Now Reporting!  
'DISCOVERING YOUR SPIRITUAL MISSION' with Joanee Reptilian Klump is to 'bend 
over' for HER and then on your knees to HER god!  SHE is turning people Reptilian!  
Watch Your Dreams, because SHEE wants YOU Reptilian, and so does HER Ratican 

Bosses in Rome!  SHEE installs Fear into those who resist HER, as SHEE is The 
Influence of fake masters Darwin and HarOld, as they are HER Puppets!   HER idea of 
SPIRIT is... 'Sedated People Initiating Reptilian Inner TapLining!'   The word 'spirit' is an 

Astral word and refers to the First Heaven of Man.  SHE is in the Lower Astral Realm 
with fake master Harry Klump, a place known as Hell by HER Religious Gangsters.  
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SHEE has drug HER MemberShrimps with HER into the Lower Astral Worlds!  They are 
turning into Reptilians! WATCH VIDEOS from KELSEY BROWN and Contact The Real 
UNUversal Guides by Singing The NU~U, then Watch Your DreamVisions and Life will 
Show YU, The RealU, 'What IS Real Now!'  Take The Risk Now or Stay Lost with the 

Reptilian World Kontrollers!   WATCH VIDEOS from MISS KELSEY BROWN...  

THE REALSIDE LIFEIS (Your Dreams) 
“The 'idea' of You Dreaming at night is not quite so.  As YOU are here in this Physical 

Body, You are actually in The Passing Dream of the Physical Realm, and what YU, The 
RealU, experiences as your Body sleeps, IS The RealSide LifeIS.  Every night YU leave 
your created self and explore other worlds, dimensions and realms.  For the most part, 
YOU do not remember, because YOU have decided that this physical life is all there is 

for YOU.  YOU are very limited and vulnerable here, and you can do a lot better for 
yourself when you decide to.  WWE show you how to Get Your Own Answers with Life.  
Up until Now, you have depended upon the invented systems that are Deceiving you, 

and if you want to continue as you have been you have the right to do so.  WWE 
provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no one else!  If YU would like to learn 
more about The RealSide LifeIS, then Sing The NU~U and Watch Your DreamVisions 

Now!  DUANE THE GREAT WRITER    
WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  

YOUR GREATER AWARENISS IS THE REALSIDE 
LIFEIS... 

“Your RealAwareniss is what operates Your Five Bodies, which are Physical, Astral, 
Causal, Mental & Etheric.  These Five bodies correspond to Your Faculties, and I 
suggest to research and study what I have written about them, as they are a very 

necessary part of Your RealEducation to gain RealFreedom in this lifetime!  As YU, The 
RealU, Becomes MoreAware in Your DreamVisions, YU are Now on The RealSide 

LifeIS and starting Your NUJourney to RealFreedom.   The RealSide starts with Your 
DreamVisions and eventually YU will learn to Recognize The Real UNUverses beyond 
Cause & Effect Creation and the invented Gods of Man.  ALL LifeIS about Becoming 

MoreAware.  The earth is a 'Place in Life' and a place to do business and nothing more.   
When YU enter The RealSide, YU will be learning to Recognize what is taking place 

with Your Greater Awareniss, The RealU.  Life LUVS The Real RiskTakers!  YU must do 
what you have never done before and decide what no one else will to Seee & BE 

Wonderful & Free!  It is not in any physical sense this will happen, but only with Your 
RealAwareniss that is Recognized with RealGuidance and a RealEducation with 

Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides.  THE NUMANIS THE NUWAVIS NOW, is 
providing The NUPresentation and The NUWay Out of Creation!  WakeUp with US, or 

Stay Lost Here for more lifetimes! 
WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS:  
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WWE ARE THE REALCURE FOR ALL... 
“This world is overflowing with political, religious and spiritual Korruption (Kalaum God 
Korruption) and it is all showing up!  People are Becoming MoreAware, but they are 

only in the first stages of Waking Up, as there si a Much Bigger Picture that most people 
do not Seee.   WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators provide what no one else can, 

The RealConnection and The RealKnowledge for Your RealAwareniss to Completely 
WakeUp beyond time and space, Cause & Effect Creation!  What people are seeing 
with the political, religious, spiritual and media systems is mostly Planned Deception.  

YOU are in The Real Matrix that has been purposely designed to keep YOU asleep for 
more lifetimes and also 'thinking' YOU are waking up, which you are to some degree.  
YOU are still Trapped and TapLined as YOU keep Agreeing to all the Demise that is 
taking place with The ALLNatural Environment.  When YOU do nothing and are too 

afraid to do anything, YOU are Agreeing to the Demise of this planet!  Loving 
everything, praying and worshiping the Space Gods is actually infecting this planet, as 

these are your Astral Emotions providing energy for the Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) who already Kontrol YOU!  Sing The NUSound, NU~U, and The Real 

UNUversal Guides will give YU, The RealU, The RealConnection to The SoundLight 
Reality of THE ALLIS.  HU, OM, AUM, AMEN, and other words from the Deceptor RATS 

are TapLining you in Your Dreams! 
WATCH VIDEO from MISS KELSEY BROWN... 

THE REALCURE FOR ALL 2... 
“ATTENTION POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS, SPIRITUAL & MEDIA DECEPTORS... YOUR 
KREATED KARMA IS HUGE!!!  You may 'think' in your minds you can do anything and 
to anyone, but ALL Life IS Watching YOU!   I am merely Reporting The RealNews and 
not criticizing what YOU are doing, as YOU do have the Free Will to do whatever YOU 

want to in Cause & Effect Karmic Kreation under the Rulership of the Kalaum God in the 
Astral & Mental Realms.  YOU are the 'pawns' of what YOU have Kreated and 'seem' to 

Kontrol the HUman Farming on this little planet in black space.  YOUR future body 
types will be more deformed and YOU will be at the mercy of all that YOU have Kreated, 
as this is how Cause & Effect Kreation works.  The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) are 
struggling to survive by Astrally TapLining as many people as they can in their Dreams.  
By doing so, they are forming their future lifetimes to struggle even more!   WWE are 

The RealCure for ALL... and ONLY WWE can show YOU how to Save YourSelf with The 
RealConnection with The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  WakeUp with US, or Stay Lost 
with YOUR IDEAS of Life, which will take YOU Nowhere!  YOU are contributing to the 

Demise of The ALLNatural Environment Supporting ALL of US... Does this Make Sense 
to YOU?  YOU are standing right in the middle of ALL Your Kreated Karma!   WATCH 

VIDEO from MISS KELSEY BROWN...  
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ECKONKAR (THE BIG KON) LAWSUIT 2017...                  
 “What you are reading here is part of a Wonderful WorldWide Wakeup not everyone will 
Seee.   It is not important about who 'wins or loses' the lawsuit, but that there becomes 

a Real WakeUp for those who are The Real RiskTakers from this as one example.  
Read The NUBook and go to the website and decide for yourself... 

www.eckankarlawsuit.jimdo.com 

SO, YOU WANT PROTECTION... 
“The idea of 'Spiritual Protection' is very well known in the religious and spiritual path 

orders.  The  light of god (Astral light) and 'this light and that light' does sound good, but 
it has very little or nothing to do with RealProtection, and is usually sucking the life out 

of YOU, like the 'love' idea people pass around.  This is also known as 'Bonding or 
TapLining' of the Emotional Astral Body to 'ideas' that are misleading!  Everything in Life 

always Equals ITSelf, and when YU, The RealU, Stands Real with The Whole of Life, 
which IS The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, then RealProtection IS Automatic and 
Always Real like the Sun Always Shining.  This is known as RealRecognition or 

TruRecognition.  Those who are with old fake masters and their marketing ploy 'words 
of wisdumb' and chanting HU, OM, AUM, Amen and other Reptilian words, are being 

Trapped, Assaulted & TapLined in the lower Astral Realm, and are  'told' they are 
protected, when in fact they are being Assaulted, Abused and Deceived on all levels in 

Creation with their Five Bodies.  The Gods of Man are The Deceptors, just like the 
political and religious systems on this earth!  Fear is the Binder, and until YU, The 
RealU, is willing to BE Brave & Bold and Become a Real RiskTaker, you will stay 

'passive' with the sound-good religious and spiritual systems that are infecting YOU!  
SO, YOU WANT PROTECTION?  Get out of your religious spiritual paths and away 
from your old outdated fake masters, gurus, worshiping, prayers and gods, and YOU 
will be so much better off!  WakeUp and Sing The NUSound, The NU~U, and Watch 

Your DreamVisions with The Real UNUversal Guides Now!   WATCH VIDEO from MISS 
KELSEY BROWN...  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-DZPoeEHuo 

SO, YOU WANT REALPROTECTION 2... 
“YOU, are probably part of the Socialistic System Statistics of unaware people who are 

NOT AWARE of the fact that YOU DO NOT HAVE ANY REALPRTECTION with your 
political, religious or spiritual teachings and paths with the presidents, queens and 

masters and gods YOU look to!  YOU can 'pretend' all YOU want that YOU do, and burn 
candles and sing songs of praise to the Space Gods who Kontrol YOU, but YOU will still 

be Trapped and TapLined by THEM (TapLining HUman Eating Martians) for more 
lifetimes of even worse conditions if YU, The RealU, does not WakeUp Now with The 

Real UNUversal Guides!  WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators with The NUWay 
Out of Cause & Effect Creation.  YU, MUST LEARN to EARN YOUR WAY OUT of 
Creation!  If YOU want to be stubborn and worship and paypray to the Kontrolling 

Earthly Korporations (KEK) and the invented gods and your fake masters, this is Your 
Choice!  YOU can 'love' everything all YOU want and try and protect Your LA LA Land 
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here, and YOU will still be Trapped and TapLined by THEM!  YU, must buildup Your 
RealCourage to enter The Real UNUverses of The TruReality LifeIS with THE ALLIS.  
Pretty old words of wisdumb will only get YU into the First Heaven of Man, the Astral 

Realm, and that is about it!  The old Reptilian words of HU, OM, AUM, Amen and others 
will keep YU unconsciously unaware of Your RealAwareniss and TapLined!  When YU 

have The RealCourage to StepUp with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUVersal Guides & 
Share The NUSound, The NU~U, then YOU will be starting 'Your Journey To 

RealFreedom!'  YOU must BE The Real RiskTaker and Totally Expose YourSelf on ALL 
LifeLevels, as there are NO CHICKENS in The Real UNUverses!  Those who like their 
'comfort zone' on earth more than Being The Real RiskTaker with THE NUWAVIS THE 
NUMAN NOW, will be left behind in Creation, because of the Choices they have made.  
WWE are Not BabySitters, as are the religious orders and the fake masters who Kontrol 

and TapLine YOU!  WakeUp & Watch Your DreamVisions, as YOU Sing The NU~U!  
RealFreedom IS Not Free, but YU can Do This Now!  HAVE FUN DECIDING!   WATCH 

VIDEO from MISS KELSEY BROWN... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-
DZPoeEHuo 

NO CHICKENS in THE REAL UNUVERSES, 
REALPROTECTION 3... 

“There are NO CHICKENS in The Real UNUverses, starting at The Seventh LifeLevel 
LifeIS.  Beyond Cause & Effect Karmic Kreation, there are Wondrous & Real UNUveses 

beyond any 'belief 'a person can decide!  The Belief Systems of the earth are from 
VooDoo Religions that bind people to the many areas of the Astral Realm with Abusive 
TapLining in their Dreams.  Only The Bold & Brave shall Truly Recognize & PerSeeve 
THE ALLIS.   Everything in Life Equals ITSelf, and to Have RealProtection, YOU must 

StepForward and BE The Real RiskTaker!  RealFreedom IS Not Free!  The 
TruLanguage of LifeIS with Your RealAwareniss in The Real UNUverses, where there 

are no Restrictions or Darkness and No Cause & Effect Karma!  ALL LifeIS The NUNow!  
LifeIS Always NUNow, and never old and outdated with Traditions and Rituals and 

Restrictions.   Like the Sun Sincerely Shining, THE ALLIS, IS Perfection, moreso than 
can be considered.   YU, The RealU, must Learn to Earn Your Way to Recognizing THE 
ALLIS.   ALL Life Seees YOU Now!  There is No Hiding anywhere, and those who 'think' 
they can hide from what they are doing will be back on this floating rock in black space, 
until they WakeUp to PURITY, SINCERITY, HUMILITY, GRATITUDE & HONOR!  THE 
NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW, and the days of old fake masters is gone!  If YOU are 
one of the billions of Chickens still worshiping and praying to the invented gods, then 
YOU have committed yourself to more unconscious lifetimes of submissive drudgery 
with the Reptilian Authoritarians who rule this planet!   Stay Chicken, or BE Real with 

US (UNUversal SuperBeings). 
 WATCH VIDEO from MISS KELSEY BROWN... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-

DZPoeEHuo  
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FINDING YOUR WAY THRU CREATION... 
“For most, Creation is the ultimate reality.  This is understandable, as our physical 

bodies 'seem' so real, which is true according to this physical reality and dimension we 
are in.  It is more than obvious the body one has will not last long and anything can 

happen here at any time, then there will be heartaches for more lifetimes.   It is a Huge 
Journey to get thru Creation to eventually find The Real UNUverses beyond Cause & 
Effect Creation.  WWE are The NUWay Out of Creation and all the Restrictions that 

exist here.  Read the following introductions and The NUBooks and YU, The RealU, will 
have a Real WakeUp Now!   https://youtu.be/v11wcN2jvk0 and others by MISS KELSEY 

BROWN & CHRIS COURAGE. 

EVERYTHING I DU, IS WONDERFUL... 
“Duane The Great Writer IS Here for Everyone to Become MoreAware.  What most 
people do not understand is their own Pastlife Fears they like reacting to from all the 
brutal lifetimes they have been thru and subject to the Kontrolling Systems of politics, 

religion and fake TapLining masters and their Reptilian mates.  Many do not Seee that it 
is not US who are strange and different, but their own deformations and misinformations 

they are looking thru with their robotized literalized modern mind.  This world is 
becoming an unnatural environment and will soon be like Mars, as this is what the 

Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) want, as they suck this place dry!  WakeUp with US 
and StandReal with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides, or Stay Lost, 

Trapped and TapLined with THEM (TapLining Human Eating Martians).   WWE are 
Wonderful WorldWide Educators with The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS!   The days of 

babysitting masters and gurus has passed!  

YOU ARE SO FORTUNATE DUANEIS HERE NOW... 
“DUANE THE GREAT WRITER IS SHARING WHAT NO ONE ELSE CAN... The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS with The Real UNUversal Guides.  The Kreated 
Konsciousness of the Reptilian Political Religious Kalaum God Systems that surrounds 
this earth is Agreeing to it's own demise and YOU are part of this and YOU cannot Seee 

what is really taking place!  YOU 'think' YOU know more than Life ITSelf, but Life will 
Always BE Bigger!  WakeUp & StandReal with US (UNUversal SuperBeings) or stay 

passive to the TapLining YOU already have!  Sing The NU~U & Free YourSelf!      
 WATCH VIDEO: https://youtu.be/v11wcN2jvk0 and others by MISS KELSEY BROWN & 

CHRIS COURAGE. 

“Instead of just putting out so-called 'words of wisdumb' to the unaware, why not 
StandReal with RealCourage and BE The Real RiskTaker and Share The NU~U, and 

Start a NUGroup and provide a RealEducation with The Real UNUversal Guides... 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER”  

 YOU Becoming Reptilian?  YOU will soon find out! WATCH VIDEO:  
 WATCH VIDEO: https://youtu.be/v11wcN2jvk0 and others by MISS KELSEY BROWN & 

CHRIS COURAGE. 

https://youtu.be/v11wcN2jvk0
https://youtu.be/v11wcN2jvk0
https://youtu.be/v11wcN2jvk0
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IT IS 'NOT' ABOUT ME... 
“When some people read what I have written or hear what I have said, they sometimes start 

'thinking' and creating ideas like, “Duane seems to think he is some kind of master or know-it-
all, like I am 'thinking' about him!”  HaHaHa... I am merely Sharing My RealExperiences & 
Reporting The RealNews!  I always suggest that each person contact Rebazar Tarzs or Paul 

Twitchell or any of The Real UNUversal Guides, and also Learn to Recognize The TruReality, 
THE ALLIS.  THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW, replaces the old term for, The Rod of 

Power, and the 'master' idea that fake master Harry Klump likes to 'think' of himself as with his 
Reptilian Nagging Wife, Joanny.  LIFEIS ALL ABOUT THE ALLIS.  We have all come thru the 

many stages of dogmatic voodoo religions and old traditional spiritual paths and the outdated 
words  

STAND REAL with US... 
WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators do not have 'followers or members' as those 

who are Trapped, TapLined and Kontrolled with the KEK Kontrolling Earthly 
Korporation) Systems.  WWE STAND REAL with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal 

Guides.  StandReal with US, and YU, The RealU, will SeeeMore than you ever have 
before.  Beyond all the personal love and thrills that you have experienced for lifetimes 

and far more than your imagination can contain, THE ALLIS~IS, SO VERY REAL & 
WONDERFUL NOW!  The self-consciousness of this world and dimension is basically in 

the Astral Realm and no further, even though there are so many who profess the 'love 
everything' idea with their old and outdated spiritual religions that sound good for the 
unaware, which is the personal feelings of a person and their own 'idea' of what The 

Whole of LifeIS.   RealFreedom IS beyond any Belief System and worshiping and pray-
paying to the looters of this world and their invented gods.  WakeUp with US 

(UNUversal SuperBeings) and Finally BE Free!  WWE Are RealNow!  WATCH VIDEO: 
https://youtu.be/v11wcN2jvk0 

Does it matter what YOU 'think' of US? 
“Duane The Great Writer was ASKED by The Real UNUversal Guides to StepUp and 
Share The NUSound, The NU~U!   Some unaware people 'think' that Duane decided 

what he is doing all by himself, and that the 'old' ways he has come thru should be more 
important than 'What IS Real Now!'  All of us have been thru something to get to Right 
Now.  Duane was raised by Rebazar Tarzs & The RealGuides & THE ALLIS, to share 

what no one else had The RealCourage to do, The NUPresentation & The NUNowniss 
of THE ALLIS.  THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN IS Supported by Rebazar Tarzs & The 

Real UNUversal Guides & The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  What Duane has come 
thru, which Paul Twitchell started, has become 'infected' with Reptilian RATS and Astral 

TapLining!  Fake master Harry Klump and his Unadoring Wife, Reptilian Joanny (RJ) 
Klump are supported by the Reptilian Regime of the Kalaum God, The Lord God of 
unaware HUmans of the Mental Realm.  Their followers are Becoming Reptilian and 
Trapped and TapLined in the Lower Astral Realm!  What has been unfolding IS The 

https://youtu.be/v11wcN2jvk0
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Greatest WakeUp Ever for Everyone, but only for those who can SEEE IT!  Paul 
Twitchell NEVER decided Worshiping & PrayPaying, as this is RJ's Takeover Plan!  
WWE 'STAND REAL' with REBAZAR TARZS & THE REAL UNUVERSAL GUIDES!  

Have Fun with your poppet master and TapLining Reptilian Joanny, because YOU Do 
Not Pay Attention to Your Dreams!  Areof wisdumb, but most people are still so very 

emotionally attached to nothing, so they will end up with nothing!   WAKEUP NOW or 
STAY LOST!  

 WATCH VIDEO: https://youtu.be/v11wcN2jvk0 and others by MISS KELSEY BROWN & 
CHRIS COURAGE. 

BEING with US (UNUVERSAL SUPERBEINGS) 
“Hello, WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators Do Not have 'followers or 

membershrimps' like fake masters and gurus.  WWE Report The RealNews and Share 
Something Wonderful, which IS The NUSound, The NU~U.  The old words of HU, OM, 
AUM, Amen and others are with the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) and people are 
being seduced and turned into Reptilians... WATCH YOUR DREAMVISIONS & ASK 

THE REALGUIDES!  WakeUp with US (UNUversal SuperBeings) and The Real 
UNUversal Guides or Stay Lost for more lifetimes with the RATS!  WATCH VIDEO: 

https://youtu.be/v11wcN2jvk0 

ASK THE REALGUIDES... 
“Why are YOU so Afraid to ASK The RealGuides 'What IS Real Now?'  Do YOU want to 

stay Trapped & TapLined by your old fake masters and invented gods and their 
Reptilian Kontrollers?  They are the ones who Kreated the Kalaum God Fear in YOU, 

but it is up to YOU to get it out, or YOU will become Reptilian like they already are!  
YOU are contributing to the Demise of The ALLNatural Environment Supporting ALL of 
US by Agreeing to the REPSystems (Reptilian Earthly People) and YOU will return in 

deformed bodies on this dying planet if YOU do not WakeUp Now!  The HU, OM, AUM, 
Amen, are Reptilian Alien TapLining (RATS) words that will keep YOU Afraid and in 

reincarnation and Cause & Effect Karmic Kreation.  The Fear YOU have is from THEM 
(TapLining HUman Eating Martians). WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators are 

FreeBeings of RealLight with The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  Beyond the Gods of 
Man and Cause & Effect Creation IS The Real UNUverses of RealFreedom, and WWE 
will show YU, The RealU, how to Recognize THE ALLIS NOW!  The days of masters 

and gurus is gone... THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW!  

STILL LIVING IN THE PAST? 
“Because most of the people on this planet have been so dumbed down and Kontrolled, 
they do not fully realize they are in a Time Warp and Still Living in The Past!  For many 
lifetimes I was raised by The Real UNUversal Guides to bring forth The NUNowniss of 

THE ALLIS.  Part of my education was to go thru the process of what Paul Twitchell first 
started as a 'spiritual' path to God.  The RealGuides do not worship or pray, nor do they 
look to the Gods of Man, namely the Kalaum Reptilian God of the Mental Realm, also 
known as the Lord God, DevilGod, and by many other names.  Paul babysat people to 

https://youtu.be/v11wcN2jvk0
https://youtu.be/v11wcN2jvk0
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get them to understand something more than the old hellfire and damnation religions 
had done to people for eons, so he creatively used the old ways and mixed what he 

wrote with what THE ALLIS  was presenting to him.  It is very hard to Seee Beyond this 
dark realm of literalized conviction, and with Great Compassion and Honorability, The 
RealGuides try and assist the unaware into a better understanding of themselves and 

eventually The Whole of Life.  I was with Rebazar Tarzs, as he directed me to Paul, and 
as Paul left, Darwin Gross came in and then Harold Klemp.  These two opened the door 
for the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS).  Fake master Harry is living in the 80's and in 

his LA LA Land as a 'king' in his mind, as this shows up on The RealSide LifeIS and 
Your DreamVisions!   

Reptilian Joanny Kontrols and Rules the Krone Korporation in Minnesota, and TapLines 
Everyone! 

 WATCH VIDEO: https://youtu.be/v11wcN2jvk0 

ASK REBAZAR TARZS WHO THE REALGUIDES 
'STAND REAL' WITH... 
“Many people 'Think' they know what LifeIS and what they are doing here, but until YU, 
The RealU, has RealGuidance and a RealEducation, YOU are being Deceived!  The 
political, religious, spiritual, occult, educational, scientific systems and institutions, for 

the most part, are Deceiving people into Staying Unaware of The Whole of Life, 
because they really do not know The TotalNatural Environment Supporting ALL of US!  

Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides Do!  It is so, The RealGuides did 'play the 
roles' of babysitting masters in the past when Paul Twitchell first started his corporation, 

but since then, Reptilian Joanny and HER band of Witches have taken over with fake 
master Harry Klump of the Krone EEKonkon (Earthly Evil Karma) Korporation, and SHE 

is Astrally TapLining everyone SHE can in their Dreams and turning them into 
Reptilians!  The more fake initiations from HER you get, the more TapLining YOU GET!  

All of what is taking place 'NOW'' on the earth is for The Real WakeUp of 'THE 
NUWAVIS THE NUMAN NOW!' 

WATCH VIDEO: https://youtu.be/v11wcN2jvk0 

ARE YOU BECOMING REPTILIAN... 
WATCH VIDEO: https://youtu.be/ihS0IKOWNtA 

“YU, The RealU, has been on this earth so many times before, and you will continue to 
return, until YU WakeUp to The TruReality, THE ALLIS.  The Reptilian Alien TapLiners 
(RATS) were the first invaders on this planet and they have taken over... OR, haven't 

you noticed?  The ALLNatural Environment Supporting ALL of US is getting worse 
everyday, and purposely so!  Watch this short video and the many others Miss Kelsey 
Brown, Chris Courage & Duane The Great Writer have done... OR, Stay Lost here into 

future lifetimes of even worse conditions... YOUR CHOICE! 

https://youtu.be/v11wcN2jvk0
https://youtu.be/v11wcN2jvk0
https://youtu.be/ihS0IKOWNtA
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DEATH of a EEK (EARTHLY EVIL KARMA) HIGHER 
INITIATE... 

WATCH VIDEO: https://youtu.be/v11wcN2jvk0 
“WARNING... WARNING... This and so much more is what I have been writing about 

and sharing for years about the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) of the Joanny Kroney 
Klump Korporation in Minnesota, USA!  SHE and HER fake puppet master have been 
Astrally TapLining their membershrimps for decades, and it has all been showing up, 
just like what the governments of this world having been doing to unaware people for 

lifetimes!  The HU word is VooDoo Religion and Kontrol with the RATS!  Sing The NU~U 
and Watch Your DreamVisions and The Real UNUversal Guides will show YU, The 

RealU, 'What IS Real Now!'  WAKEUP or STAY LOST!  

YOUR FAVORITE VOODOO RELIGION... 
“HU WORD belongs to VOODOO RELIGIONS!  OM, AUM, AMEN and other ancient 

words and sayings also belong to VOODOO RELIGIONS.  WWE as Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators are fine with this.  WWE are not here to protest or rebel against 
the existing Kontrolling Systems, as WWE are only Reporting The RealNews Now.  If 
you want your VOODOO RELIGION, then you can have it for as many dumbed down 
drudgerous lifetimes as you want, along with all the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 
and what they are doing to you!  WWE provide RealWarnings & RealNews and you 
decide Your Life... Seee How Fun WWE Are!  For more help and concerns... ASK 

YOUR DEVILGOD! 

HUNTINGTON BEACH SURF CITY NO CHEMTRAILS... 
“Do YOU want ChemTrails in Huntington Beach?  Do WE need ChemTrails in 

Huntington Beach?  Most of the masses are still unaware of the reality of Lethal Toxic 
Dangerous ChemTrailing in Our Skies!  Many still 'think' all those unusual white lines in 

Our Skies are merely ConTrails or just funny clouds.  WAKEUP!  YOUARE BEING 
POISONED!  Learn to Research on the Internet for YourSelf and then tell others before 

everything is Poisoned! 

YOUR GOD IS NO MYSTERY... 
“As you have come into this world and from many lifetimes before, you have been 'told' 
what this lifestyle you are in 'supposedly' is here.  You have been given 'ideas' and you 
have Agreed to most of the ideas given you, because you see others Agreeing to the 

same ideas.  Little by little you are Waking Up to what you were originally told and 
educated with to where you are starting to SeeeMore, but you have a long ways to go, 

because everything you are experiencing here is Not what it seems!  YOU are in Cause 
& Effect Creation and on a planet that is merely a 'Place in Life' and Not the actually you  

'think' it is.  YOU want to 'believe' there is more to this life and The Whole of Life, but 
you do not know how to Seee it.  Creation is constantly being filled with more 'ideas' that 

can become material realities, but created ideas and what can be invented is still Not, 
The TruReality LifeIS.  The Gods of Man are No Mystery, as they are merely in other 

https://youtu.be/v11wcN2jvk0
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dimensions or levels that already exist, and YOU can learn to meet them and Seee for 
yourself who they really are!   Do you have The RealCourage to do this, or will you be 

using the old excuse of, “I don't believe so?”  WakeUp with US, and Live a 
RealAdventure like no other!    DUANE THE GREAT WRITER    

WATCH MISS KELSEY BROWN'S VIDEOS: https://www.facebook.com/
duanethegreatwriter/videos/vb.378790388922136/846405328827304/?type=2&theater 

HARRY KLUMP'S GMO CHICKEN FEED... 
"HarOld and Joanny Klump of the EEKonkon Reptilian Taplining Korporation in 

Minnesota USA, is another 'front' for the One World Order Kontrollers.  Harry is the fake 
master who spills the pretty words to HER unaware membershrimps.  SHE is TapLining 

HER little unaware members in their Dreams and creating Kancers and turning them 
into Reptilians!  WakeUp with US and Become MoreAware & Seee for YourSelf!  

REBAZAR TARZS & PAUL TWITCHELL THE REAL 
STORY... 
“... THE REALSTORY OF ECKANKAR!   From what Paul Twitchell created as 'Eckankar 

The Ancient Science of Soul Travel' to the present day of The HarOld & Reptilian 
Joanny Klump Kontrolling Kalaum God Korporation of today, a lot has taken place.  
Everything we are each experiencing here is a Huge WakeUp to Recognize The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  YOU can 'think' whatever you want, but it has nothing to 
do with The Whole of Life and Seeeing & StandingReal with The Real UNUversal 

Guides & THE ALLIS.  I am Sharing My RealExperiences & Reporting The RealNews 
Now.  This world is losy in a One-Dimensional Matrix that has been purpose created to 
keep people in HUman Farming.  WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators are The 

Real RiskTakers and WWE are Here for Everyone to Succeed with RealFreedom Now!  
Read The NUBooks & Sing The NU~U & WakeUp with US!   READ THIS NUBOOK & 

WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS 

WWE IS UNUVERSAL SUPPORTERS... 
“WWE Support What Makes Sense with The ALLNatural Environment that is Supporting 

ALL of US.  ALLLifeIS The Natural Environment moreso than just the Physical Realm 
and the Planet Earth.  YOU have been taught to be Limited and Restricted and WWE 

show YU, The RealU, how to BE Free & Wonderful!  There is No Freedom on this earth, 
only 'implied' freedoms that have No RealValue.  WWE show YU, How to Get Your Own 

Answers and Earn Your RealFreedom Now! 

YOUR LA LA LAND EXPOSED... 
“It is a fun time when a New Birth arrives on the earth and the family and friends 

celebrate.  And as children are raised and watched what they become, because of their 
parents and the existing created social systems that soon take over a person's life, each 

person is making their own decisions as to what their life will be.  I am sure that the 
parents of Adolph Hitler, Genghis Khan, Stalin, Mussolini, and many others in their 
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category, were a bit surprised at what their children finally had become.  Even when the 
parents pass on into the Astral Realm, they can still See what is taking place in the 

physical Realm.  Many who pass over tend to 'think' they are dead, but actually there is 
No Death!  The RealAwareniss operating the Five Bodies of Man are simply disposable 

vehicles from lifetime to lifetime.  And so for the most part, the so-called 'average 
person' grows up according to what this world is in present time.  And it is mote than 

understandable that each person wants the best life they can have here, but what most 
people Do Not Seee,is, there is a lot more to this life than what is personally considered 
with their Personal Surface World.  What is actually taking place here is Not about 'good 

or bad, right or wrong' as you may think' it to be so.  YOU really do not know why you 
are here, but you 'think' you may know, and this is fine, because you have Free Will and 
you can decide whatever you want!  BUT, whatever you 'think' Does Not change what is 
actually taking place here and what you have decided Your LA LA Land Life to be.  YOU 

can Stay Asleep for more unconscious lifetimes, or YU, The RealU, can decide to 
WakeUp Now and Really Seee what this world is, and then learn to BE Free of Causes 
& Effect Creation all together, as there are Real UNUverses of Endless Light & Purity 

beyond the invented systems and the Gods of Man.  The idea of 'LUV ISALL' is true, but 
only when YOU are Focused on THE ALLIS. READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY 

BROWN VIDEOS   

WHAT MAKES SENSE... 
'The outer world YOU are seeing 'seems' to make sense from all that has been created 

in front of all of us.  YOU have been here for more lifetimes than you can remember.  
What makes sense to most people is their conscious and unconscious Agreements with 
what is taking place here.  YOU have to Decide to WakeUp, or keep Agreeing with the 

created 'ideas' that are set before you.  WWE provide The RealKnowledge of The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  WWE provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation like 

no one else!  READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS 

WWE IS NATIONS UNITED… 
 “WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators are The Most Exceptional 

RealEducators on Planet Earth!  WWE are Here For Everyone!   WWE Are Real & 
Wonderful!  WWE show YU, The RealU, how to ‘Save Your Own Life!’  From the 
Wonderful Children, Animals & Nature with The ALLNatural Environment,  to the  
Political, Religious, Spiritual Deceptors who Rule, Trap & TapLine people in their 

Dreams… WWE Are Here For YU, The RealU to WakeUp Now & BE Wonderful with US 
(UNUversal SuperBeings) of RealLight with The Real UNUversal Guides & The 
TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS!”   WATCH VIDEO: https://youtu.be/v11wcN2jvk0 

REPTILIAN ALIEN TAPLINERS (RATS) HOT LINE... 
“WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators are Very Aware of the RATS and who they 

are.  They do not have to be afraid of US, as WWE are here to provide a RealGuidance 
and a RealEducation for Everyone!   The RATS need to WakeUp from what they are 

doing to The ALLNatural Environment Supporting ALL of US.  WWE are here to Share 

https://youtu.be/v11wcN2jvk0
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Our RealSide (DreamVisions) RealExperiences and Show Everyone how to 'Get Your 
Own Answers' and Become MoreAware & SelfSufficient with ALLLIFE.  Those who are 
still stuck with their old past (references) and emotional attachments are being Astrally 

TapLined by the RATS on an unconscious level.   The 'Love All' idea does not cover 
everything on this world of appearances, which is mostly emotional love with the Astral 
Body and not RealLUV with Your RealAwareniss, as The Whole of Life IS a Lot Bigger!  
Creation is Not the ultimate reality as many have been taught and led to 'believe' with 
their indoctrinated minds.  The RATS are 'thinking' they can outsmart the little people 

here, and they can to some degree, but they are also creating Huge Evil Karma (EK) for 
themselves, as we are all in the last Yuga Cycle, The Iron Age.  There is only so much 

time left to Waking Up & Seee The TruReality, THE ALLIS, as most embodiments will go 
back to sleep until the next Yuga Cycles begins in Time & Space Creation.  The RATS 

have created the Designed Matrix in Creation and with the Gods of Man to Trap & 
TapLine people with their HUman Farming, but they have also Trapped ThemSelves 

here for many more lifetimes.  WATCH FOR: THE ECKONKAR LAWSUIT 2017 / 
www.eckankarlawsuit.jimdo.com  READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN 

VIDEOS on FACEBOOK 

THE CAUSE & EFFECT BUBBLE... 
“YOU are in 'The Cause & Effect Bubble' and YOU do not realize this!  It is Not a matter 
what you 'believe' to be so, it is an Actuality that 'LifeIS Already What IT IS!'  THE ISNIS 

LIFEIS, has to be Recognized before YOU can escape from The Designed Matrix of 
Creation.   It will take you the rest of your life here to understand a small part of what I 

am Presenting Now.  YOU have been taught to look to Your Literal Mind as the ultimate, 
when in fact it is just like your computer.  YU, The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, already 
has ALL The Answers you will ever need to survive!  WWE show YU how to WakeUp 
and Free YourSelf!    READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS on 

FACEBOOK 

WHAT IS THE VALUE OF... 
“... Everything YOU have accomplished so far with this life and also your pastlives that 

you drag with you?  YOU mainly only see this life, but there is a lot more to YU, The 
RealU, than you can imagine!   YOU have collected a lot more knowledge and 

experiences with this life, and probably a much better lifestyle, and what will be the End 
Result once again if YU do not Recognize The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS?  YOU will 
have actually gained Nothing!  Everything you are experiencing has merit when you can 

apply it to The Whole of Life and StandReal with The Real UNUversal Guides & THE 
ALLIS.  Nothing is negated with what you have accomplished or have, but if you do not 
Seee ALL NOW, then you will have decided to stay lost here and once again grow old 

and forget you were ever here!  Have Fun Deciding!   READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH 
KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS on FACEBOOK 
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THE EARTH IS A 'PLACE IN LIFE' 
“YOU have been taught that the earth is all there is.  YOU have come here once again 
to try and WakeUp from this Passing Dream, but YOU have forgotten YOU were ever 

here!  If YOU cannot begin Your RealJourney with this simple idea fo being here 
beforre, then YOU will probably Stay Lost Here for many more lifetimes and continue to 

be the effect of everything around YOU!  READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY 
BROWN VIDEOS  

YOUR PLANET EARTH PART ONE... 
“As you look at all The Essentials of Planet Earth, you see the sky, breathe the air, see 

the oceans, the land and mountains, walk on the grass and make your life with what you 
eat and drink and enjoy.  You want Your Life the way YOU want it.  All of this and so 
much more does Make Sense, and you want these things to continue as long as you 

are here. 

PART TWO YOUR PLANET EARTH...  
“Part One is Your LA LA Land on this world.  Almost everyone wants to hold onto what 
they 'think' this world is to them, and you can for as long as you want, but there is a Lot 

More that YOU are Not Seeeing Here!   WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
Report The RealNews.  WWE Seee what others Do Not!  If you want to keep 'thinking & 

believing' this world is what YOU think it is, then you can.  OR... YU, The RealU, can 
WakeUp and Seee what is really going on here and YOU can also Do A Lot Better, and 

WWE will show YOU how! 
 READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS  

THE BIG SPY GAME... 
“Those who Kontrol the earth Spy on Everyone!  The World Kontrollers also collect the 
most Evil Karma (EK).   What the unaware HUman Farming Kontrollers do not know 

and realize is, THEY ARE BEING WATCH BY THE WHOLE OF LIFE!  The TruReality 
LifeIS... Seees Everything a person does.   YOU can do whatever you want to in Life, 
and everything YOU do will show up as YOU have done it.  This IS how LifeIS.  There 

are Two Parts to Life.  The First Part is where YOU are in Cause & Effect Creation, and 
the Second Part is where YU, The RealU, WakeUp from Your Sleep in Creation to finally 

Recognize & Seee The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.   The Deceptive Spyers on this 
planet will be facing what they have created and soon be at the mercy of those they spy 
upon.  All Deception Shows Up!  Those who WakeUp to The NUSound, The NU~U, will 

surpass the influences of the World Kontrollers and Be Free in The Real UNUverses 
beyond Creation!  WWE are Not a Belief System... WWE ARE REAL NOW!  WWE ARE 
THE SUN SHINING on THE REALSIDE!   READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY 

BROWN VIDEOS       
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LIFE with FRED & DORIS... 
“Are YOU still worshiping and PrayPaying for something YOU 'think' will happen after 

you leave this earth?  GUESS WHAT... YOU can find out where you are going after this 
life with US (UNUVERSAL SUPERBEINGS).!  Do YOU want a Real Fun Adventure Like 

No Other & RealFreedom Too?  WWE can show YOU!   READ THIS NUBOOK & 
WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS on FACEBOOK! 

THEY SUPPORT REPTILIAN JOANEE  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 
“The Planet Earth is Ruled by an unconsciousness consciousness that very few people 

See.  The 'ideas' of gods, love, salvation, worship, prayer, hope, faith, belief, and so 
much more have been tried and still this 'Place in Life' keeps getting worse!   Most 

people do not See what they are unconsciously Agreeing to!   I was raised by Rebazar 
Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides, and I use what I have come thru as an example of 
what is taking place all over this planet Now.  Reptilian Joanee, along with Darwin Gross 

and Harold Klemp have Seduced & TapLined their MemberShrimps for decades!  And 
like the HUman Farming Governments, SHE will continue HER Demise as long as SHE 

gets the unaware to Agree with HER!  Just like the World Kontrollers, SHE keeps 
people sedated into a One-Dimensional Matrix of Appearances.  WakeUp and Learn to 
Seee The RealSide LifeIS, starting in Your DreamVisions!  SING NU~U, and YU, The 

RealU, will be shown 'What IS Real Now!' YOU DECIDE!  READ THIS NUBOOK & 
WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS!   

WHO BETRAYS WHO  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 
“Throughout HUman Farming history we have all heard the basic phrase of, “There will 
be those who will BETRAY ME!”  This statement does 'sound-good' for those who want 

to stay subservient slaves to presidents, kings & queens, dictators and masters & gurus, 
but what is actually being said on an unconscious subliminal level is, that there will be 

those who will not continue to Agree with what the person (actual BETRAYER / 
DICTATOR)is saying and created for YOU to stay unaware!     In other words, YOU 
supposedly become a t'raitor' to the Abusive Kontrol the Actual Betrayer (the person 

creating the 'BETRAYAL' idea) has over YOU!  The politicians, religions, spiritual 
masters, educators and scientific authorities create the 'BETRAYAL' idea to keep people 
sedated to their will.  They do not want people to 'think' too much on their own, so they 
invent a system to where almost everything is decided for YOU, which usually 'seems' 
so comforting, but soon comes to a Dead End and more torture for YOU!!   Again, what 

'they' are saying is, they know what's best for YOU, and YOU are to Agree or else!   This 
is the 'hell fire & damnation' idea that the religious church has always used to keep their 
unaware members Kontrolled!   I was once with a Korporation that is still doing this, and 

fake master Dirty Harry and his Reptilian wife Phonee Joanee Klump use this same 
Marketing Ploy to intimidate and Restrict their praypaying dumbed down members to be 

obedient to their personal will in the Lower Astral Realm!   The old and outdated 
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invented systems are proclaiming others are the terrorists and betrayers, when it is 
actually THEM (TapLining HUman Eating Martians).  I already know that some people 

will take the NUKnowledge I am sharing and 'think' this is all they need for 
RealFreedom, but there 'IS' a lot more to Recognize & Seee!   Everyone has the Free 
Will to decide their life without the false intimidation.   WakeUp and Let Life Show YU, 

The RealU, 'What IS Real Now!'   READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN & 
CHRIS COURAGE VIDEOS on FACENOOK, YOUTUBE & SOUNDCLOUD!    

YOUR UNSEEN CHAINS  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 
“WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators have numerous Skype Groups all over this 
world every week.  The Real RiskTakers are Singing The NU~U, and having RealSide 

Experiences with The UNUversal Guides.  One such RealExperience was where 
Rebazar Tarzs showed a NUFriend the 'Chains' that were around the ankles of a 

Kronee HI MemberShrimp in the Astral Realm.  The NUFriend pointed to the persons 
feet (which represent the physical mind & body) and said, “LOOK!  YOU have Chains 
on your lower body!”  The unaware member looked, but he could not 'See' the Chains, 
because he had been seduced to look to fake master Harry's picture and Agreeing to 

the Astral TapLining he was getting from Reptilian Joanny Klump!   He was more 
interested in 'looking' to his own mind creations and those of Joanee Kronee, than 
Seeeing what was really taking place with himself and the unseen parts!  He was 
Becoming Reptilian from HER!  WWE are Sharing a Huge Amount of RealSide 

Experiences (Your DreamVisions) from RealPeople on Facebook & SoundCloud!   
READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN & CHRIS COURAGE VIDEOS on 

FACENOOK, YOUTUBE & SOUNDCLOUD!   

Your Outrageous Unconsciousness (YOU)  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 
“YOU are Agreeing to the Demise of Planet Earth!  YOU 'think' you know what you are 
doing, but YOU Do Not See what is really taking place from a vast unconscious level 

within yourself!  YOU 'think' the 'surface world' you are seeing with your eyes is all there 
is, but there is a whole lot more to YOU than you can ever imagine!  YOU See the 

created 'fronts & appearances' that are all around you, and you rarely if ever See the 
'real intent' of those you are giving you Personal Agreements to!  YOU are being 

Manipulated & Kontrolled beyond what your personal senses can consider!  If YOU are 
too afraid to discover who you really are, then YOU will stay the Unconscious Effect of 
everything here for as long as YOU Agree!  YOUR Unconscious Agreements will go on 
for untold lifetimes unless YU, The RealU, Wakes Up Now and Pays Attention to 'What 

IS Real Now!'  All of the invented systems that you have given yourself to have their 
own 'hidden agendas' and it is Not for your welfare!  WakeUp Now or Stay Lost here for 

a lot longer!    READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS on 
FACEBOOK!   
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STEPUP & BECOME MOREAWARE  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 

“YOU may 'think' you know what LifeIS, but you really Do Not... Not even close!  The 
RealConnection with The TruReality LifeIS, is The NUSound, The NU~U.  Those who 
StepUp & Share The NU~U, and decide to Recognize THE ALLIS, they will Become 
MoreAware by the fact of their RealCourage.  Life cannot Show YOU 'What IS Real 

Now' unless you Become a Real RiskTaker and stop hiding behind all the old attitudes 
you have created with your false social-minded sense of fake security.  YU, The RealU, 

will only BE Safe & Secure when YU StandReal with The Real UNUversal Guides & 
THE ALLIS.  Otherwise, all you have is the invented systems on Planet Agony and the 

Authoritarian Kontrollers with HUman Farming and their invented gods and saviors!  
Have Fun Deciding! 

OLD DECEPTIVE BUSINESS PLANS  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 

“The world of today has become a Deceptive Business Mess of a lot of 'sound-good' 
ideas that keep adding to the Total Demise of The ALLNatural Environment Supporting 
ALL of US on this level (LEVEL ONE) in Creation.  The unaware masses Kling to their 
emotional ideas with their Astral Body (LEVEL TWO) and keep 'thinking' that by adding 
their emotional concerns that what they want to take place here will, but it really will Not!  
There will always be those who 'think' that by changing what is already Agreed upon will 
make a difference, when actually it takes a RealPosition of Becoming MoreAware that 

Makes Sense with The Whole of Life, that will outshine the old traditional ways.  
ALLLifeIS The RealLight LifeIS.  Life AlreadyIS What IT IS... This 'IS' your hint!  YU, The 
RealU, must Decide to Take The Risk and Explore The Endless Unknown LifeIS, THE 
ALLIS, or stay in Cause & Effect Creation, until YU have The RealCourage to do so!   

READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS on FACEBOOK & 
YOUTUBE!   

SITTING DUCKS for TAPLINING  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 
“ARE YOU a SITTING DUCK for TAPLINING?   I bet YOU are and YOU don't know it!  If 

YOU work at or belong to a political, religious, spiritual, standard education, or weird 
science institution or organization, then chances are, YOU ARE BEING ASTRALLY 

TAPLINED IN YOUR DREAMS!  YOU ARE a SITTING DUCK for the Marketing 
Ploysters who rule this planet!  They want YOU here for as long as they can, and what 
this means is, YOU have already been here thousands of lifetimes and 'believing' in the 

invented systems of Kontrol, and YOU are Still Here doing the same old routines of 
'traditional' nonsense they want YOU to Agree to!  Stay as you are as the 'Sitting Duck' 

or WakeUp with US and Free YourSelf from Cause & Effect Creation Now!  YOU 
DECIDE!   READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS on 

FACEBOOK & YOUTUBE!  
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TO YOUR SUCCESS  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 

“I have spent lifetimes getting to this very moment to present what no one else can or 
would.   Anyone can start a business on this earth and have an artificial success that 

looks good, but very few if any can Seee Beyond the entire landscape of Creation into 
the very Heart of THE ALLIS.  To the unaware and dumbed down on this planet who 
have been deceived for eons, it would seem so that their invented gods would be the 

ultimate to look to, but they are nothing compared to The Real UNUverses & THE 
ALLISNIS LIFEIS.  The Real UNUversal Guides StandReal as TruBeings of RealLight 
with THE ALLIS.   The Real Challenge to Seee THE ALLIS, is greater than anything 
imaginable here.  YOU are on a rock floating in black space and YOU feel that your 
arrogance means something.  YOU are very special to yourself to where YOU gladly 

Agree to your own demise and that of others.   Of course YOU will not admit this, 
because Your Ego is too important to YOU.  I am Sharing a Real Opportunity for Your 

TruSuccess, but YOU must be willing to Take The Risk for your own life Now!  YOU only 
have so much time to decide, as this world is highly manipulated and purposely planned 

to end.  If you cannot see this, then YOU will stay lost here for more unconscious 
torturing lifetimes!  The atmosphere on earth is being poisoned everyday and your 

source of oxygen is being depleted.  This is all part of the HUman Farming Kontrol that 
YOU keep pretending does not exist!  I am here to see YOU SUCCEED TO 

REALFREEDOM, and only YOU can decide to BE Free.  Politics, religions and spiritual 
paths with their god loving 'ideas' are not working, because those who Kontrol this world 
are using everything they can against YOU!   WakeUp and Seee what is right in front of 
YOU!  READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS on FACEBOOK & 

YOUTUBE! 

CHANGE or BECOME MOREAWARE  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 
“The 'idea' of 'Change' is in Cause & Effect Creation.  Many people want a change with 
their life and anything can happen for anyone as they decide, but they will continue to 
eventually be disappointed, because the idea of changing something into something 
else can only exist with Your Personal Life, which only lasts so long.   It is so that we 
each make changes with what we are doing here, but there is so much more that is 

possible as you discover what 'IS' beyond Creation all together.  As things 'change' in 
Creation the more they stay the same, as this is how Creation actually works.  It would 

seem that things are going to change for the better, as the political and religious 
systems keep telling people, when in fact this world keeps getting worse!   So, what is 
really going on here when people keep looking for a change and 'hope' it will happen?  
The politicians use the ideas of 'change & hope' all the time, as they know that most 
people are 'thinking' that by the very fact they use the marketing ploy of change and 
hope, that the unaware masses will 'believe' things will get better, when in fact those 
who Deceive others already know the events they are creating will only get better for 

THEM (TapLining HUman Eating Martians) and worse for those who support The 
Deceptors!  The earth is a HUman Farming Planet!  As the unaware masses keep 
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looking for things to change, what they will get will soon become what they do not want.  
In Creation there will always be some kind of change and 'implied' freedoms, and in The 
Real UNUverses beyond Creation, YU, The RealU, learns to Recognize how to Become 

MoreAware & SelfSufficient with The Whole of Life.  To most who have been 'literally' 
taught and indoctrinated according to the invented systems on earth, what I am referring 
to as The Real UNUverses could not possibly exist.  There are no 'changes' in The Real 
UNUverses of RealFreedom, as Everything That IS, IS Already Complete & Wonderful, 
and so, with Your RealAwareniss, YU Become MoreAware of What AlreadyIS!  There 
AlreadyIS a True Endlessniss with The Whole of Life that is Not Seen on this 'surface 
world' of minds and bodies.  Some may think it is 'spiritual' in some way, but this is not 

so.  The 'spirit or spiritual' idea is with the Astral Realm and the Emotional 'feeling' Body 
you have and is not The RealU, Your RealAwareniss.  YU, The RealU, operates Five 
Bodies that constantly change, and The RealU eventually Wakes Up to Recognize 

'What IS Real Now' beyond what your personal mind can understand or consider.   YU 
will always be 'The Decider' of Your Adventure, and YOU Decide the Changes or 

Becoming MoreAware!  There IS a Huge Difference that YOU can Now Discover, as 
with implied freedoms, and RealFreedom with No Restrictions!    READ THIS NUBOOK 

& WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS on FACEBOOK & YOUTUBE!   

THE EXCEPTIONAL RECOGNITION of THE ALLLISSS  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 

“The history on this planet is mostly based upon what the original invaders have 
decided for everyone.  Most people will Gladly Agree to the Deception that has been 

created, but when it comes to Something Real & Wonderful, they will hesitate and step 
back and be afraid.  And by doing so, they will 'think' in their minds they are safe, when 

in fact they have Agreed to be prisoners for lifetimes on Planet Agony!  Very few will 
WholeHeartedly Recognize The Real Opportunity, Paul Twitchell & Duane The Great 

Writer are providing Now.  Most people will stay under the Kontrol of The Influence that 
rules this world and the HUman Farming Reptilian Dictators!  The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
ALLIS & The Real UNUversal Guides can only StandReal with The Real RiskTakers and 

those who's PurIntent is to BE Real with The Whole of Life.  Those who SteUp and 
Share The NUSound, The NU~U, will Seee what THE ALLIS Shares with them.   Those 
who linger around like 'seminar attendees' to listen to their TapLining masters speak will 

be exactly where they have decided.  The Gods of Man, the 'savior' ideas and 
worshiping and praying, ancient doctrines and so much more ritualizm, was all invented 

by the original Reptilian invaders who are still in Kontrol of YOU from a subconscious 
level.  YU, The RealU, can WakeUp to THE EXCEPTIONAL ALLIS of TruPurity in The 

Real UNUverses beyond Cause & Effect Creation, or Stay Lost here with Your 
Emotional Attachments and the 'Love' idea of HUman Breeding into future lifetimes of 
even worse conditions than Now!  YOU DECIDE!  READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH 

KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS!   
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THE REAL BENEFIT of DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 
“Duane was chosen by The Real UNUversal Guides to create The Worlds Greatest 

RealBenefit for ALL.  Duane is focused on The ALLNatural Environment Supporting ALL 
of US!  Not everyone will Seee what Duane is presenting, because they are too lost with 
their invented social consciousness to Recognize What Makes Sense Now.  The planet 
earth is Kontrolled by Reptilian HUman Farmers who use people as experiments and 

food.   YOU can pretend all you want what this place is, but the real evidence is all 
around YOU!  WakeUp with US and Free YourSelf from this Prison Planet!  READ THIS 

NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS!     

THE REALCONNECTION IS  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 

“THE REALCONNECTION IS... The NUWay Out of Cause & Effect Creation!  Only 
Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides can decide who will have The 

RealConnection with The SoundLight Reality of THE ALLIS.   Politics, religions, 
transcendental spiritual paths and others have their traditions, initiations, rituals, 

ceremonies and old masters that only apply to the Astral Realm, and many times to the 
Lower Astral Realm of Demons and Hellish places.  The old TapLining words of HU, 
OM, AUM, Amen and others cannot save you from your karmic destiny.   Only The 
NUSound, The NU~U, can allow YOU to Become MoreAware & Seee what is really 

taking place right in front of you Now!   The unaware masses have been kept in the dark 
about who their worshiped gods really are.  The Planet Earth is HUman Farming 

Kontrolled by the Authoritarians and their Appointed Gods.  It is more than obvious in 
human history who destroys who.  You can keep 'pretending' all you want about the 

sweet stories of saviors and saints the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) have created 
for you to 'believe' in, or YU, The RealU, can WakeUp with US and Learn to Recognize 
Your RealAwareniss and Free YourSelf from all the Restrictions they have created for 
YOU to Agree to!   YOU are always the 'Decider' of your life!    JOIN US & BE FREE 

NOW!   READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS on FACEBOOK & 
YOUTUBE!  

LEARN TO SEEE US  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 
“There 'IS' so much more to The Whole of Life than you are seeing and experiencing on 
this planet in black space.  Moreso than the political, religious, spiritual, educational and 

scientific invented systems, there 'IS' Real UNUverses of RealFreedom that YOU 
cannot even imagine that already exist for Everyone Now!  It is always Your Choice to 
keep coming back to this old planet earth and growing old and unaware once more, or 

WakeUp with US, and WWE will show YOU how to Get Your Own Answers to Free 
YourSelf from the Designed Matrix of Cause & Effect Creation.   JOIN US & BE FREE 

NOW!   READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS on FACEBOOK & 
YOUTUBE!  
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YOU CAN by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 
“YOU CAN... stay with Your Restricting God 'ideas' that were invented by the Reptilian 

Alien TapLiners (RATS) to Kontrol YOU with worshiping & praypaying... plus YOU get to 
stay stuck with their Evil Karma (EK) Political VooDoo Religions who are Destroying The 

ALLNatural Environment Supporting YOU!  This is Your Planet Too!  WakeUp & Seee 
what YOU are Agreeing to!  WWE show YOU how to WakeUp & 'Get Your Own 

Answers' for Your Life!  YOU keep deciding to Stay Restricted here and YOU can 
Decide to Free YourSelf from Cause & Effect Creation Now!  JOIN US & BE FREE 

NOW!   READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS on FACEBOOK & 
YOUTUBE!  

WHAT SOEVER A PERSON... 
“... DECIDES, SO IT IS by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER.  This is an old old saying 

from the ancient invented writings of the supposed gods.  It really does not matter who 
said this, because it is already so in Cause & Effect Creation.  YOU are always Deciding 

Your Life and no one else is.   And, you can 'believe' there are gods and saviors who 
decide for you, because you have Free Will and you can do whatever you want.   

Creation has it's purpose as a starting point for YU, The RealU, to WakeUp to The 
Whole of Life that 'IS' far moreso than anything with Creation.  YOU have been raised 

and taught that where you are here on Planet Earth is what LifeIS, but you are merely in 
a 'Place in Life' and nowhere near The Whole of Life.  RealLife 'IS' Beyond anything that 

can be considered or imagined, and so this is why most unaware people who are still 
asleep and keep 'thinking' that what they see with their eyes is all that Life can BE, but 
there 'IS' so much more that is not Seeen.  Oh yes, there are many heavens beyond 

this life, but they are only in the Astral & Mental Realms of Cause & Effect Creation, and 
after your little vacation there, YOU will be back here once again unaware and the Effect 

of Everything!   If you like this old boring routine, then YOU can have it for as long as 
you want.  Here is a 'hint' for you to consider, and that is... there is no such thing as the 
'belief' idea, but you decide... Have Fun Doing So!   READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH 

KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS on FACEBOOK & YOUTUBE! 

TOO MANY UNAWARE PEOPLE on EARTH 
 by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 

“In The Beginning... (before the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) the 'god' creators) 
invaded this planet, the Planet Earth was doing fine.  Who can say when this really was, 
and it really does not matter as much as what is really taking place on earth Right Now!   
History can be a nice melancholy thought, but it will never replace the Choices that are 
being made Right Now with The ALLNatural Environment Supporting ALL of US.  The 
unaware masses, which YOU are part of, keep bypassing what is really essential here 
and with The Whole of Life.  As the unaware mobs of socially embedded people roam 
this planet in search of their next thrills, they are Agreeing to the Demise of what really 

Supports ALL of US.  The Planet Earth is a 'Place in Life' to learn from and then 
eventually Recognize The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, but instead, the unaware 

masses have decided to Agree to the Marketing Ploy of the RATS who rule this planet 
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with their politics, religions, spiritual teachings, militerrorized education, brainless 
businesses, and mad science.   Everything that is being created here is going over the 

falls, and if YU, The RealU, does not WakeUp & Recognize THE ALLIS NOW, then it will 
be a lot more unaware lifetimes of huge struggle for YOU!   The Whole of Life Makes 

Sense and Will Not make Your Choices for YOU!  YOU have been misled into the 'idea' 
there are gods who decide for you and Kontrol your life.  The only relationship you have 
with the Gods of Man is the 'consent' you have given THEM (TapLining HUman Eating 
Martians) to destroy what Supports YOU!   READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY 

BROWN VIDEOS on FACEBOOK & YOUTUBE! 

WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS REPORT 11.22.2016... 
YOUR TREES YOUR BEES... 
“Trees Are Dying Off at an Alarming Rate With Little Public Attention and so are Bees!”    

Alex Pietrowski, Staff Writer Waking Times 
In the background of modern life, as people go on debating politics and working for a 
living, something dreadful is happening to the eco-systems which support us. Major 
disasters like the ongoing radioactive leak at Fukushima,the apocalyptic fires burning 
throughout Indonesia, even bee colony collapse disorder, seem to fall out of view in 
day-to-day life, as we seem to have lost our power and will to directly participate in the 
stewardship of planet earth. A new crisis is now happening all around us affecting trees. 
It appears that millions, hundreds of millions even, of trees are dying in North America 
and around the world from a basket of reasons, promising to completely and 
permanently alter the landscape and environment around us.  Tree are among the most 
abundant and the most critical organisms on planet earth, and only recently have we 
been able to assess just how many trees inhabit planet earth. A study published in 2015 
gave us this picture:  A new study published in Nature estimates the planet has 3.04 
trillion trees. The research says 15.3 billion trees are chopped down every year.It also 
estimates that 46% of the world’s trees have been cleared over the past 12,000 years.  
Now in 2016, alarm bells are ringing and in California alone, the problem has become 
incredibly severe:  The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) announced today that 
the U.S. Forest Service has identified an additional 36 million dead trees across 
California since its last aerial survey in May 2016. This brings the total number of dead 
trees since 2010 to over 102 million on 7.7 million acres of California’s drought stricken 
forests. In 2016 alone, 62 million trees have died, representing more than a 100 percent 
increase in dead trees across the state from 2015. Millions of additional trees are 
weakened and expected to die in the coming months and years.  A New York Times 
feature on trees in California warns us that many of the state’s trees were already dead 
before forest fires moved in, thereby making the fire situation worse.   Many of the tree 
deaths in Northern California have been linked to Sudden Oak Death in addition to an 
ongoing drought, but, the tragic die-off of trees is far from limited to California. In 2010, 
Hawaii’s welohi’a trees began to die on the Big Island due to a disease now referred to 
as ohi’a disease, and scientists still don’t understand its origins or how to treat it. These 
are just a few examples of many in a wave of issues killing trees in many parts of 
America and around the world.  The plight of the ohi’a is not unique – it’s part of a quiet 
crisis playing out in forests across America. Drought, disease, insects and wildfire are 

http://www.wakingtimes.com/2016/11/21/not-just-bees-trees-dying-off-alarming-rate-little-public-attention/
http://www.wakingtimes.com/category/contributors/alex-pietrowski/
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2016/11/21/not-just-bees-trees-dying-off-alarming-rate-little-public-attention/
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2016/10/24/fukushima-untouchable-eco-apocalypse-no-one-talking/
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2015/10/30/the-eco-apocalypse-in-indonesia-that-no-one-is-talking-about/
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2015/10/30/the-eco-apocalypse-in-indonesia-that-no-one-is-talking-about/
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2016/07/23/not-just-bees-insects-decline-heading-extinction/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/sep/19/tree-death-california-hawaii-sudden-oak?CMP=fb_us%23link_time=1474293727
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chewing up tens of millions of trees at an incredible pace, much of it driven by climate 
change.   Entire mountainsides are dying off in short order, leaving a bleak future for 
wildlife and residents. Some speculate that the widespread loss of trees due to such a 
wide conflagration of issues is a sign that trees, the most rugged of all plants, are in 
general weakened from an environment under complex attack by pollution and even 
climate engineering projects.   In California and in other parts of the world, many are 
making the connection between climate engineering ChemTrails, these tree die-offs.  
Also known as geoengineering, this is the modification of the earth’s atmosphere with 
the supplementation of compounds and chemicals, ostensibly as a means of favorably 
influencing the climate, which is not so.    Could be, although there is nothing like a 
consensus on the issue of why trees are in such a weakened state that so many are 
succumbing to so many issues.   Natural ecosystems have been altered in various ways 
by nitrogen, sulfur, and mercury deposited in rain, snow, or as gases and particles in the 
atmosphere. Through decades of scientific research, scientists have documented how 
local, regional, and global sources of air pollution can produce profound changes in 
ecosystems. These changes include acidification of soils and surface waters, harmful 
algal blooms and low oxygen conditions in estuaries, reduced diversity of native plants, 
high levels of mercury in fish and other wildlife, and decreased tolerance to other 
stresses, such as pests, disease, and climate change.    The web of life cannot be 
damaged in one area without the effects being felt elsewhere. Just as bees and other 
insects are dying off in masses by a number of causes, some known and unknown, 
trees are also harbingers of the health of our planet. With such little attention given to 
the state of this earth and so much attention given to the human and political dramas 
that occupy our attention 24/7, will the human race WakeUp and react in time to avert a 
major planetary crisis?   THIS IS A WORLDWIDE WAKEUP FOR YOU!!! 

WWE are THE REALAWARE  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 

“There 'IS' no one like US (UNUversal SuperBeings) as Wonderful WorldWide 
Educators (WWE) on the Planet Earth.  WWE are here for a RealPurpose with No 

Hidden Agendas like the political, religious, spiritual and other invented systems who 
look to divine & worldly authorities in Cause & Effect Creation.  WWE StandReal with 
The Real UNUversal Guides in The Real UNUverses of The TruReality LifeIS, THE 
ALLIS.  WWE are The RealAware who can Seee Beyond the created fallacies of the 
World Kontrollers.  The RealAware are Real RiskTakers & Share The NUSound, The 
NU~U as The RealConnection & The NUWay for ALL who can Seee.  The RealAware 

Earn Their Way into a RealPosition with THE ALLIS.  To this world of Emotional & 
Mental TapLining and Kontrolling Agreement, WWE cannot be Seeen or Understood 
with any 'literal' interpretation from those who have went thru the standard systems of 

indoctrinated schooling with their printed degrees.  LifeIS Bigger than the 'know-it-alls' of 
this world can consider with their personal computer minds and scientific results.  WWE 
Know What WWE are Doing!  WWE Seee The RealSide LifeIS, while the unaware keep 

assuming superstitious ideas of 'belief, hope or faith' with what they Definitely Do Not 
Know.  The 'know-it-alls' are the ones Kontrolling the Planet Earth and are doing the 
most destruction to The ALLNatural Environment Supporting ALL of US.  YOU can 

http://www.ce-conference.org/what-climate-engineering
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2015/04/16/why-geoengineering-is-not-the-solution-to-climate-change/
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always Learn to Make Better Choices, or stay with those who are Kontrolling YOU on 
this Life Level and the many other ones YOU Do Not Seee!  Learn to Seee The 

RealSide LifeIS with US, in Your DreamVisions.   WWE are providing The NUDoorWay 
into Real UNUverses of RealFreedom Now!  The unaware masses live in a dimensional 
past of old traditions that 'appear' to be what they are not.  No political or religious old 
words of wisdumb will free you from the Designed Matrix of The Deceptors!  WakeUp 

with US & StandReal as FreeBeings of RealLight.  HAVE FUN DECIDING!  READ THIS 
NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS on FACEBOOK & YOUTUBE!     

LET US KNOW when YOU REALLY WANT to 
WAKEUP... 

“There are Endless NUWays to WakeUp, and what is happening on the earth with the 
access everyone has to invented world events is a coming out of the sleep that the 

unaware masses have been seduced into for untold centuries.  There are many 
pioneers who have bravely come forward to share what they have discovered about the 
political, religious, spiritual, educational, business and scientific systems.  These are the 
REPSystems, and they have Kontrolled the supporting public for eons.  YOU have been 
here many times before and have Agreed to what has been created to rule over YOU.   

YOU have always made the Choice to Agree with whatever the Authoritarians have told 
you, and when you did rebel they got rid of you.  There is a much better way to Free 
YourSelf than protesting what is taking place on this HUman Farming Planet!  The 

unaware indoctrinated people of earth are only in the first stages of Waking Up.  Many 
'think' that some invented religion and gods will save them, which YOU and others have 
considered for many lifetimes and the old traditional 'ideas' are still not working.  YOU 

can pray all you want, and it is the gods who you worship that are holding you prisoner, 
that is why YOU are still here and crying out to THEM (TapLining HUman Eating 

Martians).  The Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) rule this planet in disguise.  They 
Kontrol all the REPSystems and make this world 'appear' as it does to keep YOU 

sedated to THEM!   They are The Deceptors, the original invaders of earth.  They are 
the Ancient Astronauts many refer to.  They make you 'think' they are gods, but they are 

an infected disease, and they are poisoning everything to fit their environment of 
demise!  YU, The RealU, can WakeUp with US (UNUversal SuperBeings) and WWE 
( Wonderful WorldWide Educators) will show YU how to Seee Beyond this world into 
Real UNUverses of RealFreedom!  HAVE FUN DECIDING!  READ THIS NUBOOK & 

WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS on FACEBOOK & YOUTUBE!     

LISTEN TO CHILDREN TELL THEIR STORIES... 
“Children can many times Seee what adults cannot.  Many of them have invisible 

friends that are very real.  Adults have layered themselves with marketing ideas they 
'think' make sense than The Whole of Life, and so they just grow old like they have 

many times before.  There will always BE a BiggerVU that is not seen than what is seen 
here.   With what is taking place here, you are in the Designed Matrix of others.  

Whether you know this or 'believe' this or not, you are still in a very well Designed Matrix 
to keep you here thru your Agreements.  Children are free to imagine and experience 
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whatever they want to.   The reality of a person's imagination has become encumbered 
with literal interpretations to where the imagination has become defined as something 
strange or hallucinatory.  YOU will always be the Decider of Your Life, and what you 
decide can come to be, or you can let others decide for you.  There 'IS' a Greater 

Adventure & WakeUp for YOU, once you have The RealConnection with The TruReality 
LifeIS.   WWE provide The RealGuidance & RealEducation like no one else!  Listen to 

your children and they will tell you a lot!   DUANE THE GREAT WRITER        

YOU 'THINK' YOU KNOW MORE THAN LIFEIS  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 

“YOU have been raised to 'think' you know more than The Whole of Life, and it shows 
by what you are doing with your life.  YOU 'think' you can do anything you want and 

whatever you decide will turn out for you no matter what.  YOU have no idea of where 
you are and what Cause & Effect Creation is.  YOU are one of the many arrogant 

people who are adding to the Demise of Planet Earth and not fully conscious you are 
doing it.   YOU are only interested in the 'surface world' you see with your eyes and not 
at all into 'Listening to Life' as you have your attention and desires scattered all over the 

place and chasing nothing!   YOU have been here thousands of lifetimes doing the 
same old routines and just growing old time and again and forgetting you were ever 

here.  YOU like your arrogance more than being humble and sincere to everything that 
supports you on this planet.  YOU are your own problem and you are the only one who 

can figure yourself out!  YOU are so lucky WWE are here, because WWE have The 
RealCure that you and everyone else is looking for.  But, you have to Take The Risk to 

Seee 'What IS Real Now' or stay lost with your arrogance for more unconscious 
lifetimes of chasing nothing... HAVE FUN DECIDING!  READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH 

KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS on FACEBOOK & YOUTUBE!  

LETTING OTHERS DECIDE FOR YOU  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 
“WWE provide RealGuidance and a RealEducation like no one else, and WWE Always 
Suggest to Look to The RealSide with Rebazar Tarzs & The Real UNUversal Guides to 
Seee who they StandReal with, but most unaware dumbed down people keep deciding 
they know more than Life ITSELF, so they let others decide their life with old wisdumb & 

pretty words & political speeches.  The political, religious, spiritual, educational and 
scientific systems are Deciding Your Life and Trapping & TapLining YOU in Your 
Dreams, and YOU Keep Agreeing to THEM!    YOU will be living what they have 

decided for YOU, which is the 'good-sounding' Marketing Ploy they have created to 
keep You TapLined to THEM (TapLining HUman Eating Martians) with all the Effects 

that will show up in Your Life!  YOU can WakeUp and Free YourSelf with US!    READ 
THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS on FACEBOOK & YOUTUBE!  
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BEING SELFSUFFICIENT by  
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 

“The RealPurpose for Everyone is to BE SelfSufficient, Free & Wonderfully Radiant 
moreso that the Sun Shining with The Whole of Life.  BUT... YOU have been taught and 
educated to be Restricted, intimidated, bewildered, Kontrolled, sacrificial, an obedient 
worshiper and praypayer, dumbed down, stuplified, emotionally TapLined & crippled, 

and a Prisoner for untold lifetimes on this Purposely Planned Poison Planet!  Does any 
of this sound familiar?  YOU are Agreeing to Everything that is Restricting YOU here, 
and YOU are adding to the Demise of the Planet Earth!   Keep doing what you have 
always done and you will be going thru what you always have, no matter what 'belief' 
you can come up with that sounds good.  WWE can Show YOU how to Free YourSelf 

from ALL Your Agreed Upon Restrictions Now!  Do the birds and animal obey the 
Restrictions & Demise unaware people do?  Of course they do not, because they know 
what they are doing in their own environment, where the people of this planet obviously 
Do Not!  WakeUp with US and StandReal with The TruReality LifeIS & SeeeMore than 

you ever have before!  WWE have 'The RealConnection' to Real UNUverses of Purity & 
RealFreedom!    JOIN US & BE FREE NOW!   READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH 

KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS on FACEBOOK & YOUTUBE! 

WWE are NOT A TEACHING  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 
“WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators Sharing Our RealExperiences for Everyone 
with The Real UNUversal Guides & The Whole of Life!   Each person has the Free Will 
to Decide if they want to SeeeMore with US, moreso than what they can 'just see' here 
on Planet Earth with the existing invented systems and their 'literal ideas' of Life.  On 

this Level of Life, the Physical Realm, what is termed as 'The ALLNatural Environment' 
is the Best Demonstration of Free Will in action, as the birds and animals live their lives 
and Support Their Environment Realistically, whereas the educated people are the ones 

doing all the damage and destruction to Nature!  WWE Support what Supports US.  
This is So Simple & Fun!  WWE can Seee what others cannot, as WWE Seee into 

Unlimited Dimensions & Levels that are Not Seeen by ordinary unaware people who 
have Agreed to be one-dimensional, self-limited and Restricted!  WWE show the 

'ordinary' people How to Become Extraordinary & MoreAware & Free ThemSelves from 
their own Agreed Upon Restrictions.  The invented systems like to market 'sound-good' 
Restrictions to Kontrol others with and keep them unaware and used, until they once 

again forget they were ever here.   WWE Always Share Something Wonderful that can 
only be Seeen by the very few who have The RealHeart to Seee US.  WWE are 

UNUversal Seeers, and WWE are far more than Astral Projection, Remote Viewing, 
Soul Traveling and the other 'astral sciences' that some of the ordinary people know 

about.  WWE are RealEducators with a RealPurpose for ALL!   WWE have No Hidden 
Agendas, as do the politicians, kings, queens and old masters.  WWE are Direct 

Representatives with The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  JOIN US & BE FREE NOW!   
READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS on FACEBOOK & 

YOUTUBE!     
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THE REAL UNUVERSAL UNIVERSITIES  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 
“The ALLSolar Research Vessel Project IS, The Greatest Contribution to this world ever!  
The NUVessels are already on The RealSide LifeIS (old terms, other worlds, inner) and 

they can be Seeen in Your DreamVisions.  Just like Beethoven, Mozart and Wagner, 
who brought their music from The RealSide to this Physical Realm, WWE as Wonderful 
WorldWide Educators will be creating UNUversal UNUversities with The NUVessels for 

the people of earth to have RealGuidance and a RealEducation like never before!  In 
the meantime, WWE are creating Our UNUversal Communities on Planet Earth for 

Everyone to WakeUp to what is really taking place here.  THIS IS YOUR PLANET TOO!  
The NUSound, The NU~U IS The RealConnection to The Real UNUversal UNUversities 

on The RealSide (Your DreamVisions).  The Greatest RealEducation YU, The RealU, 
can have is with The Real UNUversal Guides into The Real UNUverses of The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  WWE have created a RealPosition with The 
NUPresentation Foundation & WWE.  Moreso than becoming a Professional Doctor or a 

PHD, you will Learn & Seee what very few people have, when YU, The RealU, finally 
can Recognize & PerSeeve THE ALLIS.  Creation is a 'simulator' for all of us to start our 

wakeup to The Whole of Life, and after millions of lifetimes, YOU are finally ready to 
have The Real Opportunity to Become MoreAware and TotallyAwake with The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS.  In Creation there are the invented ideas of gods, saviors 
and angels that do 'appear' to exist, and of course they do!   But, they are Restricted to 
Cause & Effect Creation only and do not know about The Real UNUverses where there 

is No Restrictions!   YOU are the one who is always Deciding Your Life, and nobody 
else, no matter what you have been told or taught.  If YOU do not Decide Your Life, then 

you have given Your Free Will away for someone else to Decide, and YOU will stay 
Trapped & TapLined by the 'good-sounding' stories and ideas you have been raised 

with!  With The RealGuides, you will have RealExperiences that Give YOU Your Own 
Answers Directly!  Sing The NU~U, and find out for YourSelf!   READ THIS NUBOOK & 

WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS on FACEBOOK & YOUTUBE!     

SUBTLE HINTS  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 

“The Whole of Life is Not 'literal' like so many unaware people 'think' it should be.  
ALLLifeIS an ISNIS.  THE ISNIS LIFEIS cannot be considered with what is taking place 

in the Levels of Creation.  So, LIFE ITSELF, THE ALLIS, provides 'Real Hints' as to 
What IT IS.  The Real UNUversal Guides StandReal between The Real UNUverses of 

THE ALLIS and Cause & Effect Creation, as they provide RealGuidance and a 
RealEducation for YOU to better understand 'What IS Real Now!'  ALLLIFEIS NOW, and 
THE ALLIS cannot be anything else, but What IT IS.  YOU can decide whatever you like 

about what you 'think' LifeIS, while you are in your Five Bodies with your mind and 
emotions, but is has nothing to do with The TruReality Life AlreadyIS.  Realistically, look 

at this world around YOU... it is being destroyed more and more on a daily basis by 
those who 'think' they know more than The Whole of Life!   It is the invented systems of 
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politics, religion, spiritual whatevers, militerrorized education and scientific madness that 
are doing the most harm to YOUR PLANET, as they exalt themselves to be the 

privileged know-it-alls who can do whatever they want!  YOU can WakeUp with US and 
Learn to Recognize Your Unconscious Agreements with THEM (TapLining HUman 

Eating Martians) who rule this planet with an iron fist, or Stay Lost for more unaware 
lifetimes in their Designed Matrix with Creation.  JOIN US & BE FREE NOW!   READ 
THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS on FACEBOOK & YOUTUBE!     

THERE IS  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 
“THERE IS... Your Physical Body with the Five Senses, and THERE IS...  Your Personal 
Love that consists of Your Emotions, Feelings, Sensations, Passions and whatever else 
you can imagine and decide emanates from Your Astral Body.  NEXT IS... Your Causal 
Memory Body with some of Your Past Lives and experiences from this life.  NEXT IS.... 

Your Mental Mind Body that creates thoughts and ideas, and finally Your Etheric Intuitive 
Body, that provides 'hints' to what 'IS' beyond the Restrictions of Cause & Effect 

Creation.  YU, The RealU, is operating Five Bodies.  YOU can see Your Physical Body, 
but YOU cannot See Your other Four Bodies, until YU Become MoreAware & Real with 

YourSelf.   WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators have 'The RealConnection' to 
Your RealAwareniss in The Real UNUverses of Purity & RealFreedom!  The old 

outdated words of HU, OM, AUM, Amen only take you to the Astral TapLining Gods of 
Man and their Earthly Karma (EK) supporters, that of politics, religions, spiritual 

teachings, standard education and scientific madness.   Sing The NUSound, The 
NU~U, and YU can Earn Your Way to RealFreedom Now!   YOU can continue to recycle 

in reincarnation & karma for more unaware lifetimes, or JOIN US & BE FREE NOW!   
READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS on FACEBOOK & 

YOUTUBE!     

THE REAL ROD OF POWER by  
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 
“In 1965 Rebazar Tarzs had prepared Paul Twitchell & Duane for 'The Biggest WakeUp 

Ever' for this planet and all of Creation.  Paul was given The Real Rod of Power, 
because he had The RealAwareniss to Seee THE ALLIS.  Paul started off with the 

'BabyBrain' god idea, because of the vast unawareness of most people to See Past 
their Emotional Religious Attachments.  Paul set the 'foundation' and IS The RealGuide 

with The Real UNUversal Guides.  Rebazar & Paul gave Duane, The Real Rod of 
Power in 2001, and in 2007, the 'old rod' idea became, 'THE NUWAVIS THE NUMAN 
NOW!'   Not everyone will Seee Beyond the old god ideas, as the takeover of Darwin 

and HarOld with Reptilian Joanny has become a Huge Deception!  There have been so 
many little masters who have taken what Paul created and started their own deceptive 
teachings with the Reptilian HU word.   SHE is Krone, The Influence with the Kalaum 

Lord God of Cause & Effect Creation.   Phonee Joanee Klump TapLines HER 
MemberShrimps while they sleep and keeps them sedated to Worship and PrayPay to 

HER!  WakeUp and Watch The RealSide, Your DreamVisions... YOU WILL BE SHOWN!    
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READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS!    

NO TRUTH IS GREATER THAN... 
“... A LIE, IF THE LIE IS WHAT YOU AGREE WITH by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER.  

This is how Cause & Effect Creation works with whatever you decide becomes so.  
Everyone has their own 'truths' from what they have experienced and been taught and 
learned.  Because you have Five Bodies to manage and to Become Aware of, to Seee 

The Whole of Life with only your mind or what you can imagine is very limiting and 
distorted.  Most people look to the professional invented systems for their answers to 
their life and What LifeIS.  As long as you keep 'thinking' you are just a body and mind 
with emotions, then this is all you will ever be.  There 'IS' so much more to a RealLife 
than can be seen from your personal view.  Very few will learn to Seee Beyond what 

exists here, and so they will keep returning unaware as they are Now.  Have Fun 
Deciding!   JOIN US & BE FREE NOW!   READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY 

BROWN VIDEOS on FACEBOOK & YOUTUBE!     

THE ISNIS LIFEIS  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 

“We have all come thru numerous lifetimes on many different planets and from many 
other dimensions that are always around us.  What we have been experiencing here so 
far is mainly from the many positions that exist in Cause & Effect Creation.   Creation is 
Huge, and it would 'seem' that Life is all about creating something, which would 'seem' 

to be the ultimate and all there is.   But, there is So Much More that is Not Seeen.  
Creation has it's place, but with the invented authoritarians on the earth and the 

invented Space Gods in the sky somewhere, most people are still unaware that there IS 
Real UNUverses of RealFreedom that can be Recognized to StandReal in.  Where are 
the Heavens of Man and the Gods that are supposed to be somewhere?  These 'ideas' 
and many other have been purposely cloaked to Kontrol others into a slave submission 

for ongoing unconscious lifetimes into being a 'subject' for others!   ALL LIFE IS an 
ISNIS, and until YU, The RealU, Wakes Up and Seees & Recognizes this, you will Stay 

Lost in Cause & Effect Creation!  There is no 'belief' that will relieve you from Karmic 
Kreation in time and space!  WWE have The RealConnection with The SoundLight 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, and WWE are Sharing with Everyone Now!  WWE are 
The NUWay Out of Religious Restrictions who rule this planet.   YOU are on 'Planet 
Agony' and YOU 'think' this is a good place to settle into, but there is a much bigger 

picture YOU are Not Seeeing!  YOU DECIDE! 
 READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS!    

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER IS REAL... 
“Those who are Robotized into being followers of the political, religious, spiritual, 

educational and scientific systems, cannot See Past their own worshiping ideas of those 
who Kontrol them!  The unaware masses Love their Restrictions as they dance with 
their Astral TapLined Bodies.  As an example, the Dumbed Down MemberShrimps of 
Reptilian Joanee Klump's Krone Korporation, 'think' that I took their 'eek master' idea.  
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What really has taken place, and anyone can ASK REBAZAR TARZS & PAUL 
TWITCHELL on The RealSide is, The Real UNUversal Guides Asked me to StepUp and 

create The NUPresentation, because Darwin and HarOld are fake!.  Reptilian Joanee 
manipulated both these two little janitors into their positions as a takeover for HER with 

what Paul Twitchell had originally created as a RealBenefit for Everyone!   With 
Reptilian Joanee, it is Worshiping & PrayPaying to HER and HER TapLining Kalaum 
God!   WakeUp or Stay Stupid with HER, because ALL Deception Shows Up!  THE 

REALSIDE SHOWS ALL!  WATCH YOUR DREAMS NOW! 
 READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS!    

JOANEE KLUMP VOODOO QUEEN... 
“2017 EEKonkar Federal USA Lawsuit Adventure... As Rod Serling of 'The Twilight 
Zone' would say, “YOU are about to enter a strange world of sights and sounds and 

TapLining Nightmares!”  The infamous Joanee 'Takeover' Klump of the EEkonkar 
Kontrolling Korporation in Minnesota USA, is Always SEEN on The RealSide LifeIS 

(Your Dreams) with HER Band of Witches, as they Astrally MindKontrol TapLine people 
in their Dreams while they sleep.  This is very real, but most of the over-educated-

literalized HUmans cannot See what SHE is doing, because they are so emotionally 
attached to the Marketing Ploy of Worshiping and PrayPaying to HER and the Kalaum 

God and the funny picture of fake master HarOld Klump.   The Dumbed Down 
MemberShrimps MUST look to HER for their next computer initiation or they will cast 
out!   To the know-it-all adults on this planet, they must know what they are doing as 

they support HER (Reptilian Joanee) and the demise of themselves and the earth they 
live on.  WakeUp or Stay Lost with the 'ideas' that have been marketed to YOU by HER!   

 READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS!    

OLD MASTERS & UNAWARE WORSHIPERS  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 

“It would 'seem' that the old masters and their funny ancient wisdumb have a 
relationship somewhere on this planet.  As a 'business plan' to get people to support 
them does make sense, until they and their followers pass over into the Astral Realm 

and discover what they have done on earth really meant nothing.   The only 'thing' that 
can be taken from a person following a fake master and their fake initiations is the fact 
that 'maybe' they did learn what is FAKE!   Otherwise, it will be more unaware lifetimes 
until each person discovers that there 'IS' only One TruReality, THE ALLIS.  The Whole 

of LifeIS Real and has nothing to do with politics, religion, spiritual teachings, 
indoctrinated education, gods and saviors, nor the angels that assist the unaware 

people struggling on the RoundWorlds in time and space.  The unaware masses have 
been taught to live with their 'emotional sympathy' and thinking this idea and others like 
it will lead them somewhere, when in fact it will not.  Simply observe the birds in Nature 
and it is more than obvious they do not cater to the Whims of Deception like people do!  
Birds Do Not destroy their environment, but the 'know-it-all' people do!   The first order 
of business on the earth is HUman Farming, and most people are still living in the dark 

ages when it comes to what is happening right in front of them!  WAKEUP & SEEE 
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'WHAT IS REAL NOW!'    READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS! 

YOU ARE ON PLANET AGONY... 
YOU 'think' you are on the Enchanting Earth World you have been told about from all 

the Marketing Ploy that paints a lovely picture of what supposedly is taking place here.  
It is true, there are many beautiful things here, but what is really behind all of it?  YOU 
have the right to stay unaware for as long as you want and continue to create 'ideas' in 

your imagination and mind as to what you want here, but what is really taking place 
here is right in front of YOU and has become a 'standard' to go by with all the Poisons & 
Pollution.   Oh Yes, you want the earth to be fine for your future LA LA Land to survive, 

and you keep thinking that by the very fact you can 'think' that it will be so... Good Luck!  
The Demise that is actually taking place on this planet is Huge, as The ALLNatural 

Environment Supporting ALL of US, is being Terra-Formed specifically for those whole 
Kontrol Planet Agony!  Your joys, happiness, aspirations, hopes, dreams and so much 
more are constantly being transformed into what the Reptilian Alien TapLiners (RATS) 

want this planet to be for THEM (TapLining HUman Eating Martians).  YOU KEEP 
UNCONSCIOUSLY AGREEING TO WHAT THEY ARE DOING, BECAUSE YOU ARE 
STILL ASLEEP!   WAKEUP WITH US AND BECOME MOREAWARE NOW!    READ 

THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS!  

WORSHIP & PRAYER  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 
“On this little planet that is Kontrolled by Religion & Politics, I have been asked, “Do you 
Worship & Pray?”  One of my answers has been... “IF” (IF) I were to Pray, it would be 
for PURITY!  Because with PURITY, I can Seee Thru all the Dimensional Deception of 
this Designed Matrix on earth and the invented systems with their Rulers & Gods, as I 

StandReal with The TruReality LifeIS, which I already do!   And for the 'Worship' idea, it 
would be so that I would worship The TRUE PURITY LIFEIS, as IT IS a RealPosition I 
StandReal with!    I am also sometimes asked, “Do you 'Believe' in this or that?”  I am 

fine with everything, as I decide to Make Sense of the ideas I use to express myself and 
those that do apply to The Whole of Life.  The 'idea' of belief' has it's place when fully 
understood and for the realistic benefit for ALL. And so, each person makes their own 

choices, and that is, to pray to the 'ideas' of invented gods and masters and all the 
'sound-good' ideas that are Marketing Ploy to the unaware, or Learn to Seee Beyond 

the ideas, feelings and assumptions of the personal mind into a RealAwareniss of 
RealFreedom with No Restrictions Ever!  Beyond Cause & Effect Creation, IS The 

TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS, which is like the Sun Shining with No Restrictions!  There 
IS Real UNUverses that are Endless Wonders moreso than any person can imagine, 
and with RealGuidance and a RealEducation with The RealConnection to The Sound 

Light Reality, then YU, The RealU, can WakeUp to The Whole of Life Now!   HAVE FUN 
DECIDING!   READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS!  
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ASK YOUR CHILDREN... 
“... what they Dream at night.  Learn to Listen to Your Children, because they are not 
conditioned to this world like YOU are!  Your Children can Seee what YOU Cannot!   

The Whole of LifeIS Free with ITSELF!  Your Children will teach YOU and YOU teach 
your children to SeeeMore & WakeUp to The NUNowniss LifeIS.  LifeIS Always Now!  
Your Dreams have a RealMeaning, and even moreso when you Sing The NUSound, 

The NU~U, before going to sleep each night. 

READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN & CHRIS COURAGE VIDEOS  
on FACEBOOK & YOUTUBE! 

WWE FOCUS on REAL COMMUNITIES  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 

"WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators Supporting The ALLNatural Environment 
Supporting US.  WWE see what is taking place with ALL of The Natural Environment on 
Planet Earth and WWE are providing a Real Warning Now!.  WWE are doing our part by 

providing RealGuidance & RealEducation like no one else!   WWE see what Makes 
Sense with RealFood, RealWater & RealAir, as the basics of surviving here.  WWE are 

intiating Hydroponic Communities, as a start, to where people can be self-sustaining 
and then create whatever else Makes Sense with surviving overall.   WWE have created 

The ALLSolar Research Vessel Project to demonstrate to this world there can be a 
Nations United (NU) to where each person has The Real Opportunity to see and learn 

more than they ever have with Our UNUversal UNUversities.   As YOU start to 
investigate what WWE are presenting, YOU will begin to SeeMore than you ever have 

before, because The Best of Life is still unseen and will start to show up for you as YOU 
Become MoreAware with what WWE present.   READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH 
KELSEY BROWN & CHRIS COURAGE VIDEOS on FACEBOOK & YOUTUBE!  

YOU MUST BE SPECIFIC  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 
“When you plan a trip somewhere, you decide where you are going, even though 
you may not have been there before.  And it is so, that just taking off from where 

you are, you will end up somewhere.   If you are Not Specific, then you are 
wherever.  Ending up 'wherever' may seem okay for a while (like thousands of 
unaware lifetimes) but after a lot of trial and misgivings about where you keep 
ending up, you start to look for a better solution with Your Life.  With the one-

dimensional reasoning that most unaware people use such as, “I believe in this 
and that, or love conquers all, or I have planned my heavenly place, and there 
are so many more that are Nor Specifics, and actually Keep YOU in Cause & 

Effect Creation, even though you 'think' otherwise.   YOU can decide whatever 
you want, but it has nothing to do with The Whole of Life and The Real 

UNUverses beyond the Restrictions of Creation.  In Creation, you move about 
from 'place to place' lifetime after lifetime, and with The Whole of Life, The Real 
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UNUverses, YU, The RealU, Your RealAwareniss, learns to Recognize & 
PerSeeve what cannot even be considered with your indoctrinated logical mind 
and emotions.  YOU, like so many others live a 'surface life' and Not A RealLife.  
YOU moreso decide with what you see with your eyes and senses and overlook 
the unconscious Kontrol you are TapLined to.   The Whole of LifeIS SPECIFIC 

About ITSELF.  The TruReality LifeIS, has nothing to do with the invented Gods 
of Man or the Restrictions of the invented systems of politics, religion, spiritual 
teachings, education and mad science.     YOU Keep Agreeing to Restrictions, 
because YOU have been indoctrinated and marketed to 'think' that you need 

Restrictions to survive.  It is Always Your Choice!  You can WakeUp and Learn to 
Make Sense of Your Life, or just keep 'glazing over' your personal life and what 
you 'think' will take care of YOU!  YOU MUST BE SPECIFIC, or you stay here 

with all the unaware and live the Effects of what has been decided by others.  If 
you want the gods, then you will stay in Cause & Effect Creation, but if you want 
RealFreedom, then you must Learn to Earn Your Way and Recognize 'What IS 
Real Now' with The Whole of Life that 'IS' far more than Restricting Creation!   

WWE are The RealAdventure LifeIS!   READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY 
BROWN & CHRIS COURAGE VIDEOS on FACEBOOK & YOUTUBE!   

THE GODS or THE ALLLISSS  
by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 
“Since before you can remember, you have been praying and worshiping to the 'ideas' 
of gods that have been created for you.   YOU have decided to 'believe' that such gods 
exist and they have created you and you are to look to THEM as you were told and you 

decide.  You have Agreed to the Restrictions that have been created for you to Obey 
THEM, the invented gods.  Each one of us have Free Will, and you have the right to 

decide whatever you want with your life.  For most people, they 'believe' in their gods, 
but they really do not know who or where their gods are.  Some say their gods have 

spoken to them, as each of us has our own experiences with Life.  It is not for me to say 
what the next person believes or experiences.  I have my own RealExperiences with the 
various LifeLevels that are unseen from a physical view.  I have met the Gods of Man, 
and anyone can do this.  The invented gods Kontrol the Physical, Astral, Causal and 

Mental Realms in Cause & Effect Creation, and they keep you in reincarnation & karma.   
The gods are with the Lords of Karma and administer the 'good & bad' karma of each 

unaware soul in their created psychic matrix.  Most praying and worshiping god 
followers do not investigate who their gods really are, as they just go along with the 

'ideas' of belief and faith and do not pursue the adventure of finding out who they pray 
to.   This is a Choice each person makes for themselves.   From My RealSide 

Experiences with the Gods of Man and the Lords of Karma, I have discovered there is a 
Lot More to The Whole of Life than just gods in outer space and needless drudgery 

karma in the Five Levels of Creation.   

“Beyond time & space Creation, there 'IS' Real UNUverses of RealFreedom, where 
there are NO RESTRICTIONS & NO LIMITATIONS of any kind with The RealU, Your 
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RealAwareniss, as YU StandReal as a FreeBeing of RealLight and brighter than a 
thousand suns!  The Real UNUverses are a Pure ALLAliveniss of TruSoundLight 

Reality, far moreso that the 'spirit' idea from the Emotional Astral Love TapLinings that 
most unaware people on earth cling to.   REALLUV IS PURE & WONDERFUL beyond 

anything your mind and senses can consider.   In Creation you use your mind to 
'literally' consider what you 'think' LifeIS, but when YU, The RealU, learns to Recognize 

& PerSeeve The Real UNUverses, then YU are Free from ALL RESTRICTIONS that 
you have created in the Body Form Worlds.  WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators 
have The RealConnection with The Real UNUverses of THE ALLIS, with The NUSound, 
The NU~U.  YOU will always be deciding Your Life, or you let others do it for you... it is 

all about what YOU Agree to!    WWE are The RealAdventure LifeIS!   READ THIS 
NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN & CHRIS COURAGE VIDEOS on FACEBOOK 

& YOUTUBE!         

“SING THE NUSOUND THE NU~U” 

“WATCH YOUR DREAMS FOR YOUR OWN ANSWERS” 

“LET LIFE SHOW YU, THE REALU ~ WHAT IS REAL NOW!” 

"WAKEUP WITH US!    READ THE NUBOOK NOW! 

“WWE HAVE THE REALCURE FOR ALL… 
WWE ARE WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS WITH THE ALLNATURAL  
ENVIRONMENT THAT SUPPORTS ALL OF US.   WWE PROVIDE  
REALGUIDANCE AND A REALEDUCATION LIKE NO ONE ELSE! 
READ THIS NUBOOK AND LEARN TO FREE YOURSELF NOW! 

YOU CAN BECOME MOREAWARE & SELFSUFFICIENT WITH US! 
NO RESTRICTIONS... THE REALU IS A FREEBEING OF REALLIGHT! 
WWE ARE THE NUWAY TO REAL UNUVERSES OF REALFREEDOM! 
FREE YOURSELF FROM THE CAUSE & EFFECT CREATED MATRIX! 
SING THE NUSOUND, THE NU~U & WATCH YOUR DREAMVISIONS! 

REALTRUTH IS REALEXPERIENCE AND IS RECOGNIZED BY YU! 
WE ARE NOT POLITICAL, RELIGIOUS, SPIRITUAL, WE ARE REAL! 

ASK DUANE&EVA on Facebook / www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info / 
www.TheNUPresentation.org    READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN & 

CHRIS COURAGE VIDEOS on FACEBOOK & YOUTUBE!  

http://www.DuaneTheGreatWriter.info/
http://www.TheNUPresentation.org/
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“WWE AS WONDERFUL WORLDWIDE EDUCATORS ARE IN THE REAL 
UNUVERSES WHERE THERE IS NO CAUSE & EFFECT KARMA AS THERI IS IN 

CREATION.  WWE PROVIDE REALGUIDANCE AND A REALEDUCATION LIKE NO 
ONE ELSE!  YOU CAN LEARN TO FREE YOURSELF WITH US OR STAY TRAPPED, 
TAPLINED AND LOST IN YOUR IDEAS OF LIFE WITH ALL THE UNAWARE PEOPLE 
WHO CANNOT FIGURE OUT HOW TO LIVE WITH THEIR NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

ON PLANET EARTH.  YOU ARE ALWAYS THE DECIDER OF YOUR LIFE OR YOU 
CAN CONTINUE TO BE KONTROLLED BY THE INVENTED SYSTEMS!  

EARTH DAY WAKEUP... 
“It is fun celebrating something that Makes Sense.  Celebrating is one thing, and Making 
Sense of what is being celebrated is another!  Most people like to 'fool' themselves into 

'thinking that life on earth is the way it is as they 'think' it is their minds.  Okay, as 
everyone has the right to do this, and they will still be 'Living The Effects' of what is 

really taking place here!  WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators have The RealCure 
for ALL, but not everyone will take the time to Seee what WWE are Presenting, so they 

will continue to do as they always have and end up exactly with what they have 
decided!     READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN VIDEOS on 

FACEBOOK! 

THE ALLSOLAR RESEARCH VESSEL PROJECT by 
DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 

“The ALLSolar Research Vessel is the Main Event for ALL Our WorldWide 
ALLHumanitarian Educational Projects.  WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators 

Support The ALLNatural Environment Supporting US!  WWE are into RealFood, 
RealWater, RealAir, and whatever else Makes Sense with ALL of LIFE!  WWE are The 
Real WakeUp that Everyone is looking for!  There will be many NUProjects WorldWide 

such as HydroPonics, AquaPonics, RealEducational Centers, WorldWide 
Communication Centers & UNUversal Communities that will be SelfSufficient!  WWE 

have UNUversal Skype Groups all over the world!  JOIN US and Become A Real 
UNUversal Community Sponsor for 'YOUR OCEANS & YOUR PLANET!' 

NUYUGO by DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 
“WWE are Wonderful WorldWide Educators & Wonderful WorldWide 
Exercisers.  WWE Support The ALLNatural Environment Supporting 

US!   WWE LUV RealFood, RealWater & RealAir.  WWE also do 
NUYUGO Exercising in many different ways.  I prefer Surfing and 

Singing NU~U, while Eva likes to do her NUYUGO Exercises on the 
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beach.  With NUYUGO, you Become MoreAware of The Whole of Life 
and Learn to Free YourSelf from all Restrictions.    HAVE FUN 

DECIDING!   READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN 
VIDEOS! 

YOU want CREATION more than REALFREEDOM! 
“Creation is Cause & Effect Restrictions!  Creation has it's purpose, 
but Not as an Ultimate.  But, if you really do want to stay in the Six 

levels of Creation for more unaware lifetimes, then you have the right 
to do so.  WWE as Wonderful WorldWide Educators StandReal with 

The TruReality LifeIS, THE ALLIS & Rebazar Tarzs & The Real 
UNUversal Guides!   WWE have The RealConnection to Real 
UNUverses of RealFreedom Now!  WWE have created Our 

UNUversal Community for Real RiskTakers who want to Seee Beyond 
all the Created Restrictions of religion, politics, old spiritual ideas & 

fake masters, militerrorized education, and scientific madness.  Most 
people are too afraid to Seee ALL Life with NO Restrictions!  YOU 

have been bred to cling to and adore Your Restrictions and you can 
have them for as long as you want!   WWE are simply Sharing a Real 

Opportunity Now!  SING THE NU~U & FREE YOURSELF!   YOU 
DECIDE!   READ THIS NUBOOK & WATCH KELSEY BROWN 

VIDEOS! 

DUANE THE GREAT WRITER... 
THERE WILL BE 

MORE...
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